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BACKGROUND

In August of 1977, the U.S. Office of Education awarded Contract #300770303

to the American Institutes for Research ln Palo-Alto, California. Funding

for the contract Was provided by the USOE Office of Career Education

from the Fiscal Year 1977 appropriation under Section 406 of the Education

Amendments of 1974 (Public Law 93-380). The contract was designed 'and

managed by Dr. Alice Scates of the USOE Office of Planning, Budgeting, and

Evaluation.

,\ The scope of work for the contract called, among other things for the

American Institutes for Research to,: (1) Solicit nominations of exemplary

career education projects-from State Education Agency staff and other

knowledgeable people across the country, (2) select from the nominations

ten career education projects which seemed to have the strongest evidence

of effectiveness on the basis of well-documented evaluation reports, (3)

work with the staff of each of the selected projects to .prepare a JDRP

project submission, and (4) present the ten project submissions to the
. _

Joint Dissemination Review Panel (JDRP) of the Education Division of the

U.S. Department of Health, Education, and Welfare.1

Pursuant to the terms of the contract, the American IrAitutes for

Research identified and reviewed reports from 250 career education

projects. The ten projects which seemed to have the strongest evidence

of effectiveness were selected for presentation to the JDRP. Project

submission documents mre prepared for these ten projects, and they

were presented to the JDRP in the Spring or 1978.

1
For a description of HEW's Joint Dissemination Review Panel, its

functions and its procedures, see The &lint Dissemination Review

Panel: IDEABOOK, by G.K. TallmacIF-(ERocumiliz-3-29).



Of the ten prollifts presPnted, seven were approved by the JDRP for

citation as projects of proven effectiveness, The seven approved

projects were;

PrOect Title

Akron,Career Development
Program

Pima County Developmental
Career Guidance Project

Contact Person

DrAicholas J. Topougis
Akron Career Development Program
Office of. Career Education

Programs
65.Steiner Avenue
Akron, Ohio 44301

Ms. Joyce McKay
- Pima County Developmental

Career Guidance Project
2302 E. Speedway, Suite 110
Tucson, Arizona, 85719

Project CERES, Career Education , Ms. Virginia Lish
Responsive to Every Student Project CERES

Ceres Unified School District
P.O. Box 307
Ceres, California 95307

°Project MATCH (K-8), Matching
AtOtudes and Talents to
Career Horizons

Project CAP (Grades 178),
Career Awareness Program

Project"CDCC (K-6), Career
Development Centered
Curriculum

Dr. Norman Steinaker
Project MATCH
Ontario-Montclair School
District'

Box-313-

Ontario, California 91761

Mrs. Jeanne Leffler
Project CAP
Boston Mountains Educational
Cooperative for Federal
Programs
Box 13
Greenland, Arkansas .

Dr. Lee Downey
Project CDCC
Coloma Community School
District
P.O. Box 218
Coloma, Michigan 49038



15roject Equality (for reducing sex Dr.John D. Ross

stereotyping in career choice) Project Equality
HighlineTublic Schools
Educational Resources
and Administration
Center

15675 Ambaum Boulevard, SW
Seattle, Washington 98166

In the meantime, during the Spring of 1978, two additional spreer education

projects were presented to the JDRP by the USOE Bureau of Elementary and

Secondary Education. Both of these projects were approved by the JDRP..

They were:

4

Project Title Contact Person

Project HEAR (Human Educational Joel Geller

Awareness Resource for reducing Cogent Associates

sex stereotyping in career choice) 575 Ewing Street
Princeton, New Jersey 08540

Project Discovery (Junior High School Di,. William C. Majure

Career Exploration) Southwest Iowa Learning
Resources Center

401 Reed Street
Red Oak, Iowa 51566

A

Thus, during 1978, a total of nine USOE-sponsored career education projects

were approved by the JDRP. Under the terms of contract #300770303, the

American Institutes for Research prepared project descriptions for the

first seven projects listed above. In addition, the USOE Office of Career

Education awarded a special contract (#300780432) to Ms. Susan L. McBain

of the American Institutes for Research to have the same type of project

descriptions prepared for Project Di6co'very and Project HEAR.
kJ

The purpose of the present publication is to make available the project

descriptions of all nine of these career education projects which were

approved uy the JDRP in 1978. It is hoped that these project descriptions

will be helpful to local school systems interested in reviewing career

education projects of proven effectiveness for possible adoption in their

own localities.



On the pages which follow, the project descriptions havelobeen arranged in

an order which proceeds from broad and comprehensive career education

programs for'grades k-12, such as the ones in Akron, Ohio, and Pima

County, Arizona, through programs which are comprehensive in scope kit

_more 1Wted in grade-leel Coverage, suCh as the ones in Ontario,

California'(K-8) and Coloma, Michigan (K-6), to the programs which are

more narrowly specialized, such as Project Discovery, focusing on career

exploration at the junior high school level, and Project Equality and

Project HEAR, which focus on the problem of reducing sex stereotyping

in career choice.

It should be pointed out that each of these project descriptions consti-

tutes a complete and self-contained document in itself. This makes it

possible foe.the individual project descriptions to be selected, 4'

reproduced, and used singl or in any combination which best meets the

user's needs. The mat lal in this publication, like the other materials

issued by the USOE0 ffice of Career Education, is in the public domain

and is not copyrighted. Users may reproduce and utilize the material

without restriction, and, in fact, are encouraged to do so.



CAREER DEVELOPM6T PROGRAM

Akron Public Schools

Akron, Ohio

Susan L. McBain

American Institutes for Research

4;-

Nicholas J. Topougis

Director, Office of Career Education Programs

Akron Public Schools

The information reported herein was obtained pursuant to contra,:t no. 300-77-0303
with the Office of Education, U.S. Department of Health, Education, and Welfare.
Contrwtors undertaking auch projects under Government sponsorship are encouraged
to document information according to their observation and professional judgment.
Consequently, information, points of view, or opinions stated do not necessarily
represent official Office of Education position or policy.



'FOREWORD

This activity description was prepared as part of a study conducted by the
American Institutes...for kesearch (AIR),under contract No. 300-77-0303 to :the

U.S. Office of Education. The purposes of the study were to identify evaluated,
exemplOy career education activities; to recommend identified activities to
the Joint Dissemination Review Panel (JDRP) of the Education Diviston, Depart-
ment of Health,.Education,'and Welfare; to prepare descriptions of identified
activities; and to develop a handbook with six models for eValuating career .

education activities.

The criteria established for screening activities in.this study intention-
ally limited choices to those whose evaluation reports presented evidence of
effectiveness. Close attention was given to the soundness of evidence in eval-
uation reports. A minimum requirement for this evidence of effectiveness was
that some comparison standard be provided so that gains made by the students
participating in the activity could be attributed to the impact of the activity.
After confidence in the evidence of effectiveness was established, further
criteria were applied. These criteria included consistent relationships between
a well-planned assessment of needs, a statement of desired student outcomes, the
selection of instruments, and the procedures used in data collection, management,
and analysis.

0

This document describes one of ten projects that was selected from among
250 submitted. It presents one locale's way of successfully implementing a
career education activity, the results of,which are educationally significant.
Although the description reflects an activity developed in response to local needs,
other school districts with similkr needs may wish to adapt parts or,all of it
accordtng to their om circumstances and philosophy.

We are especially grateful to the staff of the Akron Career Development
Program and tothe many school staff members who generously gave their time to

. answer questions from AIR site visitors. They extended a special kind of
hospitality and spared no aMount of effort to provide,the information necessary
to prepare this description. They made it possible for the site visitors to see
the program in action, as well as to'understand the philosophy and strategies that
underlie its operations.,

Although some early materials had instances of sex-role stereotyping, cur-
rent rdyisions are correcting these problems. In addition, a number of inservice
workshops have focused on the topic of social fairness for all segments of the
population.

I
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TITLE & LOCATiON:

TYPE:

PROJECT DIRECTOR:

SETTING:

a

PROJECT OVERVIEW

Career Development Program

Office of Career Education Programs
65 Steiner Avenue
Akron, Ohio 44301

Infusion

Nicholas J. Topougis

Ph: (216) 434-3404

This project focuses on students in grades K-10 and offers
some services to students in grades 11 And 12 as well. The
district contains 47 elementary schools, 10 junior high schools,
and nine senior high schools, serving about 50,000 shidents in
a total population of over 275,000. The student population
served in 1975-76 consisted of approximately equal numbers of
white and non-white students. Akron is a mostly urbanipd
ared with manufacturing, parttcularly of rubber products, as
its major type of employment. '

One full-time director coordinates the efforts of four elemen-
tary level career coordinatorS and four secondary level career
coordinators. A full-time secretary and three part-time para-
professionals comiilete the staff.

GOALS: The goals of Akron's Career Development.Program ar4 tc increase
students' self-awareness and self-esteem, knowledge of the .

world of work, and skills in decision-making. Seven areas.of
objectives have been developed based on these goals: the self;
the indtvidual and.the environment; education and training;
the world of work;.economics; employability and work adjust-
ment; and decision-making.

EVALUATION DESIGN: Equal numbers of randomly selected program and non-program

students were selected in the spring of 1076 for testing on a
posttest-only,basis. Program students' performance was com-
pared4with that of non-program students.

MATERIALS: Available f r dissemination are.:
Career Cho e School-Communi
tation ma
(3) othe

; 2, curr culum gu
selected.materials.

(1) Flight Plan: Toward a

es f6FEFF K-6 levels; and

COST: The major program costs are the director s, cavier coordi-
natórs', ind secretary's salaries.



PROJECT DESCRIPTION

Clreer education is a "big deal" in the State of Ohio. Since 1968, well

before Commissioner of Education Sidney Marland officially christened the move-

ment as career education, Ohio state and local educators have been putting

effort, money, and time into preparing their students for the world of work.

The schools in the City of Akron have been among the state's leaders in

relating learning to living. With unflagging determination and enthusiasm, local

educators and community members have spread the philosophy and techniques of

career education into more and more classrooms each year since 1971. The re-

sults of their efforts offer any interested school district an adaptable, effec-

tive, exciting model which has proven that it works.

PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT

The Akron Career Oevlopment Program formally began in the 1971-72 school

year, with funding from district, state; and federal (Vocational Education Act)

-sturces.

,The approach to career education utilized in Akron is known as infusion,

or the cOntinual demonstration of the relationships between school subjects and

any and all aspects of themorld of work. This approach is not so much a change

in curriculum content as fn the focus with which material is presented. Almost

any subject at any grade level can be approached as a usable,-set of skills in

one job or another, and this is precisely what infusion is all about.

The infusion approach does not focysion short-term, curriculum-specific

goals; rather, it focuses on incremental,tvases in students' self-awareness,

, career knowledgel and skills in decision-makin so that by the time they leave

school they will have developed a solid basis f r choosing a satisfying career.

Laram_Sqtina

Known as the Rubber Capitol of the World, Akron is the county seat of

Summit County. A major college center in the northeastern.part of the state, the

city is 35 miles south of Cleveland, another important center of )earning. ,The

total population of Akron is 275,425; these are divided into 91,593 households.

'When surveyed in'1970, Akron, Ohio had 104,825 persons erployed. Of these,

40,219 worked fh manufacturing. Durable goods were produced by 14,791 and non-

durable goods by 25,428 people. Manufacturing establishments were the primary



employers in the Akron area, and business, educational, and governmental service

were second. Professional service positions supplied 28\388 paychedks. Whole-

sale and retail trade occupations provided work for 21,278\citizens; therefore,

this industry was the third largest source of employment in the area. Transporta-

tion, utilities, and communication enterprises were responsible for 6,851, con-

struction 3,828) finance; insurance, and real estate 3,799, and agriculture and

mining, 512 salaries. This pattern of employment has strongly influenced the

particular careers,emOha4ized in the Akron program; other districts adopting

Akron's model would need to tailor their programs to their own settings.

The Akron school system consists, of 47 elementary schools, 10 junior high

and nine senior high schools. Based on a count from September 1975, the enroll-

ment in the public school system was 48,415. Classes averaging 28.5 pupils were

served by a staff of 2,500. Through 1974-75, the total per-pupil expenditure,

was $1,182.61.

Innovative programs are common to the Akron Public Schools. New approaches

in!longraded student perkyrance evaluation, individually guided education, and

team teaching are being implemented. For children with learning'impediments,

an early.identification program has been established.' One elementary school

features the open classreim concept and a spectally designed wing for ortha-

pe4ically handica,ved students.

The Akron Careqr DeveloppmEtyromm

Teachers, of course, haye the most contact with students. Community members

Ne the most contact with careers. What brings them together is the district-
Twangy*

level Career, Development Program staff. ,This group, which began officially

functioning in /971, consists of a program director and eight career education

program coordinators, plus a support staff. The coordinators work directly in

the schools; theirxole is to facilitate in all possible ways the career-related

learning of students. They are the experts on media, materials,,and community

resources, and also the enthusiasts who ,spread the word about carenii education

and its possibilities..

Career education in Ohio was,initiated in 1970. Following recommendattons

of a 1968 Governor's Task Force, the Ohio Department of EducationAs bivision of

Vocationa, Education 'provided leadership and financial support for the initiation

of six career education programs in Ohio, includIng one in 'Akron. In 1971-72 the

Akron Board of Education was involved in an extensive program review. The process

involved conducting surveys with edu,:ators, parents, and high school students to

1,5



determine the improvements needed for development and expansion in vocational

education. To the specifit questions in the survey regarding the need for career

.development activities, 7,900 students and 4,570 parents strongly agreed that

career planning was essential in the tOtal school program.

The initial thrust within the school system for a K-12 career education pro-

gram came from two major sources. Initial leadership began with the Child Study

and Counseling,department; shortly thereafter, the director of Elementary Edu-

cation assumed leadership in bringing together community representatives to

,determine program needs, concerns, and direction in developing elementary models.

The group represented principals, counselors, teachers, personnel administrators

from business and industry, parents, and students. Once initial funds were re-

ceived for programming, the Akron Area Personnel and Guidance Association, a

group composed of representatives from business, industry, community agencies

and school counselors, !accepted the Challenge of providing necessary community

resources and direction for the effort.

The Key .te_j_kkron!Ilmiunity-School Collaboration

As is no doubt,the case with many school systems, the Career Development

Program staff has Ibeen fortunate to have the collaboration of a host of community

organizations in programs that benefit students. These include medical and health',
- .

governmental, recreational, business, parent-teacher, newspaper, and service

agencies and institutions.

When the Career Development Program began, it was the beneficiary of this

community willingness to collaborate in programs that enhance education. For

example, the Akron Area Vocational Guidance Associatipn (AAVGA),served as its

first Advisory Committee. fr, that capacity, AAVGA identified and obtained' the

services of personsifrom business, industry, and other community organizations

for the first career education inservice training programs.

An, organizatioh that has a long history of collaboration with the schools

in general, and now with the.Career Development:Programs as well, is the Akron

Regional Development Soard (ARDB). Although the ARDB was organized only recently,

it was formed by the uniting of two older,organizations, the Akron Area Chamber

of Commerce and the Area Progress Board;

The Chamber of Commerce began a close relationship with the Akron Board of

Education in 1946. At that time, several programs were implemented to assist

teachers in becoming aware of manufacturing and business operations in the

community. A committee of volunteers was formed to develop programs enabling

business people and educators to meet and discuss mutual concerns. Many programs



grew from the work of this group, called the Business and Community Relations

Committee.

The ARDB has for a number of years worked closely with the Board of Educa-

tion to fulfill the scholastic needs of the school district; it analyzes Board

of Education levy requests and promotes educational fund-raising efforts. Its

Education Work Committee representing business, labor, industry, the Akron Public

Schools, and the Akron Board of Education, advises teachers and administrators

on how to deal with career-related curriculum problems and represents the basic

decision-making body for expanding ahd improving career collaboration efforts.

Their effort enables over 1,000 resource persons to be involved in classrooms

on an on-going basis. Organizations including the National Alliance of.Business-

men, the American Society for Personnel V inistrators, the Building and Con-

struction Trades Council of the Akron area, the Urban League, General Motors,

the University of Akron and Kent'State University, service clubs, and youth clubs

offer students class and field experiences related to a variety of careers.

Pro ram Goals: What Are Students Supposed to Learn?

The Akron program, in collaboration with the Ohio State Department of Edu-

cation.and other Ohio cities, has developed seven goal areas within which they

hope to influence student growth. These are:

The Self -- student attitudes, perceptions and self-evaluation of
fnterests, aptitudes, achievements and values.

The Individual and the Environment how the individual relates to the
environmenITITT7Fie each person plays in the home, school, community
and work.

Education and Trainin9 -- learning skills, ideas, and appreciations that
the indiVidual needs in order to experience a successful life.

The World of Work -- work values, the variety and nature of occupations,
work families and their interdependence, and methods of studying and
classifying occupations.

Economics -- the individual as both a worker earning income and a con-
sumer spending income; principles of the American economic system and
sthe individual's relation to them.

Em lo abilit and Work Ad ustment -- obtaining and holding a job and
advanc ng n a career.

Decision Maling -- learning a process tht is necessary to all aspects
OTTMItgol-n-CTuding the choice of a career.

302-023 0 - 79 - 2



Program Em hasis and Philosophy_

noal areas are not emphasized equally at all grade levels. Instead, activi-

ties at each grade level focus on areas which are judged to be most appropriate

)'5and most fundamental for future growth. For instance, at the K-6 level, efforts

are aimed at helping students develop positive self-concepts, an awareness and

appreciation of many different careers, positive attitudes toward work, and an

appreciation of the dignity of all work. The 7-8 program is intended to develop

students' skills in evaluating their interests Sand abilities and recognizing the

relevance of occupational characteristics to those interests and abilities. The

9-10 program focuses on helping the students study selected career areas in

depth according to their interests, and also on helping them to integrate school

subject choices into their overall explorations.

At each level, specific learner'outcomes have been formulated within the

seven developmental areas. The K4 level is divided for this purpose into K-3

(elementary) outcomes and 4-6 (intermediate) outcomes. These outcomes are listed

in Appendix A.

The main points o.'ic the'career education philosophy in Akron's prdpram can

be described as follows:

First, career education activities muSt begin early, because the funda-
mentals of dhildren's career development begin early, especially their
attitudes toward work and their self-esteem.

Second, career education must be infused into the total curriculum intead
of being "added on," because the central purpose of career education is to
demonstrate the relevance of all learning to the world of work.

Finally, career education must involve parents, community group members,
and workers of all types as collaborators with educators, because of the ,

sizable impact these persons ma.y have upon students and the unique infor-
mation and experiences they can contribote to student career development.

What Were the Central Ste s in Plannin the Program?

The staff of the Akron Career Development Progrdm has paraphrased Akron's

planning process in terms of suggestions for districts wishing to follow their

'program,model. These suggestions are found in their'handbook called Fljght Plan:

Toward a Career Choice,.an excellent and,fascinating guide for potential adopters.

According to the flight Plan, the following basic steps are advised:

edutators and the dommunity must make a serious commitment of
time, money, equipment, and personnel to the career education effort.

A



Second, a program leader must be found who is knowledgeable, skillful,
and committed to dhange.

Third, all educational departments in the district must be involved as
participants in the collaborative effort and must identify their needs
and goals regarding career education.

Fourth, all school.staff members must receive inservice training in
career education concepts and techniques.

Fifth, open lines of communication among school staff members and com-
munity members must be established.

Sixth, community characteristics desirable for successful collaboration
must exist or be developed.

Seventh, direct contact must be made with community leaders to enlist
their support of and ideas concerning career education.

Eighth, community leaders must be trained in how to match their resources
to student needs.

Finally, all people involved in ,the career education effort must help.
,t specify the objectives 'and outline the program for career education.

The details of these suggestions, excerpted as a whole from'the Eil0112.9.0

are found in Appendix B.

MATERIALS AND ACTIVITTES

The program in Akron ffey be defined as a pattern of career-i-elated activities

integrated into all aspects of Akron's K-10 curriculum, increasing in detail and

sophistication as students reach higher grade levels. (PartlY for reasons of

funding, the Ohio Career Development Model upon which Akron's program is based has

been developed only fdr grades K-10.)

The activities used in this project are as varied'as the teachers who .

teach them. First, detailed-curriculum guides have been developed-by-project-----

,staff, members and teachers for all levels. Second, many commercially developed

career education curriculum units and filmstrips are available. Third, field

'trip sites, speakers, and work sites are avai,lable to all teachers and neiii addi-

tions are continually sought. Finally, the career coordinators are always willing

to help teachers modify existing activiteo, or develop original activities if the

teacher feels that student needs will bt be met that way.

The nature of Akron's infusio process makes it impossible to say, "All

teachers used these materials or took these field trips." The available materials,

speakers, and work sites constitute resources from which teachers and other staff



members can decide on those activities they feel are most appropriate for their

students. And, in fact, what is most transportable about the Akron mo,del is the

methods by which the Career Development Program Staff went about obtaining these

various resources and helping teachers implement them tn classrooms, not the re-

soorces themselves in many cases.

Since it is impossible to specify activities which all teachers used, a

general description of types of anivities and some typical examples will be

provided instead.

What Happens at the K-6 Level?

In the K-6 curriculum, known as career motivatiOn, the curriculum depends

heavily on in-class activities, appropriate texts, and learning materials inte-

grated. into the on-going.curriculum. At the kindergarten level, teachers generally

provide three to four hours a week of exposure to career education activities.

In grades 1-6, about twice that tiMe per week is typically used.

As an example, third graders in one elementary school used yarn, glass eyes,

pipe cleaners, and glue to make "warm fuzzies" on a classroom assembly line.

Inspiration for the project was a story about people who exchanged warm fuzzies

as.a way Of saying, "I like you." Beforistarting production of the warm fuzzies,

the class studied buginess terms and principles. Other preliminary activities

were: (1) field trips to observe assembly-line production and division of labor;

(2) a talk by an attorney abou,t starting and operating a corporation; and (3) a

talk by a banker,abOut kinds of bank accounts. A corporation was formed, shores

of stock were sold at ten cents and a board of directors was elected.

After decisions had been made on the number of jobs performed in the produc-

tion of warm fuzzies, students applied and were interviewed for the kind of job

they preferred. Stockholderi_met and_decisions were-made concerning- "-capital

goods" needed (scissors, wire cutters, storage containers, art supplies) and

purchase of "raw Materials" (yarn, pipe cleaners, glue, glass eyes). S6fety

rules '..mre written for five production lines, each with a supervisor and guelity,

control person. Prices for different.sizes of warm fuzzies were deterwincd

after the first "production runs."

Advertising and promotions were devised and carried out. Kinds of sales

included: (1) direct marketing to students and teachers; (2)filling out, of orders

from teaChers and from a candy company; and (3) selling through such agents as -

a neighborhood store, churCb.bazaars, and flea marketg. Money received from

sales provided two stockholder dividends, which returned not only their original
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investment, but also donations to a hospital fund and the school.

This example illustrates an activity which taught the students a great deal

about the business world, but at the same time stressed basic academic skgls

in mathematics and communications, as well as problem solving, deciston-making,

and group participation skills.

What Happens at the 7-8 Level?

At higher grade levels, time spent on career education is more flexible

than in grades K-6, but might typically occupy one day a week. At grade levels

7-8, the career orientation focus calls for students to be exposed to career

consultants, work laboratories, and field experiences allowing them to observe

semi-skilled to professional occupations. In addition, career orientation activi-

ties stress the economic and social values of work, continued selt-appraisal in

relation to various careers, and development of decision-making skills.

For instance, students in an eighth grade English class visited a publishing

company, heard speakers from publishing, printing, and dtstributing companies,

and-then published their own magazine They established poliCies and areas of

coverage, gathered and wrote up material,'decided on the layout, and pasted up

the final version. The issue was printed and the students distributed it to

other classes at no coSt.
.1

1.

What Happens at the 9-10 Level?

In grades 9-10, actual career exploration is the focus. Students' areas of

career interest, pinpointed in the eighth grade through consultations and interest

inventories, are used to help them select relevant academic subjects in the ninth

grade, alio:Lai sa_to_belp_teacher-s- ta-i-lor-oareer-e-xperi-encesto-thetr own students.

Films, curriculum units', and resource speakers are supplemented by on-site work

exposure. Paid and unpaid work experience is encouraged; for instance, home

economics students volunteer their services at local day care ahd nursing care

centers. Field trips to local firms are made, occupying from one hour to a full

day or more. Specific company policies on hiring, salary, workin'g conditions, and

necessary education are explored. Guidance activities, such as decision-making

'and values clarification exercises, are brought into the classroom, conducted by

the teache'r, counselb and/or career education coordinator.

In the tenth grade,'three options are available to students. First is

continued career education actjvities in the regular classroom framework. Second

is special "block-time" scheditlirig into three classes (English, social Studies,
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and a study hall) in which career exploration is paramount. The daily time

block makes feasible larger scale, more intensive career exploration and work

exposure experiences. The third is a pre-vocational cluster program offered one

period per day for the entire tenth grade year. Students who have tentatively

chosen a.vocational education training program to pursue in grades 11-12 rotate

among five related vocational areas of their selection plus a segment on guidance

and self-assessment. In each vocational area they receive an overview of the

occupations involved in that area. At the end of the year they confirm their

original vocational education choice, choose another area, or decide.to enter a

non-vocational program.

An example activity at this level was a food services exploration program

which was sponsored by the Education Committee of the Akron Area Restaurant

Association and other agencies. Based on vocational interest testing, enrollment

in home economics classes, and counselor recommendations, career education coordi-
.

nators identified students interested in food service.careers and made trensporta-

tion and other necessary arrangements. -.They also prepared students for the ex-

periences by discussing what to look fbr and kinds of questions to ask workers

at the sites to be visited.

Observation were made' at six places: (1) a wholesal,e meat supplier; (2) a

formal restaurant; (3) a fast-food outlet; (4)' a hospftal food 'serviCe, with

special attention to diet services; (5)' a diiry;, and (6) a two-year program in

food service management.

All the above examples of career education activities' rep.resent major

projects in which students have been involved to learn more about careers. But

it should be remembered that small, everyday connections_between_schooi subjects-_ _

_

and- careers-arT just as typical of infusion in the Akron program.. For instance,

in the first grade, children"mfghtbe asked to collect or draw pictures of

various workers and their tasks (such as a policeman helping chijdren cross the

street). Fifth graders might prepare reports on how Various workers use math in

their jobs. Eighth graders might discuss what new careers have arisen in the

space age.

What Careers Fit What Sub ects?

At all levels, activities suggested in the project's cUrriculum guides cover

all 15 Occupational clusters developed by the U.S. Office of Education; the

clusters are generally distributed among subject areas at; follows: *

, In social studies classes, the Transportation and Peblic Service
clusters are covered.



In science classes, the Agri-Business and Natural Resources, Marine Science,

Environmental Control, and Health clusters are covered.

In language arts, the CommicationS and Media and Business and Office

clusters are covered.

In mathematics classes, the Marketing and Distribution cluster iscovered;
in addition, the relevance of mathematics to all clusters is emphasized.

In industrial arts classes, the.Manufacturing and Construction clusters

are covered.

In home economic classes, the Consumer and Homemaking, Hospitality and

Recreation, and Personal Services clusters are covered.

In music and art classes; the Fine Arts and Humanities cluster is covered.

It is Clear:that this approach lends itself to use with many different types

of students and many different teaching strategies. Basically, teachers can

select or adapt, or even develop from scratch, those activities which best suit

their students and their preferred teaching styles. However, the basic assump-

tions of the Akron program do have certain implications for teaching strategies:

1. Since self,awareness (and, preferably, self-esteem) are fundamental

to career education, guidance activities play a large part in the

curriculum, particularly at the K-6 level.

2. EmphasiS on development of student decision-making skills suggests

that not only should structured decision.making,exercises be used

wtth students, but also that the choices they make in their daily

lives should be highlighted and explored.

3. Emphasis on the students' abilities and interests in regard to careers

implies a carefully non-stereotyped approach to the presentation of

career information.

Career education can be conducted in vtraditional_classrooK-however-ift-atso-

renasTtéTfeas1y to more innovative and individualized class settings as well.

What Physical Facilities Are Needed?

With'such a wide variety of activities, it is evident that specific cacilities

that are necessary in this program cannot 'be pinpointed. In general, program

staff and teachers have done as ouch as possible to explore,the career implica-

tions of.the physical facilities it already possessed, such as science laboratories,

industrial shops, vocational.education facilities, etc. For more specialized

facilities, coordinators and teachers have looked to the community and its resources.

Since 1976,ikkron's commitment to careereducation has led to the construc-

'tion of a new high school, Central Hower, in which facilities have been tailored

to the six career clUsters taught in the career education component (business.

administration and.management, communication arts, engineering, science and

mathematics, medicine and health, performing arts, and social sciences), and

in which career-related facilities are amoilg the most up.tn-date in the country.
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The program's success has also led to plans for other Akron high schools which

will follow the Central Hower model, integrating high-school level career ex-

periences with continuing atadelp study. These newly built or remodeled

facilities represent a major financial commitment, evidence of the Akron com-

munity's widespread and continuing belief fin career education.

What'Are,Some Key Materials Used?

The locally deVeloped curriculum guides are fundamental materials for

teacher use. Edch ef the grade 1-6 guides is a booklet of 50 to 150 pages,

indicating teacher approach and pupil activities, references and materials, and

goal statements. Each booklet lists activities under the subjpct headings of

health, mathematics, language arts, science,.and social studies.

For instance, the following ideas are suggested for socia) studies activities

for second graders:

TEACHIATAPPRUMTAND
PUPIL ACTIVITIES

COMMUNITY HELPERS

REFERENCES AND MATERIALS GOAL STATEMENTS

. Policeman
a. Invite a policeman

to speak.
b. Interview an officer

and report to the
class.

c.Mass advantages
and disadvantages of

- this job.

. Fireman
a. Invite a fireman
' to speak.
b. Interview a fireman.
c. Visit a fire station.
d. Visit the training

station.

Use book: Slobodkin -
Read About the Policeman

Use Filmstrip - Fs 1179 -
Policeman '

Utilize books such as
Read About the Fireman

Use films and filmstrips
on fireman and fire-
fight4ng

Postman . Use books.such as Read
a. Interview or invite About the Postman'

a postman to speak
to the class. Use filmstrips such as

b. Visit a post office. FS1181 - The Mailman
c. Make a mural showing

the different work-
ers who handle mail
from the time it is
deposited in the mail-
box until the addressee
receives it. ,

A
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Students will' be able to,
list work tasks of a
policeman.

t.

Students will be able
to list work tasks of
a fireman.

Students will be able
to draw work tasks of
Postal employees.



TEACHERS APPROACH AND
PUPIL ACTIVITIES

4. Doctor
a. Invite a doctor to

speak to the class.
b. Visit a hospital.

'REFERENCES AND MATERIALS GOAL STATEMENTS

Students will be able
to list some work tasks
of a doctor.

5. Nurse Books such as First Book'of StUdents will be able
a. Invite a nurse to speak HEILlas and riliTE5R"to list tile kinds of

to the class. of Hospitals nurses.
b. Visit a hospital.

c. Discuss the many kinds
of nurses.

6. Ambulance Driver
a. Invite an attendant to

talk to the class.

7. Small Shop Owner
a. Visit I mop shop.
b. Invite thebwner of

a small shoplo tell
about his business.

8. Owner or manager of a
large store, supermarket,
or department storp
a. Visit one or more of

these establishments.
_b. Invite workers to tell

about their jobs.

Students will be able

to plapthe work tasks
of 'an ambulance attendant.

Students wil be able
to role play the work
tasks of a small shop
owner.

Students Will be able
to draw work tasks of
supermarket employees.

Sixth graders might be exposed to some of the following activities during

a mathematics curriculum:

FRACTIONS - MEASUREMENT - DECIMALS

PUPIL ACTIVITIES REFERENCES AND MATERIALS GOAL STATEMENTS

1. Discuss how a trucker Paper
muit compute fuel prices
using his knowledge of
decimals.

-

2. Devise an Air Freight Paper
Rates Chart listing
where the freight
travels from and to,
plus the cost (per
100 lbs.) Use decimals
to compute your answer.
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'Students understand
howtruckers and other
transporters use decimals
in their work.

Students recognize how
mathematics is used by
freight i,ndustry.



TEACHER APPROACH AND
PUPIL ACTIVITIES REFERENCES AND MATERIALS GOAL STATEMENTS

3. Students conduct a
public opinion poll.
Graph the results.

1. Make.a field map of, the

school grounds.

5. Learn to read railroad,
airline, and bus line
timetableS. Develop

a new timetable.

6. Obtain a large kap of
Akron (or Ohio) and mark
the routes of fiejd trips
taken throughout the
year. Use the scale to

compute the distance in
miles traveled during
the year.

Papepto-uler, questior-,
naire ideveloped by clats

\A. level table cut from

wallboard or a clipboard;
an alidade can be con-'
structed by placing
straight pins at the ends
of a ruler; pacing can be
made accurate by checking
strides against known
distances

Timetables from various

transportation companies

Yarn, targe map of Akron

or Ohio

7. Investigate and list the Ericyclopedia

various types of surveying
done and the tools used
for each type. Example:'

land, geodetic, topo-
graphical, underground,
nautical, and aerial ,*

surveying.

8. Divide the class into
small groups and let
each group design a
house.

9. Build a model of the
house that each group

has designed.

10. Develop a list of occupa- Paper

tions which require a
'knowledge of square
measurement. Example:

laying tiles for floors
and ceilings, carpeting,
wallpaperin,, and land-
qcaping.

-ar"4144

Paper, rulers
film: "Drafttng"
7 minutes, c-follow-u
for house designs

Cardboard or experiment
with other materials

Students can grAph'
various types of data

and understand poll
results.

Students can explain
how to make a field map.

Students cen read,

transportation time-,
tables..

Children are able to
compute actual distances
from the scale on a map.

Students can match the
names of the different
types of surveying to
their descriptions and

.name a few of the
important tools of,the ,

.surveyer.

Students can use plpir
knowledge and imagfft
tion to design,some
'type of building.

Children are able'to
devise a model of the
house they have designed.

Students are able to
name several occupa-
tions, in which square
measures are used.



The 740 curriculum guide covers the subject areas of English, home econom'ics,

industrial arts, math; science, and social studies. In addition,,it contains a

43-page list of career-related-materials, audio-visual aids, and filmstrips

available from the Career Deyelopment'Program. Sudgetted activities 'in this guide

can be adapted to any of the'grade levels with some' modifications. Each activity

suggestionlists the content; concepts, techniques, and resources applicable to

that activity: An example of suggested scienCe,activities folloWs:

CONCEPTS

I

Earth Science

1. A Mineral is a
naturally occurring
inorganic solid,

with a.fixed in-
ternal (atomic)

structure.

2.,A rock is a
portion of the
earth's crust.
It is composed of
one or more
minerals.

ii

TECHNI UES RES UR ES

The.economic geolo- Discussion:.. Use the

'gist is both scien- folloWing questions
tist and,bkisiness to stimulate diS-
man. Ae/she' must cussion: What is a
analyze, synthesize, natural resource?
compile, and Coordi- What is a 'human re-,

nate data of both a sourde? What in- ,

scientifit and eco- duttries depend On'
nomic nature. natural resources?

What industries de-
pend on human re-
sources? 'Would you
rather work with
people or.objects?

To identify a rock
or mineral, several
work functions are
employed. Some of
these are:
a) gyaLatijli - data
obtlfri6d-Wixamina-
tion of observable
physical properties
b) juAllhficompo-
siti-60-that'acte-
istics.
') comprehending

forms in space
lETg'vage, crystal
formsr

d)
tinent detalrib---

66765=-
e) visual .compari-

sons to see slight
Ufferences in form
or Shape.

4

Boyd, Walde) T.,

"Your Careers in
Oceanology" 1968
Simon Shuster,
Inc. 1 West 39th
St.; New York,

N.Y. 10013

Occupational.Out-
look Handbook
Published by the
U.S. Dept. of
Labor, Bureau of
Labor Statistics

Most`earth science 4 Careers, Inc.,
instruction includes Largo, Florida, .

several lessons. on 33540, ,

physical properties Oceanographer;
and identification Summary No. S-187
of rocks & minerals,
followed by a lab. Gamow, George
activity in which "Matter, Earth &
the students ident- Sky" Prentice-
ify hand Hail, Inc.
specimens. The Englewood Cliffs,
,teacher shbuld pre- N.J. 1965
cede thit lab with
a discussion of the ileitz, Joseph L.

work functions out- Your Future in
lined in,"concopts" TOBTRTER-rds
writing the state- Rosen Press
ments on the'board. New York, N.Y.
Pave students deter- 10010, 1966
mine in what way these
functions will be Chronicle Occupa-
employed in their tional File
identification exer-

ft

Oa



4 1

CONTENT' CONCE

3. Many industries
depend op economic
geologists and min-
eralogists to find
natural resources.

PTS UES

f ) using !bar
dexteri

g Tk1ncolèr
discriminiff5ir

The geologist IS ,

.likely to be i person

who,prefers.working
irea nan-social !.

setting with things
or objects in an
abStract or creative
Way.

4. In studying the >,

.earth's crust, rocks
and minerals must be
identified.

5..Rocks,& minerals
are classified and

'identified on the
basis of their ob-
servable physical
properties.....0

cise. During and
following the ident-,

ffication processes,
discuss eifficulties
and successes with as
many individual stu-
dents as possible em- .

Aasizing these in
relation to the various
work functions per-
formed.

If

RESOURCES

t'

Occupational Ex-
ploration Kit -
SRA

These curricUlum guidelines are undergoing revision in order,to update them

and erai any lingering sei ttereotyping left in sinCe the first drafts were

written in l972.c They might serve.as useful:Models.to an adopting district, but

it must be remembered that their,suggestions millet apply to the career-related

needs of students in other parts of the nation. Again, it is.the methods. Of

implementing career education Which they present that are most transportable.

Other career educatiOn materials produced by'project staff include Outline

foranamtmat the senior high'schoollevel; a number of brochures for com-

.munity people and agencies; a specia' comer curriculum guide for fusing.career

education.into the reading management system; special guides for elementary science

.and math; and special guides for special education.

?ARENT AND COMMUNI)I INVOLVEMENT

,Again, the project stuff, writing in the Flight Plan, has best expressed the

roles which parents and comMunity members can play in a collaborative approach to

career education. Like the planning process, these roles are expre§sed in termi

of models which adopting districts might follow, but are based on actual experience



from Akron's program:
t.

In_araing_291.S.21149EASIMIL the famil and home can

motivate children'Is learning becausd.evidence shows a strong con-
nection between student achievement in basic skills and parental

influence.

serve as the student's first source of information about career
descriptions, demands, and qualifications.

discuss work experiences with children: positive as well as negative
aspects of current job; how it was obtained; changes in jobs; job

. aspirationi; what might be done differently in job selection' and pre-
paration; desirable alternative4obs.

relate work in and outside the home to home maintenance and family
support.. lk

rei6force the work of the school in developing good work habits by
reating them to children's household duties.

0.

encourage children to take advantage of school programs to enlarge
their career awareness and knowledge.

be willing to serve on an advisory committee, or other policy.group,
for career education.

serve.as resource persons to talk about job experiences in the

classroom.

help to arrange for school visits to places of employment..

, encourage other parents to speak about.their careers in the classroom
and to orrange school visits to their places of employment.

volunteer to accompanY students on field trips or other eXtiloratory
experiendes....

teach "mini courses" on hubby skills or on community orgahizations
that need volunteer help; the purposes would be to encourage worthy
use ofidisure time os well as to orient students to possible careers.

In carrying out col),..1t_.:Iusillaboratioriesslalvb_lncluskajaterj3Lent,
social services can

establish a community-education council to discuss, formulate, and imOle-
ment policies with regard to collaboration; committees, each representing
schools and a,segment of the working'community, can also be formed to

wOrk on specific programs.

provide up-to-date information about 'available community field trip
observation sites and classroom speakerWparticipate in evaluation
of field trips and speaking'engagements.



supply, schools with information about available community field trip .

observation sites and classroom speakers; participate in evaluation of
field trips and speaking engagements.

set,u0 a system for contacting labor union officials and members to '

facilitate their participation.in variuus phases ofcareer.education.

identify.a 'corps of personnel officers to aid school counsbiors in
orienttng students to realities in the world of work.as well as tO
postsecondary education and training opportUnities.

participate in in-service programs for school personnel.

, .

provide opportunities for, teachers, counselorS, and,other.edUcators
to observe and/or participate in various kinds of OccUpations by:means
of workshops during vacation periods..

,

corganize work-exchange programs for limited. periods of time, during.,

whiCh school emplOyees and persons from a variety Of employment.sites
in the coMmunity exchange work rolei.

11

share tecbniques and methodology used'for training i .proprietary,
in-house, and union workshop programs.

study selected persons in various;occupations, perhaps by using Social ,

Security records, to determine what kind,of preparation ismost contrib- 1

utory to job success and satisfaction.

make realistic definitions of requirements for jobs available in
the community and communicate these,to educators and students.

develop policies' on, and opportunities for, student work. experiences
which are part of their school,programs and which do not cause displace-
ment of adult workers.

make an inventory 0 part-time jobs available locally for students in
.

various age .groups.
A

organize a system for providing students and parents with.information
concerning present and future manpower needs in various full-time
occupations and the number of persons. preparing for such occupations,
especially at the local level.

coordinate job placement services in the community, together with
follow-up procedures.

Several projects involving parents are described in detail in the Fliatt

Plan. .Experiences and suggestions are presented regarding Parents as.speakers

on career-related topics; parent effectiveness training groups; and parent in-

volvement in a school-wide' business similar to the Warm Fuzzy Coripany described

earlier. Alsoof course, the business/community groups who have played an active

part in career education in Akron have been made up largely of interested, involved

parents.
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The high involvement of.business, labor, industry, government, and social

service organizations in Akron't program has already been referred to. 'The most

significant thing about this role is.the shared authority and responsibilityjor''

.career education which these groups parrY, along with the Akron,school system.

This shared aLitharity and responsibility realliard the'essence of the collabora-

tion concept in Akron. .CoMMunity groups actually initiate and)Larry out eduA.
4

catienal activities, as well as providing constant input to school efforts. _Some

of the activities which community groups have been responsible for are:

Labor Education Advancement Program (LEAP), lsored by the Urban

- League and-others. This program exposes high school students, partic-
ularly ethnic minorities and women, to the wide variety of careers avail- .
able in skilled and'industrial trades.

Job Readiness Pro4ram, sponsored by the. Merican Society for Personnel ,

Administration. This program, conducted within the schools in all tenth
grade classes, presentsstudents with information on job applications,
hiring procedures, and job interviewing.

Vocational Exploration Program, sponsored by.the National Alliance of
Businessmen and the AFL-CIO Human Resourtes Development,Institute. This

stager program enables employers and unions ta hire economically dis-
advantaged young people.

Measures of ParticfPatfon.° Several measures are used to determine levels

of parent and community involvement. A master card catalogue that Includes every

community resource utilized in the program is constantly kept current to include

classes involved, contact person(s), teacher(s), and time'and, date of utilization.

Master calendars of all field observations are posted daily. .Certificates of

appreciation are sent to all parents and community members who offer, their
r

services to, the program during the school year.

Details of program operations and suggestions for adopting districts are

found in the Flight Plan.

STAFFING AND MANAGEMENT

Staffing

The PrommpingI2r. The director,of the Career Development Program reports

to the Assistant Superintendent for Curriculum and Instruction; .he also works in

close cooperation with the directors' of Elementary Education, Secondary Edaa-

tion, Zhild Study and Guidance, Vocational Education, and Special Education. He

is responsible for: (1) working with the aboVe departments in .curriculum develop-

I

G.
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a,

.ment and implementation of activities; (2) directing the.ca,reer education staff

An developing prOgrams and carrying out activities; (3)'developing and working

witb'collaborative prograMs.involving local lbusiness,,indUstry, .1a6dr, and com- .

munity agencies; (4) acting as advisor to the.Akron Regional Development: Board

,Business-Educat'ion.Committee; (.6) giving leadership for ordantzing and carrying

. oui inservice programs (6) administering the program budget and submitting pro-

posals.for funding; (7) condOcting evaluation'of the total program and.the per.-

sonnel with it;; and (8). disseminating programinformation to the total school

system, business, labor, and the rest of the tommunity.

The Career Education Coordinators. Piere are eight 611-t1,me career edu-.

cation program coordinators.: four at the K-6 level and four at the.7-10 level.
,

Each elementary coordinator is.asstgned to work in two or three elementary schools',

for a total, enrollment of.approxiMatelth800 - 2,000 students. The secondary'

coordinators have a similar student/coordinator ratio.

BOth secondary, andelementary,coordinators must have three years of

teaching:experience, one,year of outside.work experience., and (preferably)

counselor certification. Their specific functions are:

1. working with curriculum specialists and school staffs tojnfuse
career education into the ixisting curriculum

t .

.helping teachers to develop career-related activities

assisting in the selection 'and distribution of iupplemental career ddu-
cation materials .

4. assuming responsibility for administrative tasks related to planning
and scheduling of resource speakers and field observations

developing and impleMentfng in-service meetings'both at the building
and, program-wide levels

.6. providing leadership for and serving on, building adviso6 committees
for career education

7. working v. 'h the building counselor to develop and implement a guid-
ance program as it relates to career development, or taking full
responsibility for this, if there is no building counselor

8. conducting periodic evaluations of the Career Development Progra6 as re-

quired by the State Department of Education.

9. morking with' local business, industry, labor, and other community
organizations in c011aborative efforts for career education

10, making presentations to local and other meetings, and

11. acting as liaison persons between the career ,education office and
their respective buildings.

. .. ."11.
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Ouring the 1976-77 school year, one secondary coordinator worked full time

as liaispn person with the Akron Regional Development Board for expanding col-

laboratton,with the cbmmunity in career, education. In thlt capacity, hii duties

were: IN

1. representing and explaining career education at various community and ,

professional meetings such as inservice programs, university classes,
and sessions of local, regional, state, and national organizations

chairing a subcommittee of the Akron Regional Development Board's
Business-Education Committee

identifying appropriate community persons tO serve on ARDB subcommittes

asSisting the other coordinators with inservice program development
through liaison With the ARDB and the University of Akron

maintaining and improving existing collaborative efforts in career
education,and developing new ones with local community resources

-
.

,

intensifying efforts to, collaborate with labor unions'in career edu-
cation, and

developing wwinstrument to seCure information to aid in job placement
for students from the three senior high schools associated with the
Career Development Program.

4.11

The Support Staff. The program support staff consists of sour people. The

secretary to the director, besides performing usual secretarial duties, also

acts aT account clerk for the-program. One paraprofessional processes arrange-

ments for'field trips and speakers. Two other paraprofessionals also provide

support to professional personnel. They follow up correspondence on fied trips

and speakers; send notices; make reservations; gather materials for inservice

meetings; monitor the loan and return of materials iWthe career education

office; sometimes cover classes for teachers on field trips; occasionally

drive students to field trip sites; and assist with supervision of students.

tsugrnen t_s_tattsigl s

The management of the coordinator team includes a number of processes.

Prior to'the'beginning of school, the career staff assesses program needs.for

the, year, determines major areas of concentration, and establtshes time frames

for accomplishment of major program goals. Each coordinator submits his or her

own target objectives for the year to the director. These targets are discussed

and agreed upon by both parties. End-of-the-year personnel evaluations relate

to the agreed upon,job targets identified.

Two half-days per week are devoted to planning time and staff meetings.

302-023 0 - 70 3
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This provides an opportunity for the career staff to be aware of overall.pro-

gramming and any staff conderns. Weekly logs are submitted to the director,

. providing an up-to-date review of each coordinator's activities And the time

.allocated to each building. Periodically, the director reviews the log with

each coordinator in order to make necessary adjustments in total services pro-

Vided to building.staffs.

The'overall'management strategy of Akron's program can be summed up into

two principl,es: share decision making, and give,recognition for individual

effort. As the director of the Career Develbpment Program puts it, "My own

personal strategy of program management is to delegate program responsibilities

to all parties involved in career education. The department constantly strives

to involve other major educational departments in developing and implethenting

the program. In other words, career education doesn't belong to,the director of

career education or his staff, but it belongs to teachers, administrators, and

'1Ocal people."

f

Inservice Training

For thkoriginal lroup of career coordinators, most training was necessarily

on-the-job. Recent recruits-, however, have benefitted by a-three-week inservice

training program and a considerable amoatt of time wOrkihg closely with teained

staff members. Inservice training for all Career staff consists largely, of pro-

fessionally sponsored workshops and conferences.

The objectives of inservice training for school staff members are: (1) to

developan awareness of career education concepts; (2) to demonstrate to them that

use of community resources must be part of career educatiop; and (3) to assist

them in devising methods of incorporating career education concepts into their

school functions. Specific objectives for in-service sessions are tailored to

the needs of participants and to types of workshops.

Inservice training has been of various types. First, the University of

Akron, through its Coordinator of Career Education Workshops, has since 1974

offered a four-hour credit course in career education open to both practicing

educators and undergraduate education students. The coordinator also provides

direct assistance for inservice education to local school districts implementing

career education programs. These inservice programs also may be given for credit.

Building-level inservice programs are conducted twice a year or more for

the entire staffs of school buildings involved in the Career Development Program.

Purposes include introducing teachers to new career education materials, meeting
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the needs of the staff in .a partiCular school, anddemonstrating actil;fities from

oiher career educatfOn workshops:orclasses. !Specific topics are,determined.by .

consultation with the building 'principal, and by assessment of teacher needs on

regular. end-of-year evaluation of the Career Deve1opment Program. An example

program in 1976-77 focused on helping teachers explore their attitudes concerning .

career education. A.series of'Sessions was held 'throughout the year on the

following topicsl (1). attitude and staff development, (2) attitude and behavior,

(3) attitude and professionalism, and. (4) attitude and self-developMent.

' Mini-workshops are also offered, occupying,usually one Thursday.afternoon

plus a day-/ong Saturday session. Unlike building inservice,.these workshops:

offer optional 'college credit. In 1976-77 seven mini-workshops were held

covering the follwing topiCs:

1. Career edu6tion: What is it? How to do it?

2. Self and diCision-makfng

3. Reading: Who needs it? Career education and readfng skills

4. .Kindereconomy and mini-society

5. Developing placement skills

6. Special-Kids

7. Career education'and stereotyping

Seminars, centered around'a year-lond theme and featuring two speakers and oppor-.

tunity for questions, are held monthly. The 1976-77 theme was business structure

and .business management.

Finally, a major inservice effort each year is the summer Career Guidance

Institute.. The one- to two-week program enables schbol staff members ,to'go out into

selected community organizations to learn moresabout the world of work and to

increase.their knowledge of comMunity resources which, may'be usable with their

students. One or two full days'at one or more work sites are the usual practice .

at these institutes, with an orientation session preceding each on-site visit and

follow-up sessions afterward. At the work site, stdff are commonly exposed to

business decision-making and problem solving processes; operating procedures

and processes; and personnel requirements. Business, government agencies, and

community organizations have all hosted such on-site visits. Follow-up sessions

are used to help staff members develop materials (simulations, gaMes, slide-tape

or video-tape presentations) or strategies fOr use in the classroom.

As mentioned, the primary responsibility for planning and implementing in-

service programs rests with the building coordinators and the Coordinator of

Career Education Workshops from the University of Akron. These people plan the
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content of the sessions, obtain resource speakers and materials, conduct sessions,

and coordinate activities. In this process they encourage the support and

..contributions of school staffs; especially administrators, and school and com-

munity persons with expertise in career education or speciftc career areas. In

other words, the collaborative process extends to planning staff development in

addition to planning student ,actitiities.

Assessment Of each programls done at the program's close. Partiqipants

from both school and community, if appligable,.ard asked to indiqate their

satisfacttowwith-the program and their growth in knowledge and attitudes.

Weaknesses in the prOgram and recommendations for futur:e programs are alsd sought.

In addition, the ,leVels-of implementation in the classrooni are later assessed,

near the end of each school year, by,asking staff members to indicate the per-

centige of time they spend with students on various types Of career education

activities.

COSTS

Sourcesand,Levels of Funding

, 1971-72: 80,810 (VEA Part C State
38,000 (VEA Part D State
56,090 (State cind Local)

$T74-,900 Total

141,054IVEA'Part C State)
10_11821 (State and Local).

T-244881 Total

1973-74:

1975-76: 16,115 (VEA Part C Federal)
530 (VEA Part D State)

247,735 (State and Local)
$264,70Total

1972-73i 147,695 (VEA Part"C Federal
and State)

87,395.(State and Local)
$ 235,090 Total'

1974-75! 82;565 (VEA Part C Federal)
189,700 (State and Local)

$ 272,265 Total

Since the Akron effort is so large and its career education activities are

constantly expandinog, it would be unrea)I,stic to make a distinct on between

"implementation" and "maintenance" costs. "Also, facilities costs may vary

widely.depending on what district, school, and community resoUrces are already

available, so costs,for facilities dre not incfilded. In 1975-76, direct project

costs were as follows:



4 Personnel $116 7:
Personnel Training ., 2 6"
Equipment I 10°".4.0..4. "43
Consumable Supplies 8,105
Ottier (travel; postage, tele-

phone; pupilitransportation,
miscellaneous)

7-8 9-10

$41,147 $53,321
1,921 . 210
325 0

4,920 2,873

23 454 9 458 3096
$172,T3-9- .$374,-77 Tel,-(TOT

Personnel training costs refer only to costs of consultant, time and rental

of facilities. Teachers are not paid tor participation in the training program.

Instead, the awarding of college credits for some inservi*ce sessions and the

high quality and relevance of the training provide ineentive for participation&

In 1975-76, approximate costs,per student were $20 at the K-6 level, $25

at, the 7-8 level, and $30 at the 9-10 level.

EVIDENCE OF EFFECTIVENESS
4

atlaUglaRALS11111211211

Evaluation of the effectiveness of Akron's program took place during the

1975-76 school year. A third-party evaluator developed the test used ta measure .

career educa,tion reiults thrOughout Ohio. The evalption design used in Akron,

was a treatment/control group, posttest only design. Testing was done at,the

third, sixth, eighth, and tenth grade levels.

The Tests

The tests used to measure student growth were developed in1974-75. After

observation of in-class education practices in Akron and another Ohio city, the

evaluators developed and pilot-tested pools of cognitive and affective items.

Those items judged to best address.the program's 'objectives'were then field-

tested in seven Ohio cities. The evaluators selected the items that discriminated

most effectively between program and non-program students to construct cOgnitive

and affectiVe tests of career education concepts in grades 3, 6, 8, and 10: Each

test contained 40 cognitive items and 40 affective items.

Content validity of the tests was ratted by Ohio state and local program

officials. They were asked to rate each item from the final tests as "important,'

"neutral," or "unimportant." They rated'an average of 87% of the test items as

"important" while only 4% were rated "unimportant." Only those items rated

"important" were left in the final test version.

0
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,Reliability coefficients for the cognitive and affective sections were com-

puted using the KUder-Richardson 20'formulas. The average Cognitive section,

reliabilitY coefficient across grade levels was .86; for the affectilie sectfon,

,the average reliabill.ty coefficient was .60.
0

/Sample test items are:

/41 Grade 3 (cognitive items): Which ts a job in,medicine?. A. Orderly
DTWilent. C. Officer D. Teacher .

Grade.6.(affecttVe iteM): I'm too.young to think about what I want to
do When I grow up. A. Agree B. Disagree

Grade 8 (cognitive item): What occupation would require the greatest
amount of formal education? A. Psychologist B. Practical nurse
C. X-Ray technician D. Dietition

Grade 10 (affective item): Being responsible is ai important as being
smart. A. Agree . Disagree ,

Cognitive item have objectively correct answers, while the "correct answers

for affective items were determined by Ohio State Department of Education staff

based on the Ohio Career Education Model's goals and desired outcomes. It should

be noted that these tests were specific to the student population and programs

in Ohio and their validity in other settings cannot be assumed.

Fvaluatton

Approximately 250 program and non-program students from within the school

district were tested at each of the four involved grade, levels (about 2,000

students in.a11). These samples were drawn as intact classes, with ten class-

rooms of program students being selected at each grade level (40 classroomi alto-

gether). Using information such as mean reading scores,' IQ scores, grade point

averages, anditocioeconomic indicators, the program director selected the most

comparable possible non-program schools. From these, ten intact classes.at

each grade level were selected to serve as the control sample. Selection of

classrooms was done using an alphabetical list of
r
all teachers' names in the pro-

gram schools and a similar list of all teachers' names in non-program schools.

A random number table was used to select'ten teachers in each group, and their

classes were identified as members of the two samples.

At the third and sixth grade levels, the entireoclass of each of the ,

teachers was tested. In grades 8 and 10 only English and social studies

teachers were included on the lists, beCause only these classes were comprised

strictly of eighth or tenth grade studen.A. Also, since these classes were re-



qutred.in thOte two grades, students .0 alklieVels of ability bqd a reasonably

lequal.chance of'being Included in each Sample. The resulting.saiMplesmere qulte

./ comparable, each containing approximately even nuMbers of.boys aod girls,,and)

whttet and nonwhites. Each tenthlgrade'sample inclUded about one-fourth,ace,demic

and threp7fourths non-academic stUdents.

: Final copies ofthe test 'and written directtons for administration were

supplied to he program director by the evaluator. The local program coordinators

administered the tests to both program and non-program students.: Tests were

administered to both program and.nOn-program.students during the.week of May.3-7,

1976. In grade 3, test adMinistrators,read, the questions and response chokes'

aloud Wstudents. grades.6, 8,'and 16; students rekt the questions and

responses themselves.

Resulturl:theCoptitiyelnain

The_tests results in the cognitive domain were significant at all grade

levels. Differences between groups were.tested.usingt-tests.calculated at

each grade level, the data are shown below, with the seven areas at each grade

level'ran ed according to t-values. Starred Values are significant at the .05

level.

THIRD GR DE:

Average percent of items correct:

Progr m siudents:' 62% (N=262)

Non-p ogram studentt: 51% (N=278)

, Develo nental area

Econbmics.
,-Self

World cf work
Educat on and training
Employability and work
adjustment

Individual and environMent
'Decision making

SIXTH GRADE:

Average percent_of itemi correct:

Program students: 58% (N=276)

Non-program students: 51% (N=285)

t-value' Developmen,:al area t-value

3.53* Self 2.54*
g.91*

.

World of work 2.14*
2.89* ,Education and training 2.15*
2.61* Economics 1.19

2.28*- Indivjduat,and environment 0.88
. Decision making 0.79

2.25* Employability and work 0.65
0:93 . adjustment



gigHTH GRADE:

Average perp.ent of items correct:

Program students: 44% (N=2b6)

Non-program stOdents: 32% (N=227)

Delelopmptal area

Decision.making
Economics 4,

Self
Education and trainim
WOrld of-work
Individual and environment
Employability and work
adjustment

TENTH GRADE: ,

Average-percent of items.-correct:

Program students: 57% (N=233)
Non-program students: 35% (14=211)fl

t-value t-value

3.55* Education and training 892*
3.54* Individual and environment 8.34*
335* Self 7.24*
3.12* Decision making 5.06*
2.86* World of work 4.18*
2.46* Employability and woihk P.44
2.04* adjustment

Economics 1.15

Results in the Affective Domain

The affective domain is widely recognized to be more difficult both to

influence and also to *measure than the cognitive domain. In light of this, the

results of Akron's program are quite impressive. Again, starred t-values are

significant at the .05 level.

THIRD GRADE,: SIXTH GRADE:

Average percent of items- correct::

° Program students: 65% (N=262)

Average percent of items correct:

Program students: 66% (N=276)
Non-program students: 61% (N=278). Non-program students: 64% (N=285)

Developmental area tvalue Developmental area t-value

Individual and environment 2.03* World of work 2.60*
Economics 1.91* Education and training P 1.33
Worldsof work` 1.56 Ecobomics 0.34
Decision making 0.79 Individual and environment 0.24
Employability and work 0.69 Self 0.17

adjustment Decision making 0.13
Self 0.40 Employability and work -0.77
Education and training 0.21 adjustment

EIGHTH GRADE:

Average percent of items cor

Prcgram students: 47% (N

Non-program students: 43%

Developmenpl area

Economics and training
Economics

World of work
Individual and environment
Decision making
Self

Ethployability and work
adjustment

rect:

=266)

(N=227)

t-value

2.00*
1.80*

1.64
0.65

0.61

0.51

-0.34

I.

TENTH GRADE:,
1

Average percent of items, correct:

Program students: 65% (N=233)
Non-program students: 38% (N=211)

1eY.g19.191Ljn.2. t-value

Decision making 8.30*
Individual and environment
Self 6.48*
Ethployabilit,y,ad work 5.50*
adjustment

World of work
Economics
Education and
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jest Performance of.Different TANLIIESIghats

The above results show that program students learned significantly more

than non-program students on.the average. But in Order.to examine how djfferent

types of students performed on the test, the evaluatgr compared program and nen-

program students' performance within sig subgroups: boys; girls; whites; non-

whites; academic students'(in the 10th grade); and non-acadWc students (in the

10th grade). The results clearly showed that the program is effective\for a

wide range of students.

What the Results Mean.14.,1
The dita make it clear that'students within the career education program

have learned considerably more than non-program students in the areas measured

by the tests. In most cases, cognitive differences were larger than affective

differences; but in all grades., especially the tenth, program students showed

evidence of more learning in both domains. In particular, results at the tenth

grade level in the affective domain are notable, both for their xereness in .

career education program evaluations and for their importance. To be sure,

knowledge gaihs are important preparation for the world of work, bdt attitude

is 1.erhaps even more important, and far harder to influence.

sAnother facxr underscoring the value of this program is the importance

of its itated goal areas to 'human Wei Any step toward meeting such goals

must be counted worthwhile, particularly When the step can be taken with nearly

14,000 students it a cost per stddent not exceeding $30.

Favora le Review b Joint Disseminaifon Review Panel .

The Joint Dissemination Review Panel (JORP) was established by,tlie Education

'Division of the Departmeht of Health, Education, and Welfare in'1972. _The joint

U.S. Office of "..ducation - National Institute of Education (NIE) Panel currently

has.22 members, eleven from eadh ajency, appointed respectively by the Commissioner

of Education and the Director of NIE. The JDRP meets periodically to review the

evidence of effectiveness submitted for a wide variety of federally supported

educational products and practices, with effectiveness being the sole criterion

for approval by the JORP. It is charged with the responsibility of ensuring

that educational interventions - projects, prOucts, or practices - have been



shown to have positive impacts on their recipients before they are disseminated

with federal funds or endorsed by the Education Division.1

In May 1978, the JDRP reviewed the Akron Career Development Program and

approved it for nationwide ditsemination.

CONCLUSION

In sum, the evaluation of the Akron careur education program in 1975-76 re-

veals differences in stuont learning which are consistently higher for program

. students across many developmental areas And ,several grade 1evels. The con-

sistencylof results, the prbgram's economic feasibility,.and the importance of

the goal areas offer strong support that the Akron career education program is

an effective and important educatfonal effort.

mi.111.4

Tallmadge, G.K. The Joint Dissemination Review Panel: IDEABOOK. Washington,

D.C.: NIE/DHEIGT(WiiiiiiTF 1977.
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Appendi x A

. CAREER EDUCATION'
- LEARNER OUTCOMES K 10

,CAREER MOTIVATION :PRIMARY K-3

ALF - The students %ili be able to become aware of their interests, abilities,
feelings, atd.tudes and values.

The student will:

1.0 Be able to relate his/her capabilities to work and play behavior.

1.1 Begin to recognize feelings toward self, pews, adults and his/her
immediat environment.

1.2 Begin to become aware of the school and community as influence on
the indiiadual.

1.3 Begin to become" aware of the environment best suited to his/her"
own learning..

ECONOMICS - The students begin to examine the roles of consumers and producers.

The'student will:

2.0 Begin to understand that paid employment produces goods and services.

2.1 Begin to differentiate between consumers and producers.,

2.2 Become aware of money as a medium'of exchange.

2.3 Begin to recognize individual needs for product and services.

2.4 Begin to see relationships between income, life style and paid
employment. :

, WORK OF WORK - The Students begin to examine the scope and nature of work.1111,

The student will:

3.0 'Begin to recognize the wide variety of work performed in our society.

3.1 Begin to recognize why people work and sees relationshipbetween
income and life style.

3.2 Begin to understand the interdependence among contributing members
in the work world.

3.3 Begin to recognize a wide varloty of occupations.

3.4 Begin to recognize the interdependency of workers in his immediate
environment.



DECISION MAKING - The Students become aware of the Process of'decision making.

The student will:

4.0 Begin to understand that one's value system influences the decision
Making process.

4.1. Begin to recognize personal values.

4.2 Begin to establish and explore tentative personal goals as they
relate to his/her, immediate environment.

4.3 Begin to understand'the decision making process and. has experience
in its application.

4.4 Begin'to understand that a person must accept responsibility and
consequences for decisions.

INDIVINALANDANumgm- Students recognize roles and relationships between

The studentmill:

5.0

themselves and the home, school, community and work.

Begin to develop concept
work.

5.1 Begin to understand.that
and social environment.

of work and is able to see why people

work relates'to the person's physical

.t

5.2. Begin to.forMhthe needs and wants of an individual environMent.

5.3 Begin to understand and recinnize forces that influence and
individual environment.

EDUCATION AND TRAINING - Students begin to learn behavior and job keeping skills
that must'be acquired.

12

The student will:

6.0 Begin to develop an awareness and appreciation for the life relatedness
of education.

6.1 Begin to recognize that educational experiences are part of life
planning.

6..2 Begin to understand the relationship between education and work.

6.3 Begin to understand that life styles vary and relate to different
types of educational preparation.

EMPLOYABILITY AND WORK ADJUSTMENT --. Studenta become aware of how good attitudes
'and behavior contribute to personal and
social success.

v
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AMESECADMIX.NLWORI_SAMNITME - (CONT'D)

The students will:

7.0. Begin to develop skills working with peer groups.

7.1 Be given .opportunities to complete work tasks commensurate

with their qualifications.
`.

7.2 Begin to understand characteristics of a good worker including
person41.1 appearance, manners, respect for others and work skills.

7.3 Begin to accept responsibility for the completion of assigned tasks.

CAREER MOTIVATION
INTERMEDIATE 4-6

SELF - Students will recognize abilities, interests, aptitudes and achievemqnts..

The student will:

1.0 Understand and accept individual uniqueness of their changing
interests resulting from learning, growth and maturation.

1.1 Begin to affirm aptitudes related to performance.

1.2 Begin to express feelings in a socially acceptable manner.

1.3 Galn greater awareness of personal characteristies.

1.4 Recognize and accept individual differneces and uniqueness of others.

.ISSRIMJS5 - Students will identify their roles as cOnstiMers and producers of
goods and services in our society.

.

The student will:

2.0 Identify roles of finaneial institutions.

2.1 Recognize the impact of supply and demand in the economic cycle.'

2.2 Understand economic coneepts of buying, saving and borrowing.

2.3 Gain greater,understanding of relationships between income, life
style and.paid employment'.

47

2 4 Gain awareness of organizations.and social units that provide
products and 'services.

2.5 Obtain greater understanding of individual needs for products and
services.

2.6 Begin to understand the sequence required in making consumer decisions
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1 WORLD OF WORK - Students gain additional awarene,ss of and appreciation for

the ncope and nature of work and, occupatimis.

The student 'will:

3.0 Begin to understand that specific work tasks can relate tO
groups of jobs.

3A Begin to clarify the concept of division or labor..

3 2 Gain further awareness that worker traits relate to'aptitudes.

3.3 Continue to.understand the variety'Of wotk'performance by them-
. selves, parents and other fatily membors.

314 Begin to gain awareneai of the relatOnmbip between technological
change and occupational change.

3.5 Gain understanding'of how the performance of occupations mnets
the needs of the'cOmmunity0

3.6 Gain furt:her understanding and acceptance of the interdependency
of oceul?ations.

3.7 Realize what is involved'in growth, behavior, training and rewards
of persons engaged in specific oQcupetions.

molsgamm Students become aware of the process of decision making.

The student will:

4.0 Understand that the decision making process is influenced by
one's value system.

41 Gain an awareness that flexibility is essential in formulating
plans.

4.2 Parther explore:7 tentative personal goals as they relate to his/her
immediate environment.

4.3 De provided with additional opportunities to participate in
4ecision making situations.

4.4 Accept outcomes of personal decisions.

INDIVIDUAL AND.ENVIRONMENT - Students-recognize roles and relationship between
themselves and the home, school, community and work.

The student will:

5.0 Accept work as a way of maintaining, improving or changing his/her
4, environment.

5.1 Recognize and accept that work is-related to the physical and
social environment of the individual.



INDIVIDUAL AND ENVIRONMENT (CONT'D)

5.2 Recognize the implications of working with and without supervisiun
independently and with others,

5,3 Tdentify major roles workers have in influencing the environment.

EDUCATION AND TRAINING - Students gain greater understanding, acceptance and
affirmation on behavior and job keeping skills that
must be acquired.

The student will:

6.0 Develop knowledge on how adults continue to learn.

6.1 Understand the relationship of educational training and life
planning.

6.2 Recognize the significance of language, computational and reasoning
development and the mastery of content knowledge as they relate
to life planning.

6.3 Setrelationahip between reading, writing, number skills and
science and their practical applications to some occupations.

EMPLOYABILITY AND.WORK
ADjUSTMENT SKILLS - Students become aware of, accept and affirm that certain

behaviors are expected and required for certain occupa-
tions and that these behaviors can be acquired.

The student will:

7 0 Gain further motivation to participate in social and work settings.

7.1 Perform task3 with or without.supervision and be able to analyil
quality and oerformance.

7.2 Understand the concept of leadership in helping the accouiplishment
of a task with greater efficiency.

7.3 Develop and further improve good work habits and attitudes necessary
to complete work assignments.

7.4 Recognize that there are certain responsibilities.to oneself and
others in accepting a task or job.

,7 5 Gain greater understanding on how to cope with failure when a task
is attempted but cannot be completed due tn lack of knowledge
skills or background.



CAREER ORIENTATION

GRADES 7-8

SELF - Students will recognize abilities, interests, dptitudes and achievements.

The student will:

1.0 Have interests, aptitudes and values further clarified.

1.1 Utilize'his/her self understanding in pursuing career infoi6ation
in the U.S.O.E job clusters.

1.2 Develop further knowledge of aptitedei needed for successful
performance in the.occupation of his/her interest.

1.3 Begin to clarify career aspirations based upon greater self
Understanding. .

1.4 Affirm personal and social beliefs as extension of current
achievement.

1.5 Gain greater understanding and acceptance that individual changes
occur through maturation as a result of the learning and growth
process.

1.6 Begin to explore his/her unique psychological changes capabilities,
and limitations.

1.7 Recognize that self understanding iè reliited to one's values as
they are unique to each person.

1.8 Recognize the nded for a personal value system.

ECONOMICS - Students'will gain greater awareness, acceptanceand affirmation
of the roles of citizens as consumers and producers of goods and
services.

The student will:

2.0 Identify financial institutions and their roles in our society.

2.1 Understand the implications for career selection and life style.

2.2 Understand relationships between earning', spending and saving.

2.3 Begin to gain knowledge regarding non-salary earning.

2.4 Understand social benefits associated with various careers.

2.5 Understand economic rewards and an exchange for work tasks completed.

2.6 Gain greater understanding of cost involved in terms of time,
education and training to enter into various occupations.

2.7 Understand economic concepts such as buying, selling, saving,
and borrowing.

le



ECONOMICS (CONT'D)

The student will:

2.8 Wave a greater awareness and understanding of the indtstrial, business
and labor base of the economic system.

WORLD OF WORK - Students become aware of, accept attd affirm the scope and

nature of work and occupations.

The student will:

3.0 Understand that there is a wide variety of occupations.

3.1 .Understand that occupations can be classified into fifteen clusters

for examination.

3.2 Become aware of jobs in his immediate community.

3.3 Examine the level of jobs found in each of the fifteen clusters.

3.4 Obtain an appreciation of the contribution of workers in his .

immediate community.

3.5 Recognize interrelationship of worker to worker, occupation 'to

occupation and worker to occupation.

.3.6 Obtain opportunity for field observations to view occupations in

local, business, industry, labor and professional settings.

3.7 Obtain an awareness of occupational information xesources.

3.8 Learn what is involved in development, growth, behavior, training'

and rewards of persons engaged in specific occupations.

DECISION MAKING - Students become aware of, accept and affirm the importance

of the rational process of decision making.

The student will:

4.0 Be able to describe the role of values in the decison making

process.

4.1 Be able to better understand his/her personal values and relate them'

to selling objectives.

4.2 Be able to establish tentatiVe personal goals and realize that some

goals are not.attainable.

.4.3 Be able.to understand that a process can be applied in making decisions.

4.4 Be able to utilize the process of decision making as it relates to

exploring occupations.

302r.023 O - 79 - It
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DECISION mgaLigita

4.5 Be able to recognize that previous aciions on his/her behalf will
arfect present and future detisions..

4.6 Be able to accept Outcomes of a personal decision
4

4

INDIVIDUAL AND ENVIRONMENT - Students beceme aware of and affirm roles in rela-
tion to home, schoolocommunity and work.

The student will:

.5.0 Be able to recognize his/her individuality in relationship to the
environment.

5.1 Recognize the work in relation to the physical and social environ-
ment of the individual.

5.2.Recognize social, economic, educational, and.cultural.forces that
influence the environment.

.. EDUCATION' AND TRAINING - StUdents become aware of, accept and affirm the
importance of job seeking and job keeping skills..

The student. will:

6.0 Understand relationship between learning achievement and further
occupational aspirations.

6.1 Accept the importance of doing well in'school subjects as preparation
for future employment.

6.2 dein improved perception of relationships between school subject
matter as it relates to occupations.

6.3 Understand that varying life styles require .different types of
educational preparation.

1

6.4 Realize that proficiency in certain subjects are necessary to enter
certain,occupations.

6.5 Have a greater appreciation of the importance of the mastery of
content knowledge to future life planning.

EMPLOYABILITY AND WORK ADJUSTMENT - The students become aware of, accept and
affirm that certain behaviors are expected
ahd required for certain jobs.and that these
behaviors can be learned.

The student.will:

7.0 131a able to know characteristics that make for cooperative working
relationships with other members of the group.

7.1 Have knowledge of methods of communIcating with others to complete
work tasks.
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EleLOYABILITY AND WORK AD:JUSTMENT (CMYT'n)

The student will:

7.2 Recognize differences in responsibility when working without
supervision as compared to working with supervision.

7.3 Be able to relate self in the selection and performance of duties.

7.4 Be able to fill out a job application.

7.5 Be able to list personal qualities,(iptitudes, and intere ts
and relate to jobs in the Dictionary of Occupational Titl s.

CAREER EXPLORATION ,

GRADES 9 - 10 .

F Students become .aware of, accept and-affirm interests,'abilities,
feelings, attitudes and values.

The s dent will:

0 Use liersonally measured aptitudes to access and explore related
occupational information.

1.1 se understanding about personal abilities, interests,-aptitudes,
a d achievements to identify tentative areas for career. expinration.

1.2 Pla a course of study based upon information about personal
abil ties, interests, aptitudes, and achievements..

1.3 Explore the effects that physical assets and liabilities' can
have on ,Career development.

,4 Examine changes that occur through maturation.

1.5 Identify characteristics which differentiate personal uniqueness
from uniqueness of others.

1.6 Identify unique Characteristics of other people.

ECONOMICS - Students become aware of, accept and affirm the role of consumer,
producer and citizen.

The student will:

2.0 Understand the political nature of a fluctuating econamy.

2.1 Become aware of prinCiples used in predicting economic trends in
the community, state, and.nation.
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ECONOMICS - mala

2.2 Understand the relationship among economic macro-systems.

2.3 Be aware of occupational areas which the student considers appro-
priate to desired life styles, abilities, and interests.

2.4 Recognize the possible responsibilities and rewards (benefits)
in chOsen occupational plans for the future.

2.5 Indicate social And 4conomic benefits associated with a &weer
'choice.

2.6 Identify an occupational area whim is appropriate to one's
desired life style.

2.7 Identify the coats involved P4 terms of time, education, and
training when selecting a c.reer.

243 Understand factors whi. influende the desire for certain social
and economic rewards.

2.9 Develop knowledv of investment institutions and,their relationship
to economic ervironment.

2.10 UnderstAnd the relationshiP among. economic maCro-Aystems and their
applications to career planning.

WORLD OF WORK - Students become aware of, accept and affirm the scope and
nature of work and occupations.

The student will: -

3.0 Know the procedure to gain entry into.tentative career choices.

3.1. Explore characteristics of tentative career.choices.

3.2 Examine factors that may influence verticle or horizontal
mobility within a career.

3.3 Know the detailed characteristics of a chosen career through "hands-
on" experiences in the fields of a personal choice.

3.4 Evaluate employment opportunities in a chosen career area based
on local, regional, and national trends considering current techno-
logical changes.

3.5 identify a worker trait group and analyze the common and unique
characteristics of jobs within that group.

3.6 Understand that rewards will vary with the requirements and respon-
sibilities of the job.

3.7 Recognize that mobilit'i of careers can cause changes in an individual's
life style.
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WORLD OF WORK - (CONTID)

3.8 Become aware of any life-style conflicts with a chosen career.

DECISION MAKING - Students become aware of, accept and affirm the itportance
, of the rational process of decision making.

The student will:

4.0 Recognize that values are an integral part of the decision
making PX.-Mesd'.

4.1 Understand the individual, personal nature of values.

4.2 ,Understand that values are expressed in a person's behavior.

4 3 Identify and clarify personal values.

4.4 Establish goals by categories.

4;5 List both short-term and long-range goals

4.6 Be aware that time and circumstance can cause goals

4.7 Identify goals and collect information pertinent to

,to change.

those goals.

4.8 Be aware of and accept the risks that affect all decisioni.

Become proficient,in identifying and using resource'information
in making career decisions. .

KnoW and utilize the decision making process.

Select a cOurse of study that is unique -.the student's own..

Make a tentative career decision and inVestigate the selection.

4.14 Apply career attributes such as requirements, conditions, rewards,
and characteristics to career decisions..

4.15 Demonstrate willingness to accept outcomes of personal'decisions.

INDIVIDUAL AND ENVIRONMENT - Students becoMe aware of, accept and affirm role
iu relation to home, school, community and work.

The student wIll:

4.

5.1 Recognize that social institutions and organizations maintain
and generate careers.

5.2. Understand the relationship between roles and their settings.
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INDIVIDUAL AND EN"IRONMENT (COWT'D)

The ,student will:

5.3 Identify how family, school,, peer group, church, community, and
'work 'eXperience have influanced development.

,5 4 Become aware that occupational rciles are ranked in a status
hierarchy..

,Use knowledge that other people influence personal goals.

I. 5.6 Recognize skills that permit st dents to evaluate discrepancies
between goals ahd the'influence of environment.

5.7 Be aware of those skills needed tO evaluate pelf in relationship
to environment.

5.8 Use the concepts of rOle and role e, ment in analyzing an occupation.

5.9 Recognize that roles have status and\that status is a form of social
,riward.

0 A

5.10 Experienge an occupational role reflecting personal c oite.

EDUCATION AND TRAINING - Students become aware ot, accept and aftirm the
imortance ot job seeking and job keeping skills.

The'student will:

6.0 Become aware Leat learning to learn'is a skill.

6.1 Oevelop an appreciation of learning and its relationship to living.

6.2 :Understand that learning ia also a lifetime activity.

6.3 ,Illustrate how participation ih.school activities ben relate to
,selected career areas'.

6.4 Identify skills acquired/in school which are relevant to selected
occupationt.

6.5 Understand the in-school aducational steps necessary to qualify
for selected occupations.

6.6 Underitand ths different types of educational preparation that
are necessary for various careers.,

6.7 Understand the relatiohship between levels of education and
levels of employment.

6.8 Understand the different types of educational preparation that are
necessary for.various careek.

6.9 Become aware of, a relationship.between in-school and on-the-job
education. .



a.tig_nok

The stUdent will:

6.10 Select an appropriate high school curriculum in keeping with
tentative career goals.

EMPLOYABLEAELBAJMIKAMMEET S udents become aware of, accept and affirm

that certain behaviors are expected and
required for certain jobs and that ehese
behaviors can be acquired.

The student will:

1.0 List characteristics that may have to be compromised when working
cooperatively in-a group.

1.1 Explain differences in responsibility when working alone compared
with working as a part are group.

1.2 Explain ways of communicating with others within a group to

complete a task.

1.3 Recognize differences fn responsibility when workiAg with super-
vision in comparison to working without supervision.

1.4 Recognize the difference between entry leiel jobs and future
mobility within that job cluster.

1.5 Fill'out job applications.

1.6 List personal qualities, aptitudes, and interestri and relate to.

jobs in the D.O.T.

1.7 Recognize and appreciate a job that is well done by.either.oneself

or others.

1.8 Rem/laze that ajob well done is rewarded-by delf-satisfaction as

-well as by recognition from others.

1.9 Give Several examples of people with different interests and

identify reasons to account for differences.
\

1.10 List exPeriences that cause change or modification of values and
explain reasons for the'need to change. .
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Maga.
GUTING,OFF THE 1GROUND

, Ole Program Planning Proces0'

A plane cannot get off the ground without fuel, and the fuel for a successful,
collaboration effort: is a serious commitment by education and the community to
apply their financial, physical, and personnel resources to complete the flight

plan. If the commitment is superficial, then the collaboration will be short

lived.

r

Daum _qv jsimultha

Once the decisior has been made that the school system will be involved in a
collaborative program of Career Development, pregram leadership for that effort

mustemerge.

An educator wh6 Can bring about change is the person to head the.program. Com-

mitment to.the4Concepts of Career Education must also be a Prime qualification

for choosing that person. Training in the'area.of guidance and counseling pro-4
vides valuable skill for the development of A Career Education. program.. %Knowledge

of curriculuM and the total education0 philoiophy of the school system are other

Jmportant astets.

If theSe qualtfications are found tn a staff member who is also aCtive in com-
munfty organizations or whb has a strong work experience backgrouna, that person
is a logical choice for program leadership.

School Ground Crew

A successfUl flight must begin with a capable ground crew working as a team.
All departments of the school staff must be involved as participants in a
collaborative Career Development Program'

Curriculum specialists, guidance counselors, vocational educators, academic
teachers, administrators, and speCial program leaders -- all these must identify
their needs and goals which relate to Carer Education and which must be responded
to in the implementation of a collaborative program.

It will be helpful if these heeds and goals can be jointly refined and finally
,determined by interactioR between school peopleand representatives of various
community sectors.

kainino_for_goilaboration -- School Personnel

In-service training for all members of the school staff is essential. Initial

training sessions must be used to develop an awareness of what career Education
is and to demenstrate that community resources must be part of a well-balanced
Career Education program. After staff members have this awareness, they will

be able.to see their personal and departmental roles in the program.
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These in-service meetings should also be used.to establish 'the communication

Iinkages within the school system that are needed for a.successful program.
Bringing in community resource persons to help in the planning and implementing
.0'in-service sessions will enhance the possibilities foe fdture success in
collaboration.'

MOILI9LigtRAIALIAMOSR

.As suggested above, prerequisites forcollaboration in'Cat^eer Education are
that school people'have an understanding of the Career Education concept and ar4
communicating among them Ives. It will Oso be helpful ff, as previously
mentioned, some lines of ommunication have been established With Community
persons through their pa icipation in planning and implementing in-service'
meetings and in joint sch ol-commuhity determination of 'program needs and goals
for Career Education.

Success in school-community collaboration will also depend a great deal on
affirmative answers to these questions,:,,

1. Is the school administration committed to Career Education"and does
it have the necesiary,resources -- financial, physical, and human --
to carry out a meaningful program?

2. Does the school leadership for the program have%effective public
e relations skill?

3. Is there a good existtng relationshipQbetween the 1661 school system
and the.community?

Atmospheric Conditions

Collaborative efforts among business, educatioh, industry, labor and other
community'sectors are not easy to accomplish nor de they occur overnight.

To establish collaboration, certain characteristics should preVail in a community.
If notall of theM are present, step-by-step development of collaborative pro-
grams in CareerEducation can help to bring them about. The proviso is that
mutual respect for the viewpoints ofall parties involved be displayed in each
step of the collaboeative process.

Th4 following are the destrable community'characteristics fOr successful
collaboration:

pride in the school system and confidence In its administration;
students who rpflect credit on the school system;
past community-wide support for the total school system and other evidence

of Allegiance to the community and its welfare;
confidence on the pa'rt of business, labor, industries, and other segments

of the community that they have a voice in educational policy and will
be listened to;

actual financial support to the schools for various efforts;
evidence that key business, labor, and other community representatives

are willing to provide time for personnel to work with schools in
improving educational services;

some previous experience in working together on a number of projects.
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EnDitims.Wkillakt
Initiative for collaboration my come from the schools, or it may come from -

' one or more community organizations. It may comb from both directions. Perhaps

a number of community and school programs already exist and could be incorporated

in a Career Education program. Each community has its own unique situation that

will necessarily serve as the place to begin.

If the formal organization of a Career Education program has begun with the
schools, the following suggestions may be useful in undertaking collaboration
wi th the. communi tyt

Make direct. contact with the organizationi or persons that can rally the leaders

FriTTE6MaiirTiigments in support of Career Education. Those organizations

and, those persons may be different in every community. However, the Chamber of

. Commerce; civic clubs such asItotary, Kiwanis, etc.; public agencies; professiOnal
associations; local.government agencies; as well as individual leaders of busi-
ness, labor, and industry are all possible starting points.

Inform the coiunity leaderihip about what Careei Education is, what it hopes
o äccbmpTish anawytesctool system feels it is necessary. Convince theM

that it has merit and that collaboration will help to fulfill specifid.objectives
in. programs related to assisting students in school-to-work transition.

What are Methods of inforrnj.g the community leaders who can make decisions about
participa, tTon1rthe program

Personal letters can invite theRto attend a special program where they
will hear Presentations on Career Education.. Since school board members

are also community leaders, they too can't* invited.
Representatives of the school system can ask to speak about Career Edu-

cation at meetings of community organizations to which they belong,
as.well afto others whose supportis needed.

Educators can arrange appointments to talk to individual community leaders.

If Career Education is in operation but needs expansion, community leaders
can be invited into classroom to see demonstrations; once thereo'they

may find themselves drawn into the activities. They may 'also be invited

to attend and to participate in in-service meetings.

Listen attentivel to the suggestions and criticisms made by the community leader-
sn p ana. mp ement their Suggestions wherever possible. If schools really want

community input and feel that collaboration is necessary, the.school.system must
share decisionem_siaini,e9y_w with community leaders in areas of the latter's ex-

pertise.

After obtaining the commitment of communIty leaders, have them ielectthe key
secle_ in their respective organizit ons wno w work with the sChools fn Imple-

Mentikg the Career Education program. After this step, collaboration on specific
informational and program activities can begin.

Ilaininelps_kalaporation -- Work Sector Crew

A key factor in an effective on-going program in Career Education is training
community participants for the job to be done. Steps in the process are:
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drveloping an awareness of what Career Education is;
determining the needs and goals of their organizations for Career Edu-

cation; .

outlining how the work ofetheir organizations can be related to.school

curriculum;
developing' training programs for community participants in'specific'

Career Education programs.

Re901.9AUltilULDJAMLEUNI;.

Getting-the flight off the ground requires that the co-pilois have an estayished
destination and have selected the route to follow. .

Together they can plan specific objectives andoutline the program and activfties

that will take place. Close cooperation and coordinationvas well s mutual
sharing of responsibility mUst preVail.'

Major educational objectives for a collaborative Career Gevelopment program are
not difficult for community participants and educators to agree on. ;The route

to be traveled is dependent on values and objectives of the various participating

groups.

All.expressed concerns must be responded to, but the biases must be filtered.out,

if the flight is to remain on course. It is at this point that meaningful col-

,
laborative programs can be developed.
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FOREWORD

Th.i4s activity description was preliared as part of a study conducted by
the American Institutes for ReSearch (AIR) under contract No. 300-77-0303
to the U.S. Office ofEducation. The purposes of the study were to iden-
ttfy evaluated, exemplarY career education activities; to recommend identi-
.fied activities to the Joint Dissemination Review Panel .(JDRP) of the
"Education Division, Department of Nealthv Education, and. Welfare; to prepare
descriptions of identified activities; and to develop a handbook with six
models for evaluating career education activities.

The criteria established for screening.activities in this study intention-
ally limited choices to those whose evaluation reports presented evidende of
effectiveness.. Close attention was given to the soundness of evidence in evalua-

, tion reports. A minimum requirement for this evidence of effectiveness was that
some comparison standard be provided so that gains made by.the students.parti-
cipating in-the activity could be attributed to the impact of the activity.
After confidence in the evidence of effectiveness was established,. further
criteria were applied. These criteria included consistent relationships between
a well-planned assessment of needs, a statement of desired student outcomes, the
selection of instruments, and the procedures used in data collection, management,
and analysis.

This document describes one of ten projects that was selected_from among 250
submitted. It presents one locale's way of successfully implementing a tareer
education activity, the results of which are educationally significant. Although
the description reflects an activity developed in response to local needs, other. .

school districts With similar needs may wish to adapt parts or all of it accord-
ing to their own circumstances and philosophy.

.

We are especially grateful to the staff of the Pima County Uevelopmental
Career Guidance Project and to the many schuol staff members who generously
gave their tima to answer question§ from AIR site visitors. They extended'a
special kind.of hoipitality and spared no amount of effort to provide the infor-
mation neceisary to prepare this.description. They made tt possible for the
site visitors to see the program in action, as well as to understand the philos-
ophy and strategies that underlie its operations.

Pima County Developmental Carer Guidance Project materials are judged to
be free of bias with regard to race, sex, age., income levels, and type of ocdupa-
tion. The Media Review Committee carefully analyzes all potenttal purchases for
absence of bias.
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PROJECT OVERVIEW

TITLE & LOCATION: Pima County Develonmental Career Guidance Project

2302 E. Speedway, SWte 110. ,

Tucson, Arizona 85719

TYPE: Infusion

PROJECT DIRECTOR: Joyce McKay
Ph: (502) 327-6231

SETTING: Pima County is a large and extremely diverge segment of
southern Arizona, encompassing a major city (Tucson), vacant
and agricultural lands, and Indian reservation lands. The

overall county populatilin is approximately 80% white and 20%
Mexican-American, American Indian, and other minorities.
Most white families live within the city and are emploYed in

mOnufacturing and other occupations. Most minority f..milies

live in the more rural areas and are employed in agricultural
and related occupations. The county's 155 schools serve over

90,000 students,

STAFF: The project staff consists of approximately 50 people, includ-

ing a project director, about 30 guidance specialists, and

specialists in other fields, plus support staff.

GOAL: The ultimate goal of this project is to help all K-12 stu-
dents in the county grow in the areas of self awareness, edu-

cational awareness, career awareness, economic awareness,
decision making, beginning competency, employability skills,
and appreciations and attitudes.

EVALUATION DESIGN: The impacikof this project on student growth was assessed in
1974-75 by testing comparable groups of treatment and control

students on a posttest only basis. The grades tested were

4-12.

MATERIALS:

COSTS:

r

302-023 0 - 79 -

11

Mateyials used in this 'project consist of an extensive library

of career education resources. A series of 24 instructional
units developed by the state of Arizona is used, together
with a collection of commercially developed media and materials.
This collection is continually updated by the project's Media

Review Committee.

The major project costs are staff salaries.and the procurement
ofoedia and ma.,erials.
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PROJECT DESCRIPTION

The Developmental Career Guidance Project Of Pima Count, Arizona, is one

of the most comprehensive projects in the entire field of cardOr education. It

spans all grade levels, serves a .huge and_disparate geographic areA,,And reaches

nearly 100,000 students. The project influences every type of stitiect matter

and is taught through a variety of approaches.
*But

the project does have a definable model of service deliverY\to offer

to districts interested in duplicating its 'proven success. Its unifil,g threads

are.its administrative structure and its emphasis on the'student as an'Individual

person. It is no accident that this career education proam is known.4\the

title of."career guidance." The project staff believes that improving each stu-

dent's self-awareness and self-esteem, plus his or her skills in decision making,

are fundamental to a satisfying career choice. These two components of career edu-

cation .(seif-awareness and decision-making skills) are especially emphasized

the elementary years, but are interwoven with the third (career knowledge) through-

out the K-12 years.

PROGRAM UEVELOPMENT

The Pima CoUnty Developmental Career Guidance Project is among the handful

of career education projects in the nation which has made a serious long-term

commitment to career education with only incidental federallunding. A $10,000

grant in tHe summer of-I974 under the Educational Professions Development Act was

used to develop a vocational math textbook. All other direct funds have been

state and local. The annual direct and in-kind funding for this project amounts

to over $1,000,000; clearly a genuine commitmert by the local'community.

ElE_CounIyandits Schools

The Pima County Developmental Career Guidance Project is a program involving

eleven cooperating public school districts in Pima County, Arizona. The eleven

districts contain, in all, 155 schools: 104 elementary schools, 34 junior high

, schools, and 17 high schools. About 93,000 students attend these schools.

Pima County is geographically very large, over 100 miles in length and

about half that in width. This area encompasses a highly diverse population.

The city of Tucson, where the Project's central office is located, is a highly

lr urbanized area (though no portion of it could be characterized as "inner-city"

in the usual sense). Its population is largely white and middle class, with a



higt proportion of elderly retired people. Manufacturing, medical services,

governmental services, leisure and hospitality services, and agricultural pro-

cessIng firms'are employers of large numbers Of the labor force. The city of

Tucson is the region served by the largest of the eleven school districts.

This district alone serves ahout 80,000 students, 85rofthe students the

county. The median income in Tucson'ii about $11,950.

The, ten smaller districts serve populations with a higher proportion'of

non-whites, particularly Mexican-Americans and American Indianb, The areas

served by\these districts tend to be more rural, including farming and ranching

areas and Odian reservation land, Airicultural occupations provide much of the

area's emptoyment. Median income of these areas is lower than in Tucson, aroUnd

$7,750,'and 'the unemployment rate is higher than Tucson's.

The Development...of Long-Range Career Education Goals

The Project began operating under state funding in 1971. At that time

the Arizona State Department of Education was beginning a two-year development

.process to define goals for career education on a statewide,basis. Six long-

range career education outcomes had already been identified by educational and

community leaderi. These six outcomes were:

1. Students will achieve an increased awareness and understanding of

interests, aptitudes, and responsibilities as these relate to

various careers.

2. Students will demonstfte increased interests and achievement in the

educational program emphIsizing communications and basic skill areas.

3. Students will understand the world of work and its impact on society.,

4. Students will be able to make decisions related tO career arbas being

explored.

Students will pOssess entry-level skills upon exiting from the formal

education program.

6. Students will develop an understanding and appreciation of the value

of continual learning, the arts, and leisure qualities of life.

The development of goals was intended to specify and articulate the kinds

of knowledge and attitudes which students should develop across their K-12 years

in order to achieve the six desired outcomes. The development process first,

involved the staffs of all career education projects in Arizona, and later included

the review and reactions of more than 300 teachers and 450 community representa-

ttves from across the state. The community representatives included mayors,



council members, board of education members, legislators, labor leaders, school

superintendents, chamber of commerce members, PTA officials, civic group leaders,

and high school students. The revised goals were organized into a matrix, which

appears as Appendix A.

The Pima County Project and representatives of the local community offered

considerable input to this development process. When the matrix had been revise'd

and completed, the Pima County Project adopted these statewide outcome and goal

statements as the focus and purpose of its own activities. In 1972-73, a local

third-party evaluation was conducted based on these outconies and goal statements.

The evaluation tests and procedures developed at that time are still in use

today (with minor modifications) to measure student attainment of the goals in .

the Arizona Career Education Matrix.

The matrix in Appendix A shows that goals have been developed for four

rade level groups: primary (K-3), intermediate (4-6), junior high (7-9), and

senior high (10-12). These goals are divided under eight topics, or important

goal areas:

o Self-awareness

Educational awareness

Career awareness ,

Economic awareness

Decision making

Beginning competency

Employability skill's

o Appreciations and attitudes

MATERIALS AND ACTIVITIES

What",JAILILALIjeleljr_pri_lePimaCotientOCareerGuidanceProect?

The Pima County Developmental Career Guidance Project is a state-funded,

interdistrict organization which coordinates or,delivers a variety of carder

education services to all county schools. 'The Project has several major com-

ponents: (1) direct services to students; (2) services to sChool staffs who

need help in planning or implementing career education activities; (3) selection

and maintenance of up-to-date career education media and materials for use by all

county school staffs; (4) coordination of community resources such as volunteer,

aides', speakers, and work experience/exposure sites; (5) conduct of parent

discussion groups; and (6) a variety of other services, such as career education
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implementation unit,development and serviees to'specitil education teachers.

This 'complex, multi-faceted project has been built around:the needs of the

Tucson area. To give the reader anidekof how, broad the ,concept of career edu-

cation is In Pliha County,' the projeCt's own.descriptive brochure is found in

Appendii 'B. Most adopting districts would probably not want to develop all the

components listed; on the otherhand, the list may perhaps stimulate new under-

standing regarding the meaning and possiblescope of the infusion 'approach to

career education.

What Activities Are Used With Students?

The approach to career education in pima County is offon referred to as

"infusion," that'is, the continued demonstration of any and all relationships be-

tween academic.subjects, and particular occupations or the world of work as a

.whole. Infusion is not so much a change in the,content of school subjects as in

, their focus and intent. For eXample, teaching addition may be done on "restaurant

checks" in a simulated coffee shop instead of on blank paper. Because of the .

nature of infusion, and because of the wide arra); of career education resources

, which the pima County project has made available for school staff to choose among,

specific activities which make up the program for any one student are difficult,

to trace. A for examples may help the reader understand.the nature of the pro-

gr'am better, but it should beremembered that these are representative examples,

not universal 'student experiences.

446 Students. Elementary 1,evel activities focus on self awarenesself

esteem, and an introduction to 'career areas. For example, in one school; a,

"Care Center" was 4nstituted as a resource for all K-6 students. Records and

record players, books, games, bulletin board materials, and other activities

were available-to help students learn aboutthe two Themes of the Month, one

conceiming an Occupational ar6 and the other concerning an affective area. Ex-

ample areas examined in one month were care6rs in the Transportation cluster and

problems in dealing with crisissituations (deaih, divorce, illness). StUdents

,
used the Center both for episs assignments and also independently to investigate

, careers and explore or eXpOess feelings. The Center staff, parent aides, or

the school 'counselor were'available ai all times to work with students; also,
!

students were encouraged to express tfheir feelings in a Feelings Box, where they

could insert notes telli4their feelings and asking to talk with a staff member
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if they wished. The focus on each month's occupational cluster culminated in

a full-day Car6r Day, with several speakers coming in to discuss their careers.

7-9 Students. Activities at this level focus on greater study or careers

and use of decision making skills. In one eighth grade class, a unit on careers

required students to complete a notebook consisting of 12 exercises. These were:

o a values-appraisal exercise in which students rated (on a 1-to-10
scale) activities of importance,to them individually;

o a job interest exercise in which students checked which of 10
activities under various.job clusters they would rather perform;

a self awareness exercise in which students indicated which ones
of 150 adjectives best described them;

an exercise in good listening which tested the student's ability to
hear, understand, and remember information given Orally 13,9 a "job
supervisor";

an Occupational Study Guide asking specific questions which students
answered concerning the job(s) of their choice;

a desired qualities exercise in which students ranked 12 qualities
as to how much they wished to possess of each (attributes such as
health, peace, power, goodness, and'attractiveness);

o a data-people-things exercise in which students-selected a response
representing one of these preferences in 20 situations;

o a jobs decision making exercise in which students listed 10 careers
of interest together with characteristics of each career (education
required, whether they involved other people or not, risk factor,
preferred size of organization, and other factors of the student's
choice);

a What I Like About Me exercise in which students chose which of 60
positive attributes described them;.

a feelings exercise in which students named their three most common

feelings;

o a Where I Want To Be ladder in which students forecasted which of their
desires in life they might fulfill in five years or in their lifetimes; and

4, a Brave New World exercise in hich students chose, as a group, which
5 of 11 viewpoints on mdjor political issues would be written into
aeir new "constitution."

Other 2ptional values clarification/decision/making/job exploration exercises were

also available to students.
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.12:12 Slaignss. Activities at this level are aimed at giving students

actual exposure to work. For instance, a communications laboratory of one high

school was the center of radio/TV/film/newspaper activities on campus. Students

learned basic technical skills in one or more of these areas and then produced,

their own films, broadcasts, and newspaper. This involved covering campus and
%

commurity activities, interviewing people on and off campus, visiting.local TV

and radio stations and newspapers to observe and particfpate in a real setting; /

and preparing original material (such as a videotaped spoof of television adver-

tising).

Because of the nature of infusion, it is difficult to say how much career

education a student might receive in any period of time, but an overall average

is about one hour per day at each grade level.

Resources Available to School Staffs

The' basic resource for career education activities is the project's extiensive

collection of career education media and materials,/located at the project's sev-

eral offices throughout the county and available to' all county teachers and

counselors. The project constantly maintains and updates an extensive library

of career education media and materials, Abscribirig about 3,000 differentcareer

education activities, for use by all Pima County.teacher, including 24 tate-

developed instructional units. Its Media Adviso0 Committee, made up of teachers,

counselors, and project staff members representiilg different county areas, care-

fully screens all incoming.materials for effectieness and for absence of race

or sex biai. The Committee's recommendations are valuable for local shool

purchastng decisions as Well as project decision' . These materials, speakers, .

and activity sites have been available for all 1 cal school personnel to select

from according to the needs of their students.

The 24 instructional units produced in Arizo'ha have undergone formalized

field testing and evaluation. In additionwthe project has,prepared and regularly

updates an extensive Media Catalog. This.consists'of annotated lists of career

education materials and media available through tilt, project, grouped for the K-6,

7-9, and 10-12 levels. Certain materials-which woul'd be valuable for inservice

training are also included, as are suggestions for making use of various-mate-

rials. A guide to use of the Catalog and some sample listings are given in

Appendix C.
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,Since materials and activities used are so diverse, physical,facilities

needed:for this programyary widely. Inieneral, ordinary classroom layouts and

equipmen.t are,used; the innovativeleatures of this program revolve around how

facilities are\esed more,than what is used. Where special facilities are re-

quired, the staff\has typically looked to the community to provide them.

PARENT AND COMMUNITY iNVOLVEMENT

A major project resource is the parents and community members whose parti-

cipation in the schools is coordinated through the Community Resource Center.

The Center's'Community Resource Advisory Council consists ot 18 community members'

who work with Center staff members to increase community involvement in career

education. The effort has been aimed at.including parents, community organiza-

tions, and all segments of the world of work as collaborators in education, who

bring their own unique and varied contributions and viewpoints, not mere supple-

mer,ters who do what educators tell them to dd. Business and community group

members act as speakers, resource persons, and* work exposure/experience sfte

hosts, under overall coordination by the Community Resource Center and the

tdvisory Council. In addition; these people participate in seminars and work

exposure activities for teachers and counselors as part of the latter's inservice

training.

InvoNement of parents is a particular focus of the project, through the

Community Resource Center. Experiences offered ,at the Center include discussion

groups on career education and on effective parenting, leadership training, and

opportunities to participaie in school activities as teacher aides, speakers, or

resource persons. Project staff members are fully cognizant of the fact that

parental expectations influence students' career selections substantially. Staff

members work to increase partfcipation in the ongoing parent groups each year.

STAFFING ANp MANAGOENT

* Project Personnel

4 Career education in,the county is coordinated and facilitated by the project

director and staff. The'staff consists of three assistant project directors/area

directOrs, approximately 30 guidance specialists, three Community Resource Center

staff, two staff development specialists,'and about 15 support staff. In addition,
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specialists in specific men (special education, rural schools, work education,

ehd selective enrichment) work under project auspices and number about seven

people.

Project policies are set by an 11-person governing board Onsisting of one

district official from each of the 11 distilcts, operating under an interjuris-

dictional agreement. However,lprincipal funding for the project has been from

the state of Arizona since the Project's beiinning.

pratest_pirsctor,, Liais8n with the board is a major funvtion of the project

dinector, in addition to her overall administration, personnel, funding, and

evaluation concerns. The director works out of the central project office, located

in Tucson, which also houses the staff members of the Community Resource Center,

a media secretary, two staff development specialists, several guidance specialists,

and a support staff of secretaries, bookkeeper, a prtinter, and project assistants.

Three area offices, located in smaller districts, are each staf+d by an assistant

project director, a staff of guidance specialists, a secretary, land one or more

project,aSsistants.

Guidance 5112illisls. The "front line" persons in Pima County are the

project's guidance specialists. They'are usually assigned three to four schools

apiece,evisiting.each on a weekly"basis. Numbering about 30 'across the

offices, guidance specialists are chiefly responsible for helping teachers and

counselors infuse career education and career.guidance activities into the class-

room. Often the guidance specialists help conduct these activities themselves,

especially career guidance activities and particularly at the elementary level.

In fact, the degree of project staff involvement directly in the classroom is

a significant feature of this project when compared to similar types of approaches

to career education across the country. .

The specific functions of the guidance specialists are to:

work with classroom teachers in designing curriculum plans that will

integrate career education into the existing curriculum

assist teachers in the classroom implementation of planned career

guidance units and activities

conduct consultation sessions with teachers to develop mutual under-

standing of students and student needs for career guidance and education

assist teachers in conducting classroom or small group guidance sessions

designed to explore pupil motivation, behavior, achievement, goals, and

problems

assist teachers and school personnel in developing and utilizing a parent
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participation program: this might include holdiqg parent conferences
to discuss pupil motivation, achievement, etc.; 'conducting parent study
or discussion groups; and involving parents as resource speakers or
aides in the career education process

plan and conduct appropriate inservice training for teachers in areas
of concern to the career guidance program and to the teachers

e demonstrate the materialsand methods of career education to classroom
teachers

assist teachers in planning and implementing exposure activities in
career education: such activities may include development and'use of
hands-on materials or kits; development of simulated or real job ex-
periences; assisting in the planning,of job site visitation or field
study trips; and azsisting in the use of resource speakers and cOmmunity
resources as part of the planned career education activities

e participate in the evaluation of the current' project and the planning
' of future career education projects.

itaff_DevelolentSec. 'The staff developmeht specialist positions,

were set up in 1977-78, when it became clear that for some topics, county-wide

workshops were a better approach than buildingnlevel or districtIsessions.

The staff development specialists are actually guidance specialists who spend

full time on planning and operating these workshops, leaving the more indivi-

dualized work with building staffs to the guidance pecialists.

Commaityjmurce Center. One of the project's major activities is its

Community Resource Center. The three full-time Center staff members coordinate

a wide range cri contacts between the schools and the community, incluoing guest

speakers, parent volunteers, summer businessman/teacher seminars, and work ex-

posure/experience sites for students.

Staff QualifiCations

All guidance specialists, staff development specialists, and Community

Resource Center staff members are certificated teachers, since they may conduct

activities in the classroom. Persons chosen as guidance specialists generally

hold advanced degrees in counseling andfdemonstrate commitment to and enthusiasm

for the promise of ca're'er education.\ Most have been in the school system as

teachers or counselors for a year or more, though some have been chosen from

newly certificated teachers.- All have varied kinds of work experience in addition

to their work within school systems.

Competencies of guidance specialists are described as: (1) the ability to

serve as a career education/career guidance consultant to classroom teachers;



r(2) the ability to provide career guidance to students and parents; (3) the

ability to work cooperatively with other school and professional personnel;

(4) the ability to work with representatives of the business community in the

development of career guidance activities; and (5) knowledge of the goals of

career education. Training' for new guidance specialists consists of intensive

classroom sessions combined with teaming with mo/e experienced staff members.

ManiggitIL.5112P191ti

A notible feature of the Pima County project is the spirit of cooperation

between the project staff and building staffs. Project services are offered

throughout the county, coordinated by one central office andAhree area offices.

However, no school or teacher is required to use project services, and-in fact

project staff will not begin work in a school unless both the principal and a .

majority of the teachers request it. Use of project services has spread from,an

initial sig schools in 1971-72 lo virtually all county schools at present. In

part, this is because students, parents, teachers, and administrators have learneg

of the project's absorbing activities and impressive results in other schools and

have asked for project staff involvement in their own schooli.

Cooperation is also a prominent feature of the relationship between the

project staff and staff of the districts. Districts offer support to the project

in many ways, such as supplying space for offices and workshops arid sharing salary

costs of some project staff members. In .addition, the Board distributes project

14

funds in part on the basis of district needs instead of on a strict per-pupil

basis, allowing smaller districts to maintain resources comparable to those in

larger districts.

Weekly staff meetings are held in each of the four project offices to

monitor activities in the schools, plan upcoming efforts, and share staff con-

cerns and successes. Overall project staff meetings are held seven times yearly,

concentrating on project staff development on topics related to project manages»

ment. In addition, each project staff member has special responsibilities with

respect to the year's goals and objectives for the project as a whole. As noted .

before, cooperation, mutual respect, and a team effort are the keys to effective

project operations in ;All these areas.
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Since 1974-75, the guidance specialist model has been modified.slightly to

maintain high levels of service in the schools. In schools with high levels of

career education activities, volunteer teachers or counielors have gone through

intensive career, education and guidance training so that'they could take over a

part of the guidance .apecialists' functions. This model ofiservice delivery is

known 'as the key educator model. In other schools where an entire feeder.school

grouping (that is% a high school with all Tts feeder junior highs plus all their

feeder elementary schools) is involved in career.education, a volunteer school

staff member has.been trained to act as ccordinator/articulator of career educa-

tion .activities throughout,the group. This model is called the feeder Schools

model. Guidance specialists-continue to offer limited assistance within these

two models., The intent of changing staffing patterns is eventually to turn over

responsibility for career education to the local schools:

Staff Development

Inservice staff development of the school teachers and counselors who imple-

ment career education.is the biggest single responsibility of the guidance spec-

ialists. Through workshops, building-level inservice sessions, and individual con-

sultat.ion, they endeavor to impart to teachers and counselors an understanding of

the goals and methods of career education. The objective of all inservice Programs

is to help school staff members implement effective career education activities

with their'students.

Individual consultations are usually held at the request of a teacher or

cOunselor. In these sessions the guidance srecialist uses his/her knowledge of

career education concepts, commercially prepared or locally developed career edu-

cation materials, and school or community resources to help the teacher or

counselor design an activity suited to specific student needs.. Mkt

Building-level sessiows are held at least once a month for the entire school

staff at each school. These are on various topics, some of general interest.and

others specific to the school. A series of inservice training units has been

developed by theproject staff and is frequently used for building-level inser-

vice sessions, especiallY in schools just beginning the use of project services.

Their career education topics are:
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o A National Priority

A State's Involvement

A County Project

The Resource Consultant

o Hands-On Experience

Testing

o Media

Student-to-Student Programs

o Assistance to New and/or Student Teachers

Utilizing Community Reg'ources

Parent Involvement

Career Instructional Units

Work Education

Using Mini-Proposals

Workshops held on a multi-district or county-wide basis involve the staff

development specialists plus guidance specialists, teachers, counselors, community

members, visiting celebrities, or anyone else who has valuable knowledge on career

topics. Some are available for optional college credit if the participant's dis-

trict approves. Often the workshops are only one session in length, but they may

run up to eight sessions. A list of titles from a recent semester is: (1)

A.C.T.I.O.N.: Combining the Curriculum with Career. Education Strategies for Im-

mediate Classroom Use; (2) The Motivated Person; (3) Personal Development Through"

Goal Setting; (4) Workshop for Counselg-rs; (5) Values Clarification for Junior

High Studen,ts; (6) Career Education in Junior High School English; (7) Winning;

and (8) Career Implications of Subject Matter: Cnglish and Foreign Languages.

One distinctive type of workshop is tme businessman/teacher seminir, estab-

lished to increase understanding of the world of work by strengthening communi-

cation between teachers and the working community,. During an evening-seminar,

volunteer businesspersons and teachers develop a program to achieve a predeter-

mined student goal. Teachers and guidance specialists work together to implement

thae agreed-upon activities. After some weeks, teachers return for a second seminar

to share the results of their classroom experiences. These workshops are organized

and facilitated by the Community Resource Center staff.

All workshops are evaluated by administering questionnaires to participants.

Responses to these evaluation questions are used to improve future efforts. The

degree of implementation of classroom activities, as monitored by guidance

specialists, is another measure used to assess workshop effectiveness.

A

COSTS

Arizona State Department of Education funds awarded to the project amounted

to $278,000 in 1971-72;1500,000 In 1972-73; $535,000 in 1973-74; $560,000 in

1974-75; $640,000 in 1975-76; $690,000 in 1976-77; and $687,000 in 1977-78.

Local funds furnished to the project amounted to $62,000 in 1971-72;

$680000 in 1972-73; $78,000 in 1973-74; $84,000 in 1974-75; $245,090 in 197646;

. $399t850 in 1976-77; and $486,580 in 1977-78.
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The cost of operating this program can be estimated by the cost of project

operation in 1974-75. (Since the Pima County project has been expanding continu-

ally since 1971, no maintenance phase has been entered.) In 1974-75, about 75,000

students were served by the project staff, resulting in a per-pupil cost of about

$6.75.

The breakdown of costs for 1974-75 is as follows:

Personnel $403,924

Personnel Training 2,000

Supplies and equipment 35,307

Consumables 3,200

Other (contractual services,
travel, miscellaneous) 115,704

Total $506,135

EVIDENCE OF EFFECTIVENESS

The Evaluation,Instruments

A local third-party evaluator developed ,the student outcome instruments

during 1972-73 and has conducted formal evaluation of the program each year since
then. The evaluator developed, pilot tested, and field tested a Careers Test
to measure the effectiveness of the program. The test has two forms, an elementary-
intermediate form i'or students in grades 4-7 and a secondary form for students at
the 8-12 levels. The 4-7 level test contains 49 items, while the 8-12 level test
has 82 items.

Both forms of the Careers Test are paper-and-pencil instruments. Both cover

the seven dimensions of the Arizona Career gducation matrix already discussed.
In addition to scales in each of these areas, two other measures are included: a

measure of cumulative knowledge in the nine career clusters, and a measure of

interest in those nine clusters. All dimensional scores consist of percent of

items answered correctly out of all Items in that dimension, so that a perfect
score equals 100.

Content validity has been verified by.frequent review by state, county,

project, and local district staff members. Reliability of the test was

estimated by,correlation of test/retest scores of 100 students tested at each

of the two levels with a two-to-three month separation between tests. Scores
in the seven dimensions were correlated .70 to .90 from one administration to the
next.



Zmaluation Dolga

The 1974-75 evaluation utilized a posttest only, treatment/control group

design. The 1974-75 school year presented the last opportunity to find enough

schools in the county, to create a plausible control 'group. In that year, project

services were formally offered in :110 county schools; however, approximately

10% of the schools received services tailored to non-English-speaking students

who were heavily concentrated in rural areas. These schools were not included

in thts evaluation in either the treatment or the control group because of theie.

special character. The schools in the final sample contained an overall Popula-

tion of about 80% white students and 20% Mexican-American, American Indian, and

other minorities. This is close to the overall county population ratios.

In February and early March of 1975, the guidance specialists used informa-

tion from their weekly activity logs on numbers of hours they spent at each school

to assess the degree of implementation of career education in all district schools.

Based on this information, schools were divided into high, medium, and low imple-

mentation groups.

Sample Selection

Student sampling was done by random selection of intact classes. A list of

all teachers' names from the high and low implementation schools was compiled.

Student samples were constructed by randomly selecting 50 teachers' names in each

group and designating thetr'students as members of the treatment and control

groups. Twenty-five teachers each were seleCted at the 4-7 level and the sam

number was selected at the 8-12 level. The total number of .high-exposure stu-

dents actually tested at the 4-7 level was about 550, with an equal number of

low-exposure students,tested; almost 700 high-exposure and 700 low-exposure .

students were tested at the 8-12 level.

Data Analyses

T.Aests were computed at each level (4-7 and 8-12) on each career education

dimension of the Careers Test. Some dimensions were made up of sub-dimensions;

in these cases, caparisons were done on the sub-dimensions instead 'of the total

dimensions. Results are shown in Table 1 on the next page.

The self-awareness dimension is !lot measured directly by the test. 'Howdver,

items in the 1974-75 test did measure studeut perceptions of: (1) their readiness

for employment in each of the nine clusters; (2) self-perceived brightness in

relationship.to other students; (3) self-expectations for scholastic performance;
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a (4) differences in certainty of achieving educational and occupational
pirations, 'It is noteworthy that on every comparison made at each level, high-

exposure students rated themselves higher than did low-exposure students, indi-
cating a higher degree of' self-confidence.

-Table 1

Mean l_ierserl_ita elf:Items Correq on the Careers Test,

1-11.1tiostamil.liglificance Levels

.., .

Ei (gradessints,octa.
4-7)Educe ti onal Awareness

Knowledge of 'Skills Required
Knowledge of Factors Contrib-

2z.c, c.) ting to Job Satisfaction
Aelicommon Threads in Jobs
,sb Economic Awareness

Decision Making

Appeciations and Attitudes
Knowledge of Career Clusters Score

Seconcala Students, (grades 8:42)

Educational Awareness

rKnowledge of Skills Requi red
Knowledge of Factors Contrib-

de futing to Job Satisfactton
.11Pingommon Threads in Jobs _.

* rEconomic Awareness
14. Awareness of Career Mobi l fty

litAwareness of Factors Influencing
44,0,kezi L Occupational Structure

4f, Decision Making

Employabi 1 i ty Skil 1 s*

Appreciations and Attitudes
Knowledge of Career Clusters Score

Interest in Career Clusters Score**

# of
items

High Exposure
Sam ls_

Low Exposure
Sam le t

Significance
Level

5

5

5

N 4 50)

51.8

61.1

57.7

48.9

6.6553.3

2.17

3.03.195

<.020

:.0.00011

5 73.0 63.9 5.88

2 59.9 54..5. 3.51 <.001

5 68.2 60.0 5.70 <.001

5 . 65.7 58.8 4.46 <.001

9 57..4 48.3 6.69 <.001

(N z 700) (N 94 700) .

4 53.7 42.0 6.42 4.001

- 7 62.1 50.0 7.08 ,<.001

7 69. 3
.,

55.6 6.91 <.001

7, .70.6 57.6 6.34 <.001
.4 58.6 47.1 5.64 <.001 ..
4 45.5 35.4 5.11 <.001
5, 59.0 47.4 5.79 < .001

.

6 39.7 . p .32.7 4.82 <.001

9 27.5 22,.4 806 . <.00 4

4
!,

591,6 47.4 ,5.92 , <.001

9 43.0 31.6 7:19- <.601

9 425.7 24.0 3.86
, .

*proportion of students indicating."very well prepared" for entering 'clusters
**proportion of students indicating "very interested" ,in'ent4ring clusters
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Calculated,t-valUes are'shown together with,their significance levels (to,

.001 miniMum). Student scores shown represent the mean percentage of items

corre t on that dimension or sub-dimension.. Clearly, these results are tremen-

dousli impressive. All comparisons at every grade level favored the high-exposure

,studen; 19 of 20 comparisons favored the'high-exposure students at the .001

level of\ significance, with the remaining comparlson favoring them at the .02

level of\significance.
v'

'
ReView b Joint

Di4

ssemination Review Panel
0

The Joi t Dissemiliation Review Panel (JDRP) was established by the

Education Division of the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare in l972t

,The joint U. . Office of Education - National Institute of Education (NIE)

Panel current y has 22 membeAs eleven fPom each agency, appointed respectively

by the Commissioner of Education and the DirectOr of NIE. The JDRP meets

periodically t review the evidence of effectiveness submitted for a wide'

variety of fede ally supported educational produCts ani:i practices, with

effectiveness be'ng the sole criterion for approval by the JDRP. It is

charged with the responsibility of ensuring that educational interventiOns -

projects, product or practices - have been shown to have positive impacts

on their recipient before they are disseminated with federal funds or

endorsed by the EdUcation Division.1

In May 1978, the JDRP reviewed the Pima County Developmental Career Guidance

Project; eley.voted)lot to approve it for nationwide disseminati'on at that time,

indicating.that additional information was needed to allow the Panelists to

rule out other possible explanations of the results. The Panelists stronglY

urged that such infor6tion be included in a second submission to the JDRP

permitting them to crsider the exclusive relationship of the career guidance

treatment to studentores on the careers test.

Subsequently, a revised submission includinb the information previously

requested by.the 'Panel was forwarded td'the JDRP for a second review. The

outcome of the secorrd review was that the JDRP approved the Developmental

Career Guidance Project for'nationwide dissemination.

'Tallmadge, G. K. The Joint Dissemination Review Panel: IDEABOOK. Washingten,
D.C.: NfE/Di475epfeirei71-9777----------

302-023 0 - 19 - 6
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CONCLUSION
0

The statistical results show the strength of the project's impact. The

value of this impact is,shown by: (1) the importance of the Seven goal areas

tested; (2) the modest cost of implementing this program relative to the number

of students served; and (3) the enthusiasm of project and school staff and the

communities, It is noteworthy that in at least 30 schools, school officials who

were.reluctant to make use of'project services (because of concern for their over-

burdened teachers and_other_s_taff_members, fears_of increased castsi_olsimple

resistance to change) were prodded into action by parents, teachers, and counsp

lors. Such enthusiasm demoristrates the program's importance as seen by.the resi-

dents of Pima County.

.5

rr.
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Appendix A

HighSChool Goal Statements

Self Awareness

The students will recognike the relationship of their interests, aptitudes, and
achievements to the realization'of their career goals.

The students will evaluate their career goals in terms of interests,
aptitudes, and achievement.

The students will evaluate the successes.and failures in their educa-
tiqnal prograMs and 'develop understdndings of occupations in which
they might be successful.

The students will understand, accept, and respect.their own uniqueness and self-
worth as a result of learning, growth, and maturation.

The students will'accept themselves as unique'persons.

The students will understand that they are growing and conttn ally
developing persons.

The students will laarn to establish gdars that are important,to,them.

The s'tudents will realize that what they believe influences what they
become and that what they believe may change as they continue to acquire,
knowledge.

The students will understand that they have responsibilities to'themselves and
to others.

The students will recognize the need to appreciate the skills, abilities,
rights, and responsibilities of others.

o The students will understand the relationship between career and
self-satisfaction.

The students will understand that accepting a job implies acceptancesof
job responsibilities and requirements. ,

The students will understand the need for positive relationships between
themselves and others to perform a job.

Educational Awareness

The students will recognize the significance of language, computational and
reasoning development, and the mastery of content knowledge as a means of achiev-
ing career goals.

The students will analyze the changing nature of the world of work
and its effects upon the individual. ,

i The students will evaluate their progress toward tentative career goals
and assess their suitability.

The students will recognize that different careers require varying types of
educational preparation.
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111 The studentS will understand the different types of educational prepare-
,

tion that are necessary for various careers.

The studeets Wrill plan the postsecendary educational experiences that
will satiaey the entry-level requirements of their tentative career
choices. 4

The students will recognize that their, educational eXperiences are a part of their
.career developmentt

The students will identify skills acquired ih school that are relevant
. to selected otcupations,

411 The.students will understand how school classes and activities will
relate to :their use of time throughout life.

Tile students will recognizE that learning is continuous, occurring Inside fnd
outside of school.

The students will become aware that continual learning ts a part of life
and career aojustment.

.gareer Rwareness

_

The students will recognize that their career development includes progression
through stages of educatIonal And Occupational experiences,

The students will analyze faCtors that.may influence Rir vertical and
horizontal mobility in 4 selected weer cluster.

0 The students will analyze the function of manaOment responsibilities
relating to the careers they heve chosen to research.

The students_will understand the variety of occupations found in the world of
work.

0 The students will know the immediate steps necessary following high school
to gain entry into their chosen careers.

The students will knoW the detailed characteristics of their chosen
fields.

The studeeti wPt uederstand the relationship ,betwep career ord life-style.

,The students will analyze.the relationship between job requirements and
their.personal and professional goals.

Th' students will rdeognize that mobile eareers tan cause c:einges in an
individual's life-style.

The students will understand the way in which occupations relate to needs and
functions of society

The studentS will become femiliar with job opportunities as related to
social and ebonomic trends in their *graphic area,

The students wql evaluate eoployment opportunities in their careee arees
Irised on local, regional, and national trenda.

J..

StI
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Economic AwareOss

The students will Understand the relationship bptween petsonal ecenomics,
life-style, and occupational roles,

The students will understand the rewards of certain occUpational
roles.

The students will become awarethat individual values determine
individual needs and relate to a desired standard of living. ,

The students will understand the relationship of their present end anticipated
occulaatiohal status to economic trends found in their community, statC, and
nation.

The students will become aware of principles used in predicting eco-
nomic trends in their community, state, and nation.

:

The students will apply'economic principles to assist in predicting
their career fUtures in terms of cdtmunity, state, and national employ-
ment opportunities.

The students will understand the range of social and economic benefits associated
with various ocupations.

9)

The st4bents will understand factors whichinfluence them to need or
want certain Social and economic rewards.

Decision Making.

The students will understand that decision. making includes responsible'action
in identifying alternatives,'selecting the alternative most consistent with
their goals, and taking steps to implement a course of action.

o The students will understand that a given set of facts can support
differpnt decisions.

The students will Predict and analyze the immediate, intermediate, and
long-term effects their decisions will have on themselves, family, and

, society.

The students.will become proficient in using resource information to make career
L-decisfons.

The:students will understa4how schooT and work experier%es meet the

1

needs of occupational prepartion.

the students will continue t acquire information in the continufng
evaluation and development ortheir educational'plans.

. The students will identify personal goals as.part of making career decisions.

ThestUdents will analyze their career goals and the subsequent de-
cisions that are required by such goals.

Tho students will make tentative plans for developing their long-range
career possibilities and vihat is required to achieve them.
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The students will deimlop the skills necessary for employment in the career
of their choice.

The students will analyze the relationship between the skills they pos-
sess and the entry-level requirements of their chosen careers.

The students will align their entry-level skills with their career
desires.

The students will develop the skills required'to identify 'the OjectiVes of a
task, specify resources required, outline procedures, perform operations, and
evaluate the.product.

The students will develop observation skills used to collect data needed
to solve problems.

The students will become familiar with the use of basic tools, equipment, and
materials associated with business, commercial, and industrial activities.

The students will identify,the competency or expdrtise needed to use
tools, equipment, and materials in business and industry,

The students will understand safety as related to business and industry.

The students will develop an understanding of the interpersonal relationships
resulting from the interaction of people in various occupational roles.

Thd students will demonstrate those interpefmsonal-relations skills likely
to be expectea of them while looking for,a job.

The students will develop work habits and attitudes necessary to enter an occupa-
tion in the career area of their choice.

* The students will meet the requirements necessary for their post-high

*
school career choices.

The students will complete an assigned task related to employability;
i.e., comp)eting an applicaton form or an interview.

The students will recognize, the implications of working, with and without super-
vtsion', Independently, and with others.

The students will understand the advantages, disadvantages, and respon-
sibilities of their career cho ces.

The students wip understand t requirements and, value of supervision.

The students will relate information.about.themselves in selecting, learning,
or performing dutiew§.

t The students will present.an accurate description of education, training,
experience, and,inf6rmation about Amselves to potential employers

. through a variety of ways sudh as interviewS, tests, all application forms.
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The students will identify several potential careers in which they have
an interest and aptitude.

8Rugg1at1pns and Attitudes

The students will develop an understanding for the value of work And continual

learning.

The students, having tentatively chosen a career cluster, will analyze
the common and unique characteristics of jobs within that cluster,

The students, having tentatively chosen a career cluster, will identify
hOw continual on-the-job learning can contribute to-professional and
personal satisfaction.

The students Will understand the roles of leisure and the arts in achieving
self-satisfaction.

o The students will analyzw-the value of lefsure and its contribution'to'
self satisfaction.

The students will analyze the relationship of art to society and self-
satisfaction.

The students will understaild and appreciate the relationship of work, continual
learning, the arts, and leisure in achieving social responsibility and self-
satisfaction.

o The students, based on their tentative career chdices, will analyze the
interrelationship of work, continual learning, the arts, and leisure
in achieving social responsibility and self-satisfaction.

S'e* Awareness

Junior Wigh_Witatements

The.studentsvill recognize the relationship of their interests, aptitudes,
and achievements to the realization of their career goals.

The students will become aware of the importance of hobbies, academic
achievements, and athletic abilities in making choices about future
occupations.

The students will consider their interests and aptitudes in exploring
career information.

The students will understand, accept, and respect their own uniqueness as a
result of learningo'growth, and. maturation.

Tho students will recognize that each individual is unique and therefore
is capable of unique contributiohs.

The students will examine'changes that they are undergoing as they
continue to develcip and mature.

179-
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The students will learn to establish personally relevant, älthougli tentative,
goals

The students will understand the need for personal goals.

The students will understand the relationship between their self-
images and the goals they set.

The.students will understand and recognize forces such as Social., economic,
educational, and cultural that influence their development,

The students will become aWare of the relationship between ,personal goals
and the influence of significant others upon them.

The students will understand that changes in them influence their
environment, and that changes in the environment tnfluence them.

The students will understand that thy. have responsibilities to themselves and
ethers.

The students will understand that they have a responsibility to themselves
qt) be aware of the consequence§ of their decisions.

The students will act upon their own best judgment with.regard for both
the consequences of their actions and 4he effects of those actions upon
others.

Fducational Awareneis

The students will recognize the significance of 'language, computational and
reasoning development, and the mastery of content knowledgen'as a means of achiev-
ing career goals.
.

.The students will understand the educational requirements needed for'
entry into occupations within selected career areas.

*o The students will uhderstand the need to plan an educational process
to reach their selected'career goals.

The.students wiil recognize that different careers require varying types of
educatjonal'preparation.

Tile students will understand the relationship between levels of education
and levels of employment.

The students will unaerstand that proficiency in certain subject areas
is necessary to enter certain occupations.

The students Will recogntze that educational experiences are a part of their
career development.

The student4 will illustrate how participation in school activities can
relate to selected career areas.

The students will become aware,of elements making up career cluster.

The students will recognialthat learning is continuous, occurring inside and
outside of school.
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The students will understand that learning is a product of in-school
and out-of-school experiences.

The students will become aware that out-of-school experiences can improve
their capabilities in school.

Career Awareness

The students will recognize that their careers include progression through
developmental stages of educational and occupational experiences..

The students will recognize those things that influence job change and
advancement.

'The students will review the performance requirements for various jobs.

The students will understand the variety of occupations found in the world of
work.

I

The.student,"will become familiar with a variety of career groupingi and
explore the types of jobs found in each grouping.

The students will identOy several careers and recognize the specialized
jobs related to each.

The students w:11 understand the' way in which occupations relate lo'needs and
functions of sodety.

. The students wt1I become aware of careers as they relate to the needs and
functions of the community.

The students will become aware,of career characteristics within geo-
graphical locations and their relevance to job mobility.

The students will determine the worker qualifications needed to perform the
..basic tasks of various occupations.

The students will identify the relationship of personal interests to
succegrin specific occupational areas.

The students 011 recognize the relationship between oersonal aptitudes
and success in' F,peciFic occupational areas.

Economic Awareness

The students will understand the relationship between personal economics, life-
style, and occupational roles.

The students will understand that money may determine their life-styles.

The students will understand life-style needs ktod their relationship to
career opportunities.

(

r
Thestudents will understand the.yange of social and economic benefits associated
with various occupations.

1
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o The stUdents will identify occupational roles which are compatible with
their currently expressed needs and wants.

o The students will recognize that people-oriented and independent work
are aspects of certain occupational choices, and they will explore
their attitudes and behavior related to both.

The students will understand the relationship of their present and anticipated
occupational status to economic trends found in their community, state, and
nation.'

The students will develop knowledge of the relationship of economtc
trends in their community, state, and nation,

The students will becoMe aware of economic forecasting ins ruments.

pauni2nAistri

The students will understand that decision making includes responsible action
in identifying alternatives, selecting the alternative most consistent with
their goals, and taking steps to implement a course of action.

The students will demonstrate an ability to use decision-making and
problem-solving skills in gaining self-awareness and relating it to
career explorations.

The students will understand that they are responsible for the outcomes
of 0.tir decisions.,

The students will demonstrate skill in responsible decision-making
behavior.

The students will become proficient in using resource information to make
career decisions.

The students will increase occupational and self-knowledge through the
use of outside resources and experiences in the.community.

The students will have experiences whereby they can observe people at
work.

The students will identify how personal,goals are a part of making career
decisions.

The,students will recognize that makieg decisions rel'ated to per.sonal
*goals is required to make an occupational choice.

The'students will make tentative choices regarding long-range career.
interests.

The students will develop the skills required to identify the objectives of a
task, specify resources required, outline procedures, perform operations, and
evaluate the proauct.

The students will refine skills by using and experimenting with them.



The students will gein proficiency in problem-solving techniques as
they apply in selected career areas,

The students wil become familiar with the use of basic tools, equipMent, and
materials aesociated with business,. commercial, and industrial activities.

o The students will increase their proficiency in the use of tools,
etluipment and materials neelad to perform various tasks.

o The students WI identify the variety of tools, equipment, and mete-

rials needed in a selected business or industry.

The students will develop an onderstanding_et the interpersonal relationships
resulting from the interaction of peOple in various occupational roles% ,

The students will understand that responsibqity often necessitates
behavior contrary te personal preference.

The students will understand how attitude can be expressed through
behavior.

)4'

The students will develop educational and occupational competency before moving
to the next stage of preparation or entering an occupation in the career area
of their choice,

The students will demonstrate mastery of basic computational skills.

Employabils

The students will recognize the implications of working with and without super-
vision, independently, and with others.

The students will recognize the difference between an entry-level job
and future mobility within that job cluster.

The students will understand that working independently may involve
varying degrees of responsibility.

The students will relate information about themselves in selecting, learning,
or performing duties.

Ihe students will use information %bout their interests, attitudes and

qualifications to refine their identification of potential career choices.

The students will complete job applieation forms using personal interests,
aptitudes, and qualifications information.

The students will prepare letters, applications, resumes, and references
related to career.placement.

The,student will develop the work habits and attitudes necessary to enter an
occupation in the career area of their choice.

The students will refine their social skills necessary for employability.

The students will demonstrate communication, writing, and research skills
appropriate for career placement.



Nummiatteund Attitudes

The students will develop an understanding for the value of work and continual
learning..

o The students will analyze the interdependency of jobs within their
community.

The students will understand why they and their families are dependent
, upon services performed within their community.

The students will realize that continual learning,is essential to their
growth and maturity.

The students will understand the roles of leisure and the arts in achieving self-
satisfaction.

The studerits will explore leisure-time experiences and how they contrib-
ute to self-satisfaction and employment.

The students will develop an understanding of art as it relates to
self and society.

The students will understand and appreciate the relationship of work, continual
learning, the arts, and leisure in achieving social responsibility and self-

6satisfaction.

The students will analyze the roles oi work, continual learning, the
arts, and leisure in achieving serf-satisfaction.

The students will analyze the roles.of work, continual learning,, the
arts, and leisure in achieving social resposibility.,

Self Awareness

Intermediate GL 1 Statements-e---..*.--*

The students will recognize the relationship of their interests, aptitudes, and
achievements to the realization of their career goals,

The students will develop an understanding of their strengthsPand weak-
nesses, likes and dislikes, and achievements.,

The students will become aware of the relationship between interests,
aptitudes, achievements, and occupations.

('
The students will understand, accept, arid respect their own uniqueness as a
result of learningr growth, and maturation.

I, The students will identify ways in which they are emotionally alike and
different from thdir peers.

The students will identify several "values" they possess and trace the
development of those "values."
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The students will learn to establish personally relevanto although tentative,
goals:

The students will recognize that setting priorities is an important
part of setting and reaching goals.

The students will recognize the different consequences of goal-directed
activities and undirected activities in a classroom setting.

The students will learn about themselves in relation to their culture through
understanding and experiencing roles.

The students Will understand the term "role" as it relates to an indi-
vidual in agroup or organization:

The students will understand that they have responsibilities to themselves and
'others.

The students will understand that when they accept responsibilities
others may depend on thete fulfill those responsibilities.

The students will understand that others are influenced by the way in
which they perform their responsibilities.

Educational Awareness

The students will recognize the significance of language, computational and
. reasoning development, and the masterpof content knowledge as a means of
achieving, career goals.

The students will develop a greater understanding of how and why reading,
writing, number skills, and science are used.in most jobs.

The 'students will relate skills learned in the classroom to those used
by woriers.

The students will recognize that different careers require varying types of
educatipnal preparation.

The students will develop an understanding of how, communications, mathe-
matics, science, and social studies skills are used in selected occupa-
tions.

The students will understand the relationship betWeen in-school ex-
periences and career directions. ,

The stddents will recognize that educational experiences are a part of their
career development.

The students will recognize that.participation tri school classes and
activities may relate to their use of time throughout life.

The students will understand relationships between educational ex-
periences and career selection and developmentl

The students will recognize that learning is contWuous, occurring inside and
outside of school.
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The'students will become tware of the connection between in-school and
out-of-school learning experiences.

The students will become aware that desire and caPability to learn
influence their learning.

4' Career Awareness

The students will recognize that theV career development includes progression
through stages of educationarand occupational experiences.

The students will recognize the role'cri present school experiences in
preparation for future career performance.

The students will recognize that some jobs have specific but common
requirements for-job success.'

The students will understand the variety of occupations found in the world of
work.

The students will become aware of the variety of jobs in the community
and region.

The students will identify characteristics which differentiate betwen jobs.

'The students will identify tnd clas'ify local jobS.

The students will become aware of the existence and importance of,the
interdependency of jobs.

The students wtll understand the way in which occupations reltte Wneeds and
functions of society.

The students will understand the interdependence of occupations to
fulfill the goals, needs, and functions within a community.

. ,

The students will observe the way in which occupations are interdependenf
in fulfilling community needs and goals..

Economic Awareness

The students will understand the relationship between personal economics, life-
style, and occupational roles.

The students will develdp an awareness of the advantages :Ind disadvantages
of certain occupational roles.

The students will become aware of the relationship between desired life-
styles and career opportunities and potential.

The students will understand the range of kocial and economic benefits associated
with various occupations.

.
\.

The students will recognize that rewards usuall go to those who ektend
the effort to gain them.

The students will 'understand that social and economic needs and wants
differ among people.

4
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The students will understand some factors which have caused social and
economic benefits to differ among occupatioris.

/ The students will understand the relationship of their present and anticipated

/
occupational status to economic trends Tound in their community, 'sttte, and

/ nation.

The4studgnts will begin to develop an understanding of the economic,
relatioriship between themselves, family, and commun,ty.

The students will understand the relationship of economic trends that
affect their community and state.

Decision Makin9
1

The students will understand that decision making includes responsible action
in identifying alternatives, selecting the alternative most consistent with
their goals, and taking steps to implement a course of action.

The studentt will recognize cause ind effect relationships in decisions.

The students will'recognize the i(teps of the decision-making process.

The students will recognize the consequences of their decisions.

The students will become proficient in using resource information to,make

career decisions.

The students will obtain information about jobs which interest them and

for which they seem to have the aptitude based upon their current
knowledge and feelings.

The students will collect information from the-community relating to

careers of their choice.

The students will identify how personal goals are a part of making career

decisions.

The students will understand that their interests, aptitudes, skills,

,physical characteristics, educational achievements, adjustive behavior,
needs, and relationships with other people all influence their goals

and career decisions.

The students will recognize that making decisions is required to meet

personal goals.

itginning Competency

The students Will develop the skills required to identify the objectives of a

task, specify resources required, outline procedures, perform operatiol,s, and
evaluate the product.

The students will plan tasks considering necessary time, tools, and
materials needed for their complkion.

o*The students will become familiar with process skills and techniques

,of problem solving.
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The students will become familiar with thefuse of basic tools, equipment, and
materials associated with business, commercial, and industrial activities.

The students will identify the nee& for safety as related to tools,
equipment, and materials.

The students will recognize the competency of expertise needed to.use
tools, equipment, and materials. ,

'6 The students will demonitrate the"safe use of simple tools, equipment;
and materials in the classroom.

.The students will develop educational and occupational competency before moving
to the next stage of preparation or entering an occupation in the career area
of their choice.

The students will understand the skills necessary to locate and organize
information.

The students will develop cognitive skills associated with the scientific
method.

Emplo,yabflity Skills

1

The students will recognize the implications of working with and without s.uper-'
vlsion, independently, and witih others.

The students will recoqnize that some tasks must be done alone and some
in groups or teams.

The students will recognize the association between volunte,ring.for a
task and responsibility for its completion.

The students will understand that members of a group may accomplish
tasks by having each person specialize on a particul6 part.

The studeots will relate infdrmationabout themselves in selecting, learning; or
performing duties.

The students will be given the opportunity to complete school tasks for
which they are qualiffed.

The students will relate thel- qualities; aptitudes, and interests to
jobs in the D.O.T. (Di tionary of Occupational Titles).

.

Appreciations and Attitudes

4 The students will develop an Understanding for the value of work and continual
learning.

The students will real
jobs of others to help

The students will -ela

ze that they and their families depend on the
meet their needs.

,e nonschool experiences with inschool learning.
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The students will understand the role of leisure and the arts in achieving self.

.satisfactien.

The students will realize that leisure time can be productive as well as

self-tatisfying.

o The tudents will beC,Ome aware of the variety as well as the uniqueness

of
/
Art forms.: e.g.., dancing, painting, sculpture, and music.

SO Awareness

I e students will understand, accept, and respectli their own uniqueness as a
r sult of learning, growth, and maturation.

flo The students will recognize their feelings,

The students will learn to express their fe1ini'. in a socially acceptable
manner.

'Primartqepl Statements

The students will learn to: esi'ablish personally relevant, although tentative,

goals.

The students will relate their needs:to. geals in a claSsroom setti'pg.

...The students will identify short-term geals.
Pl

The students will.learn about themselves in relation to their cultUre through.

..understanding_ar.CWAriPn04..

o The students will recognize the role of each family:member.
. if

The students will:begin to recognize the uniqueness of themselves and

othem.

The students will recbgnize that individual taSk performance is a part
of'effective greup embershi.

The students will understand that.they have responsibilities.to themselves and
,others.

The students will identify responsibilitieS they have to others: (g.
honestyi fairness. ('

The students'will respect he,feelings of others:

O

a
The students will tdentify esponsibilities they have to themsetves,
e.g., to perform to the best,of their abilities in and out of school.

Educational...Awareness,

w .

Ine students will recognize the signifitancq of lawage Computational and
reasoning development, 4nd the mastery of content knowle(Ille aS a means of

achieving career goals.
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o The students will recognize that learning helps them to do things fdr

themselves.

The students will recognize that a relationship exists between learning

and performing various tasks.

The stuctents will recognize that different careers require varying types of

educational preparation.

The students will recognize that various occupations have different edu-

cational and training requirements.

The students will recognize how communications, mathematqs, science,
and sociaLstudies are used in some jobs.

The students will recognize that educational experiences are a part of their

career development.

The students will become aware that classroom and outside-o .,chool ex-

periences may be related0

.The students will become aware of the relationship between educational

experiences and occupational tasks.

The students will recognize that learning is continuous, occurring inside and

outside of school.

The students will become aware that learning is a continuous process.

The students will become aware of the experiences they have outside of

school.

6

Career Awareness

The students will recognize that their careers include progression through

developmental stages of education and occupational experiences.'

The students will become aware that adequate preparation for a school
task facilitates its performance and improves the outcomes.

The students will become aware that present school experiences are
related to certain career requirements.

The students will understand the variety.of occupations found in the world of

work.

The students will become aware that people do different things at their

work.

The students will become aware of work performed in their environment.

The students will becone aware of the variety of occupations in the world

of work.

The students will understand the way in which occupations relate to the needs

'and functions of society.



The students will recognize the interdependency of family members
as workers in the home.

The students will understand how the performance of some occupations
meets the needs of the community.

Economic Awareness ,

The students will understand the relationship between personal economics, life-
styles, and occupational roles.

The students will become aware of the necessary preparation required
in order to perform certain tasks.

The students will begin to develop an awareness of the economic aspects
of life-styles.

The students will undIrstand the range of social and economic benefits associated
with various occupations.

The students will develop an understanding for the reasons.why people
work.

The students will become familiar with the varied economic rewards
gained from different kinds of work.

Decision Making

The students will understand that decision making include:, responsible action
in identifying alternatiyes, selecting the alternative most consistent with
their goals, and taking heps to implement a course of action.

The students will become aware of the effect their decisions have on
others.

The students will accept the responsibility for their decisions.

The studentc will recognize that their decisions may not be accepted
by others.

The stuowts will become proficient in using resource information to make career
decisions.

The students will identify their sources of information when making
choices.

The students will understand that their sources of information may,
not be accurate.

The students will identify personal goals as part of making career decisions.

The students will become aware that goals made in school affect decisions
outside of school.

The students will recognize the need to make decisions.
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Coipetenc

The students will develop the skills required to identify the objective of a
task, sspecify resources required, outline procedures, perform operations,
and evaluate the product.

The students will become aware that steps are necessary in completing
tasks.

The students will plan simple tasks utilizing familiar resources.

The students will become aware that problem-solving techniques are needed
in various jobs.

The students will identify problem-solving techniques they utilize in
school.

Employability Skills.

The students will recognize the implications of working with and without super-
vision, independently, and with others.

The students will understand the differences between working independently
or as a member of a group.

The students will recognize that supervision may help them accomplish
tasks with greater efficiency.

The students will relate information about themselves in selecting, learning,
or performing duties.

The students will relate their qualifications for,tasks at home, school,
and in the community.

The students will develop/communication skills by following directions
and directing others in task accomplishment.

Appreciation, and Attitudes

The students will develop an understanding for the value of work and continual
learning.

The students will identify community workers that provide services for
their families.

The students will understand that learning can take place in and out of
school.

The students will understand the roles of leisure and the arts in achieving
self-satisfaction.

The students will identify things they enjoy doing in their extra time
and how those things contribute to their self-satisfaction.

The students will participate in the arts, sharing their ideas with others.
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Appendix B

Developmental Career Guidance Project

PIMA COUNTY DEVELOPMENTAL CAREER GUIDANCE PROGRAMS

Community Resource Center Programs:
PARENT DISCUSSION GROUPS AND LEADERSHIP TRAINING
Parent DiscussionsGroups are offered to give training to parents in practical
and effective methods of democratic family living. Members gain skills which
enable them to handle the normal day-to7day relationships with their children
with greater effectiveness, ease, and fairness. Group leaders are lay people

who have received training, or Guidance and Counseling students from the Uni-
versity of Arizona. Jody Burns and Barbara Barkenbush are the Parent Involve-

ment Specialists. Over 600 parents were involved in their program last year.

PARENT INVOLVEMENT
This is an extension of the Parent Discussion Groups. The Project is most
supportive of any aspect of having parents involved in the schools. An or-

ganized Parent Involvement Program is often coordinated with the use of a
Parent Resource File. School volunteers--library helpers, resource speakers,

classroom aids--are obtained through these files.

WORK EXPOSURE AND WORK EXPERIENCE /1
Work Exposure Programs are aimed at students from 7th through 12th grade and
enable students to explore several interest areas by observing on a job site
for approximately ten hours. The exposure is intended to become a part of

other classroom subjects. Work Experience provides an opportunity for students
in the 10th through 12th grades to perform tasks on an actual job for approx.»
imately eight hours per week.. These programs are designed for the rural schools.
Last year b\ver 1000 students were involved in the two programs Lee Anna Simons

is Work Education Coordinator.

ADAPTIVE EDUCATION
The Career Guidance Project includes service to teachers of Special tgcation
classes throughout Pima County. It is hoped that the integration o lf aware-

ness, occupational knowledge, and decision-making activities in both the remedia-
tion and enrichment process will affect improved student behavior in these areas
as well as improved student performance in the 310s. Service will be extended
to meet the needs of gifted, trainable, educable, physically and emotionally
handicapped, learning disabled and hearing impaired students.



TEACHER WORK EXPOSURE
This program provides on-site exposure in any occupation to facilitate
integration of Career Education into instructional activities. Educators
establish goals and,objectives they hope to accomplish on a chosen job site
and organize a plan to integrate their work exposure in the classroom. Having
obtained their own work .site in an occupationt-educators spend up to forty
hours in actual work experience, then write a follow-up activity which they
will use in their classroom or school.

BUSINESSMAN/TEACHER SEMINARS
These Seminars were established to increase understanding of the world of work
by strengthening communications between teachers and the working community.
During the seminars, volunteer businesspersons and teachers develop a workable
plan for implementing a predetermined goal into the classroom.. Later, teachers
and guidance consultants meet to discuss progress of the implementation. After
several weeks, teachers return for a second seminar to share the results of
*their classroom experiences. Some Seminar topics have included Personal
Financial Management, Planning and Managing the Community, and Cultural
Awareness.

COMMUNITY RESOURCE SPEAKERS
One of the resources most, widely used by teachers at all levels is that of
introducing community representatives into the classroom as guest speakers.
Any teacher in a Pima County public school may submit a request to the Com-
munity ReSource Center for a guest speaker. We then refer to our extensive
file of community members who have volunteered to come.to a classroom to share
information about their job or hobby or demonstrate a skill. Last year, over
800 community members appeared as guest speakers in classrooms. Teachers
may also phone the Resource Center for information on field trip sites in
Tucson. Beth Berry and Jody Burns are the Community Resource Specialists.

COMMUNITY RESOURCE ADVISORY COUNCIL
The Council includes approximately 18 businesspersons from the community
invited to the Council to: offer suggestions and provide expertise for
increasing community involvement in the career guidance process, assist in the
coordination of planned community resource activities, aid in establishing
new program proposals, assist in placement of teachers in the Teacher Work
Exposure Program, and help establish goals and objectives for the Businessman/
Teacher Seminars. The Council meets on the third Thursday of every month at
3:00. Membership is for three years.

Other Project Programs:

KEY TEACHER/KEY TEAM
This program was designed to aid schools in the transition from a Project
based to.a school based system of Career Guidance. The Key Teacher/Team in
a school serves as the liaison between that school and the Career Guidance
Project. Through this program, direct ownership of this concept is realized.

BILINGUAL/MULTICULTURAL
The objective of multirmitural studies fs for students to recognize the
importance of individudl self awareness and to acquire an active undetstanding
of themselves as a valuable member of a distinct culture. Students ehgage in
activities that will enable them to identify major and minor cultures
around the world. They take part in individual, small group, and total group
activities that will increase their understanding and appreciation of how
other(people live. Vital aspects of culture are emphasized in all activities,
i.e., work, art, music, customs, food, recrention, etc.
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MINI-PROPOSALS
Data show thaelfeachers are willing to plan and mplement all vadeties

of career education activities anduthese activities must be adapted to their

own local needs and circumstances. Often, effective implementation requires a

small amount of media, materials and/or supplies that may not be a part of a

normal school supply pattern. Therefore, teachers may apply for a Mini-

Proposal to receive funds for items needed in a specific classrocm activity

consis,tent with the State Department of Education goal.

FEEDER SCHOOL
The project was originally organized around the theory that career education

should be developmental--begin early in life fer each individual and build

in a progressive manner as school and life continue. The intent of this goal

is to develop a formal long range plan for cooperative implementation of

Career Guidance among the individual school buildings (K-12), in each feeder

school group. Thus, the student's career development will be continuous from

elementary to junior high through high school. Thus a customized approach

in meeting student needs is guaranteed.

SECONDARY COUNSELING ROLE
This goal involves.the' building principals and their respective counseling

staffs in formally preparing and adopting agreements which clearly outline

the roles of the counselors in delivering, career guidance in the Project's

seventeen high schools. Area counselors are provided inservice programs to

increase their effectiveness.

MEDIA
This goal involveethe project staff in.previewing and purchasing recom-

mendations of media in order to establish a long range plan for increasing

.the efcectiveness of the media collection.

IMPLEMENTATION UNITS
Arizosne has produced 24 Career Education Instructional Units that have

undergone formalized field-testing and evaluation procedures. .These

instructional units are provided by the Project free of charge and on.a

permanent basis to any Pima County teacher requesting them for Classroom use.

CLASSROOM GUIDANCE ACTIVITIES
The Project uses the "Counselor-Consultant" model for providing support

services to classroom teachers, school counselors, and school administrators..

The counselor and classroom teacher become a team concerned with the develop-

ment of the student and combining career information with self awareness.

Because students do not all learn in the same way, different strategies must

be developed for tapping the individual student's strengths. In accomplishing

this, Project Guidance Specialists are involved in numerous classroom activities,

curriculum'development and in-service programs for teachers.

CAREER EDUCATION CENTERS
Most schools have established career guidance :1,id/or information centers

including a year round career center at Apollo Junior High, a career

center at Amphi High School, a bilingual student center at Pueblo High

School, a Life-Planning Center at Canyon Del Oro High School, and a learning

resource style center at Palo Verde ligh.
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HANDS-ON KITS
These have:been so named beehuse of their ability to utilize the five senses

in approaching learning activities. They are,a collection of real tools and
'IAmaterials used in actual work situation3 for ecific occupation8, Students

can handle, experiment with; and use the items for role-playing. Real ex-

periences with,yeal,tools provide relevant activities-which help the student .,"

to understand the relationships between'educational experiences and the world
of work. Also, students become aware of their aptitudes, likes and dislikes,.

and achievements. District 1 materials may be checked out through the E.M.C.,.

SELECTIVE ENRICHMENT
This is a student'to student program whicifenables students to expand their
special interests and talents through experience in teaching programs at the
elementary and junior high levels in Tucson District #1. Some 70 juniors

and seniors from four high schools are chosen by the instructor and/or depart-
ment head of each area to provide help in specialized educational areas and
have the opportunity to serve othel.s.

IN-SERVICE
One of the many roles of the Career Guidance consultant is to provide in-
service for teachers on what services and programs are availpbrle through
the Project, how Career Guidance can be used in the classroom, and idea
sharing of activities. Salary increment credit is sometimes offetied to

teachers attending the In-Service. Special In-Service PrOgrams include ,

workshops for the training of Key Teachers and Seminars for Administrators
to increase their active career guidance.
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EIVELOPMENTAL CAREER GAnDANcE PROJECT

Media
Catalogue
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ORGANIZATION O.F THE GUIDE

The media catalog is divided into three major sections and are color-
coded for easy access:

GREEN K - 6
I q4

BLUE 7 - 8
BUFF 9 -.12. .14

YELLOW Inservice

To aid you in determining the usefulness of the media in your curriculum
area, the catalog includes a summary of the media and three columns located
on the right-hand side of each page.

TheLfirst column suggests subject areas where the media may be. most useful,
The Curriculum Code is:

BE Business Education lA Industrial Arts

DE Distributive Education LA Language Arts

FA Fine Arts MatheMatics

Guidance 'PE PhysiCal Education

HE Home Economics Science

SS Social Studies'

4-1"

The second column indicate's the career clusters or.clusters of jobs discussed
in the media. The Cluster Code is:

BO - Business & Offlce MS - Marine Science

MD Marketing & Distribution EC - Environmental Control

CM Communication & Media PS - Public Service

C - Construction H Health

M Manufacturing HR - Hospitality & Recreation

T - Transportation PeS- Personal Services

AB Agri-Business 6 Natural FAH- Fine Arts & Humanities
Resources

CH - Consumer 6 Homemaking
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The third column lists the career elements or themes of Career EducatPon

tthat need to be integrated into this curriculum at all grade levels. The Element

Code is:

SA - Self Awareness: The student will recognize and understand his own

interest, aptitudes and achievements and houg they relate to his own

goals. He will understand that he has responsibility tp himself -

and others.

, DM - Decision Making: The student will be able to apply infOrmation to

ration5l processes to reach decisions, He will understand that

decision makihg includes respoOaible action in identifying alter-

natives, selectin6 the alternatives most corisistent with his goals,

and taking steps to implement a course of action,

BC - RelinniniCompetenc4'.: The student will become familiar with the use

of basic tools, equipment, and materials associated with business,

commerital, and industrial activities. He will develop the skills

required to identify the objectives of a task, specify resources

required, outline procedure, perform operations, and evaluate the

product.

'ES - Emplaability Skills: The student will,gain skills in the ability

to work in groups, follow directions, accept respomObility, ad

maintain personal interaction skills,

AA - Appreciation and Attitudes: The student will,understand the role of

leisure and the arts in achieving self satisfaction and develop an

understanding for the value of work and continual learning.

EA - Educational Awareness: The student will recognize that educational

experiences are a part of his career goal and understand the edu-

cational requirements needed for entry into occupations in certain

eN career areas,

EcoA Etonomic Awareness: The student will understand the relationship

between personal economics, life-style and occupational roles; the

, range of social and Rconomic benefits associated with various occu-

pations; and the relationship of his present and anticipated occupa-

tional status to economic trend found in his community, state, and

nation.

CA - Career Awareness: The student will understand the variety of occupa-

tions found in the world of work and the way in which occupations

relate to the need and functions of society.
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ELEMENTARY LEVEL K-6

NO.
--...-

TITLE AND BRIEF DESCRIPTION SUBJECT CLUSTER
---

ELEM.

,

,

AIRPLANE (HOT DOG SERIES)

.

1

ALL

o

G

ALL_

T

ALL

SA

,

P
-

.

,

): (

0

ALL

CA, .EA

.

ALL

.

ALL

0
. 7

.

,

...

.

CA

.

- ,
Films Incorporated 10
1 16mm film/summary sheet

.

This color sound film, with Jo Ann Worley, JoAtthan Winters,
and Woody Alien, uses humor i,n explaining the history and ,

uses of the airpllie":-,Zhe mmary sheet includes a leeggon
plan and activities.

.

ALEGRIA INFANTIL
/Golden Press 1

1 book , .....,, .

,

.

Appealing Richard'Scarry format and illustrations depict the
following in Spanish: the weatIrer and seasOns, birds, homes,
playground, tools, jobs, and the garden.

-

THE ART OF HELPING v

4

Human Resource Development Press
Book

This bOok's task is to facilitate the reader's learning of
how to initiate helping s%ills. It takes a developmental
approach to learning how we respond frdm the time of infancy
to adulthood. The chapters are entitled:

1. Introduction
2. Attending
3. Responding

V

4. Personalizing
5. Initiating

,

6. Helping

This is an excellent reference for teachers to use for self-
understanding and understanding their students. It would be
Nery effective in a child development class or family planntng
class.

BEGINNING CONCEPTS Unit I
Scholastic Magazine, Inc.
5 filmstrips/5 cassettes

This kit containo 5 cassettes, 5 fingerpuppets and hats to
aid the early childhood students in becoming aware,of careers.
The careers explored are:

"Baker"
"Doctor" ,

"Quiltmaker"
"Park Ranger"
"Factory Workers"

To make the students become more involved thare are paper hats
and fingerpuppets to go with eaCh story. The teacher's manual
includes many follow-up activities in numerous subject areas.
Excellent kit for teacher and student.
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JUNIOR HIGH LEViL 7-8 VD

N. . TITLE AND BRIEF DESCRIPTION SUBJECT CLUSTER ELEM.

.

.

.

I

,

.

.

/

.

.

%

N

_

A DAY IN THE LIFE OF BONNIE CalSOLO lk ALL

.

.

SS

4

.

SS, IA
'HE

.......

.

.

,

FAH s
e

'.

,

t

,

To, CH

,

.

.

SA, AA

4

EA

.

!

,.

CA, CA

,

Barr Films ,.

Film ,..z

4.. .

Bonnie Consolo was born without arms yei she lead's a normal

life. She ha's a home, two children, and a good outlook on
life which reaches all who meet her. This film is an excellent

example of what people can do to overcome any handicap.4

BICENTENNIAL GAMES
Coachhouse games -

3 games y
4

0

'
. .

,These games can be used to present or reinforce information on
the primary, intermediate; or secondary levels. Spirit of

America games have been created to stimulate interest and ex-
citement in our American heritage.

Game 1: Birth of a Revolution
Game 2: The Years of Crisis

.

Game 3: Independence

,

BIG BLUE MARBLE
Xerox Corp.
4 filmstrips, 4 cassettes, teacher's guide

,The Big Blue Marble series is deaigned to aid students in
understanding the world of work. Real life work situations

re shown as the workers are interviewed on job responsibili-
ties. At the .end of each filmstrip, an aniffiated look at the

future is shown. Each kit includes the following items:
1. Filmstrip
2. 2-sided casdettedone side is the filmstrip narrative

and ,the otrier side is a cakeer feature.in radio show

form .

3. A set of hands-on items duplicating articles actually

used by wotkers in that field
4. Teacher's guide

I. Transportation -

Overview of thestrucking industry is shown through the
SAfewaY Cctrporation.,,, Trucks are shown.being scheduled on

runs, being repaired, and the prOblems encountered on
their runs.

AO

. Consu er and Homemaking

.
This-filmstrip is more concerhed with the less traditional,
outside the home occupations which exist for the benefit
of the.consumer. Careers shown are home economist,
employees of department stores, government inspnctors,
interior decorators and discount house personnel.
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.HIGH SCHOOL 9-12

NO. TITLE AND BRIEF DESCRIPTION

AMERICAN WOMEN
Outterick Publishing
2 filmstrips/2 cassettes/1 teacher's guide

Part 2; "New Opportunities"'

This series of filmstrips further expands the concept of the
changing roles of women. Women from diffemnt backgrounds,are
ihown discussing their work and lifestyle. The case studies
show single women, divorced women, and married women discussing
their career opportunities. The teacher's guide includes lists
of resources, suggestions for activities and four student re-'
source and activity sheets.

THE ART_ OF ANIMATION

Walt Disney Educational Media Cqmpany
10 books/2 cassettes/1 filmstrip/teacher's guide

Book describes the history and technological developments
animated film production. Filmstrip follows steps in modern
cartoon making.'

THE ART OF HELPING

Human Resource Development Press
Book

This book's task is to facilitate the reader's learning of how'
to initiate helping _skills. It takes a'developmental approach
to learning how we respond from the time of infancy to adult-
hood. The chapters'are entitled;

.1. Introduction
2: Attending
3. Responding
4. 'Personalizing
S. Initiating
6.. Helping

This is an excellent reference for 'teachers touse for self-
understanding and understanding their students. It would be
very effective in.'s child development class oefamily planning
class.

THE ART OF LISTENING
Schloat Productions
4 filmstrips/4 cassettes/1 teacher's guide

The art of listening is 0 series of four, color fildstrips
designed to aid students in learning how to listen. The first
'filmstrip deals withcamotional and physical responses to both
bounds in general and sounds organized into a musical pattern.
The second and third filmstrips deal with basic technical
aspects of music. Rhythm, melody, harmony and counterpoint
are discussed and explained. The final filmstrip demonstrates
theme and variation through a composition by Charles Ives. All
the other concepts are'used in this performance to create a
total summal:y. The teacher's manual gives suggestions for
individual and group projectts,as well as a brief summary of
the history of music.
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SUBJECT CLUSTER ELEM.

G, HE ALL SA, CA
SS, PE

.FA

G, ALL .

G, FA
LA

CM, FAH

ALL

BC
CA
AA

ALL

SA
BC
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NO. TITLE AND BRIEF DESCRIPTION SUBJECT CLUSTER ELEM.

'

.,

.

,

.

SETWEAV GENERATIONS: PARENT TEENAGE RELATIONSHIPS G

.

_

,

,SS, HS

.

,

/

.

H

...

'

PAH

,

SA ,

,

.

EA

McGraw-Hill Films .

4 filmstrips/4 nassetteslanchurs

SENSITIVE SUBJECT MATTER. PREVIEW BEFORE umq
These sound filmstrips present attitudes and problems

encountered in parent/teenage relationships by featuring

actual families in situations which are both.realistic

and relevant. 'Because some of the material deals with

drugs and sex, it is advised that the approval of school

authorities be secured prior to.use. .

1. Nobody's Perfect In this filmstrip, the ideals -ad

expectations a set of parents hold for their son and daughter

are visualized in cartoons while glimpses of reality are seen

in photography.
4 Man/Child family has conflicting viewpoints on

responsibnity. The son feels upset when his parents question

his social plans while the parents feel he is acting irrespon-

sibly and causing them to worry when he does not keep them

informed as to his whereabouts.

3, A_Bey_fpx You, A Girl for Me This filmstrip explores
..

the attraction that exists between parents and children of

the opposite sex and the competition that exists ,between

parents and children of the same sex.

4. Glass Houses This filmstrip deals with sensitive

subject matter and should be shown with prior approval Of

school authorities. The narrow-mindedness of both4generations

is seen in the juxtaposition of conversations at a teenage

party and at an adult gathering. Both'groups display in-

tolerance'of each other's values,.dress, and social mores.
Teenagers are seen using marijuana while their parents conSume'

alcoholic beverages.

,

BICENTENNIAL GAMES
Coachhouse games
3 games .

,
.

These games can be used to present or reinforce information

on the primary, intermediate, or seCondary levels. Spirit

"of America dames have been created to stimulate interest

and excitement in our American heritage.

Game 1: Birth of a Revolution
,

Game 2: The Years of Crisis ..;

Game 3: Independence

.

,
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FOREWORD

TOs activity description was prepared as part of a study conducted by

the American Institutes for Research (AIR) under contract No. 300-77-0303

to the U.S. Office of Education. The purposes of the study were to identify

evaluated, exemplary career education activities; to recommend identified

activities to the Joint Dissemination Review Panel (JDRP) of the Education

Division, Department of Health, Education, and Welfare; to prepare descriptions

of identified activities; and to develop a handbook with six models for

evaluating career education activities.

The criteria established for screening activities in this study intention-

ally limited choices to those whose evaluation reports presented evidence of

effectiveness. Close attention was given to the soundness of evidence in evalua-

tion reports. A minimum requirement for This evidence of effectiveness was that

some comparison standard be provided so that gains made by the students parti-

cipating in the activity bould be attributed to the impact of the activity.

After confidence in the evidence of effectiveness was established, further

criteria were applied. These criteria included consistent relationships between

a well-planned assessment of needs, a statement of desired student outcomes, the

selection of instruments, and the procedures used in data collection,,management,

and analysis.

This document describes one of ten projects that was selected from among 250

submitted. It presents one lodale's way of successfully implementing a career

education aCtivity, the resUlts of 'which are educationally significant. Although

the descriptiob reflects an activity developed in response to local needs, other

school districts with similar needs may wish to adapt parts or all of it accord-

ing to their, own dircumstances and philoophy.

We are,grateful to M. Robert Adkison, Superintendent of the Ceres Unified

School District, for his unceasing support of career education; to John Avila

and Jack Rudd for their commitment to making Project CERES a success; and to the

staff of Project CERES'whb generously gave their time to answer questions from

AIR site visitors. They extended a special kind of hospitality and spared no

amount of effort to provide the information necessary to prepare this description.

They made it possible for the site visitors to'see the programpin action, as well

as to understand,the philosophy and strategies that underlie its operations.

Project CERES materials are judged to be free'of bias with regard to race,

sex, age, income levels, and type of occupation.
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PROJECT OVERVIEW

TITLE & LOCATION: Project CERES (Career EdUcation Responsive to Every Student)

Ceres Unified School District
P.O. Box 307
Ceres, California 95307

TYPE: Infusion

PROJECT Virginia Lish

COORDINATOR: Ph: (209) '538-0148

SETTING: In 1972-76, the,yroject was implemented throughout the

district's schools in grades K-12, with funding from a Voca-
tional Education Part 0 grant and a grant from the U.S.

Office of Career Education. The school district is located
in Stanislaus County, which lieg in the heart of the Central

Valley of California. It serves approximately 4,200 students

from a rural, small-town community of about 12,000.

STAFF: During the four-year development and field testing period,

Project CERES staff consisted of a project director, a

part-time ,curriculum coordinator, an evaluation consultant,

and a secretary.

GOALS: The project has the dual goals of infusing career ectucation

concepts into the elementary and secondary curriculum and of

developing an articulated curriculum that provides for stu-

dent attainment of career education goals.

gmaljapIsIgti.: The impact of Project CERES activities on students was
evaluated in 1973-74 by utilizing a pre-pat treatment and

control group design.

MATERIALS: The-project has emphasized not only the development of curric-

ulum models and objectives for career education but also the

production of materials to implement or provide for the

,
teaching of the curriculum. Over 100 Learning Activity

Packages and other materials have been developed and field-

tested.

COST: The main cost items are teachers' time spent in teacher

training, consultant assistance, a part-time project staff

coordinator, and student materials.



PROJECT DESCRIPTION

n.

As a result of a four-year research and development effort, Project CERES

has established a curriplum that provides for pupil achievement of commonly

accepted career education gOals in grades K-12. General direction for the proj-

ect was set by definitions provided by the Career Education Task Force of the

California Department of Education and the U.S. Office of Education. The over-

all purpose of the project was to infuse career education concepts into the

general elementary and secondary curriculum and to develop an articulated curric-

ulum that provided direction for students in career developMent. The project

staff revised preViously existing course guides to facilitate the infusion of

career education concepts into.the regular instructional goals, student objec-

tives, and staff responsibilities at the various grade levels. A strong in-

service education program enhanced the development of all activities.

.
The project was developed by personnel of the Ceres Unified School District

from 1972 to 1976. Funds for the first three years of the project (1972-1975)

were provided by a Vocational Education Part D grant. Funds for the fourth year

were provided by an Incremental Improvement in Career Education grant administered

through the U.S. Office of Career Education.

PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT

The Lodale
`

The Ceres Unified School District is located in Stanislaus County, which

is in the heart of the Central Valley of California, one of the nation's great

agricultural regions. The district serves approximately 4,200 students drawn

from a rural/small-town community of about 12,000. The district is adjacent to

the Modesto metropolitan'area which has a total population Of approximately

125,000.

The district is composed of one senior high school, a continuatibn high

school, one junior high school, five elementary schools, a presdhool program,

a school for deaf and hard-of-hearing children, and an adult schopl. The com-

munity, is dependent almost entirely on agriculture and agriculturally oriented

businesses. The city of Ceres and surrounding area is experiencing a steady

population_growth of about 5% per year. A limited increase in business and

industrial growth is evident, ut the'district continues at the bottom of the

list of California districts in assessed valuation. Family income within the
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school district boundaries is described as modest. Most families are said to

fall within lower and middle socioeconomic classifications.. Approximately 5%

of the families in the district are migrant farm workers. The district?has

successfully passed recent bond approval and tax override electoris as one

result of intensive eftorts to improve and extend community participation and

involvement.

Identification of Needs

The Ceres career education program was developed in response to several

concerns shared by teachers, administrators, and parents in the district. These

groups suggested that many young people were completing their education without

salable skills and without a positive orientation toward the world of work. The

young people also appeared to lack training that would equip them to cope with

.a job market increasingly characterized by technological advances in agriculture,

'business, and industry. With over 70% of all students in the district terminat-

ing their school attendance at or before the 12th grade, the probleth of inadequate

reparation of young people for,the world of work was acute.'

Another locally-identified need was a deficiency on the part-of young people

in the basic'skills of reading, writing, and computation. .Employers, in partic

ular, were concerned that many young people were unable to demonstrate these

.skills with an acceptable level of mastery. They believed that the situation

could be improved if students were ta.ught in school the reasons basic skills are

needed for success in the job market.

In response to these needs, the staff of the district undertook to develop

a comprehensive career education program aimed at preparing students to success-

fully enter the world of work. .The process of program development included

several teacher workshops, a staff survey, and the formation of several task

forces, each charged with the development of one aspect of the program. The

first year of,the project was devoted to setting forth the career education goals

and student outcome objectives for the entire project.

Goals and Objectives

All projett activities are guided by a Career Education Matrix. This docu-

ment contains theNoareer education goals and student outLoPle objectives in ten

areas of career education for the primary, intermediate, junior high, and high

school levels. It also outlines the program objectives for administrative,
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vocational education, and inservice aspects of the program. The goals and

objecttves set forth in this document are dertved from definitions provided by

the Career Education Task Force of the California State Department of Education

and the United States Office of Education. The ten areas of career education

contained in the matrix, the associated goals, and sample performance objectives

are as follows:

Career Education Area Goals Sample Objectives

1. Career awareness Students will develop and
demonstrate a continuing
awareness of career oppor-
tunities and relate.them
to their aptitudes, in-
terests, and abilities.

2. Self awareness Students will develop

0 positive attitude
toward self and others,
a sense .of self-worth and
dignity, and motivation
to accomplish personal
goals.

3. Career
preparation

sl

4. Educattonal
awareness

5. Career planning
and decision
making

Students will acquire
skills leading to entry
level employment in one
or more careers with pro-
vision for advanced
training.

.Students will recognize
that their educational ex-
periences are part of their
total career preparation
and development. .

Students will increase
their self-knowledge and
their knowledge of societal
effects on the world of
work and will accept res-
ponsibtlity for career
choices compatible with
their desired life-style.

Students will describe
five jobs choL;en from twp
or more career clusters
and will identify clusters
which best fit their
abilities and aptitudes.

Students will identify
three or more positive
qualities in themselves
or in classmates.

Students will be,able to
successfully complete three
different types of job .

application forms, complete
a resume, demonstrate accep-
table procedures for parti-
cipating in a job interview,
and list eight sources for
finding job openings.

Students will be able to
identify skills needed
for jobs and tell where tn
school the skills are
learned.

Students will successfully
complete acfill-in ques-
tionnaire on decision
making.



Career Education Arc4

6. Attitude
development

7. Economic
awareness

Career
orientatioh'

9. Consumer
competencies

10. ,Career

ex0oration

Goals Sample Objectives

Students will develop a
positive attitude toward
work and leisure time
activities, appreciate
their contribution to self-
fulfillment, and to the

welfare and productivity
of the family, the com-
munity, the nation and

the world.

Students will list jobs
and relate them to human
needs, and list jobs that
will give themr a feeling

of self-worth.

I.

StUdents will understand By.the end of the primary

the economic systems of experience, given a list

our society, and the re- of occupations, students

lation of productive work will be able to determine"

to the economy and to their whether the occupation pro-

own economic well-being. duces goods or services.

Students will participate
in career orientation
activities that will in-
crease their exposure to
the options available to
them in the world of.work.

Students will achieve suf-
ficient economic under-
standing and consumer
competencies to make'wise
decisions in the use of
resources, both personal

and national.

Students will plan and
participate in a program
of career exploration th,at
will contribute to their
personal and career satis-

faction.

Through career orientation
activities, students will
be able to list job oppor-
tunities outside a 75-mile
radius of Ceres.

By the end of the inter-
mediate experience, stu-
dents will be able to
compare and contrast prod-
ucts in terms of price,
quality, utility, and
personal preference.

Students will demonstrate
increased awareness of
jobs that will_meet their
interests.

See Appendix A for a complete list of the project's goals and performance objective.

Program Planning

The Ceres project has seven components that provide the organizational ?

structure needed for implementation of the project: (1) administration, (2) elemen-

tary curriculum and inservice, (3) secondary curriculum, (4) secondary inservice

field test, (5) vocational education, (6) guidance and counseling, and (7) media.

Each component is the responsibility of one staff member of the project. Toe

general nature of the components is described below.
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Administration. This component provided for selection of staff, leadership,

comprehensive detailed planning of the effort, general stipervision of project

staff, community awareness ail involvement, budget management, and disseminatio4

The management of the project was accomplished through the use_of a Program

Activity Management and Evalation System (PAMES) Document. A chart was used to

organize,each of the seven project components into time, task, and talent (31

Chart segments for each component except guidance which used another format.

S Appe ix B for a sample from the PAMES Document.

Goal and objectives with time lines for each component were identified

and dev oped. These were included in the PAMES Document and were translated

onto a W1 chart to facilitate management and monitoring. Bimonthly meetings

were scheduled and held with component leaders.

Dissemination efforts included a materials list, a compendium of infusion

activities at the high school, regular reports to District, State and Federal

Agencies, and Career Education Staff Presentations. At least 25 presentations

were made by the local staff to outside groups.

Elementary Curriculum and Insefvice., . The elementary component concentrated

on staff development, curriculum irqusion, and the.effect of both on student

achievement. Inservice activities resulted in the production of in exportable

model entitled Career Education Inservice Model (CEIM). The results o'f the in-

service effort showed that teachers did learn the.career education goals and

objectives. Another thrust of the inservice was to infuse career education into

academic areas so that academic achievement on standardized measures would in-

crease. An inservice system to monitor this effort was developed and was entitled

the Ceres Learning Assessment System (CLAS).

Secondary Curriculum and InserviCe. The results of three years of research,

experimentation, development, and evaluation provided the Ceres Unified School

District with,a model for career education which is substantially implemented in

all schools. At the secondaryi level,. a Career Education'Master Plan Committee

was formed to organize all phases of the career education project into an

articulated Ceres Career Education Model. One of the major thrusts of the Master

Plan Committee was the infusion of career education into all classrooms as

appropriate to provide meaning, releyancy, and purpose to all courses and stu-

dents.

Over 125 Learning Activity Packages (LAPs) were developed.by teachers and

implemented in the classroom. These materials integrate career education themes

with academic subject matter. Many LAPs were developed from academic course

.
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guides, which were revised tojnclude career 6ducation objectives and activities.-

The LAPs also include suggested reehrces, unit tests, and worksheets. The

development\of the LAPs was a central aspect of the inservice program. Teachers

were provided assistance in developing the LAPs and they received extra pay,

either at an ihourly rate or on a performance contract basis.

A teacher resource book, The Ceres Compendiuc0Career Education Infusion

Activities was also developed-and is available for national distribution. The

Compendium provides teachers with many examples of career education cliatsroom

activities for most courses taught in math, science, social studies, language

arts, music, and art. Included in'these six subject areas are over 20'courses,

100 topics,'and 2,000 career education activities. School districts that are

-interested in adopting Project CERES will find the Ceres Compendium of Career

'Education Infusion Activities a valuable resource.
: 4

The Compendium was developed,by committee which included representatives

.6mom academic teachers, vocational Leachers, counselors, administisators,,and the

State Career Education Task Force. The rormat determined by the committee to be

most appropriate for-teacher use incl6dedthe fol1owing4ategor1ss: subjeCt

area; courses in.each subject area; topics or units in.each. course; and the career

education objectives of career awareness, career exploration, career preparaVon,

career knowledge, career skills, and career attitudes. The committee felt,that

for optimal use by teachers the Compendium,had,to be developed according to

subject matter courses rather than the U.S. Office of Education (USOE) clusterS.

A cross referencing system was added to that all.activities we're also categorized

by the USOE clusters.

In addition to the materials produced and the related inservice activities,

data were collected on student performanbe in grades 8, 9, and 12 related to

the career education objectives.

At'both the elementary and secondary levels, teachers developed curriculum

materials under a performance contract system that encouraged developers to be

responsible for their work and that provided them with remuneration for their

efforts. The contract represents an agr'eement by teachers to produce within a

given time period a unit which includes both materials and teaching strategies.

Curriculum staff members provide support and assistance to the developers.

Upon satisfactory completion of the product, the developer receives 75% of the

amount of money specified in the contract. The remaining 25% is paid after the

unit is taught and after evaluation'data have been collected and necessary revi-

sions are made.
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A similar contract'performance system is used with regard tO the inservice

component ol the program. This system was instituted iiicause of a general 'Rel-

ing that the responsibilities of the participants,of :the workshops were insuf-

ficiently spelled opt. This was particularly true with regard to the responsi-

bility of sharing the results of the workshop with teachers who_were-not able to

attend., Accordingly, a serv\Ice contract was drawn up which specified the res-

ponsibilities of the participants as wel,1 as.the rate of pay. The contracts,

signed by the pacrticipantsoand the workshop leader, clearly specify the respon-

sibilities of the parties involved.

Vocational Education. A major goal of the program was to develop d series

of entry level skills checklists., Seventeenjob entry level skills checklists

were developed and validated by the Project CERES Career-Education Advisory

Council and by local employers in various area. Standard job skills developed

by the Job Corps were used as a,basis for this effort. Skpled persons in
41'

various occupational areas were asked to update the lists and to make.changes

to meet 16cal job skill demands. Due to demands.on staff ftme, checklists had

, not been field tested as pf this writing,. It is anticipated that skills lists

'will be used, however, b4ginning with the summer work experience program.

be skins lists, Oich are divided into four major areas, include:

(1) traihing elements (basic occupational skills), (2) educatioval and technical.

knowledge (includin9 academic basics in math and English), (3) job physica) pro-7

files.(physical abilities necessary for effective,job performance), and '(4) atti-,

tudes and professidnal, ethics (willingness to learn, respect for others, res-

ponsibility, etc.). It is expected that.as these lists are refined students will
A°

become more aware of actual iob requirements. Also, employers and teachers will

have a meaningful tool to evA341ate student progress. The eventual outcome will

be students,who are-better prepared fur the world of Work.

,During the fourth year of the project, some of the technical skills lists .

develoPed during the first three years were further refined and field tested.

Refinement of'technical skills lists included the identification 6f-entry level

skills, standards of performance andomethods of evaluating the attainment of each

skill. Thistinformation was reviewed by vocational edkation advisory.committees

before being dsed in the classroom. See Appendix C for an example of a s'kills

list.

In addition to the development of entry level technical skills, a list of

20 attitudinal skills was developed using'advisory c#Imittee input. This 14.t

consisted of attitudes and behaviors in vocational classes that predict worker
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attitudes and behaviors. The,skills list was field tested in vocational class-

rooms. Project CERE§ has received funding throU,gh a Vocational Education'Sub-

part 3 grant to develop a*curricUlum model in the area of' attitudinal Skills.

This docuMent should be available for dissemination in July 1979,,

Another' emphasis.of the program Was the development of secondary skill

course guides to include appropriate objectives as associated with goals-4.0,

5:0, and.7.0 of the Ceres Career Education Matrix. (see.Appendix !"I). Secondary

skills course guides wiresurveyed and a ,format.was determinel. First Orfority

was liven to .the agriculture area since this department has devel.oped the program

cOcept calling for students to select an.area of,concentration rather than

4ndividual classeS. Project staff believed that goa.1s 4.04 5.0, and 71.0 could

best be Ohased.into the cOurse guides through the programs rather than through

isolated classes.. Thus, as students complete,the program,over a four-year

periods, theyshould theoretically .complete the objectives of educattonal aWare-

ness, economic.awareness, and career planning and decision making.

Guidance. In the course of developing and implementing the Ceres project,

it became apparent to the staff that a comprehensive guidance.program covering

grades K-12 was neetded. Accordingly, a steering coMmittee was formed consisting

of representatives of all grade levels plus administrators. The committee worked

for two yeiii^s to research, plan,'and prepare for the implementation of.an arti-

culated 4uidance program with career emphasis. The committee devetoped specific

goals for the program: to infuse a career interest and emphasisinto ttl.curri-

colum at a11 levels, with a plan to coordinate the cognitive, affective, 'id

psycho-motor factors in students' -learning axperiences and personal development.

:The cost of the deyelopment and implementation of this program was jointly

financed through career education and.district funds. The heaviest expenditures

were spent on inservice training of staff personnel.

The goal of the Ceres articulated guidance program is to provide services

that assist al. students in gaining maximum benefits from their educational and

career opportunities as they prepare for their long-range career goal and entrance

into the world of work. To accomplish this goal, district.personnel are con-

'cerned with:

an integration of activities and resources into guidance and counseling,
beginning with preschool and extending into the transition period
following secondary school into contiruing education or at the job
entry level in a career role.
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o establishing provisiOns for the compilation and utilization of informa-
tion to support each individual in working toward his/her potential and
in resolving developmental barriers.

the coordination of combined efforts and activities of parents, teachers,
support personnel, administrators, industry, community agencies, and
related personnel, with all parties working to achieve cooperatively

, identified aims.

a development.and expansion of educational and career experiences that
,contribute to ea0 learner's self-knowledge, interpersonal relations,
effective use of leisure, and preparation foreadult responsibilities.

emphasizing developmental and preventive activities at the pre-school
and primary,levels, designed to minimize the neceisity of remedial efforts
at later levels.

To insure the achievement of these purposes, the articulated guidance4rbgram

. is planned, 'implemented, and monitored through a management struature that iden-

tifies the direction.and coordination.of activities, resources and personnel

as district level responsibilities.

Media Centen.. The dual purposes of the media center are to deliver hlgh

quality printed materials to teachers and,students', and to provide training for
,

students in the. !ield of communications and graphic arts. During 1974-75, an

average of More than 25,000 sheets of paper were run.through the presses each

day. Classroom materials, such as tests and'worksheets, as.well.as teaching

units or learning activity, packages are printed. Additionally, nearly 100 stu-

dents from five Stanislaus County high schools are being trained in typesetting,

layout and design, newspaper production, printing, photography, and otherdebm-

munication. arts. The media center operation includes five.course offerings in

newspaper production,, under which students from Ceres High School as well as ,

high schools in Modesto and one in Turlock produce their own school newspapers

plus occasional news magazines or literary magazines. Students receive instruc-

t:Ion in typesetting, layout, paste-up, editing, display, process camera woi.k,

platemaking, and (a few) in offset printing. Emphasis is on giving journalism-

oriented students the mechanical skills required for production of a newspaper

via the photo-offset printing process.

MATERIALS AND ACTIVITIES

The project has emphasized not only the development of curriculum models

and objectives for career education but also the production of materials to
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implement or provide forthe teaching of the curriculum. Over 100. Learntng

Achievement Packages.and other units.of instructional materials,have been, de-

veloped and field' tested. A vhriety of,commercially available materials is used

to supplement the locally developed materials.

To,illustrate the planned progress of students through tie Ceres career

education curriculum,, the'following description is given of_typical,eXperiences.

In the K4 grades the curriculum includes career simulation games, learning

center activitie§, tudy trips, and presentations by community resource persons

to develop awareness' of the many types of jobs available in the world of work.

The exact number and nature of'these experiencet wAry with the individual teacher.

However, all partitipating teachers arb aware of the student goals and objectives

depicted in the Career Education. Matrix, and it is expected that the impact of

the experiences provided will lead to adhievement of the objectives.

On entering the seventh grade, students are scheduled into a nine-week

guidance class wherd they are administered a number of inveritoriet and partici-

'pate in self-awareness units designed to develop awareness of personal attributes

such as valuest interests, and 'other personality characteristics. Again, in

the eighth gradei student§ are scheduled into a nine-week guidance class where

the concepts of self in.relation to potential careers developed in earlier years

are extended and refined. At this time, students do antin-depth exploration into

careers which match their interests and, in cooperation with parents,, teachers, '

and counselors, plan.a #our-year h:gh schbal program. This program planning

invo,lves not only.selection of classes, but'also af clubs, activities, and

possible types of work experience in which students might become engaged during

the high school years.'

In the ninth grade, career education emphasis is placed upon developing such

job application skills as interviewing and preparing resumes. Io the tenth grade

a portion of each student's mathematics, science, language arts, and,social studies

classes is directed ta teaching how the contents and skills of each discipline are

related to individual career choices. During the junior and senior years, stu .

dents take classes which could include vocational education skills classes (either

provided by the district or regional programs) or work experiences.

Throughout their four years of high school, students are encouraged to take

advantage of a wide variety of vocational education classes, whether they are

college bound students or not. The district believes that all students should

have entry level skills upon graduation whether they plan to attend college or not.
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As students enter their junior and senioryears, a wide variety of speCial tech-

nical vocational classes are avbilable to them through the regional occupational

-program.

By gradudtfon, it is anticipated that.students will have developed under-

standings of themselves and the career world, a career plan which may include

some form of post-high. school education, and a salable skill. The emphasis through-

out the entire K-12 curriculum is to conhect'subject matter with the world of work .

in all classes,' whenever possible and appropriate.

At the junior and senior high lemel; a series of'instructiOnal units are

dvailable that are designed for the achiwiement of specific career education objec-'

tives. They were developed by teams of teachers in consultation with' project,

staff and the district curricutum specialist. Four units have been produced for

use at the eighth, ninth, eleventh, and twelfth grades. They are described in

Appendix D.

PARENT AND CdmMUNITY INVOLVEMENT

The project has provided for considerable involvement of the community in

the planning, implementation, and information dissemination efforts. Community

members from labor, industry, business, and parent groups participate on advisory

boards as experts in defining the cUrrentrequirements for various careers. Com-

munity members also participate directly in the work experience, vocational edu-

cation, and Regional Occupational Programs. The
)
roject has emphasized,the need

.4

to publicize career education concepts and the development of the new curricula

through newspaPer accounts, project mailings, and puolic appearances. The com-

munity response to career education is described as excellent and there appears

to be considerable support for the concept of career education.

STAFFING AND MANAGEMENT

Staffina

The overall purpose of Project, ,GEREs is to fnfuse career education ,concepts

into the general elementary and sedondary Curriculum. As an infusiA.approach,

the proAct can operate within the framework of exlsting school staffing arrange-

ment. Because it is curriculum-oriented, it does not require changes in regular

staffing assignments, duties, or proceduresft In most small- to moderate-siZed

school districts, the management responsibilities of coordinating the project

can be'assumed by an exigting administrator, teacher, or curriculum specialist.
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Large districts, however, may need to employ a part-time Person to coordinate the:'

'project,activities.. A part,time clerical person'may alsoj.be needed to assist

the project coordinator. Addittonally,, consultants will need to'be hfreciduring

the initial year otthe:,project to conduct iniervice training for the participat-

ing teachers. These teachers-,:in turn, can conduct inservice training for new

teachers during subsequent years.
.

The management responsibilities and qualifications of the project coordinator

are shown in the chart below.

................,.....,/.1*.W...... ....u...g...g,wmvei.Nr.O.......pww.p.....ry.....r........
A .

''
I .

project Coordinator

......1214ana'ePE1225191111Wikin
qualiffcationt

Arrange and orOnize the inservice
training

Act as liaison with Project CERES

, Monitor the implementation of the
project

Prepare evaluation materials

Ma a ement

As discussed in an earlier.sectfon (see,page 6), ihe manarment ,ofthe

oject was accomplished through the use of a Program Activity Management

System (PAMES).document. In additidn, time, task,'and talent (31) charts,

were used to organize each component of the project. As noted earliRe, the

prbject includes 10 components, each compdnent having its own set of goals

and objectives. To determine whether the objectives"have been achieved,

certain process objectives are stated, along with'the optimum point during

the year when they are to be achieved, and information is gathered to indi-

cate the extent to which these objectives were achieved. Presented below

66

-

Administrative experience and

credentials

Interest and skill in curriculum
development and career edu-'"
cation..

Ab, ility to establish and maintain

good interpersonal relatfons
with teachers

Familiarity with the basics of
educational program evaluation

are some of the process ob3ectives achieved by September 1975 in key

components of the project.
/

.Administratixest. The folloWing process objectives from the

administrative component were attained,

302-023 0 - 79 - 9
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Develop a Program Activity Management and Evaluation System (PAMES)
,Document designed to'permit efficient administration of the project
as'a whole, including budget control and management; develop state-

, ments of goals and objectives fitted into the Career Education Matrix
for the district; develop Time-Task-Talent_charts for each component,
and procedures for monitoring developments.within each component and
facilitating staff activity:

o Develop and implement a system for dissemination of.career education
materials and information to.the district staff.

o Develop a.budget with categories established and related,to each cops
ponent, appropriate accounting proceduresi and expenditures wfthin the
budget categories..

Prepare quarterly and ffnal reports to the funding'agency, and more
.frequent reports to the ,local school,board.

.

Develop a program for increased community awareness and support of the
career education program.

.

Elementary Curriculum and Inservice. The process objectives for this com-

ponent, in general, provide inservice experiences for teachers and administrators

to enhance their ability to'infuse career education concepts and experiences into

the elementary curriculum. ksaMpling of these objectives iS presented below:

As indicated by observation checklist, 90% of participating elementary
'teachers will.infuse career education concepts with reading, math, and/or
social studies.

One hundred.percent of targeted teachers willidevelop and/or implement
during'197-76 materials/strategies based on techniques studied during
the inservice training sessions. (Verified by teacher log.)

Secondm_gareer Educatipn Curriculum Development. Objectives within this

comppnent include the fdllowing:

Develop a master plan for career education at the secondary level
(grades 7-12) involving representatives from the administration,
curriculum council, and teachers association, thus obtaining agree-
jpent on the plan from the major political and professional groups
present in the district.

Develop an organized curriculum structure.providing general academic,
career, specialized vocational skill, and guidance experiences for
all students.

al Ensure joint participation by students, parents, and guidance person-
nel in the planning of individual studant programs within the organized
curriculum structure.
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Ensure,the cross-fusion of vocational education and general,academic
courses, the general academic classes providing information related
to possible careers and the voCational education classes reinforcing
basic sktll instruction.

o Place an articulated serfes of career educction events and activities
forgrades 7-12 withi.n the curriculum structure.

o Develop an extensive set of teaching units, Learning Activity Packages,
curriculum guides, and a compendium of field-tested career education .

activitiles and materials related.to the Career Education Matrix.

no Increase the'participetion of guidance,and teaching personnet in the
career education program..,

i_a_servicerITestCoSecondamue.q. Objectives within this component

provide specific procedurekand checkpoints:for the development-and field (i.e.,

classrOom) testing of materials at the secondary level, inservice.Programs for

targeted secondary level lassroom teachers, and the specificationt for contract-.

ing with targeted teachers tor,,materials deviloOment. The objectives are stated

to indicate the required seriei of events for development of quality materials.

Some sample objectives are as follows:

o The Compendium of Career Education will be expanded to include all
subject aree Courses as evidenced by the completion of the Compendium.

Teacher classroom use of career education activities will be increased,
as measured by a pre-and4post student and teacher survey.

o The seventh, eighth, and ninth grade staff will complete the following:

update cdurse guides to include more career education objectives
and activities

uPdate ind develop new career education materials

develop and implement a plan for better use of community.resources

counselors'and teacheri will develop more career awareness to better
assist students as evidenced by a criterion-referenced test.

Seconder Vocational Education. The general intent of the objectives listed

for this component is to provide for improvement of vocational education skills

courses and work experience programs. Earlier, reference was made to an addi-

tional intent to reinforce the teaching ofbasic academic skills in the vocational

education classes. Particular emphasis among the objectives is directed to the

development of:

o Technical and attitudinal skills checklists validated by either employers
or members of the vocational education advisory committee; the purpose
of the checklists isto provide measures of specific skill outcomes from
vocational education classes.
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vocational education skill course guides which will ba,extended or
revised to provide for the achievement of,appropriate student outcome

.

objectives foundivithimthe. Career Education Matrix.
.

Entry-level data gathered through the skills checklists on all students
entering 30 selected vocational .or work experience statlons.

Guidance and COunseltn0 Component. Original planning documents for the

Ceres project express as one major goal the creatlon of a "guidance Attitude"

among all staff members in the district. -The one objective contained within

the 1974-75 PAMES for the component is concerned with providing inse'rvice educa-

'tion.forteachers and counselors. Seven ,Sub-objectives.indicate with more sop-

cificity the eventsand responsibilities required to implement the inservice

Program.

Some recent process objectives for this componentinclude the 'following:

Implement the articulated guidance activities.as listed in the Ceres
, ArticUlated Guidance Program.

Measure impact of the'program 'upon. students by collecting outcdme
data.

Continue inservice sessions with.staff.,

Continue development 'of information regarding career clusters for
helping students who are making decisions in high school.

Continue the comprehensive emphasis that includes all children pre-
school through grade 12v which includes special education students.

Include Career Guidance Center at the high,school as an important paet
of the overall program.

Maliagentfflomment. The purposes of the Media Center are to combine a

pupil instruction function with)the production of high quality printed materials

for teachers and students. Thus, the component may be viewed simultaneously as

part of the vocational education program and as part of the materials development/

dissemination effort. With regard to the materials development/dissemination ef-

fort, records show the printing of an extensive array of attractively packaged

teaching units, Learning Activity Packages, course guides, etc. The Media

Center level of production averages approximately 25,000 pieces of printed paper

per day. Anecdotal evidence and testimony were provided to indicate that stu-

dents who are trained in the Media Center leave the program with considerable

advantage over students who have not had the experience in related post-secondary

education programs, in apprenticeship 'programs, and in immediate employment.
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, Since the project's inception in 1972, the inservice training of teachers

androther staff has been an essential element in its success. In mOst cases, the

inservice training"workshOps are organized, implemented, and evaluated by various

task forces fornied for this particular purpose. To'illustrate the format of the

workshops, a brief narrative is presented below describing two workshops in' terms

of their purposes, organization, instructional'procedures, and participants.

A

SunLaIr_movace. 'During the first three weeks of July 1974,.an inservice

workshop,was conducted for elementary school teachers. The primary purposes Of

the elementary workshop were: .(1) to facilftate the integration of career edu-

cation concePts into the curriculum, (2) to improve teaching strategies, (3) to

analyze the basic*ill areas of math and reading; (4) to produce a list of '

current community resources, an'd (5) to develop teams of teachers to serve as

resources for their respective,staffs.

Twenty classroom teachers and four resource teachers partieipated in the

workshop. Each elementary school was represented by at least two teachers.

Fdur of the teachers had been a part of,the 1973-74 Career Education Matr'ix

team; the rest of the teachers were not familiar with the Career Edueation Matrix'

development or implementation., All Participants volunteered for the workshop.

The workshop Participants were organized into task committees in the follow-

ing areas: reading, math, simulations and gaming, learntng centers, and com-
\

munity resources. The general responsibilities of each group were to review the
4

relevant state goals and objectives, examine the present testing program in

light of the state goals, develop criterion-referenced tests where needed, and

develop a monitoring system for achieving the goals.

The first day the teachers were given a questionnaire which assessed their

knowledge of the Ceres Career Education Matrix, the academic skill matrices, and

teaching strategies and techniques. On the final day of the workshop, the Same

instruments were administered. Additionally, an anonymous evaluation was com-

pleted by the participants to assess attitudes.

Leadership Workshop. The purposes of the leadership workshop held in

August 1974 were to: (1) communicate results of the teacher workshop to adminis-

trators and resource personnel,'(2) provide an inserviee model, (3) provide group

process techniques, (4) secure administrative support for participating teachers,

and (5) provide curricular articulation between elementary and secondary levels.

Thirty-four central administrators, building principals, and support personnel

attended the 15-hour August workshop.
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The workshop participants were first given a questionnaire Which asked

them' to rate their own knowledge of the Career Eclucation Matrix, academic matrices,
,

resources, and'instructional.techniques. Immediately following,'6 test was, ad-

ministered to assess the participant's knowledge of the Career Education Matrix,

academic matrices, resources, and techniques. For the most part, there was

considerable discrepancy between the questionnaire responses and the results of

the test. This experience set the stage for concentrated instruction in each of

the specific areas.

Following the workshop, participants were given a posttest, a questionnaire,

and an anonymous evaluationy They were also required to submit an outline of

, their 1974-75 implementation plan.

COSTS

The costs associated with adopting the project are presented in the chart

below; figures do not include development costs. The half-time'coordinator and
the part-time clerical person are sufficient to supervise 25-30 participating
teachers. The costs aSsociated with personnel training are based on the system
used at,Ceres whereby teachers aic paid for inservice training at the rate of
$10 per hour. The greatest cost Would be ir the inservice training.and workthopW.

but once the staff is trained, materials and community resourcis could be produced

internally and tailored to each district.

Personnel

Level of Funding

'Installation Subsequent Years
(Non-Recurring Costs) (Recurring Costs)

Coordinator (half-time) $8,000 $8,000
Clerical (part-time) 4,000 4,000
Personnel Training 9,000 0

(payment to 30 teachers
for 30 hours df inservice
training)

Consultaft(to conduct inservi 375.(3 days) 125 (1'day)
training for,30 teachers, at
$125 per day)

Facilities 0 0

Materials 100/class 50/class

Consumables 25/class 25/class

Transportation (for field trips) 150/class 150/class

Total: $21,650 $12,400
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These costs cin be subsiantially reduced by providing academic credit or other

incentives.for participating teaChers in lieu of.payment.

EVIDENCE .OF EFFECTIVENESS

Student'Outcome cvaluation

The project staff developed an extensive evaluation ,design, for each year

of the mject to assessl student attainment of objectives in each of the ten areas

of career education preflously discussed. Several research designs for determin-

ing the effects-of the career educat rogram on targeted students were util-

ized. These included a case study deii a one-group pretest-posttest designs.

and a prptest-posttest comparison group desigp without benefit of l'andowassign-.

ment of either teachers or students to the treatment groups.

The discussion which-follows is concerned with the outcome evaluations of

student achievement conducted during the 1973-74 school year for grades K-6.

The evaluation design utilized pre- and posttests,on treatment'and contrOl groups.

The 1973-74 school year was selectPd as a focus here because during subsequent

years almost all teachers in'the district were teaching career educatioh tn some

41
form. Thus,

r----,
it was difficult to identify a cbntkil group in the subsequent years

that had not been exposed to career edupatitph concepts:

, Four of the five district elementary schools were representedin the evalua-

tion sample in 1973-74. Treatment group students were randomly selected at each.

school from classes of teAchers who volunteered to take part in the project.

Four primary (grades,K-3).and four intermediate (grades 4-6) classes recetved,

the caree'r education treatmeht. Five primary and four intermediate classes served

as control groups'for the evaluation. The teachers in the control group also

volunteered to participate in the evaluation. Every attempt was made to select

teachers to participate in the control group who were just as enthusiastic and

commi.tted as-were the teachers in the treatment group. The treatment and control

classes were cloSely matched in, terms of sex composition, aOademic achievement,-

age, ethnic composition, and pretest scores,.

Measures. The Primary Career Objectives Test (PCOT) and the Intermediate

Career Objectives Test (ICOT) were used to assess the achievement of the treat .

ment and control groups. A pool of test items was derived from the project

objectives. The items were pilot-tested on several classes at a local school
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(7-
and revised. The major concern at this stage of the development process was to

formulate'questions that were understandable and appropriate for the students,

that addressed the project's objettives, and that discriminated treatment from

non-treatment students.. Since the evaluators were primarily interested in

testtng students in the achievement of career education,objectives, not in basic
skills, the decision'was made to use a structured interview format'for adminis-
tration of the tests. The PCOT contoined seven questions related.to the.program

objectives': The ICOT contained ten questions. The items closely reflected the

career education goals and objectives,discussed earlier,

crestituasilyisitict. The KOT and ICOT 'were individually administered
to the 1973-14 treatment and control students by a team of students from the

Argus Continuation .High'School in October 1973 (pretest) and May 1974 (posttest).
The high school Students were given training in the administration of the instru-
melt, and 'they were not aware which subjects were in the experimental or the
dlitinol group. Test administration was conducted under conditions which re.

duced bias to abinimum. All stuiOnts were thorOughly instruCtecrin procedures
to make the conditions of the-interview as consis ent as possible. Tests.were
scored by resource teachers and substitute te efOrunder the supervi,n of
Project staff. Data'analysis was conducted by a consultant retainediby the

project.

44' ,

ElicienceoFLp_nact. Student achievement was assessedty comparing the

posttest scores of the -.ontrol group with the.posttest scores of the treatment
group. The t-test for independent groups was used to analyze the mean group

differences on.the posttest, the results of which are shoWn in Tables 1 and 2.

.ftOMOMM4'.IPM..IImmeftM.=.M
Table 1,

Mean Posttest ScoreG of Treatment and Control Group
on Primary Test of Career Objectives (PCOT)

Treatment Control

N S.D. N S.D. 3.30*

57 22.3 14.9 55 14.9 7.7

* Significant at .05

=.f....

As can be seen, the means of the treatment groups are significantly higher

than those of the control group on the posttest. Thus, one can conclude that the

treatment had a significant positive impact on the participating students.
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Table 2

Mean Posttest Scores of Treatment and Control Groups

on Intermediate Test of Career Objectives (ICOT)

Treatment

N S.D.,

56 , 32.3 10.1

* Significant at 05'

Control'

N 7 S.D. 3.95*

56 24 4 10.1

Favorable iew by Joint Dissemination Revi.exiiel

The Joint Dissemination Revie# Panel (JDRP) was established by the

Education Division of the Department of Health, Education, and Welfere in 1972.

The joint U.S. Office of Education - National Institute of Education t'NIE).

Panel, currently has 22 members, eleven from each agency, appointed respectively

by the Commissioner of Education and the°Director of NIE." The JDRP meets

pet11i,od.ically to review the evidence of effectiveness submitted for a wide.

va fety of.federally supported educational products and practices, with

e fectpeness being the sole criterion for approval by the JDRP. It is

c arged with the respOnsibility of ensuring that educational interventions -

p ojects,"'products:or practices - have been shown to have positive fmpacts

n their-recipients before they are disseminated with federa funds or

ndorsed by the Education Division.1

In May 1978, the JDRP reviewed Project CERES and approved the primary'

segment (grades K-3) of the program for nationwide dissemination. ,With

regard to the intermediate component (grades 4-6) of the program, the Panel

considered the evidence of effectiveness furnished by the project to be

insufficient to warrant approval. However, the Panel encouraged project staff

to submit new data at,a later time on the effectiveness of the intermediate

component. This information is.provided so that those school districts interested,

in adopting Project CERES may have the advantage of the Panel's suggestions.

Tallmadge, G.K. The Joint Dissemination Review Panel: IDEABOOK. Washington,

D.C.: NIE/pHEW, September 1977.

Q
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CO1CLUSION

The research desirgn,utilized in the evaldation allows one to'attribute the

observed posttest diFferences between treatment and control groups to the career

education treatment.,' The treatment and control gropps were closely matched.in

terths of sex composipon, academic achifvement, age, and ethnic composition. 'The'

educational experiences of the two groups were simildr except for the fact that

he treatment group was eXposed to the career education program. The use of a

comparable control droup permits the ruling out.of other variables as being

'responsible for tie results.

The evaluation iirovides'strong evidence that Project CEliES'Pr..oduced
..

educa-

tionally meaningful Iresults.,_ The level of statistical'significance obtained

indicates that the reSUlts were not a 'result of, chance. In addition; the grOwth

of the treatment gr4up students, was in areas important to career education.

Moreover, the materials, curricula, and practices of the prdect can easily be

adopted elsewhere. N adapt and implement the program efficiently, adopting'

distric,ts should make use of a document similar to PAMES. This document,

contains all the.process goals'for the various components& the program. Another

useful instrument for implementing the project arb the.3T charts (time,%ask,

and talent). Theie charts §pecify the responsible person andthe time-lines

for accomplishing each-task.that is necessary for implementing the project.

Each'of these dOCumentS should be adapted to the unique need'aind circumstances

of the district implementing the probrath.
4 ,

0
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Appendix A

Careur Education Goals and Performance Objectives

CAREER ED6CAT1ON GOALS

1.0 Career Awareness
GOAL: Students will develop and demonstrate a continuing awa eness of career

opportunities and relate them to their aptitudes, interests,-and abilities.

2.0 Self Awareness
GOAL: Students will develop a positive attitude toWard self and others, a sense

,
of self-worth and dignity, and motivation to accomplish personal goals.

3.0 Attitude Development
GOAL: Students will develop a positive attitude toward work and leisure time

activities, appreciate their contribution to self-fulfillment, and to the
welfare and productiyity of their family, community, the nation and the

world.

4.0 Educational Awareness
GOAL: Students will recognize that their educational experiences are a part of

their total career preparation and development.

5.0 Economit Awareness
GOAL: Students will.understand the economic systems of our society, the relation-

ship of productive work to the economy, and to their own economic well

being.

6.0 Consumer Competencies
GOAL: Students will achieve sufficient economic understanding and consuMer

competencies to make wise decisions in the use of resources -- persoKal

and national.

7.0 Career Planning and Decision-Making Skill Development

GOAL: Students will increase their self-knowledge and their knowledge of societal
effect on the world of work and will accept responsibility for their choices
in career development compatible with their desired life style.

8.0 Career Orientation
GOAL: Students will partitipate in career orientation activities that will in-

crease their exposure of the options available to them in the world of work.

g.0 Career Exploration
GOAL: Students will 1.1an and partictpate in a program of career exploration

which will contribute td personal and career satisfaction.

10.0 Career Preparation

GOAL: Students will acquire skills leading to entry-level employment in one or
more careers with provision for advance training and continuing education.

a



PRIMARY OBJECTIVES

1.0 Career'Awareness

1.1 By the end of the primary expertence, the student will be able AD name
an occupation he would like for himself, and tell why'he would be good
at that occupation and enjoy it. The student will be sble 4- do the same
forian occupation he would not like to have.

2.0 Self Awareness 0.

'2.1 Y the end of the primary experience, the student will be able ta identify
( personal qualities about himself.

3.0 Attitude Development

3.1 By the end of the primary experience, the student will demonstrate a
positive attitude toward work by volunteering for, and participating'in at
least three classroom tasks requiring continuous responsibility.

3.2 By the end of the primary experience, the student will demonstrate a
positive attitude toward leisure time activities by showing an increase
in his awareness of leisure time activities.

5.0 Econcmic Awareness

5.1 By the end oi the primary experience, given a.list of occupations, the
student will be able to determine whether each occupation produces goods
or services.

6.0 Consumer Competencies

6.1 By the end of the primary experience, the student will be able to make
wise decisions in the LOP of personal resources.

7.0 Career Planning and Decision-Making Skill Development

7.1 By the end of the primary experience, the student will be able to name an
occupation he would like for himself, and tell why he would be good at that
occupation and enjoy it. The student will be able to do,the same for an
occupation he would not like to have.

8.0 Career Orientation

8.1 By the end of the primary experience,, the student will increase the number
of options available to him in the world of work.

9.0 Career Exploration

9.1 By the end of the primary experience the student's knowledge of his/her
paredt's occupation will increase by at least 50%.

10.0 Career Preparation

10.1 By the end of the primary experience the studbnt's knowledgP of the skills
involved in performing in a job will increase by at least 50%

F,
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INTERMEDIATE OBJECTIV6

1,0 Career Awareness

1.1 By the end of the intermediate experience, given a student selected job,

the student'will identify the followtng:

a. the skiils required
b. toe training required
C. une tasks performed

2.0 Self-awareness.

2.1 By, the end of the intermediate experience, the student will be able to

describe himself by four out of five of the following qualities:

a. interests

b. physical characteristics

c. habits

d4 preferences
e, skill abilities
f. personality traits

2.2 By the end of the intermediate experience, the student will be able to

describe a selected classmate by naming four out of five of the following

qualities:

a. interests
physical characteristics

c. habits
d. preferences
e. skill abilities

f. personality traits

3.0 Attitude Development

3.1 By the end of the intermediate experience, given a student selected job,

the student will tell three satisfactions they would obtain from working

at

3.2 By the end of the intermediate experience, given a student s'elected job,

the student will indicate how it contributes to the welfare and productivity

of his family and/or the community.

4.0 Educational Awareness /4

4.1 By the end of the intermediate experience,, the student will name two jobs

for which competency in each of the following school subjects is essential:
,

a. reading
b, math

c. spelling
d. sdience
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5.0 Economic Awareness

5.1 By the end of intermediate period, given the task of depicting the act
of making a purchase, the student will include the following:

That the ways payment cante made include:

a. money
b. exchange of goods/service
c. credit card
d. check
e. trading stamps

5.2 By the end of the intermediate period, the student will demonstrate that
if there is not sufficient money, it is possible to rent money from
several sources

6.0 Consumer Competencies

6.1 By the end of theuintermediate exPerience, the student will compare and
contrast two similar products in terms of three out of five of the follow-
ing characteristics:

a, price
b. quality
c. packaging
d. utility
e. personal preference

7.0 Career Planning/Decision Making

7.1 By the end of the intermediate experience, the student, in planning his/her
day, will include.three out of five of the following:

a. what is to be accomplished
b. materials needed
c. time requirements,
d. evaluation
e. future plan

8.0 Career Orientation

8.1 By the end of the intermediate experience, given resources such as TV,
films, and magazines, the student will be able to name ten job opportunities
which exist outside Ceres by a radius of at least 75 miles.

9.0 Career Exploration

9.1 By the end of the intermediate experience, the student's knowledge of a job
he/she would like will increase by at least 50%.

10.0 Career Preparation

10.1 By the end of the intermediate experience the students will participate in
activities thatwill'increase their knowledge of the personal qualities
essential to getting and maintaining a job.
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'JUNIOR HIGH OBJECTIVES

1.0 Career. Awareness

1.1 By the end of the 8th grade, the students will match 5 or more specific

jobs to 12 of the 15 clusters.

1.2 By the end of the 8th grade, the students will be able to describe 5 .

jobs within at least two clusters and identify the occupational clusters

to which his aptitude, interests, and abilities best relate.

2.0 Self Awareness

2.1 By the end of the 8th grade, the students will be able to identify 3 or

more positive qualities of 10 members of the class. ,

3.0 Attitude Development

3.1 By the end of the junior high period the students will demonstrate at

least a 60% increase in their knowledge of the personal factors involved

in getting and keeping a job.

4.0 Educational Awareness

4.1 'By the end of the junior high period the student will select from the

e high school courses those essential to their graduation with a 75%

accuracy.

7.0. Career Planning & Decision Making

7.1 By the end of the junior high program the students will demonstrate at

least 50% more training necessary to enter their chosen occupation.

8.0 Career Orientation

IV.

8.1 By the end of the junior high experience the students in the Special

Education classes will demonstrate at least 50% more understqnding of the

career options available to them.

9.0 Career Exploration

9.1 By the end of the junior high experience, the students will demonstrate

at least 50% more knowledge of what jobs meet their interests.

10.0 Career Preparation

10e1 By the end of the 8th grade, the students will be able to list at least

5 sources that the students could use to find job openings.

10.2 By the end of the 8th grade, the students will be able to list the stepS

taken in getting a job.



HIGH SCHOOL OBJECTIVES

1.0 Career Awareness

1.1 By the end of the senior high experience, students wilV demonstrate at
least 50% more knowledge of careers.

/1.2 By the end of the 9th grade, the students will be able to list the advan-
tages and disadvantages of three jobs which interest them.

2.0 Self Awareness

2.1 During the 12th grade, the student will be able to analyze at least five
positive self-characteristics which will help them succeed in a career.

2.2 During the 12th grade, the student will demonstrate to the teacher's
satisfaction his/her ability to work in a positive and cooperative manner
with others in the class.

2.3 During the 9th grades.the student will demonstrate a functional need for
an education by developing a career preparation plan.suitable to his
aptitude, interest, and abilities.

3.0 Attitude Development

3.1 During the 12th grade, the student will select two occupations compatible
with his/her characteristics that can contribute to his/her family and
society, and identify ways in which the student can achieve dignity and .

self worth.

3.2 During the'12th grade, the students will identify their attitudes toward
work and describe these attitudes to the teacher.s satisfaction.

4.0 Educational Awareness .

4.1 During the 9th grade, the student will list three abilities or skills
necessary for successful entry into a career of their choice and will
list where, in school, they can learn these abilities or skills.

5.0 Economic Awareness

.5.1 During the llth grade, the student will be able to demonstrate (in writing)
his understanding of selected basic principles of the economic system of our
society and the relationship of productive work to the system.

.6.0 Consumer Competencies

6.1 During the llth grade, the student will demonstrate (in writing) an under-
standing of selected financial and legal instruments that govern and protect
workers and consumers.

7.0 Career Planning and Decision Making Skills

7.1 During the 9th grade, the student will demonstrate the ability to utilize
the decision making process needed in developing personal career goals.



8.0 Career Orientation

9.1 During the 9th grade, the student will have developed and identified an

in-depth exploration study of one job family in an occupational cluster

suitable to his abilities and aspirations.

0.0 Career Preparation

10.1 During the 9th grade, the student will be able to:

a. successfully complete at least three different tYPes of job
application forms.

b. complete a resume,
demonstrate acceptable procedures in participating in a job

interview.
d. list at least eight sources that the student could use to be able

to find job openings.
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Appendix B

Program Activity Management and Evaluation System (PAMES)

1.0 Administrative Component

0

1.1.0 Develop a PANES document which includes:

1.1.1 Activity Components

1.1.1.1 Administration

1.1.1.2 Elementary COrriculum and In.service

1.1.1.3 Secondary Curriculum

1.1.1.4 Secondary tn.:service Field Test

1.1.1.5 Vocational Education

1.1.1.6 Guidance

1.1.1.7 Media

1.1.2 3»T chart of'Time, Task and Talent

1.1.3 Component budget analysis

1.1.4 Supervise and coordinate the identification and development of

goals and objectives for each component, including appropriate

time.lines. 8/1 . 9/15

1.1.5 Hold bi-monthly meetings to monitor activity component progress.

Continuing

1.1.6 Facilitate staff in meeting component goals and objectives.

Continuing

1.1.7 Supervise the development of component 3-T charts by staff.

9/1 - 10/15 '

1.1.8 Develop budget analysis by component. 9/1 . 10/15

1.2.0 Develop and implement an efficient and effective dissemination process

of Career Education information.

1.2,1 A list of Career Education materials developed by and used in the

Ceres school district, will be printed for distribution by

September 1.
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1.0 Administrative Component
Page 2

1.2.2 Monthly supplements will be added to the materials list, with

complete revision made by November 1, February 1, and May 1, 1975.

1.2.3 Supervise local dissemination of appropriate Career Education

materials.

1:3.0 Devel4 a budget with appropriate accounting procedures.

1.3.1 Establish budget categories will be related to components,

identifying budget amounts and anticipated expenditures.

1.3.2 Budgeting, expenditure and accounting procedures will be

established and maintained to show current categorical

encumbrances, expenditures and balince-,-

1.4.0 Superviee the preparatiOn of qUarterly, fin, - and district reports.

1.4.1 USOE final 'and quarterly reports will be compiled and*submitted

as scheduled.

1.4.2 A public progress report on the status of Career Education in,

the district will be presented to the.Ceres Board of Trustees at

the end of the year. 5/1 6/15

1.5.0 Develop and implement a positive program which Will increase community

awareness of and involvement in Career Education.

1.5.1 The Career Education Advisory Council will be reorganized to

include active representatives of our economic society.

1.5.2 The Career Education Advisory Council will meet at least four

times during the'year in regular meetings. Continuing

1.5.3 At least 15 Career Education presentations will be made by the

staff in the local community.
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Appendix C

HEALTH OCCUPATIONS

Career Educathm -. Vocational Uucathm
Technical Entry LAMO Skill,

*ITI.P1M1111.0,IIIMMONNIBM11.

Entry Level Skil! Standard of Performance

1.0 Students will 5e able to find
the mass of s solid object
between 0.1 grams and 610,0
grams, using a standard triple
beam laboratory balance.

2.0 Students will be able to measure
the volume of a liquid using a

graduated cylinder.

3.0 Students will he familiar with

the metric system. Specifically

1
the following unita: metersr

4.0
decimeters, centimeters, milli-

CD 'meters, microns, kilometers,
kilograms, grams, milligrams,
liters, milliters, cubic

centimeters.

4.0 Students Will.be familiar with
the standard light microscope.
They will know the locations and
functions of the main parts'.
They Will be able to mount a
slide, set the right amount of
light and focus at ail powers of
magnification and calculate
total magnification. They will

alsO.be able to demonstrate the
correct way to tralepOrt and

store a microscope0

la

ethod of Evaluation

1.1 Accuracy must be given to the decigram
(0.1 gram).

2.1 Accuracy depends on the degree of
accuracy of the cylinder. We use

three types: large to 10 ml; Medium

to 1 ml, and small to 0.1 ml.

3.1 Students will be able to make .

measurements using these units and
know what the prefixes (such is kilo-
mean.

4.1 The maximum I:Umber of mistakes on the

microscope oral quiz and demonstration
will be two wrong out of fifteen.

Teacher observe ion of student

performance. A ills check-off

list will be used see attached).

Teacher observation o student

performancek

Teacher observation of studen

performance. Students must al o

pass a written test on prefix

meanings.

Teacher observation of student
performance on practical activitie

and oral test.



Entry Level Skill

HEALTH OCCUPATIONS

Career .Education Vocational .Education
Technical Entry Level Skills

Standard of Performance

fiMMINIMII,NRMININOMMINNIMINIMONNI

Method of Evaluation

5.0 Students will knew the six
pressure peints and be able to
determine pulse and respiration.
Pulse will be taken at-the wrist

and sternum. Respiration will
be determined by noting the rise

and fall.of the sternum.

6.0 Students will be able to ser p
and use a snellen chart to
measure the vision.of anorlier

person.

7.0 .Students will, be leie tp measure
the blood presitc.e of another

1

.7; person, using an aneroid ephy-

.4
1

gmomanometer and a stethoscope.

8.0 Students will be able to take
the:temperature (oral) of
another person using a Farenheit

or Celisus thermoMeter.

9.0 Students will be able to take

the height and weight of
'another person, using a

standard scale.

10.0 Students will be able to wash

their hands in a prescribed
medical way so as to prevent

re-contamination.

148

5.1 Pulse + beats per minute

5.2 Respiration + breaths per-minute.

6.1 Accuracy: Visionwill be measured to
ihe last line correctly read plus any
letters of the nextline.

7.1 Accuracy: + 10 mm of mercury.

8.1 Accuracy: + .2f° or + .2c°

9.1 Accuracy: ± 14 lb. and + )4 inch.

10.1 Students will be allowed no.mistakes.

At least'two students will measure
pule, and respiration of the same

Instructoecomparison
of results within the standard
'range will Serve ta the evaluation.

a

At least two students will measure
vision of the same individual.
Instructor comparison of results .

within the standard of performance
will serve as the evaluation.

At least Amo students will measure
the blood pressure of the same

individual. Each student will take

three measurements. Instructor com-

parison of results within the stands:

range will serve as evaluation.

At least two studefits will take
temperature of the same individual.

Instructor comparison of results .

within the standard range will serve

as the evaluation.

At least two students will measure
the height of the same individual.
Instructor. comparison'of results

within the standard rangemill serve
ai the evaluation.

Evaluarion will be done by qualified
hospitil personnel during the
observation part of,the count.
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Appendix D

Junior and Senior High Level Instructiol Units

This introductory unit was designed td provide.an overview of considerations
relevant to choosing a career and to encourage students te examine themselves in
the light of basic career information. \

Specific matrix objectives addresse4 by this unit are as follows:
7.

o By the end of the,8th grade, students will be able to match 5 or more
specific jobs to 12 of the 15 occupational clusters.

By the end cif the 8th grade, student, will be able to describe.5 jabs
within at least two occupational clusters and identify the clusters to
which their aptitudes, interests, and bilities best relate.

By the end of the 8th grade, students will be able to identify 3 or
more positive qualities ef 10 members of the class. .

By the end of the 8th grade, students will be able to identify at least
% 5 sources that they could use to find job openings. i

By the end of the 8th grade, students will be able to list the Steps
'taken in getting a job.

Career Study Unit - Ninth Grade

I

The overall purpose
0
of this unit is to make education more relevant to the

realities,of the world of work. More specifically, the unit aims to make a
connection for students between their studies and their future occupations. This
unit was developed by the freshman English team at Ceres high with the aid and .

direction of the personnel of the career eduCation staff and the district currtc-
ulum personnel% It is usually used within the framework of the language arts ,

program.
1 .

, A team of two teachers and two aides work with each class four times a week
for nine weeks. Each clads session is 45 minutes long. Instruction is centered
around reading and writing actiwities, listening to guest speakers, and viewing
films. Studenti are also provided with a list of extra activities to be completed
on an optional basis for an "Al' or."8" grade.

Specific.matrix objectives for the Career Study Unit are:

During the 9th grade, students will be able to list the advantages and
disadvantages of three jobs which interest theM.

During the 9th grade, students Ail demonstrate efunctional need for an
education by developinga career preparation plan suitable to their apti-
tudes, interests, and abilities.

During the 9th grade, students will list three abilities or skills
necessary for successful entry into,a,Careereof their choice and will

. list where, in school, they can learn these abilities or skills.
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During the 9th grade, students will be able to demonstrate'the
to utilize the dectsion making process needed in developing per4onal

career goals.

.o During the 9th grade; students will have developed and identified an
in-depth exploration study of one job family in an occupational cluster

suitable to thetr abilities and aspirations.

Durinhithe 9th grade, students will be able to successfully complete at
least three different types of job application forms.

During the 9th grade, students will be able to demonstrate acceptable

procedures for participating in a job interview.

During the 9th grade, uNdents Will be able to list at least eight sources

, -that they can use to find job openings.

Economics Unit - Eleventh Grade

Economic awareness is an essential part of career edvation at Ceres. Schools

must provide students with economic information because they are constantly bom-

barded by the media and other sources with material that has economic implica-

tions.

The Economics Unit is divided into four sections: capitalism, private owner-

ship forms, progressivism, and labor management. Large group lectures and small

, group activities are part of each section. A quiz,is given'on each section and

corrected in class. .

Capitalism is probably the most difficult part of the.uhlt to teach. The

students usually have never encountered the term, but most'have a fair idea of

.concepts such as the profit motive and supply and demand. ,Discussions are kept

very simple and realistic; practical examples, such'as the energy crisis, are

used. Each class begins with asimulated business i(e.'sg., ice cream parlor, candy

store, delicatesse0. Students encounter common problems Specific to people

entering business:, and they learn the supply and demand coricept.
41,

Private ownership is a study of advantages and disadvantages of certain forms

of business to the businessman and the consumer. Discussions concern single

proprietbrOip, partnership, monopolies, corporations, mergers and holding companies.

The business game is continued as the students become "robber barons" and use cut-

throat tactics to gain control of their individual industry.

Progressiv4m is concerned with the government response to alleged exploita-

tion by big business. The students become familiar with the work of muckrakers
(e.g., thetSherman Act, the Clayton Act, the Federal Trade Commission and the
Interstate Commerce Commission) are discussed extensively.

The labor-management section is concerned with the relationship betweenw'the

worker and the employer. The problems of early unions are discussed with emphasis

given to conditions of the workers. A simulation game ,is used which includes

the roles of the union, workers, management ane scabs. Contemporary prorems

such as featherbedding, check-offs, and jurisdictional strikes are explained.
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At the end of the labor management section, a game reviewing the entire.
unit is played. Students,discover the areas that need more study 'and review them

before the posttest which concludes the unit.

Specific matrix objectives selected for this unit are as follows:

-.'s Durirg the llth ghade, students will be able to demonstrate their under-
standing,of the selected basic principles of the economic system of our
sodiety and the relationship of productive work to.the.system. (Supply

and demand, the profit motive, and private ownership.)

During the llth grade, students will demonstrate (in writing) an under-
-.' standing of.'selected financial and .legal instruments that goverwand

protect workers and consumers. (Sherman Act, Clayton Act, Interstate
Commerce Commission, Federal Trade Commission.)

Self and Career Choice Unit - Twelfth Grade

The importance of self!mesteem, an element of self awareness, is the focus
of this twelfth grade unit. The Self and Career Choice Unit is divided into
four parts:

1. What does the student like about himself/herself?

2. What positive characteristics"do others see in the student?

3. What do vocational tests tell the student about a career choice?

4. How might the positive characteristics affect each student's career

potential?

Part one is implemented through the use.of three tasks. Students are asked
to write their own epitaph, asked why they should be allowecito survive if a
world catastrophe were to occur, and asked to take the Self-Esteem Inventory.

Class discussion of part one ii a natural lead into part two where students
write one positive characteriitic for each of their classmates, ask one or more
teachers to evaluate and give them one positive characteristic, and ask one or
more parents to evaluate them and give one positive characteristic.

Students then take the Occupational Exploration Kit (OEK),. In the final

part, students are instructed to use the characteristics presented by parents,
teachers, and peers.to narrow down the dap given by the OEK test into more:spe7
cific jobs that no% only fit thetr talent, but also fit their needs of being
appreciated and valued as a per*. Each of the job selections iS presented to
the class as a whole and others are invited to comment on the practicality of
each career in light of the student making the choice.

Specific matrix objectives selected for this unit include the following:

During the 12th grade, students will be able to analyze at least five
positive self-characteristics which will help them succeed in a career.
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During the 12th grade, students will select twci occupations compatible
with their characteristics that can contribute to their family and
society, and identify ways in which they can achieve dignity and self
worth.

During the 12th grade, students will identifPtheir at6tudes toward work
and describe these attitudes to the teacher's satisfaction.

11
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FOREWORD

This!activity description was prepared as part of a study conducted by
the American Institutes for Research (AIR) under contract No. 300-77-0303
to the U.S. Office of Education. The purposes of the study were.to iden-
tify evaluated, exemplary career education activities; to recommend identi-
fied activities to the.Joint Dissemination Review Panel .{JDRP) of the* ,

Education Division, Department of Health, Education, and Welfare;.to prepare
descriptions of identified activities; and to develop a handbook with six .

models for evaluating career education activities.

The criteria established for screening activities in this study intention-
ally limited choices to those whose evaluation reports presented evidence of
effectiveness. Close attentiOn was given to the soundness of evidence in.evalu-
ation reports. Al minimum requirement for this evidence of effectiveness was
.that some comparison standard be provided so that gains made by the students
participating in the activity could be attributed to the impact of the activity.
After confidence in the evidence of effectiveness was established,-further
criteria were applied. These criteria included Consistent relationships between
a well-planned assessment of needs, a statement of desired student outcomes,
the selection of instruments, and the procedures used in data collection, .

management, and analysis.

This document describes one of ten projects that was selected from among 250

submitted. It presents one locale's way of successfully implementing a career
education dctivity, the.results of which are educationally, significant. Although

the description reflects an activity developed in response to local needs, other
school districti with similar needs.may wish to adapt parts or all of it accord-

ing to their own circumstances and philosophy.

We are especially grateful to the staff of Project MATCH and to the many
school staff members who generously gave their time to answer questions from
AIR site visitors. They extended a special kind of hospitality and spared no
amount of effort to provide the information necessary to prepare this description.
They made it possible for the site visitors to see the Orogram in action, as
well as to understand the philosophy and strategies that underlie its operations.

Project MATCH materials are judged to be free of bias with regard to race,
sex, age, income levels, and type of occupation.
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PROJECT OVERVIEW

,

\

TITLE & LOCATION: Project MATCH (Matching Attitudes and Talents to

Career Horiions) \

Ontario-M5htclair School Cdstrict 1

BOx 313 \

Ontario1 California 91761

TYPE: Infusion

PROJECT DIRECTOR: NOrman Steinaker
Ph.: (714) 983-7412

SETTING: The Ontario-Montclair school district is loWed 40 miles .

east of Los Angeles in San Bernardino county. The district

serves a heterogeneous community of whites, ltinos, and
blacks. The population is predominantly work,ng class, with
20% of the workers holding professional or matlagerial positIons.

STAFF: Project MATCH operates within the framework of\existing school

staffing arrangements. Because it is curriculU -oriented, it
does not require changes in regular staff assig ments, duties,

or procedures. To adopt the project, most small school dis-
tricts could use their existing staff with perh ps the addi-
tion of a part-time clerical person to duplitate materials.
Larger districts, however, may need to employ a part-time
director to coordinate the project acttvities.

GOALS: Project MATCH is designed to infuse a career education com-
ponent into the regular curriculum of a K-8 school dtstrict.
program. Goals have been formulated in ten areas ,of career

education, including career awareness, self-awareness, consumer
competencieS, and career planning and decision making.

EVALUATION DESIGN: The evaluation ,design utilized pre- and posttests op intact

treatment and control classes. These classes were randomly
selected, one class per grade, from schools assigned to the

treatment and control conditions. Student attainment of proj-

ect objectives was assessed by four project-developed career

, education tests with established reliability and vali,dity.

MATERIALS:

COSTS:

The project has developed behavioral objectives in ten areas
of career education;'a grade-by-grade guide to'achieving these
objectives; a series of curriculum infusion units (110) that
integrate career education concepts into most curriculum areas;
special individual programs; a simulation program in Ovics;
and career education evaluation instruments. The project has

also developed an inservice training model to introduce teachers

to the project.

Because Project MATCH is curriculum-oriented, it does n t re-

quire the addition of new staff. Accordingly, the proj ct can

be implemented with relatively little cost. The major tosts

are for materials, insprvice training, cohsultation, and pos-

sibly the salary of a part-time coordinator or liaison person.



PROJECT DESCRIPTION

PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT
.

Project_MATCH was developed in response to a set of needs expressed by

parents, teachers, and administrators in the Ontario-Montclair School District.

For some time before the project wassestablished, these groups indticated that

the district curricUlum, particularly at the junior high level, needed revision

and extension. They shared a leneral concern that the curriculum was somewhat

narrow, antiquated, and irrelevant to the real-life aspirations of students. In

particular, these groups were concerned that the existing curriculum was not

adequately preparing students.to enter the job market. Furthermore, they Were

concerned about the students generally low'scores on standardized tests of

basic skills, and they suggestdd that the situation could be improved if stu-

dents understood why basic skills are needed for sUttess in the job market.

In response to these concerns voiced by teachers, parents,And administrators,

the district initiated an opinion survey of selected samples of students, parents,

teachers, and community members. The following instruments
I

were used in the

survey:

A Career Education Survey (an agree-disagree survey keyed to 24 .

statements regarding Career Education) given to principals and
staffs of target schools and to the district advisory committee.

A Career Information Survey (adapted from a Santa Barbara High School,
Santa Barbara, California, District Career Information Survey) for M.-

, dents in grades K, 1, and 2.

An bccupational Information Survey (adapted from the Santa Barbara
High School District Career Information Survey) for grades 3, 4,
5, and 6.

A Career Education Survey for grades 7 and 8.

The following are the key survey results that led to the establishment of

Project MATCH.

Students lacked an understanding of career education concepts and
indicated that they learned very little from school regarding
available careers and jobs.

Students generally felt that the guidance and counseling services
available were inadequate.

rmleamvair.

1 Copies of these instruments or information about the opinion survey are avail-
able upon request from Project MATCH.
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, Most eighth graders indicated that they intended to enter the labor
force as soon as they graduated from high school, if not earlier.

. A majority of eighth graders indicated that they already had careers
in mind. (This finding suggested that students were making career
choices withdut adequate infOmation, since there was no organized
career'education program in the district at this time.)

Teachers and administrators indicated that the teaching of career
education was at best fragmented and uncoordinated.

These findings confirmed the need for an expanded K-8 career education pro-

gram in the district. A career education planning group was formed that in-

cluded reOresentatives of the administrators, teachers, parents, and students

of the district. After introductory workshops to introduce the doncept of

career education to the teachers, more intensive workshops were held by the

curriculum development staff of the school district. The proposal for the

project was written by the full-time curriculum development specialist of the

aistrict in collaboration with teachers, administrators, and represeotatives

.of'community groups. Essential to the success of the project was the full

participation of teachers in every aspect of its planning,and development. Sug-

gested steps for setting up a planning group and adopting the project are pre-

sented later.

Context and Intended Users

The Ontario-Montclair school district is located 40 miles east of Los Angeles'

in the west end of San Berlirdino County. The economy of the area was originally

based on citrus fruits and vineyards. The economic importance of agriculture,

however, greatly diminished after World War II, although Sun Kist, Inc., maintains

its orange processing plant within the school district. Major employers within

the school idistrict and the surrounding areas now include General Electric,

Lockheed Air Service, and Kaiser Steel. A number of smaller industries are also

located in the area. Even with this variety of industrial establishments, however,

the area has an unemployment rate of nearly 10%, which is higher than that of

many surrounding areas.

The district encompasses a wide range of socioeconomic and ethnic groups.

The population is approximately 60% white, 34% Spanish surnamed, 5% black, and

1% other ethnic groups. The population is predominantly working class, with

most family heads employed in unskilled or semi-skilled positions. The schools

chosen to participate in Project MATCH reflect the'diverse social and ethnic

composition of the school district.

302-023 0 - 79 - 11
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Data collected and analyzed concerning the effe4iveness of the project

with this heterogeneous population indicate that it ivappropriate for a broad

spectrum of vtudents. Further, support for this contention is offered by an

ct,analysiE, conducted later, of the project's effects on vlous subgroups. Groups

were defined by sex, intelligence, ethnic group (Spanish surnamed versus non-

Spanish surnamed) and socioeconomic status: The results of the analysis revealed'

no significant differences for most groups in their attainment\of the project's

objectives.

Goals and Objectives

Ten career education areas were identified and terminal performance objec-

tives (TP0s) were written corresponding to each of the areas. For each area, a

"general terminal performance objective" (GTPO) was developed that sumMarized

the TPOs within it. The ten career education areas and their associated GTPOs

are shown lielow.

Career Education Area

1. Career Awareness

2. Self-Awareness

3. Attitude Develdpment

4. Educational Awareness

Economic Awareness

6. Consumer Competencies

.

General nal perfonce wectLivl

Students will be exposed to the various',

career clusters and will realistically \

select those clusters related to their \

individual aptitudes, interests, and
abilities.

Students will develop positive attitudes \\.

toward self and others, attach worth and
value to work, and find meaning and
direction to life through school ex-
perience.

Students will develop positive attitudes
toward work by understanding the contrib-
ution work makes to humanity.

Students will recognize their educational
experiences as an integral part of their
total career preparation and development.

Students will be aware of the basic struc-
ture of our economic system and the free-
dom experienced therein, through recognition
of economic options available to them.

Students will, through vaHous experiences,
such as role playing, guidance of teachers,
and use of community resources, become aware
of and competent in their role as consumers.
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Career Orientation

8. Career exploration
P

Career Planning and
Uecision Making

10. Civic responsibility

MATERIALS AND ACTIVITIES

Students will use career information that
will reveal job options available to them
in the world of work.

Students will participate in a program of
career exploration that will contribute to

personal and career atisfaction.

Students will participate in their career
development process and increase their

7-knowledge of themselves,_the_world of Work,.

and the society that affects.them.

Students will re4iize their roles (rights,
responsibilities, and privileges') as

citizens in a democratic society.

Project MATCH has developed a diverse educational program for introducing

and infusing career education concepts into the regular curriculum. The program

consists of the following major elements.

T-2-1-111-11111- Perforrnal

A scope and sequence document has been developed for the entire program;

it includes an "introduction," "reinforcement," and "mastery schedule" as well

as a "mastery level definition." Altogether 63 objectives are presented in the

ten areas of career education. The document (18 pages) is easy to use with ob-

jectives clearly stated. Any district can easily adapt this model and develop

its-own objectives,for a K-8 career education program. A sample of the terminal

performance objectives can be found in Appendix A.

Career Education Skill Continuum

An extensive grade-by-grade guide has been developed for achieving the objec-

tives contained in the terminal performance objectives. It consists of ten

volumes, one for each category of career education objective. The purpose of the

continuum is to help teachers become aware of the appropriate sequence of career

education objectives and to provide a series of graded activity sequences designed

to achieve these objectives. For eaLh activity a content base is suggested,

allowing teachers to infuse career education concepts into the regular curriculum.

All content areas are represented in the skill continuum, including physical edu-

cation. A list of project-developed and commercial resource materials is also

included for each series of activities in the skill continuuM. Additionally, the
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continuum includes a section on evaluation that suggests measures and methods

for detqrmining student achievement. Each volume contains an appendix that in-

dudes bulletin board suggestions, a glossary of terms, additional games and

activities, and other teacher support materials -- all keyed to specific grade .

levels.

A teacher can flexibly use the skill continuum by selecting resource and .

evaluation materials appropriate for the students' achievement level and sequenc-

ing a series of at,tivities designed to achieve the objective. The guide can be

used with individual students, small groups, or the total class. Essentially,

the continuum is a planning tool that allows the teacher to infuse career educa-

tion concepts into 'the curriculum without disrupting existing curriculum sequences.

The comprehensive nature of the skill continuum allows it to be used as a

free-standing competency-based career education program. 43r it can be used, as

in Project MATCH, to supplement other components of a program. In either case,

the continuum represents a rich.resource with the pOSsibilities of multiple uses

in a career education program. See Appendix B' for a sample page from the career

education skill continuum.

Evaluation Instruments

Four valid and reliable evaluation instruments have' been developed to assess

student attainment of career education objectives. These instruments are "Career

Awareness" K-1, "Career Awareness" 2-3, "Career Concepts" 4-6, and "Personal

Career Readiness" 7-8.. Details regarding the development and validation of these

instrumen.ts are presented later in the evidence of effectiveness section of this

report.

Infusion Units

Teachers have developed &series of units (110) that integrate career edu-

cation objectives and concepts with a wide range Of content areas at every ,grade

level from K-8. All units 4re accompanied by pre- and posttests for the assess-

ment of student progress. By using these units, teachers can ensure that career

education becomes an integral part of the curriculum rather than another element

that is added on. Each content-based unit is designed 'to achieve several career

education objectives. There are units in a wide variety of curriculum areas, As

shown in the display of sample unit titles on the next pacie.
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' lEalydlatagjnd Curriculum Areas

"10919.21,112111L .

News Broadcasting

Economic Production - Manufacturing

How Do Familes Help One Another

Art: Sculpture and Architecture

The World of Music. ,

Research Skills'

Astronomy - Our Moon

Checks and Checking Accounts

Goods and Services.

0

Curriculum Areas

Language Arts

Social Studies

Health

Art

Music

Reading

Science

Math

Practical Arts

Mthough the units can be used alone, Project MATCH staff recommend that

theyObe used in conjunction with other elements of the program such as the skill
\

continuum. For example, teachers can use the results of student.performance on

unit pre- and posttests to identify areas in which the students need additional

work. The'skill continuum can then provide supplemental resources and activities

in the area in question. See Appendix C for a sample page from an original

infusion unit.

Infusion units come in two formats. The first format was used with the

original 80 units which included: concepts, performance objectives, activilties,

resources, and evaluation. The second format was used with the Expeeiential

Taxonomy Career Educatidn Units. These units are a unique professional package

that can greatly enhance the planning and implementation of the career education

curriculum. The units contain student objectives with activities, learner be-

haviors, learn'ing principles, and teaching strategies, all keyed to the taxonomy.

The units are further keyed taxonomically t6 three levels: problem solving,

critical thinking, andcreativity. Suggested resources are included as well as

strategies for the implementation and for the assessment of student growth.

Teacher reaction to the Kitts has been excellent. The units have been shown to

enhance student achievement of career education goals. The results of a recently

completed evaluation study showed that most students in classes in which the

units were used dramatically out-scored students in classes using the infusion

units that are not keyed to the taxonomy. A sample page from a unit is shown

in Appendix D.
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Ihpimpriential TaxdRosi

The taminomy
1

is composed uf five hierarchical steps carefull,r sequencing

the learning process for teachers and students. The five steps are defined

below.

1. Exposure:, Consciousness of an experience. This involves two kinds
of exposare and a readiness for further experience.

2. Participation: The decision to become physically a part of an
experience. There are two levels of interaction within this

category.

3. Identification: As the participation modifies the experience, the
process of identiTication with the experience begins. There are
four levels of activity within this categony.

4. Internalization: The participant moves from identification to
TRWITOTEOTiwilen the experience begins to affect the life-style
of the participant. There are two levels in thii category..

5. Dissemination: The experience moves beyond internalization to com-
municating the experience to others. It goes beyond positive sharing
which began at level 3 and involves two levels of activity.

Because the experiential taxonomy provides a Synthesis of the cognitive,

affective, and psychomotor elements of the learning,process, it is a valuable

aid for realistically planning, implementing, and evaluating educational objec-

tives and the related teaching-learning act. ,The taxonomy thus provides a means

of dealing with the totality of classroom activities. It makes it easier for a

teacher to plan objectives appropriate to the needs of'an individual learnero or

groups of learners, because the teacher can deal with total individual needs in

a succinct and logical manner. Additionally, it helps teachers to recognize and

understand the status of individual students in terms of a particular experiences

thus enhancing the teacher's ability to develop new strategies and activities de-

signed to help each individual through further levels of experience. Further,

it can be of vital importance in teacher self-evaluation and professtonal develop-

ment. When the teacher learns to use the taxonomy for self-evaluation, it be-

comes a very effective tonl in professional growth.

An Experiential Taxonomy Teaching Strategies Coding System has been developed

from the basic taxonomy. This coding system, which is totally and completely

unique, can be used by teachers for self-evaluation and professional development.

44,4444. 44444.6 44 44444%4.4444.444
1
The theoretical base for the taxonomy is discussed in the following source:

Steinaker, N., & Bell, M. R. The ex eriential taxonomy:__A new approach to
teaching and learning. Ontario, : ro ectivfnal71-977-.
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Teachers can learn this system in a one-day workshop and then, with minimal

monitoring, can actually code their own lessons. Project teachers have done

this and have reacted positively to it. To cite one teacher, "The coding 'System

has really helped me understand what is happening in my classroom. I see it as

a means of helping me in my planning and teaching."

Career Education, Games/Career Center Activities

Project MATCH has developed a number of career education games and career

center actiVities to be used as supplemental activities in grades K-8. These/

games and activities are designed for use with small groups of students when/

their classmates are involved with other activities. For example, the gamed may

be used to reward students who complete their math or other assignments. fifach

game or set of activities is accompanied by simplle and straightforward instructions

and suggestions for use. Responses from students.and teachers have been'oVer-

wheimingly favorable.

Special Programs

Special prOgrams are courses of study or special curricula which include

career education concepts as well as subject area materials. There are five major

special programs. Samples of these are not iticluded because of the length of

the programs, but each is described below.

Simutown (Grades 5-8). This highly su9cessful and well-accepted program

has been contracted for publication by Occu6ational Awareness, Inc., of Los

Alamitos, California. It is a simulation program in economics, consumerism,

civic operation, and citizen responsibility.t Its major simulation activities

are centered in banking, business operation, and city government. It is strong

in the content areas of mathematics, language arts, and social studies. It

contains a program pre-posttest, suggested vocabulary tests, and other evalua-

tion instruments. The program has been successfully used in grades 5 through 8

and is popular with teachers, students, and the community. This program can be

utilized as it is or it can be adapted to meet the special needs of individual

students or teachers. Suggestions for adaptation are contained in the instruc-

tions foe the program.

Elements of the program are usually introduced in the fourth or fifth grade.

The banking and election units, in particular, are popular at these grades. In

sixth grade, the complete program may be used dully for a 10.week period. In
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Project MATCH, all students experience the complete program by the end of eighth

grade. However, the program can also be used with high school ttudents with

special needs.

Student responses to the program, include the following comments: "I never

knew before t4t it takes a lot of cooperation to get a city run." "I learned

that mayors can\t do everything that they want to; they have to use their council."

These comments are typical of remarks that the students make as they learn how

the real world functions through this program. It is particularly strong in

helping students learn their roles as consumers and producers.

citizericeProrm (Grades 7-8). The Citizen Apprentice Program,

provides junior high students with modified on-the-job work experience and on-site

observation and evaluation of business practices. In Project MATCH the program

is,offered as a social studies elective in a departmentalized junior high school.

Arrangements are made with local businesses in a shopping area near the school

to have the students assigned to them for 10 clas periods, during which time

the student actually works alongside of, and obserVes, his/her business partner

as he/she goes about performing the dUties of a job. District buses provide

transportation for students to their assigned stores, all located in a small

local shopping center. This on-site observation is preceded by three weeks 'of

intensive classroom preparation that involves a detailed study of shopping

centers in general, and job application and interviewing procedures. Before

each visit to their assigned businesses, students are made aware of and are respon-

sible for obtaining specific, pertinent facts regarding the operation of the

businesses.

This on-the-job experience leads to mutual understanding between students

and business people. The adult business people tend to develop a more accurate

idea of what junior high school students are like, Similarly, the students are

able to understand and appreciate the business people anditheir concerns. Thus,

school-community relations are enhanced. Students are also better able to

understand and evaluate the relations between job values, job satisfactions, and

desired life-styles. Additionally, the students are able to understand why
4

competency in basic skills is necessary to hold down even the simplest job. This

program provides a framework for developing a district program, and it can be

easily adapted to meet the unique needs of many school districts.

Schools wishing to implement the program should take into account a number

of considerations. First, businesses participating in the program must be care-



,
fully selected if students are to benefit fully. Business sites should also be

relatively close to the school to minimize transportation costs and' commuting

time. As already noted, the number of participating students must be kept in

reasonable bounds to ensure adequate supervision. In spite of these caveats,

the program can be easily adapted to thecircumstances of a wide variety of

school districts. For example, in rural districts where business sites are not

accessible, the program can Use business officials as guest speakers to the

classrooms of the district.,, And field trips can be used to familiarize the

students with a variety of government and commercial fnstitutions.

Iraityjsbaliment_trIrogram (Grades 7-0. This is a Career edu-

cation reading contract. Students proceed through a series of individual con-

tracts that utilize career materials designed to increase self-awareness, develop

career awareness, explore job clusters and focus on specific job study. Com-

mercially prepared materials are available in a resource areain the reading

center Of the target junior high school. These materials have been coded by

reading.levels ranging from the fourth to the twelfth grade levels. As students

attain improved reading skilli in vocabulary and comprehension, as measured by

the Comprehensive Test of Basic Skills administered three times a year and more

frequent teacher evalution, they are moved to career materials of greater reading

difficulty. Career filmstrips, tapes, kits, and hardback texts are uSed to teach

listening, vocabulary, note-taking, outlining, summarizing, and reading for under-

tanding. Students are given the opportunity to practice decision making since

they are allowed to choose specific activities (according to their abilities)

within the four career education aspects of self-awareness, career awareness,

job families,and particular job studies.

Students are required to complete at least two career education reading

contracts at each grade level. By the end of the eighth grade, all students

have usually completed a minimum of four,reading contracts.

The program can easily be adapted using the present contract format. Once

student needs are identified, contracts can be developed based on material avail-

able in the school library. The program includes a guide to selecting appropriate

reading materials according to the reading level of students and career education

objectives to be mastered. The program can also be adapted for use in the regular

classroom rather than in a special reading center. Additionally, the program can

be modified for students at the elementary level.

Eulish course pf Study, (Grades 7-8). This program infuses career education

concepts into English instruction. It is designed for student achievement of
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both career education and English objectives. Study skills, interviewing, and

creative writing are emphasized. Students are encouraged to do career research

in the real world context in which they will soon be participants. Teacher and

student response to the program has been excellent. The chart below shows.the

matertals and activities included in the English Course of Study.

pignsigursioLsszit_tlaSsri a 1 s and Activities

Materials

Interest Inventory

College Worksheet

A Sampe Business Letter

Personality Quotient Rating Chart

Employment Self-Quiz

Career Survey

What Is the Job

Vocabulary Exercises

Occupational Groups

Job Exploration

Crossword of Life

Personal Fact Sheet

Credit Card Application

Sample Career Essay

Driver's License Application

MW..MMISailiaMO.

Activities

Using the Yellow Pages

Selecting a Job

Writing a Sample Business Letter

Interviewing

Asking for References

Completing an Employment Applica-
tion Form

'Understanding Salary Deductions

'Understanding Fringe Benefits

...Understanding Social Security

Establishing Credit

Applying for a Social Security
Number

Ordering from a Catalog

Researching to Become an Expert

Writing a Carear Research Report

Writing an Autobiography.

Choosing a College

Applying for a Driver's License

Depending on their ability, students can begin the program in seventh grade. By

the end of the eighth grade, all Project MATCH students have usually, participated

in the program.

Individualized LearninA Actit.tylackAses on CareellActslIIMAtaa (Grades

7-8). Another of the six special programs is a series of six learning activity

packa9es (LAPs): "Getting Started," "Ten Years From Now," "Careers: The Big

Picture," "Career Closeup: Maybe I'll Become...," "Something of Value? Maybe

I'll Become...," and "On My Way." The focus of the LAPs is career decision making



for students, Each 1.AP is a self-contained career-oriented individualized

learning sequence. The Personal Career Readiness Test is used as a pre- and

posttest for the LAPs.

The series of LAPs guide students through a complete career decision-making

proCess. Students engage in self-appraisal, interest.identification, career

awareness, and career planning. They'are also strong in vocabulary building,

practical mathr and study skills. Students are expected to complete all six

LAPs in a school calendar year. By the end of the sixth grade, LAP students are

able to develop a career plan with specific, well-defined goals.

Students can use the LAPs with supervision; in this caie, a librarian, aide,

or counselor is assigned to collect the students comPleted material and retain

the LAP summary. Or LAPs can be used in teacher-directed, individualized group

activities.

. The LAPs are an excellent supplement to content areas such as social studies,

English, 'reading, and math. In Project MATCH they have even been used by

counselors in their interactions with students: And some LAPs are designed to

be done at home with family members. Schools using the English Course of Study

may want to utilize the LAPs selectively since there may be some overlap between

the two programs.

Summary Comments.

Used in the proper sequence, the elements of Project MATCH discussed above

represent a coherent career education program for grades K-8. Schools wishing to

adopt the program are encouraged to adapt the materials 'and,procedures to fit

their unique needs. The terminal performance objectives and the skill continuum

should be viewed as the basic building blocks of the program. Tlie infusion units

and the special programs are also key elements. At the junior high level, stu-

dents become increasingly involved in the special programs. Hence, the infusion

units are used more selectively at this level. However, if no special programs

are used, Project MATCH staff recommend that most of the infusion units be used

in conjunction with the skill continuum.

To achieve the maximum benefits from the special programs, Project MATCR

recommends that they be used in thc followit.6 sequence: (1) Simutown, (2) Citizen

Apprentice Program, (3) LAPs and/or English Course of Study. This sequence is

appropriate for junior high schOol with grades 6-8 or grades 7-9. 'the sequence

is logical in that students are first exposed to the world of work through a

simulated experience. Then they participate in a modified on.the-job work ex-
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perience, Finally, students build on these experiences by exercising career

decision-making skills and doing research on careers of interest,

STAFFING AND MANAGEMENT

Project MATCH'operates within the framework of existing school staffing

arrangements. Because it is curriculum-oriented, it does not require changes in

regular staff assignments, duties, or procedures. The project can easily be

implemented in schools with a varietycof staffing patterns including departmental-

ized staffing, multi-graded classrooms, and various kinds of differentiated staff-

ing patterns. In most small to moderate sized.school districts the management

'responsibilities of coordinating the project and maintaining liaison with Project

MATCH can be assumed by an existing administrator, teacher, or curriculum con-

sultant. Large dtstricts, however, may need to hire a part-timp person to

coordinate the project activities. A partLtime clerical person may also need to°

be hired to assist the project coordinator. There is no need for an evaluator

to be assigned exclusively to the project because the evaluation staff of an

adopting school district should be able to provide the required assistance. The

management strategiei required by the project are implic'it in the role of the

project coordinator and in the description of the implementation process, which

will be discussed later in this report. The management responsibilities and

qualifications of the project coordinator are shown in the chart below.

......*....... ... 41 .......«...........
Prgiect Coordinator

Management Responsibilities

Arrange and organize the inservice
training,iin conjunction with
Project MATCH

Act as liaison with Project MATCH

Monitor the implementation of the
project

Prepare evaluation materials in
cooperation with project
MATCH

pupfigatians

Administrative experience and
credentials

Interest and skill in curriculum
development and career
education

Ability to establish and maintain
good interpersonal relations
with teachers

Familiarity with the basics of
educational program evaImation

... 14.4 *4.40
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Staff lprnent

A strong inservice training program has been essential to the success of

Project MATCH. Indeed, tne success of the original program has been, attributed

to the fact that it was developed by the teachers of the district where it was

implemented. Because 0 this fact the teachers were committed to using the pro-

gram, and they felt that it belonged to them. Staff development has a rumber

of components.

Sjulj_imerWritinsjkarkshos_p_. In summer workshops, participants developed

the major program coMponents, wrote the terminal, performance objectives, worked

on curriculum infusion units, and, in later sessions, they edited and refined

the materials. About 15 teachers participated each summer. During the third

summer workshop, the experiential taxonomy and the experiential taxonomy teaching

strategies coding system were introduced and used. These workshops have been

very successf41 in terms of program dev9lopment and implementation.

Visits. These include visits to other school districts with career educa-

tion programs and to Oassrooms within the Ontario-Montclair District where

career education is in progress. The first type of visit was used primarily

during the first project year, i.he second during the project years since then.

gireerEducation-Commeitliemie«Es. These have been extremely well re-

ceived and effective staff development programs. They deal with a theme or

problem in career education and are set up to include teachers, administrators,

county and statTconsultants, school board members, students., and community

representatives. They provide n format for a.lively interchange of ideas and

points of view. Eight have been held and,two more are planned. Most recently,

they dealt with the ewperiential taxonomy and its added dimension to the program.

Past seminars have dealt with simulation, utilizing the community, economic

skills, consumer competencies, and currieulum planning. One seminar served as

a program review.'

tespnq!;joh_in lkff Mtirilia. The project director and teachers have

made a number of presentations at target school staff meetings reviewing curric-

ulum, infusion strategies, special programs, and other program elements. These

presentations are designed both to inform teachers about the program and encourage

its wider use 'and have Rroved helpful.

kall_group Ifisgryjsp,TrylpinAka, Teachers frequently have been brought

topther for special inservice devs dealing with particuler project or teacher
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needs. These sessions have focused on curriculum writing, game development,

theory discussion (experiential taxonomy teaching strategies coding system, for

example), program review, and grade level meetings.

Use gf Consultants. Consultants from various fields have been invited to

help project teachers.' These consultants include teaching practitioners, school

administrators, college instructors, and career education consultants from the

county schools office and from.the State Department of Education.

§...mumarx. The inservice workshops and their instructional methodology out-

lined above have led to an important change in teacher functioning and thinking.

The infusion approach to career education has led teachers to dramatically change

their orientation to the teaching process. For example, one first grade teacher

recently remarked, "I teach career education .naturally now. I don't have to

have a special unit as a guide. We talk about.jobs and careers when they come

up naturally in the pro4ram." Similar comments have been made by a number of

teachers in the project. The p.roject's definition of career education as the

"pragmatic relationship between the real world aspirations of students and what

actually goes on in the classroom" is the basis.for this kind of change in the

teachers. Teachers who have been exposed to.the program are able to make'career

education either an overt or covert aspect of the curriculum.

A carefully planned and conducted inservice training program is essential

for the successful adoption of Project MATCH. Therefore, adopting schools should

work closely with the staff of Project MATCH in developing and conducting in-

service training for their staffs. The inservice training for Simutown, for ex-

ample, requires one day. Three days of training are needed for the adoption of

all program elements. If districts wish to train teachers in the use'of the

experiential taxonomy teaching strategies coding system, an,additional day of

training is required. Although it is recommended that someone from Project MATCH

be involved in planning the training, the actual training can be conducted by

the project coordinator of the adopting project or by an appropriate member of

the district educational staff.

PROGRAM IMPLEMENTATION

Project MATCH has developed a diverse career education program with the

purpose of infusing career education concepts into the regular curriculum of a

K-8 school district. The program can be adopted either in part'or as a whole by

a wide variety of school 'districts. Most school districts, while adopting parts



of the program in toto, will probably want to adapt most aspects of the program

to fit the unique characteristics of their district. In either case implementa-

tion is relatively simple, although requiring %sequential planning process. In

general, implementation of the program, should include the following tasks.

Select a pl.mingirca

yhe planning group should represent staff, administration, and community.

Students should also be involved where appropriate. The group should be repre,;,

sentative of the ethnic and social groups of the community. Male and female

representation should,also be approximately equal. Responsibilities of the

planning Voup should be specified and should include some or all of the

following:

est'ablish the extent of need for the program

review project materials

select the program, and/or portions of the program, for possible

implementation (augment the group,with staff members at this time)

monitor the implemented program previewing evaluation procedures, and

approve the evaluation report.

The group should plan to remain intact,throughou.t the project and should function

aS a continuing advisory group when he project is implemented.

Assess District Needs in Career Education

A crucial task in developing a career education program, or any educational

program, for that matter, is the identification of specific local needs that may

be unique to the community or the school district. This task is a function of

the planning group With input from teachers, adminiStrators, consultants, curric-

ulum specialists, parents, and the community. Data should be collected regarding

school district objectives, student progress toward meeting these objectives,

test scores, and other pertinent areas. Finally, a needs statement should be

developed that integrates the findings of the planning group.

Bvigglroact Materials

In this stage, Project MATCH and its various materials should be examined

for their suitability to the circumstances of the adopting schools and communities.

It is important, for example, to determine whether or not the goals and objectives
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of t e project are consistent with the needs that have been identified by the

pla ning group. Purther, the feasibility,of adopting the Project MATCH approach

should be determined in light of the organization and function of the curriculum

in the adopting schools. , Some general questions to be answered with regard to

adopting the project include the following: Is the staff amenable to change and

to new programs? Do di,strict objectives and needs coincide with the materials

and expected outcomes of Project MATCH? For what populations of students is the

program planned? Is there community and staff awareness of the need for career

education?

, A series of descriptive materials is available free of charge from Project

MATCH to heip, school districts decide whether or not to adopt the program. Persons

interested in learning more about the program are also encouraged to yisit Project

'MATCH.,

Implement the Project

Projeqt MATCH, With its abundance of materials, can be modified as needed

to fit the specific needs of a wide variety of school districts. However, Project

MATCH ..taff recommend that districts adopt the full program. The full prOgram

includes the following elements:

threeinfusion units per grade level, K through 8

skill continuum at each gradelevel, K through 8

games and individualized activities (Career Center erades 2 through 8)

At least one special program, grades 6' through 8

Project MATCH-developed evaluation meterials.

These materials can be used as prepared by.Project MATCH or they can be adapted
3

to meet the specific needs of an adopting school distnict.' Any adapting of

materials should be done cooperatively with Project MATCH. Project MATCH person-

nel are available to provide technical assista66e and to work with,adoptihg

distriqts under appropriate arrangements.

Any school district may use selected project materials for, specific career'

education needs. Selected units or special programs can be used at any grade

level to meet career education needs and goals. The skill continuum itself can

be a free-standing competency-based career education program used without

reference to other Project MATCH materials. However, adaption or adoption of

selected materials may not result in student gainssimilar to thoseobserved in

6,
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roject MATCH. Adopting schools should avoid the use of Project MATCH materials

a a separate career education course of study. Its basic function is that of

an infused curriculum project.

It is important to have staff support for Project MATCH. From the inception

of lanning, staff members should play a major role in the decision to adopt Proj-

ect TCH, in reviewing materials, and in awareness-level activities. Without

staff support, the program's chances of achieving the expected results would

indeed\be limited. Wherever possible, staff members should be involved in any

on-site, visitation to Project MATCH. When the project has been implemented,

staff mmbers should participate in monitoring the activities and n collecting

process valuation data. In addition, they should be aware of and assist in the ;

outcome valuation procedures.

An i fortant but seemingly insignificant issue in implementation has to

do with thl location of the career Lducation, liFrarY containing the career edu-

cation mate ials. The original developers of Project MATCH believed that the

center shou d be located in a central location, preferabbf, in the central,ad-

ministration building. Such a strategic location inot,only makes the center's'

materials acc ssible to teachers who have to use the ceritral administration

building for variety of purposes, but the location also ts symbolic in that

it offers phys cal evidence that the program is central to the district opera-

tions and that \it is a well-integrated part of the district.

For potent al adopters of the program, sample packets arejavailable iree

of charge describing the major components of the project and how to adapt them

to meet the unique needs of school districts: ,In addition, the following are

available for dis'tricts wishing td adopt the project:

'
A

Handbooks ofMaterials Techni ues and Procedures

Title

Twelve Steps to Experiential
Curriculum Development

Five Steps to a preer
Education Program

Description

Gives 12 steps to curric-
ulum development in a
cohsistent and realistic
way.

Briefly reviews the methods
and steps a school or school
district can do to plan',
'implement, and evaluate a

career education program.

'CoSt

$2.25

$2.25

,302-023 0 - 19 - 12



w 6

The costs associated with adopting the project are presented in the chart

below. Note that the figures do not include develoPmental costs such as the

salar'y for the fu11-t1we project Airector.

INSTALLATION SUBSEQUENT YEARS
Costs). (Recurring Costs),

$4,000 $4,000

(Non-recurring

* Personnel I6alary for part-time

clerical)

Personnel Training (for 2 or 3 days
of inservice training) 375 125**

Facilities 0 0.

Equipment and Materialsi(for one set of

project materials 400 0

Consumables (for replacement of tests and
other instructional materials) O. , 100

Other Costs - Specify:

Technical Assistance
(at least 1 day of technical assistance
is recommended during the initial year
of adoption)

125 0

$4,900 $4,225

* A part-time clerical staff person is usually not needed for small-to-
moderate sized adopting districts.

** For one day of inservice training

EVIDENCE OF EFFECTIVENBS.

Evidence that the Effects Are Attributable to the Intdrvention

The evaluation was conducted by the evaluation staff of the Ontario-Montclair

School District, with some technical assistance provided by consultants from the

California State Department of Education. The data reported here were obtained

during the 1976-77 school year. The evaluation design utilized Pre- and post-

tests on career education classes and non-career education classes. These classes

were randomly selected, one class per grade, from schools assigned to the ex-I

perimental and cooparison conditions. The career education (experimental) and
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non-career education (comparison) groups were each composed of one junior high

And two elementary schools. The career education schools were chosen because

their teacher; and administtiators expressed interest in the project and because

they wel receiving no specialufunding (e.g., ESEA Title I) that may have' made

their stidents different-frem the non-career education stud$1nts. The schools

not receiving career educatien were chosen on the basis of their similarity to

the treatment schools along siich edUcationally relevant dimensions aS socio-
,

eapnomic status, ethnic composition, and student scores on the Cooperative Pri-

mary Test an6 the' Comprehensive Test of Basic Skills.

Within each careeroeducatfon and,pon-career.education school, participating

classes were selected 6y lottdry. Thei.e'weretno significant differences between
, .

tlie pretest scores of catieer education and nOn=career education clasSeS on the

project-developed career,education.instruments. An analysis of student scores

on the previously mentioned standardized tests, also confirmed the equivalence

of the twd groups. Therefore, ihe'two groups met the conditions for a Valid ,

-,Ivaluation of the impact of Project MATCH,programs._

Interpretability of Measures

Student attainpent of project objectives was assessed by four project-de-

velopedcareer education tests administered,in October and in March as pre- and

positests. EaCh test was designed for use wfth two grade levels. The teits

contained,multiple-choice items thatreflected each of the ten previously dis-

cussed general areas of career education. The tests were developed over a period
/ \

of three years bj, Project MATCH staff in Collaboration with teachers in the

treatment schools. A sample'test item from the'LeVel III.test is presented

beim/.

A Sam le Test Item From the Level III Test

17. Two kinds of iocome tax are usually taken out of the worker's pay

in California. They are:

(a) Federal.ind City
(b) Fedelll and State'
(c) State and County
(d) State and City

*11
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A pool of test items was developed from the project objectives. The items

wer pilot-tested, reviewed by' teachers, and modified accordingly. A formal study

was conducted to determine whether the tests were reliable and whether they

actually Apsured the attainment of career education objectives. Test items that

were not satisfactory were either discarded or modified. See Appendix E for

more details concerning establishment of the validity and the reliability of the

tests.

gmtiALLVALOAINI

All testing was conducted at the school sites. Tests were-administered to

career education and non-career education groups under similar conditions at

approximately the same time. In grades K-3, the tests were administered orally

by the project director or by members of his staff under his direct supervision.

In grades 4-5, teachers read the questions to the studerits, who used answer

Sheqts for their responses. In grades 6-8, students read the, questions and made

their responses on'answer sheets. The project director personally reviewed

testing instructions with all teachers. He also reviewed, monitored, and

approved all scoring procedures. The project evaluator was responsible for all

data analyses.

Evidence of Impact'

Mean posttest differences between career education and non-career education

classes Were analyzed using the t-test for independent groups. The career edu-

cation classes consistently out-performed the non-career education classes by

apwide margin on the posttests. On all four tests, group differences Were highly

significant. The analysis was performed only on scores of those students who

were present for both the pretest and the p6sttest.

The table on the next page presents graphic evidence of the ftoject's impact

'on,the treatment classes. It displays the pre-post meat pins of the career

education and non-Career education groups on the project-developed evaluation

instruments.



Grade Level

Career ed,
K-1 group

Regular
classes

Career ed.
2-3 group

Regular
'classe$

Career ed.
4-6 group

Regular
classes

, Career ed.
7-d group

Regular
clae.ses/

Pre-Posttest Mean Gains

14

Pre
11111..

18 22 26 30

Post

Mean Gain hltaLkinlifitala

34

14.5 6.4

8.1

15.1 12.8

2.3

7.5 A.4

3.1

9.3 8.2

1.1

Favorable Review b Joint Dissemination Review Panel

ImM1001*=ft,

The Joint Dissemination Review Panel (JIMP) was established by the

Education Division of the Depa-tment of Health, Education, and Welfare in 1972.

The joint U.S. Office'of Education - National Institute of Education (NIE)

Panel currently has 22 members, eleven from each agency, appointed respectively

by the Commissioner of Education and the Director of NIE. The JDRP meets

periOically to review the evidence of
effectiveness submitted for a wide

variety of federally supported educational products and practices, with

effeCtiveness being the sole criterion for approval by the JDRP.. It is

charged with the responsibility of ensuring that educational interventions -

projects, products, or practices - have been shown to have positive impacts

on their recipients before they are disseminated with federal funds or

endorsed by the Education Division.1

in March 19780 the JDRP reviewed Project MATCH ana approved it for nation-

wide dissemination.

'Tallmadge, G.K. The Joint Dissemivation Review Panel: IDEABOOK. Washington

D.C.: NIE/DH6GWfain-077-----
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.CONCLUSION

The nature of the evaluation design allows one to be confident that the

gains observed in the career education classes are in fact attributable to Project

MATCH. The career education and non-career education classes were equivalent

along educationally relevant dimensions. In addition, the educational experiences

of the two groups were similar, except, of course, for the fict that the career

education group was exposed to Project MATCH activities. The use of a comparable

non-career education group in the evaluation provides a highly credible estimate

of how the treatment group would have performed had it not received the interven-

tion. Thus, the natural growth of students, effects of having taken the pre-test,

out-of-school experiences, and other extraneous factors can be ruled out as'

possible explanations of the observed effects. In addition, the characteristics

of the teachers can be ruled out as a plausible explanation of the results

i*cause the teachers who participated in the evaluation were randomly chosen

from the schools.

The career education instruments used to assess the impact of the inter-

, vention are highly credible because of the,test development process used that

ensured their validity and reliability. Furthermore, the well-supervised data

collection and analysis procedures provide additional assurance that the

findings :,^1 objective.

In general, the evaluation provides convincing evidence that Project

MATCH produced educationally Significant results. The,gains of the career

education group were large, exceeding those of the non-career education group

by a wide margin. Moreover, the gains are in areas generally accepted as

important to career education. Additionally, the project's concepts, practices,

and techniques are easily identifiable, have general application, and can be

adopted or adapted elsewirre with minimal cost.
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Appendix A

Terminal Performdnce Objectives:

Cateer Awareness

1.0 GTPO - Students will have been exposed to the various career clusters

and will realistically select those clusters related to individual

aptitudes, interests, and abilities.'

1.1 Students will become familiar with the fifteen job clusters.*

ngullftUltatkuJELPY
Students will identify, 10 of the 15 job clusters.

1.2 Students will, identify specific jobs within career clusters.

MLD

Students will identify fiile jobs ln'at least six given job clusters.

1.3 Students will relate specific jobs to the three categories 'of work

with (a) people, (b)-ideas, and (c) things.

MLD

Students will relate specific jobs to three main categories of

,work: (a) people, (b)Adeas, and (c) things.

1.4 Students will identify career clusters promfnent in the coMmunity.

MLD
A

1.5

Given the job clusters; the students will identify those

prominent in our community.

Students will evaluate selected occupations in terms of education

needed
9
tools,setting, and products or services.

0

I level: 6 R level: 7 M level: 8

St6dents will evaluate at least three selected occupations in

terms of education needed, tools, setting, and products or

services.

*The introductory level for each objective is primary, the reinforcement level

is continuous, and the mastery level is 8th, unless otherwise stated following

the terminal performance objective.
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11.6 Students will compare the relationship between patterns of
living and various careers in the local and world community.

MLD

Students will compare the relationships between patterns
of living and at least three selected carters in the local
And world community.

1.7 Students will identify with workers in various occupations.

MLD

students will identify with workers in at least two occupatfons.
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Appenc6x B

Career Education Skill Continuum

q"

This Career Eduction skill continuum is designed to provide a frame of

reference for teachers involved in a Career Education program in grades K-8.

Elements included in the continuum are:

Terminal Performance Objectives in

Career Awareness
Self Awareness
Attitude Development
Educational Awareness
Economic Awareness
Consumer Competencies
Career Orientation
Career Exploration
Career Planning and Decision Maki.ng__

Civic Responsibility

Graued task sequence to achieve T.P.O.'s in each of the above.

Content area bases for activities.

Resources both district-developed and commercial.
ne,

o Evaluation references and strategies.

The District perspective sees Career Education as intrilsically linked to

existing curricula through infusion into content units and coltent oriented special

programs. Ancillary to this strolg curriculum component are staff development,

community involvement, and non teacher counseling. It is the purpose of this

continuum to help teachers become aware of an apprnpriate sequence of Career

Education objectives and a series of graded taik sequences designed to achieve

those,objectives. Further, the teacher can recognize a content Oase fQr the

skill activities and be directed to evaluation materials to define achievement

. and gain.

A teacher can functionally use this continuum iy selecting resources and

evaluation materials appropriate to the student's achievement level and then

sequencing a series of activities designed to achieve the objective noted. The

program can have as much flexibility as is necessary. Each child, for example,

can be individually contracted or assigned a sequence of activities or a small

group or,even the total class can experience a series of activities. Basically,

this is a planning tool to make Career Education become an intrinsic part ofe'*

the curriculum naturally and without disrupting existing curriculum sequences.
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1.0 CAREER AWARENESS

T.P.O. 1.1 Students will demonstrate understanding of the fifteen U.S.O.E, job clusters

Grade

1

Suggested Activities

1.1.1 Introduce term lob
family."

1.1.2 Discuss how jobs depend
on each other and these
are part of a job family.

1.1.3 Talk about how we depend
on many people.

1.1.4 Role play jobs and
family roles and talk
about how we depend
on each other.

1.1.1 Use the term "job
cluster" synonymously
with "job family.

II

1.1.2 Discuss how we depend
on pach other and that
some jobs more closely
depend on each other,
i.e., hospital worker.

1.1.3 Study community helpers
and how many of them
relate to a joh cluster.

1.1,4 Find out how many
people work together
to help us have balanced
meals

NIMMIVIAMIMIINCOOWAIMPROXIIVOINIMICklitritliMINVIVAIMAINION011104111MAINNIFS

Cortent Nee Resources
feeneseeemeereeeeekeeemeeer

Social Studiee

Social Studies (Language Arts

or discussion)

Social Studies, Language Arte

Language Arts, Social Studiee

Social Studies

Social Studies, Language Arts

Reading, Social Studies

Reading, Health

taiNWIIIIMMINIMMIMMAIMINVIMA114MIMMIMM1440#

IMAINVONIIIIIIIIRIMIN031111111111114111WWUP

Fvaluation

DISTRICT+ puniplum
- Zoo, Farm,
Helping .

self and'Others
CtIMMERCIAL: .(14Mq

"Our HelperP"
Text - Our Working
WWTd: felljes.
Career 4ats; nriiplex

Playboards.

FilD . Getting to
Rnow Me
Filmstrips . "About
FFeWile`7"TrFariii i es "

Trade 400ks - Many

DISTRICT: Curriculum
Units - AUri-Ha
DInOs'aurs, How Do
Families Help One
Another, Smell Town-

The Eood You

COMMERCIAL! qames -
"Our llelper.erl'My
FA Mi 1 y "

Text - Our Working
Fami i es ,

,pur Woeeing World!

"Nei ghbors

yeits - Tinker Toys,

UFEer 'Hats, Simplex
Playboerds

earn ...ammaJul..&

*MI

1.1.1 Pre-post tests
for each ef the
curriculum units.

1.1.2 Career Awareees
K-1 program pre-
post telt.

-1.1.3 Disaussion
response teachers
list.

1.1.4 Student function

in role playing.

1.1.1 Unit pre-post
test.

1.1.2 Career Aware-
ness, K-1 program
pre-post test.

1.1.3 Teacher-made
evaluation of
content materials.

1.144 Discussion
response to media

and unit. sequence -

teacher list



CONCEPTS

1.0 We express moods
and communicate
attitudes in dif-
ferent ways in-
cluding non-
verbal ways.

Appendix C

Original Infusion'Unit Format

Communication

Title

WOONIMUO.Wh.M14S.00d7OAA.O..W4OWAMAMMW,M..d

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES
vamtmetiowirmsromem............*.otomerommussamore,

1..11

1.0 Students will demonstrate
awareness of different
moods through interpre-

. teflon of expression.

1.1 Students will play the
game'"What's My Bag"
through which they will
be able totidentify per-
sons through nonverbal
communication and mood
and attitude pictures.

1.2 Students will identify
feelings through non-
verbal cues.

,

ACTIVITIES .1Iar.

.1.0.1 Discuss nonverbal com-
communication including a
person's'expression.

1.0.2 Look at various pic-
tures and discuss the
'moods and attttudes
shown.

1.0.3 Show selected atti-
tudes and moods through
personal expression.

1.1.1 Play the game "What's
'My Bag"

1.1.1.1 discuss genie.
1.1.1.2 have students

. prepare personal

bag.

1.1.1.3 play the game. Shaftel & Shaftel , Role

Plainlatag.121Eries

RESOURCES
t

ammiagma

EVALUATIONS

Pictures of various.people 1.0.1 Pre-post

in many situations. test.

1.0.2 Evaluation
of discussion.

1.0.3 Showing
of attitude
through
expressions.

Bag with things in it. 1.1.1 Completed
game.

1.2.1 Looking at pictures.
1.2.2 Discussing pintures.
1.2.3 Discussing roloplay-

ing.

1.2.4 Role playing using
nonverbal cues.

1.2.5 Identifying feelings
expressed through non-
verbal cues.

.......M1011 oda.. Oa....owo.a.............+.................

1.2.1 Role play-
ing evalua-
tions.

1.2.2 Identifi-
cation of

feelings
through non-
verbal cues.

p. 1s8

allne



Appendix U

Experiential Taxonomy Teacher Strategies Coding Syitem Format ,

VO11111210W

Taxonomic Level '

1.110.0=101.
Teaching Stral,egy Descriptor

,......--

Teaching Role/BehAvior
barmsoorsw.....

Exposure

Sensory

vu.m...ms......m.wwRN.Immrwrsoawoe..grw.
1 1 Incentive Conditioning

(goal setting)

1.2 Data Presentation

,

1 3 Demonstration

1 4 Directed Obse'vation

1 5 Data Exploration

Introducing an experience. Goalsetting.
Establishing stimuli/

Giving information,
J
identifying experi-

ence, lecture, use of media. .'

Demonstrate a principle - show how to do.

Use of realia/models.
.

Focusing on particular or,selected
stimuli, establishing parameters,
telling learners what to look for,

Interacting with data or selected
stimuli establishing a readiness for
further experience. Usually in the
interrogative mode. Preparation for
participation.

.

Motivation - Presenting and
focusing data. Demonstrating, .\
presenting, and interacting
with students. Teacher's

aide is dominant. Students.

must be motivated to continue
through experience. If only

some are motivated, use them
as catalysts in the next cate-
gory for peer'interaction and
peer teaching.

:

.

.

Response

,

Readiness
,

.

-

Participation

Representatio

Modification

.

Modeling/Recall
r

2.2 Expanding Data Bases
r

? 3 Dramatic Play

2.4 Manipulative and
Tactile Activities ,

,

2.5 Ordering

A........................... .......

Mental/physical reproduction (imita-
tion) of a given or known example or
concept (model). Learner recall

Catalyst - Working with the data.
Teacher role is vital here to con-
tinue student learning. Strate-
gies 2.3 and 2-.4 are most helpful
in fostering peer interaction and
peer teaching. Use groups, large
or small, to foster interaction.
Peer teaching can be incidental,
accidental, ed planned.

.......m.......*"........................

based on a known reference.

Accumulating appropriate resources,
generating data, reading, viewing,
listening, discussion. Why questions
or evaluate questions bringing added
data.

Unstructured role playing.
s

Use of material, realia, and media.
Hands on activities, how to use
materials.

Sequencing of data, arranging data,
establishing material hierarchy, de-
fining frame of reference.

...'----.4...a......

IS!)



Appenciix E,

Reliability Study

A formal reliabiliy study was conducted during'the spring of 1976 on

project students. Pearson r correlation coefficients were calculated to

estabiish the test-retest reliability of the instrumerts. Biserial r (the

correlation of each item with the total test scores) was used to establish

the validity of the test. Test items developed in the pr'evious year whose

'validity index indicated very low correlations were discarded or modified,

and, in one case, the length of a test was increased to.achieve higher

reliability and validity for the instrument. The Pearson r and biserial.r

'(mean) for each test are presented below, along with a number of items

comprising each test.

Kindergarten.- First Grade Level I (15 items)

Pearson r Test-retest reliabi'ity .92i

Biserial r item validity index (mean) .40

Grade Two - Three Level II (41 items)

Pearson r Test-rOest reliability .87

Biserialr Item vqlidity index (mean) .31

Grade Four - Six level III (50 items)

Pearson r Test-retest reliability .81
Biserialr Item validity index (mean) .35

Grackie_Anz_gl (56 items)
Pearson r Test-reitest reliability '.88

Biserial r Item validity index (mean) .29
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FOREWORD

This activity,description was prepared as part of a study conducted by the
AmerIcan Institutes for Research (AIR) under contract No. 300-77-0303 to the
U.S. Office of Education. The purposes of the study were to identify evaluated,
exemplary career education activities; to recommend identified activities to
the Joint Disserenation Review Panel (MP) of the Education Division, pepart-
ment of Health, Education, and Welfare; to prepare descriptions of identified
activities; and to develop a handbook with six models for evaluating career
education activities.

The criteria utablished for screening activities in this study intention-
ally limited choices to those whosn evaluation reports presented evidence of
effectiveness. Close attention was given to the soundness of evidence in
evaluation reports. A minimum requirement for this evidence of effectiveness
was that some comparison standard be provided so that gains made by the stUdents
participating in the activity could be attributed to the impact of tilt.: activity.
After confidence in the evidence of effectiveness was established, fur0!er
criteria were applied. These criteria included consistent relationships between
a well-pranned assessment of needs, a statement of desired student outcomes,
the selection of instruments, and the procedures used in data collection,

.

management, and analytis.
to

This document describes one of ten projects that was selected from among
250 submitted: It presents one locale's way of successfully implementing a career
education activity, the results of which are educationally significant. Although
the description reflects'an activity developed in response to local needs, other
school districts with similar needs may wish to adapt parts or all of it according
to their own circumstances and philosophy.

We are especially grateful to the s,taff of Project CAP and to the many
school staff members who generously gave their time to answer questions from
AIR site visitors. They extended a special kind of hospitality and spared no
amount of effort to provide the information necessary to prepare this description.
They made it possible for the site visitors to see the program in action, as well
as to understand the philosophy and strategies that underlie its operations.

Project CAP materials are judged to be free of bias with regard to race,
sex, age, income levels, and type of occupation.
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PROJECT OVERVIEW

TITLE & LOCATION: Project CAP (Career Awareness Program)
Boston Mountains Educational Cooperative For Federal Programs

Box 13
Greenland, Arkansas 72737

ow.

TYPE: . Innsion

PROJECT DIRECTOR: Jeanne Lefffer
Ph: (501) 443-3336

SETTOG: This project servescstudents in grades K-6. In 1976-77, the

project was implemented in six of the eight schools coMprising
the Boston Mountains Educational Cooperative headquartered in
Prairie Grove, Arkansas. The cooperative is a consortium of
eight school districts in a rural, mountainobs area of north-

west Arkansas. The estimated population in the geographic
area served is 16,000 persons with a school enrollment of

5,100. Ninety percent of the population is from rural farm
families; the remaining 10% are considered rural non-farming
families. The project is presently functioning in 19 schools
under a statewide dissemination program funded by ESEA Title IVC
funds and funds from the State Department of Education.

STAFF: The Project CAP staff consists of a half-time project director,

two curriculum coordinators, a bookkeeper-secretary, and a
machine operator.

GOALS: The goals of Project CAP are to provide awareness of adult
occupations among K-8 level students, along with regular
instruction fn basic academic areas. Special emAlasis is

placed on showing students that the studying they are doing
in school is important and related to work they will encounter

outside of school.

EVALUATION DESIGN: The impact upon students of Project CAP activities implemented
in 1976-77 was assessed by testing comparable groups of treat-
ment and control students in February and March 1977.

MATERIALS: Project CAP uses staff-developed Learning Activity Packets
(LAPs) and other materials. At each grade level, two packets
in each of 15 USOE occupational clusters plus two packets on
self-awareness were developed, for a total of 32 pacMitit at

each level. The packets are sequential and blend easily'into
the regular curriculum, with career stories and academic skills
infused into the appropriate regular lesson without requiring
additional time.

COST: The main cost items are 32 Project CAP LAPs for each student
at each grade level; a teacher's manual at each grade level;
and evaluation instruments. Potential additional costs in-

clude teachers' time spent in a pre-schoel year inservice
training workshop.
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PROJECT DESCRIPTION

The purpose of this section is to describe the origins of Project CAP

and its staff-developed Instructional materials, the management sistem, the

participation of the community, the costs of implementing the prograM, and the

available evidence for documenting its effectiveness.

PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT

Project CAP was developed with ESEA Title III funds by the Boston Mountains

Educational Cooperative for Federal Programs, headquartered in the small mountain-

ous town of Prairie Grove near Fayetteville. The cooperativdd pools the resources

of etght',school districts to develop needed programs for area school children,

°A)rograms tIlat might not be available to individual school diitricts.

RelationoeTaretPoulation
Project CAP is a cooperative effort involving six school districts that are

members of the Boston Mountains Cooperative in northwest Arkansas. The partici,

patihg districts are: Elkins, Farmington, Greenland, Prairie Grove, West Fork,

and St. Paul. Five of these districts are located in Washington County and one,

is located in Madison County. The estimated population in the geographic area

served is 16,000 persons with a school enrollment of 5,100: Ninety percent of the

population is from rural farm families; the remaining 10% are considered rural

non-farming families. Fifteen percent of all families in Washington County

and 33.1% in Madison County are classified as having an income less than the

poverty level. The percent of all families having an income less than 75% of

the poverty level was 9.8% for Madison County and 8.6% for Washington County.

The median ages for Washington County'is 25.3 ydars. The median age in Madison

County is 3540 years.

The school population is predominantly Caucasian as evidenced by the fact

that there are only eight students who are American Indian and tdo who are

Vietnamese, The age span of itudents in the varget population range from

nearly six years of age to just over 15 years of age. The number of years of

teaching experience represented by the cooperative schools in Project CAP

reveals a rather typical pattern. There are very few first year teachers and

only thirty 5-year teachers. The average length of experience among teachers

is about 10 years. Additional key characteristics of the target population are

shown in the following chart.

-188-
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iiprollment No: of Assessed Area of

"1".. K-12 Teachers Valuation Square-Miles

Elkins . 518 26 2,878,495 98

Farmington 771 40:5 5,487,535 33

Greenland 521 28 4,328,695 83

Prairie Grove 880 44.2 5,628,430 108

St. Paul 364 20.7 1,912,190 271

vWest Fork 824 38.9 3,324,365 131

Needs Assessment

Needs for student'career awareness and skills in decision-making, creativity,

forecasting, planning, and communication became apparent as the result of a,two-
,

phase needs assessment. The preliminary assessment of needs was conducted utiliz-

ing a survey and interview method. The total ninth grade population of the six,

school districts involved in the project was surv4yed. All secondary level

counselors and school administrators were surveyed, and selected parents and

local business people were interviewed. The results of these surveys and inter-

views indicated a general need for increased career awareness. The next phase of

the needs assessment As more specific and involved teachers, administrators, the

total eighth grade population in the six school districts, parent groups and

civic groups.

TheAllowing are the results of the ninth grade student survey in each of'

the six school districts: (1) 64% had made no vocational choices, (2) 58%

felt.that they did not have enough information to make a wise choice, and

(3) 72% reported that it would have been beneficial to them if they had

been given career information in the first eight grades. Eighth grade

students in each of the six school districts were surveyed with the following

results: (1) in response to the question: Would you like for your school .

classes to include learning about all kinds of jobs?, 63% replied -- yes,

25% replied,,- no,. and 13% replied -- don't know; and (2) in response to the

question: Would learning about all kinds of jobs help you make better

decisions about what you plan to do when you "grow-up"?, 71% replied --

yes, 15% replied-- no, and 14% replied -- don't know.

A copy of the survey instrument used to collect the eighth and ninth

grade student needs asiessment data is included in the ApPendix.

The secondary level counselors surveyed responded that in some schools

barely 5% of the ninth grade students had what appeared to be adequate career
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awareness prior to entering nigh grade. Across all six school districts, the

results of the,counselor survey showed that counselors felt only 18% of incoming

ninth graders had adequate preparation in career awareness.

Results from the survey of teachers of grades one through eight in the six ,

school districts showed that: (1) 96% responded that students did not understand

self in relation to the world of work, (2) 92% believed that,the students° did not
4

have an awareness of realistic alternative choices in the world of work,"(3) 91%-

reported that there was a need for career awareness as a part of the regular

school curriculum, and (4) 95% expressed a willingness to participate in a career

awareness project.

Each of the school districts had PTA or other community group meetings to

discuss student career awareness needs and how best to fulfill them. 'Civic clubs

in those'school districts having such clubs met to discuss'the same concerns. Re-.

ports from such meetings indicated that all groups viewed career awareness as a

critical student need and that they all pledged their support to the pevelopment

of.a program to meet the need. In addition to the informal sampling of opinions

of parents and civic leaders, numerous persons operating businesses within each of

the districts were interviewed by the respective school superintendents. When

interviewed, they all stated that career awareness was of prime importance.

School district superintendents and principals from all six districts
.

indica d their view that the major career choice matte during high school is

whet r to attend college or not. In addition, they contended that career

aw eness should be given top priority and that a properly conducted'career

awarene$s program in grades one through eight would provide valuable information

in planning the curriculum needs of high school students'. ,

On the basis of the survey, interview and discdssion data described above,

staff of the Boston Mountains Cooperative derived two career awareness needs.

irst, there is a need to broaden the knowledge of students regarding the world

_of work. Second, there is a need to develop as soon as possible in students the

attitudes and skills required to enter that world. The communities that comprise

the Cooperative are rural. As a result, students learn only of the existence of

a limited number of adult occupations. Their greatest supplementary source is

the media, which is not available to all children and which presents a distorted

and unrealistic yiew of many careers.

The fact that youth in the communities making up the Cooperative learn only

about a few, highly publicized careers underscored two key problems. First,

a high proportion of the youth now in the Boston Mountains schools migrate
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to find work. This is because there not only is a limited number of kinds of

jobs but also because there is'a limited nUmber, in tOto. This rural to urban

movement of youth has been prOminent on the American scene since the 19th century;

however, n6.1onger are cities filled with opportunities for unskilled workeri.

Rather, urban slums keep growing as the result of the/rural arrivals; the situa-

tion is as true for whites as it is for blacks.

Second, food processing.and other industries have been moving into'the

area of the Bostoh Mountains Cooperative. However, because of the lack of career

education and vocational education, a pool of labor above the unskilled level

has not existed. To staff properly, the new idustries have had to imOort person-

nel'for the higher paying jobs. The resul as been no improvement in the lives

of local families even'in the fact conomic growth.

The meaning is clear: unless youth cap have their horizons broadened and

be equipped with-the understandings and general skills promoted by careeredu-

cation, they are at a serious disadvantage, whether they migrate or not.

Prosram Planning

The needs assessment indicated that career awareness was of priMe importance.

Therefore, the six superintendents who comprised the administrative council of

the Cooperative met to discuss theeducational needs in career education and to

plan appropriate strategies. It was decided that the program planning should

have input from all school personnel, students, parents and community grtups.

In addition, various successful.models of programs in career awareness were

studied; (1) Project Impact, Des Moines, Iowa; (2) Project Implode, Bella Vista

Schools, Salt Lake City, Utah; (3) Talents Unlimited, Mobile, Alabama; and

(4) Career Education Program, Cobb County Schools, Marietta, Georgia. One of

these model programs, Project Implode, was visited by Cooperative staff and a

review of research findings on the topic of career awareness programs, grades

K-8, was conducted. In addition, sevthl college professors cunsulted with

Project CAP staff, providing helpful ideas and materials.

Based on the needs assessment data and the planning process summarized above,

an overall program goal and related objectives were written.

Goal: All students in grades one through eight should be given career

awareness in pyramiding structure so.that upon completion of the

eighth grade the student would be able to express specific interest

in a particular, realistically chosen, career cluster.

This goal represented an optimum situation; however, it assumed that 90% of
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the §tudents had the desired information upon completion of graO eight together'

with a realistic.view of his or her abilities and interests, to make wise choices

as a result of wise planning and forecasting. The results of the needs assess-

ment showed that the above statement was not true within the six school districts.

further, it was concluded from the needs assessment data that ohly a relatively

few students are sufficiently.informed to realistically choose.secondary school

courses related to a career except those pertaining to college preparaan.

The following process objectives were specified to ensure accomOlishment

of the above goal.

4

Objective 2:

Objective 3:

To establish an effective career awareness pro§ram for
students in grades one through eight.

To produce career awareness learning packets which provide
career awareness as well as.a learning experience in subject
areas such as math, reading, science, social studies and
language arts.

o develop a sequential curriculum for the program written
in behavioral terms.

4

Objective 4: To achieve total parental involvement in the program, lead-
ing to community acceptance and appreciation for the dignity
of all occupations.

Objective 5: To develop a program management system that is totally
accountable.

Objective 6: To record project activities in a step-by-step operation
to permit duplication of this project in other districts if it
is shown D be successful.

To measure the impact of the career awareness program on studentt, project

staff decided to develop one data collection instrument on their own and to

select another instrument developed by an independent test development organiza-

tion. Assessment of the process objectives were to take place through the use of

weekly status reports, checklists, questionnaires, etc.

, To obtain funds for the project, a proposal was written and submitted to

the Arkansas State Department of Education which administered federal Elementary,

and Secondary Education Act Title III funds for the state. The proposal was

approved and funding started in July 1974, in time to prepare and conduct summer

workshops for the 1974-75 school year.
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CAREER AWARENESS MATERIALS AND ACTIVITIES'.

0
.1

Career awareness was not thought of as another subject to add to the al-'

ready crowded elementary curriculum,,nor were teachers expected,to subordinate

subject Matter to career education objectives. On the contrary, teachers were

expectedvto pursue the effective teaching of their subject matter assuming

that the content of career awareness education and the basic skills that form

the heart of the elementary and.middle schOol curriculum can both be made most

meaningful to students if they are taught together.

A varipty'of 'ways wer6' explored for infusAg career iwareness into the

regular curriculum. They included: (1) learning centers, (2) resource people,

(3) field trips, (4) films, (5) hands-on experiences, (6) role play, (7) games;

and (8) learninj act4vity packets. Among these approaches,.project staff

selected learning activity packets as the primary me& for infusing career

awareness into the existing curriculum. Project CAP learning packets were

developed to show students that school subjects are important and related to

the world of work by pairing a specific academic skill with a selected occupa-

tion. As teachers blended this career Information into the varfWaN4ubject areas,

they added a measure of relevance and practicality to the tnstructional process:

One of the'key expectatiOns stressed by Project CAP was for'every teather to

emphasize the contributiOn that subject matter can make to a successful.career.

It was assumed that Project CAP learning packets would assist students in

becoming aware that a subject matter area with its associated skill's has actual

value for their present and future achievement of goals. For example, in the

study of fractions in the upper elementary grades, the occupation of chef is

discussed. A chef's job involves the measuring of ingredients, such as 1/2

teaspoon or 1/4 cuO. Students cab see the importance of learning fractions,

especially for this worker. In another example, /the skill of telling time on

a 'Clock is linked to the occupation of cosmetologist in a learning packet that

describes the importance of keeping track of time so customers are not kept

waiting.

The curriculum was revised to include a scope and sequence chart that

presented occupations and career, education.concepts to be taught across the 15

U.S. Office of Education clusters as well as a self-awareness cluste. Students

would be exposed to a variety of occupations from entry level to the professional

level in these 15 occupational clusters, which are shown on the next page. It

was expected that through these clusters, students' perceptions and knowledge

of the scope of Oe world of work would be broadened.
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15 USOE OCCUPATIONAL CLUSTERS,

Agri-Business

Business and Office.

Commun4cation

Construction.

Consumer and Homemaking

tnvironmental Science

°Fine Arts and Humanities

lealth

4
' Manufacturing,

%rine Sciie

Marketing and Distribution

Personal Service

Public Service

Recreation and Hospitality

Transportation

1)

A.

In providing career awareness, each learning activity packet cOntatned cireer

information, academic informatione and activities to heighten self-awareness.

Materials Development

The packets were written by Project CAP Coordinators and revised eachllyear

of the project based onfeedback from participating teachers. For each grade-

level, two packets An each of the 15 occupational .clusters plus two packetsbon

self-awareness were developed,for a total of 432 pickets at each let/el. Since,

each packet was,written linking an academic skill with.an occupati6, it could

be infused into the ongoing curriculum by the content of the occupation or by the

subject matter of the academic skill. The development cycle showed that in 1974

packets covering three occupational clusters were written., in 1975 the number of

clusters covered increased to five, and in 1976 the final seven clusters were

treated through packet developipent. At each grade level, a teachers' manual was

written that included a sample'lesson plan. A copy of a sample CAP packet

(EnvironmentMcientists:. Grade 7) is included imthe Appendix.!

Packet Components

Career Information. First, work is presented as a way of life. In the

CAP packets, all types of work are, presented as being respectable and necessa'ry

to society. Students are aided in discovering ways in which work can become a

meaningful part of their lives. Second, students are made aware of the tasks

performed by workers on specific jobs. Next, information is included on the

tools that workers use op their jobs. This might range from a familiar tool,

such as a tape measure for a carpenter to complex equipment, such as a computer
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that a systems analyst uses.
.

1

.

Each packet includes an explanation of the attitudes that are important

for each occupation. For example,,sales people must enjoy working with the

, public and.accountants must enjoy math and be attqntive to detailed work. Each,

occupatiñ requireca certain amount of training or education and students are

given information on what kind of education /hat would probably be necessary for
v

each career. For example, some jobs Can be obtained with a high school edu-

cation or less, others require on-the-jatrinidg, others require advanced

technical or vocational school, while still others'require a college degree.. -

Finally, students 4re ma6e aware of the ecoriomics of the career introduced in

each packet. Statements such as "This' persod would make enoug6 money to Tive

comfortably," or "This person makes a high salary" are' inser4 to help stu-

pderits become aware_of the financial benefits enjoyed by--af.lfit workers.

'Academic Information. As students proijress in career awareness, they ,

become increasingly aware of the connectiOn between academic skill's and the

world of work. Each CAP packet contains activities for an academic skill'

necessary to the performance of the particular occupation included in the packet.

The academic portion usually includes'three sections: (1) Throduction of the
t

skill, (2) practice activIties for that skill,,and (3) a posttest over the career

, information or the academic skill. The actiOties may be used at the beginning.

of a unit to introduce they skill, as practice or reinforcement for skills already

introduced, or as an evaluation at theend of a unit. Packets were designed to

be used whenever teachers feel that the academic content of the packet would be

most beneficial to their classes.

. ,jf Awarenes Activities. Students are able to explore and analyze their-

own feelings related to each occupation introduced through the learning activity

packets. In thd awareness stage, grades K-6, students are not asked to make

decisions; rather, the packets introduce studdnts to activities that will broaden,

their awareness so that In future years they may gain satisfaction with the work

they do. It is'necessary for studelits to recognize pr;sonal characteristics,

needs, wants, and values for meaningful career development to occur. Activities

and questions incorporated into CAP packets provide tudents with oppOrtunities

to better understand themselves. They begin to view themselves as unique human

beings with a personalized contribution to make to the world of work.
P

Instructions to Teachers. Each packet includes a teacher page that lists

performance'objectives, summarizes the occUpation, describes the packet and

VI
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Offers suggestions for how to use it. Teachers are instructed in how to use

and score the posttest that covers both career concepts and the academic skill.

Bulletin board materials of printed letters and pictures, as well as a suggested

layout, hre provided. Teachers are encouraged to vary or add to the materials

in any way they choose.

Implementation. Packets targeted for use in grades K-6 are designed to be

completed.in varying amounts of class time, from 20 minutes up to three days

(if one or more students turns it into a class project), and to be infused

into the ongoing curriculum. Packets for grades 7-8 are designed to occupy

the same amount of class time,sbut they are occasionally used as separate units

rather than being infused intd the currtcolum. Packet lists are distributed to

participating teachers so that they can request CAP packets to fit into their

lesson plans. Teachers are encouraged to use paCkets at the rate of at least

one per week.

For example, the CAP o#cket on Meteorologist (5th grade) was infused into
.

the weather unit in the science Curriculum, permitting the description of this

occupation to be interrelated with academic subject cantent. The learning

activities involved students sometimes in individual work, sometimes with

partnerg, sometimes in committees, and sometimes the entire class participated.'

One student became so interested that he did a class project on what was involved

in becoming a meteorologist. At the conclusion of his project, he performed a,

skit as a TV weatherman for the entire class.

Thoge schools or school districts wanting to adopt or adapt Project CAP
t.

materials and activities s;lould schedule.a short workshop prior to the beginning

of the school year. Participating in this workshop would be key administrators

and teachers responsible for planning the implementation of the project and for

setting up inservice/pre-use teacher workshops in each of the target schools.

During these workshops, planning for the delivery and use of the materials, time

scheduling, etc0 would be stressed. In addition, academic skills of the various

packets would be cross-indexed with the.regular curriLulum and approximate use

dates of each packet would be designated in teacher planning books.. Detailed

project management procedures should be spelled out for project staff, principals

and project teachers to follow alOng the lines of the discussion that follows

under STAFFING AND MANAGEMENT.

Reactions to Materials and Activities1
In'general, students looked forward to using the packets and teachers were
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very responsive to incorporating them into their classrooms. Based on a study

of the weekly status reports and monthly summary sheets for all three yearsof

the project, approxiMately 80% of participating teachers used all of the grade

level packets in their classrooms. The remaining 20% of the teachers used most

of thdge packets that were available. Parental reaction was also very positive.

Two packets (waitress and dietician) on basic food grotips at the second grade

level illustrate packet impact on parents. In addition to such in.class activi-

ties as going step-by-step through sample menus and making bulletin board displays

of menus that had to include the four food groups and outside-class events such

as walking tours to the school lunch room and to grocery stores, there occurred

"spin-off" activities involving parents. For example, students brought snack

foods, available a+ home, to school and discussed how they did or did not fit

into the four food groups. Later, they talked with their parents abbut upgrading

the nutritional value of their snack foods. To cite another eXample, students in

one classroom activity prepared highly.nutritious sandwiches. Parents later

reported their children preparing the same type of sandwich at home that they

had, put together previously in their classroom.

Teacher reaction data were collected in March 1978 from'the feachers at

Prairie Grove Elementary School. The teachers were asked to respond in writing

to the question: "Can you give a brief acount of the Project CAP program and

your use -- or nonuse -- of the materials?" The specific comments of each

teacher are shown below.

Reactions of Prairie Grove Elementary School

Teachers to Project CAP

Teacher A: I use the materials mainly'ai a supplement for independent

reading. I usually pass them out and let the children read

them. The skills that the units use are very good. We

usually go over the skills lesson before they do it. I try

to correlate the occupation with something we are studying

or choose one that teaches a skill we are studying at the

present time. The9ackets are very informative and well done.

Teacher B: Of all the federal programs we've had recently, this is one

of the best...

I use the packets in two ways. One, as an activity in its

,own right. This is especially helpful when there are 10 or

15 minutes left in a period; it is a great "fill in."

But mainly I use the packets to correlate With the subject
areas. I have ordered packets that correspond to many of the
concepts that are taught at my grade level. For example, when
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we study dictionary skills in English, I use the packets
with my teaching unit. They are well prepared and a great
help.

Teacher C: The project helped the children learn about many different
Jobs. We used,the packets as extra work. The work at the
back of the packets was useful at extra practice on the
skills we had been working on in math and other areas. .

Teacher D: It wias more benefictal to me to be able to order just the
packets I needed -- use them as they coincide with what
we are working on in the room use as supplementary work.
If an occupation is familiar to the child we discuss Vt.
Children are then allowed to take the packet home after
grading the test at the end.

Teacher E: I used them last year for my remedial reading and math program,.
I enjoyed them because they had many different levels for the
materials and my students were on so many levels. It has been
hard to get to them regularly thts year because of sO much
material to cover in other subjects. I plan to use them as an
extra activity for some this last nine weeks. '

Teacher F: I have used the CAP materikil since its beginning. I like
the fact that a learning skill is included with each. They
mako gust fillers in the subject area for reinforcement, or
soutlmes introducing a new concept. The children seem to do

on the quiz section about the occupation, so they must
pn,j2x learning about them. Some packets, of course, students

.tt relate more to than others and we go beyond, the material given.
I enjoy having them.

Jeachet I enjoyed the packets immensely last year. We used at least
two a week. The,packets were enlightening with very good
skills. oN

Teacher H: I have used a lot of the packets of CAP materials this year.
When I have a few minutes of free time, I pass out the
materials and we read, discuss and answer questions.

TEACHER I: Whole class -- general information regarding careers.
Small groups -- reinforcement of specific skills being
taught in the claisroom.

When I ordered packets last Fall, I ordered with specific ,

skills in mind. I fear the career was secondary.

Teacher Reactions to Project CAP Staff

Although there were a few teachers across the six participating schools '

who incorporated the minimum number of CAP packets into their classroom activities,

the vast majority were very supportive of the CAP program and its staff. A key

to their positive response was the fact that Project CAP coordinators were not



viewed as supervisory personnel and, therefore, were not seen as threatening.

A more heavy-banded approach might well have "turned oil" many teachers and

principals.

PARENT AND COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT

A mijor cuncern of the project is parent and commUnity/involvement. The

Lay Advisory Council, which shares the responsibility for pverall gpvernance

of the project with the Administrators' Council, is comprised of one member from

the Community Councils in each of the six participating school districts. Thus,

the role of the Lay Advisory Council is not merely advisory; it has a major

supervisory function in the project.

To inform.each of the communities in which Project CAP operates,

Coordinators regularly speak at meetirigs of such civic'groups as Lions Clubs,

Junior Civic Leagues, and Rotary Clubs, and t PTA andischool board meetings.

Additionally, newsletters containing articles written y teachers and students

who'participate in the program are sent home with eachl student. A copy of a,

sample newsletter is included in the Appendix. Teach4s are given a booklet

,entitled "CAP Resource People" that lists the names and addresses of community

members who have volunteered to visit classes, or whom groups of students may

visit'to discuss their occupationS. Parents are also .ivited to class to

describe their occupations and their personal career deVelopment.

STAFFING AND_MANAGEMENT

Staffin9

To plan and carry out a program of career awareness as defined by the goal

and objectives stated earlier, a set of project advisory and staff positions

was established. These positions are listed below and described according to

scope of responsibilities and major functions.

Administrators' Council. The Administrators' Council iss,in effect, a

grand council of the attendance area school administrators. It is composed of

the superintendents of each participating school and shares authority for the

project with the Lay Advisory Council. In its position of shared authority, the

Administrators' Council affects the organizatioh of each cooperating school as,

follows:
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Functions:

1. The Administrators' Council coordinates the efforts of the cooperat-
ing schools so that the overall project goals can be accomplished.
This is interpreted to mean that the total efforts of all project
personnel are rendered available to the participating project
schools.

2. The Administrators' Council aids in .achieving the project goals,
specifically, the goal of achieving,a workable partnership
between home, school, and communitY.

3. The.Administrators' Council, in joint session with.the Lay Advisory
Council, considers, reviews, and advises the project director
concerning community needs, attitudes, and opinions.

4. The Administrators' Council, in joint session with the Lay Advisory
Council, reviews project reports written by the project director
that need the expertise and points of view unique to the two
representative bodies.

Lay Advisory Council,. In joint session with the Administrators' Council,

the Lay Advisory Council shares the authority for the project. The Lay Advtsory

Council is, In effect, a grand council of the attendance area citizens. It

. is composed of one voting member and one non-voting'alternate from each CoMmunity

Council. The Community Councils repre;ent a cross-section of the communities

cooperating.in the project. The memberskip of the Lay Advisory Council and

its relationship to the Community Councils from each school district are displayed

'below.

Coninunity Council and La AdvisOry Committee

i (*indicates Lay-Advisory Member)

.* Support personnel, Title I & Migrant, female
Nurse's Aide, City.Hospital.
Teacher; Elkins
Cook at School, Elkins
Campbell Soup Line Worker
School Bus priver, Carpenter

gIryIFarmintonConiunitCouncil

* Teacher, female
Service Station Attendant ,

Housewife, Mother
Factory worker
Electrician
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Greenland Community Council

* School Nurse, Female
Registered Nurse
Pressman, Standard Register
Teacher

Prairie Grove Community Ciluncil

* Lumber Company, male
Housewife
Teacher substitute
Secretary
Housewife
Grocery Store Manager
General Contractor



St. Paul Commubit Council

* Interior Decorator, male
Farmer
Chicken Grower
Housewife
Truck Driver

wfts.k.roviconamurritycoL_mca

* SWEPCO Supervisor, Male
Grocery Store Owner
Personnel Manager; E.P.C.
Telephone Lineman
Lunchroom Supervisor
Catalog Order Clerk, Wards
Baldwin Piano Worker

bThe functions of the Lay Advisory Council are the same as those for the Adminis-

trators' Council.

projgc_t_kirecthr.. The 'project director is the point from which all other

organizational authority and responsibility emanate. Although functions ,and,

authority are delegated to others within the organization, it is redbgnized

.that accountability resides within the project direCtor's office.

Functions: The projec. t director:

1. meets in joint session with the Lay Advisory Council and the Adminis-
trators' Council during their scheduled'meetingt and presents 6tate-
of-Project" reports to the two coilkils. Additionally, the current
problem areas experienced by the project personnel pre presented For
both the advice and help of the two councils in the resolution of these
difficuliies.

2. carries out, either personally or by specific delegation, the project
dissemination functions.

arranges for evaluations on all project personnel by the relevant

project management personnel at least once every three Months.

4. manages all financial and property procurement authorizations as well

as their accountability dkuments.

5. recommends to the council for ra-dlication ull personnel to be hired.

6. terminates project personnel, when appropriate, and after following

approved project' procedure.

Skills and Abilities Required:

1. Education: Master's degree in Education is considered a minimum re-

quirement. Advanced work in vocational education and supervision is

desired.

2. Experience: A supervisory position in the public schools for at least

three consecutive years is required.
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Curriculum Coordinator. Accountable to the project director, the curric-

ulum coordinator represents project management in each individual schobl in the

cooperative. It is the responsibility of the curriculum coordinator to help

the teachers in grades K-8 with their project efforts, and to coordinate the

curriculum activities of the teachers within the school. The curriculum

coordinator serves as staff to the appropriate school principals on all matters

pertaining to the project effort in the school, helping to phase the project

into the normal operatiori.of the school with a minimum of disruption.

Functions: The curriculumLcoordinator:

1. is responsible for the project in each individual school.

2. produces a weekly status report on the last work day of each week,
and mails it (no later than Friday of that same week) to the project
director.

3. coordinates the use of learning activity packets and ensures that
additional packets are reproduced and distributed to the schools
when needed. .

Skills and Abilities Required:

Education: a Master's degree is considered a minimum requirement.

2. Experience: valid teaching experience in 'the public schools is
mandatory.

Secretary/Bookkeeper. The project director's secretary/bookkeeper

coordinates the project's schedule and reproduction needs with the Machine

Operator and manages all routine records, filihg, typing, reproduction of

project material, and other duties normal to office routine as assigned by the

projectdirector.

Functions: The secretary/bookkeeper:

maintains the pro3eces books (fiscal records) and prepares all
necessary reports.

2. maintains inventory records of all project equipment and materials
as assigned.

3. maintains a complete schedule of project goals a.nd objectives and when
.they are completed.



4. establishes and maintains, as directed, the filing ustem and document

retrieval indexes that will provide ready access to the record of

project implementation.

Theolerk-typiset's responsibilities are carried out under

the direct supervision of the secretary/bookkeeper.

Functions:

1. typing nd reproducing field test packets and other project

materials.

2. typing status reports and other materials emanating from the schools.

establishing and maintaining project inventory records of equipment,

materials, supplies, etc., located at the schools..

Machine Operator. This job includes volume reproduction of all project

documents and curriculum packages and maintenance of supply lines between

cooperating project schools.

i)

Functions:

reproduces packets, project newsl,etters, and(kt,her,pi^oject materials

in the quantities required,

delivers educational materials from the project admfnistrative

offices to the various,cooperating project schools as required.

3. coordinates the material needs of each cooperating project school.

Skills and Abilities:

Office Machines: Requirements include a functional knowledge of
of?-set presses, mimeograph duplicators, and typewriters and a,
functional capability in the handling of all reproduction equipment

Orchased by the project.

Principal (Elementary and/or Middle School). The principal's administotive

duties involve the total school effort at the elementary and middle school level

and, therefore, is in a key.position to affect project implementation. It is

therefore apparent that the principal, the curriculum coordinator, and the

project director must work together closely, remembering that the project goal

is butaone of the many goals at each school. The principal prepares a status
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report on tiie last regUlar school day of each week. The status report is mailed

to the project director no later than Friday of the same week. The status report

is designed to provide project Management with an administrative overview of

project activities within the school and from the perspective of the legally

responsible operatinovadministrators.

gsmatAryansvoricne School Teacher: Project Teacher. Without question

the project succeeds largely on the effort, the attitude, and the demonstrated

cooperation of the project teacher. The project teacher: (1) works with the

. curriculum.coordinator to develop the expertise necessary (a) i&i.understand,

evaluate, and diagnose the students' actual needs, abilities and interests; (b) to

use and evaluate career awareness curriculum materials specific to each individual

student, and (c) to apply that expertise; and (2) prepares a weekly status report

on the last regular school day of each week.

-02119-g-E191-11-5ink2i-9--s-.

A short status report is completed each week by every participating teacher -

and principal, providing a communication channel between school staff and.project

CAP coordinators and a means by which the Project CAP director can monitor

implementation'of project-related activities. These status report forms are

displayed on the next page.

There is periodic follow-up,with-teachers regarding their usage of packets.
,

Every tvio months, the project director informs the six participating principals

of packet usage by their teachers. In addition.to the data on packet usage

obtained from the teachers' weekly status reports, project staff gain useful

information on teacher implementation of career packets and other career i
activities from project-designed planning and summary sheets. The General

Planning List is furnished to aid teachers in scheduling the usage of the

packets at the beginning of the school year., The titles of all packets avail-

able at a given 'grade level are listed across from columns for, each of the

months in the'school xear. Teachers are encouraged to put a Check mark under

the month in which the packet is to be used.

The Summary Sheet is intended for usq in reporting monthly progress. It

includes the titles df all available packets and a space at the top to write in.

the name of the' onth. Opposite the name of the packet used, check marks are

N\Oplaced. Informatio on activities involving career-related people, resource

people, and field trip are also included. At the end of each month, two

copies are given to the principal. Space also is available for teachers to

.express their subjective reactions to the effectiveness of the materials.

r.
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PRINCIPAL'S WEEKLY STATUS REPORT

Name: School: Date:

Project personnel that visited you during the week:

WWWWWWWWW.WWWWWWwwWW.WWWWWW

Comments on their visits:

Do you have enough information about the project? E:lyes; fjno
If no, please state the need and/or the project personnel y want to talk with:

,

In general, are the project activities in your school satisfad/ory, in your

opinion? ij, yes; Ono

Comments and suggestions on the project:

TEACHER'S WEEKLY STATUS REPORT

Teacher: School: Date:

Name of Packet Used This Week:

Check the following which apply to you this ,mek.

Met with Coordinator

Received materials from Coordinator

Resource Person Name:

Field Trip, Where: WWWWWWW.

Additional Career AWareness Activity, What:

Need to see Coordinator

Comments:
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Insmicglairft
To prepare teachers in participating school districts to implement the

Project CAP program, inservice workshops are held in the summer preceding the

school year. The workshops last three days. The following topics comprise the

curriculum for each workshop:
2

Developing a philosophy of Career Education
and Career Awareness

Concepts in Career Education and Career
'Awareness '

Planning for Career Awareness in the Classroom

Planning Learning Centers for Career Awareness

Using Community Resources

Followirig the se4tion on "Planning for Career Awareness in the Classroom,"

the workshop participants meet in small groups and develop classroom units in

career awareness. After the workshop session on "Planning Learning Centers for

Career Awareness, the teachers divide into small groups and develop plans

for settingup such learning centers in their own schools. In addition, when

-the session on "Using Community Resomrces" is concluded, teadhers are asked to

recommend nimes of resource people from their respective communities. Using

information;furnished by the participants, Project CAP staff later contact the

recommended resource persons. A profil,e is written on each community person

'who agrees to serve as a career resourte contact. At the end of the summer, all

the prdfiles are put together and published in a booklet, entitled "CAP Resource

People." Copies of the booklet are distributed to teachers in the participating

schools. , A sample page from the booklet is included in the Appendix.

During the course of each school year, inservice training is conducted on

an individualized basis while coordinators are carrying out weekly visits in the

schools. Each teacher receives training concerning how to use and enrich the

, instructional packets, while the coordinators receive suggestions for improving

packets and ideas for developing new ones.
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COSTS

The 1974-77 budget for Project CAP was $204,427. The six participating

districts paid $47,856 of that amount. The average cost per student,'per year

was $22.56. Costs for salaries included the project director, two curriculum

coordinators, a secretary/bookkeeper, a clerk-typist, and a machine operator.

The school districts provided office space for ihe director and,coordinators as

well as space-for packet development work, printing, and packet storage. The

following table'presents costs for the three years of project development.

Table Costs

1974-75 1975-76 1976-77

?roject Personnel
School Personnel Training
Equipment, Materials, and

Consumables

59,38a 58,061

3,993s' 1 2,966

7,687 9,486

55,328
3,741

3,783

-771-767 $7-07,513 $62,852

.The estimated costs of replicatiny ie Project CAP program in an adopting

school are shown below:

ITEM

Table 2: Replicatton Costs

COS

Set of 32 consuma le packets
Teacher's manual for each grade level
Consultant fee (optional)

11.00 per student*
$2.00 per manual*
$200.00 (2 days of'a Project CAP
consultant, at $100 per day)-plus

. travel expenses

*does not include shipping charges
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EVIDENCE OF EFFECTIVENESS

vs.
t

Interiretabiliks.LNIeasEes

PrOect CAP staff administered two data collection instruments, one project-

developed and one aeveloped by an independent test-development organization.

The Career Awareness Test ICAT). The CAT is a staff-developed instrument

comprised of 30 multiple choice items and designed to measure knowledge of

selected occupations and :the training/education requirdd to enter them. The

instrument has three differeRt versions: one for grades 1-3, one for grades 4-6,

and'one for grades 7-8. It is designe'd for group administration and the questions

arp read' orally by the examiner.

Validity of the CAT. ,f4o-r to the drafting of items for the CAT, a review

of 'relevant literature and materials was conducted. The Encyclopedia of Careeng

'and yocational Guidance, the Occupational Outlobk Handbook, materials from Ohio

State University's Center for Vocational Education, from the Oklahoma State

Department of Vocational Education, from Cobb County, georgia, and selected com-

mercially published materials were reviewed. Based on this review, Project CAP

staff selected 15 otcupations from each of the 15 U.S. Office of EducatiOn career

clusters. These occupations,were selected on the basis of present and forecasted

demand, and were representative of the full range of positions on the career

ladder from entry level through professional level.

Using the total of 225 occupations across the 15 career 'alters as their

reference group, PrOject CAP staff wrote a minimUm 6f 10 test items for each of

the 15 clusters. These 10 or more.items for each of the 15 clusters were adminis-

tered to a piloticass at each of the levels to fi,nd the. most,discriminating

items. Anritem analysis was conducted on the results obtained from each of the

pilot classes. The two items from each cluster that best discriMinated students

according to their knowledge of occupations were combined to form separate 30-iteM

versions of the instrument for each of the three levels.

Reliability of the CAT. To determine the reliability of the three,versions

of the CAT, each version was administered to 100 students at the respectiye grade

levels. Each version of the instrument was diqided into two equal parts and the'

scores on one haksei.se correlated with the scores on the other half by computing

Pearson Product-Moment correlations (corrected by the Spearman-Brown Prophecy

Formula). The following internal consistency reliability coefficients were

obtained:
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Level' r

Grades 1-3 .68

Grades 4-6 .77

Grades 7-8 .71

O./

t.

The Career Knowledge,Test. Published by Evaluative Research Associates,

Inc., St. Ouis, Missouri, the career Knowledge rest is designed for students

in grades 1-3 and assesses their\knowledge of the world of work. Project CAP

staff seledted the Career Knowledge Test because the items included in it test

knowledge of occupations which are representative of al115 U S. Office,of Edu-

dation clusters. It is a 30-item picture instrument in which items test knowledge

of the simi1arlties and differences of various occupations and of their required

tools. The reliability of the instrUmenf is shotoo oy a reported internal con-

sistency reliability coefficient of .85.

. The Orientation tofareer Conce ts Worker Activities Scale. Also published

by Evaluative:Research Associatesi the Orientation to Career Concepts instrument

includes r series of scale's designed to measure career awareness of students in

grades 4-8. Project CAP staff selected the Worker Activities Scale because it

meatures knowledge of what different workers do in varibus,occubations tf%t are

representative of the 15 U.S. Office of Education career clusters: Yt is a

20-item scale.
'

items-were written in a five-response, multiple choice format. The

reliábilitx of the scale is evidenced by a reported internal consistency' re-

liability coefffcient of .76. .

Credibility of Evidence

Evaluation Design. Project CAP staff used a'posttest only, matched control

group model to evaluate the effectiveness of the project activities. ,To serve

as control schools for the schools in the Boston Mountains CooperatiVe that

participated in the project, six schools outside the Cooperative having no formal

career education programs were selected. These schbols were matched with the

projecschools with respect to: (a) school population; (b) nIimber of'teachers;

(c) expenditures/ADA; (d) average daily attendance; (e) average assessed valua-

tion; (f) geographic location; (0 socioeconoMic factors; (h) curriculum; anCI

(i) other contextual variables.
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.

gyid9nce_oilmargillk of Treatment and Control Schools,

Population of'treatment and control schools

roaect Sc ools: Nopulation

Grade
School 1 2 .3 4 5 6 7 8 Total

Elkins 34 34 30 43 49 22 44 50 306
Farmington 54 41 56 49 51 53 59 58 421

, Greenland 23 27 32 29 38 45 45 47 286
Prairie Grove 88 76 71 80 67 71 56 58 567
St. Paul 28 .27 44 21. 28 30 20 35 e33
West Fork 65 63 56 54 70 77 67 88 540

A

TOTAL 292 268 289 276 303 298 291 336 2353

., Control Schools: opulation

Grade
School 1 2 3 4 5 6

Charleston 47 53 41 53 42 51

Deer 29 18 23 27 26 23.

Eureka Springs 32 38 38 43 0 28
Green Forest 48 58 51 -54 68 72
Pea Ridge

V

V 53 37 37 34 56. 43
Yellville 55 41 54 54. 45 55

TOTAL 264 245 244 265 267 272

7 8 Total

62. 71 420
23 25, 194
36 34 279
78 66 495
51 42 353
.50 57 411

300 295 2152

o The average number of teaChers at the six treatmentschoo)s was 33.3; the
average number of teachers at the six control schools wae30.3.

Expenditure per ADA of treatment and control schools
41

Expenditure
VS

Expenditure
Treatment Schools Per ADA Control Schools

. Per ADA
Elkins 7795 C5r1eston $712
Farmington 723 Deer 764
Greenland 838 Eureka Springs 1,013

' Prairie Grove- 755 Green Forest 756
St. Pa41 884. Pea Ridge 719
West Fork 697 Yellville 736

Average assessed valuation, ADA, and expenditure per ADA
*

n

Average
Assessed
VOuation' Average ADA

Average
bspenditure
Per ADA .

6 Treatment Schools $3,583,285 604 $782.00
6 Control Schools $3,798p705 581 783.50
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The six treatment and six control schools were geographically located
in the rural, mountainous area of northwest Arkansas.

Socioeconomic faCtors: The occupations ofpRrents from the treatment
and control school districts inCluded limited farming, poultry raising,
cattle raising, truck and orchard crops, logging, light industry, and
service jobs.

o The curriculum of all Awelve schools appeared comparable, e.g., nine
4

of the 12 schools'used the same reading series.

The student populations from all 12 schools appear to have comparable
exposure to media outside the"school. All areas have access to a weekly
/county paper and in a few of the locations a daily neWspaper. All areas

can receive at least one clear network TV channel and an educational
,-channel.

Data Collection Procedures. Students in the treatment and control schools:

were administered the CAT, the Career knowledge Test, and the Orientation to

Career Concepts/Worker"Activities Scale in late February and March 1977. The

instruments were administered by Project CAP staff after they had received

special training in administering them, including practice in reading the ques-

tions orally to refine their pronunciation, pacing, and manner of administration.

,PrOject staff scored all students', responses to the instruments and were respons-

ible for all data analyses.

'Evidence of Impact

Data.Anplyses. Mean posttest differences between treatment and control,

'schools by grade Pevel were analyzed using the t-test for independent sdOles.

Tables 1, 2, and 3 included in the Appendix present the' means, standard devia-
,

tions, t-values, and significance levels for treatment and control schools on

the Career Awarenesi,Test (CAT), the Career knowledge Test,4and the Orfentation

to Career Concepts/Worker Activities Scale. The resultstpresented in these

tablea demonstrate that the treatment schools invariably out-performed the control

schools by a wide margin on the posttest. On all three instruments, at every

grade level, group differences were highly signiffcant.

Evidence

The eyahiation plan used; the da.o collected and the resulting analyses

provide reasonably convincing evidence that Project CAP produced educationally

significant results. The treatment and control schools were equivalent on such

variables as school population, school staff per student, distriCt expenditure
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per ADA, average dafly attendance, average.assessed valuation, geographic
.

location, Socioeconomic factors, curriculum, and'exposure to tnformation outside

the school. Theuse of comparable control schools appeari to rule out the

possibility of.explaining the results in terms of other variables such as matura..-

tion effects, practice effects, and outside-schOol experiences. In addition, all

mean differenees between treatment And control Schools exceeded one-third of.a

standard deviation; tp fact, for.grades 1-3 the treatment mean, scores exceeded

the contrel mean scores by more than one standard deviation on the Career Aware-

ness Test. ,The large sample that included grades 1-6 and the very high level of

statistical stgnificance attained across all grades indicate that the Project CAP

'goal of sfgnificantly increasing students' awareness of careers was achieved.

FaVorable Review by Joint Dissemination Review Panel
,

The Joint Dissemibation Revfew Panel (JD,RP) was established by the

Education Division of the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare in 1972.

The ,joint U.S. Office of. Education--National Institute of Education (NIE)

Panel currently has 22 members, eleven from each agency,appointed respectively

by the Commissioner of Education and the Director of NIE. The LIDRPmeets

periodically to review the evidence of effectiveness submitted for a wide

variety of federally supported educational products.and practices, with

effectiveness being the sole criterion for approval by the JDRP. It is

charged with the responsibility of ansuring that educational interventions--

projects, products, or practices--have been shown,to have'positive impacts

on their recipients before they are disseminated with federal funds .or

'endorsed by the Education Division.1

In May 1978, the JDRP reviewed Project CAP and approved it for nationwide

dissemination.

.111.11.11.08...

Tallmadge, G.K. The Joint Dissemination Review Panel: IDEABOOK. Washington,
D.C.: NIE/DHEW, September 1977.
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CONCLUSION

In ,a rural area of Northwest Arkansas, Project CAP was organized to

meet the career awareness needs of students, grades K-8. The high degree 'of

stringency with whicih the evaluation of the Project CAP program was carried

out and the excepti,onally strong results proVide reasonable assurance that

the program.is making substantial progress toward meeting those needs. Those

school districts with similar rural populations coniprised predominantly of

Caucasian students may consider.adapting the Project CAP program to their

!local settings, knowing that the, program has bean ,demonstrated to be

effectiVe in its original locale.

`I
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Appendix A

BOSTON.MOUNTAINS COOPERATIVr FOR,FEUERAL PROGRAMS

CARO AWARENESS PROGRAM SURUEY
December, 1973 .

'This survey is designed to find out what knowledge students have.about career
training and.job opportunities. Please read each question and Mark the
appropriate answer.

1. Do you know what kind of.job you plan to work at when you
"grow up"?

2. Will you need to finish high school to get the job you want?

3.. Will you need to take special courses in high school'to get
'the job you want?

Will you need,to get training after high school to get the ,

job you plan to do?

Will you need to go to college to get the job you plan to do?

Will you reed to take special courses in high school to go
to college?

7. 'Are there lots ofjobs available in the type of work you
want to do?

,Will you have to move to,a different state to work at the
job you plan to do?

. 9. Do you know how much money you wfll be making?

10. Would you likd for your school classes to include learning
about all kinds of Jobs?

0

11. Mild learning about all kinds of jobs help you make better
choices about what you Plan to take in high school?

12. Would learning about all kinds of jobs help you Make better
decisfons about what you plan to do when you "grow up?"

13. What kind of job do you plan to do?

fst choice 3rd chuice

14. Did you learn about this kind of job from
a. school

b. home
c. books or magazine

friends
TV

f. other

-214-
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Yes

'Don't .

No Know -

44,444,41.1
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Appendix B

SOURCE - RESOURCE

AGRI BUSINESS AND NATURAL RESOU'RCES

1. University of Arkansas Agricultural Experimental Farm
Amin Glenn Hardy, Dean of Agri
University of Arkansas
Agri 205
Fayetteville, ArkansW72701
Bus: 575-2252 4,

a..Any Size group may visit
b. WillLrig to 'speak or demonstrate in the.schools
e. No charge for services
d. Career information materials but directed toward

high school youths
e. Willing to'participate in.career developing activities

Subjeot:

a. Agriculture and natural resourees

2. Mr. Paul E. Bayley, Dairy Farmer
Route #1
Elkins, Arkansas 72727
443-2786 ,

a. Prefer thedium.group, lO 20., to visit dairy
b. Willing-to speak in the schools
e . No charge for service
d. Willing to partkoipate in career development activities

Subjects:

a. How milk is produced
b. Managing a dairy
O . Transportation of milk
d. Hot, milk is homogenized bottled and shipped

3. Mr, C
Route
West
Rest

a.

b.
e .

d.

e .

larenee JO Longtin, Sheep Farmer, Purebred'Breeder
1 Box 6 (also see Manufaoturing)

Fork, Arkansas 72774
839-3128
Large group, 20+, may visit farm
Willing to speak in the schools
2xponses and grass for sheep (on lawnfir
Career information materia3s may be obtained at County
Agents office
Willing to participate in career development activities

Subjeotst
a. Feeding of sheep
b. Wool .
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AGRI BUSINESS AND NATURAL Rtsoncis

4. Dr. John L. Meaion, Chemistry Instructor
Chemistry' Department
University of Arkansas'
Fayetteville, Arkansas, 72701

a. Medium group, 10-20, may vtsit
b. Willtng to speak or daponstrate in the school

,o. No charge for ,seivice
e. Willing to participate in career development aotiVities

Subjects:
.1

a. Research'in Nuclear C4emistry and Physics
by Natural resources
oy Agriculture

:s

5. Carl Rose and'Staff
Washington County Agriculture Extension Service
Courthouse Annex
442-9821 ,

Cooperative Extension Service
P.O. Box 1071
Fayetteville, Arkansai

a. Representatives visit classes to tell abodt home economics,
or agriculture careers.

to

e.

0
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Appendix C

, tosa,

ENVIRONMENTAL MENTISTS

Today we are conceilied with environmental

protection. Envirorental pollufion poses a

threa-t-lo- society. Environmental scieRtists

help us live in our physical environment. These

scientists study the history, composition and

characteristics af the earth's surfacer

Some environmenlal scientista do resear.ch

to increase scientific knowledge. Other's try and

solva the practical problems of pollution. Still

others teach in collegrs and universities.

There are seVeral

Ltypes of,environmental

scientists. Geologists,

302-023 0 - 79 - 15

geophysicists, meteorologists,

and oceanographers are

considered environmental

scientists. We are Oing to

look at the work of the

geologist.
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, Geologists study the strticture, composition

'and history of the earth's crust. Their work

helps us locate,natural resources. Environmentalists

dre telling Us that we are's'using,up our pe'troleum

sources. G'eologists are constantly trying '0 locate

milierals and solid fuels from the earth..

The work of geologists ii very important to

us. The tr.aining they receive is important to ,

Viem. Persons seekilg carters as geoFogLsts

need. at least a master's':degriee. Many times a Ph.D. .

degree is. required.

Careers in geology involve a lot of o.utdoor

work, Ma.ny times trvel is mecessary. TraveJ io

,
distant countries illay also be involved in thiir

work.

Employment opportunities for leologists are

very favorable. Geologists.are employed by federal

agencie.s., particularly the U.S. Geological Survey. .

Many.geologists'are employed at colleges and

universitiBs.

GeoloOsts earn vary high salaries. 'They

usually work pany loog hdurs. However, they enjoy

their work,and feel it is helpful to mankind and

the environment.
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Earthquakes, Geologists and Rocks .

Geologists study chemical compositiuns and

changes in ,. minerals and rocks.. For example, they

determine Iiihether underground rocks wi,l1 b'ear the

weight of a building'or structure, or.they .

determine if the building or structure ie.louated

in an earthquake-prone area. As you know, earth-

quakes are a, cau,se of very high death tolls all'

over th world.

Rocks are important to geologists, but what

are rocks? They hre simply combinations of minerals.

Rocks are classified according to their forination.

The study of rock formation is'very important.

Rocks are fo 4ed by one of three processes:

predsure, heat o 'clange_.___Utls look at each

classificatio

Sedimentarvock-)s

fotm\e)d by prissure. WW1 the

earth was vdry young, the

seas ceept onto the land and

receded4ver and over agailL
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Each time this happened, a.laiter of mud and sand

'settled mit and remained.behind. As one layer

alter. another built up, the.lower layers began to

compress. This pressure :formed rock. Rock'which

is layered is called sedimentary rock.

, Molten material ie found within the earth. .

Molten material that coals and hardens forms

igneous racks. ,This is

rock formed, by heat. Ignegus.

rocks usually are found well

!below the'surface of the earth.
.MetamoA

rphic rocks are those which have been

changed by heat and pressure from igneous or'

sedimentary rocks. These rocks were 'formed during"(

the mountain-forming period

,when the bending of the.sarth's

crusi caused Me tremendous

heat and pr'essure necessary

to change rocks. Metamorphic

rocks are u-sually layered or

banded. .

-

Skim the following questions. 'Nen, look

again at the preceding paragraphs skimming over

the material. .yow, fill in the blanks answering

each question.

1. are a cause of very high' death tolls

2 dete"rmine if buildings or

structures are an an earthquake-prone area.
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3. Rocks are .1,....exogvesIwo.

RoCks are class I fi>ed according to their,....

iocks are formed. 0 'three different processes,

List these,proces,ses.

6. List.three types of rocks.

11.111110MMIUMMIIIMOMMa

'INIrminmenr.ams.nommormaswommeals

7 rock is formed by pressure.

is formed by heat.

is formed by change.

10. Molten material is found within:

usually are found we l

below the surface of the aarth.

12 rocks are usually layered or

banded.



CAREER ..QUIZ t.

ll in .the bl,aRks wi th the missing iitirds from

the 1 i st below. Not, al l of the words 1 i sted wi 1 1

enwli ronment4l scienti.sts or geologists, empkiment,
hifr, Ph.D. , low, U.S. Geologi cal Survey,

Geologi cal Rock Association, master's', outdoor,

i ndoor

study the strudAre,

composi ti,on 0.4 hi stor f the earth' s crust. ,

2. Geologi sts need at 1 east a

3. Careers in geology invol ve a lot f

work.

degree.

Les for geol ogi 8 8

are fa vorabl e.

r.

Geologi sts may ,work for a Federal agency cal led

Geol Ogi sts earn a ifery sala.ry.

r
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, Project CAP
is an E.S.E.A.

Title III Project

This month's newsletter is de-
voted to.the experiences of pupils
and.teachers. in,CAP related activities.

F/ELD TRIP

Stars, computerso'indian.relics!
Farmington third graders in Mrs.
Boynton's andrMrs. Brown's rooms .

explored these realms when they took
a tield trip to the University ,of
Arkansas. Dr., Sharrah at the
planetarium'showed the Star formations
arid explained their movements. All
will be lookin 'for the red "Christmas
Star" (Jupiter ) which will be'seen
in the east in December. An archaeo-
logist, ipecializing.ilearly./ndian
studies, kept the children.fascinated*
with arrowheads, pottery, weapons
and other relics found in.thiel area.
At the computer denter, Dr.

Ashmore showed the children how
computors,work, including the
"brain". What a lot'ot wires
am circuits! Thechildren got
an insight into several exciting
career possibilities and Ouldn't
decide whether they wanted to be
computer-scientist, or.operatorsi
astronomers or archaeologists..

Mrs.' Boynton
Mrs. Brown
Farmington, Arkansas

=11.1

ooli.m.Lognowomozeimmam..1....o..

HEALTH CAREERS

Mrd. Davis, 2nd. grade teacher
at Farmington Elementary School,
encouraged' her students to brifig
in information aboutithe varibus
careers they were'studing in'
geojeet CAPts Health Cluster. .

Here,are some of the things the
students4hared,with the.cless:

, Cathy Ore 'told about her father.
y dady1e .a nurse at the V.A.

Hospital. He helPs the dootora
take care of people. He works 8.
hours, sometimes days and sometimes.
nights. When he goes to work at
nOTA.M. hi gets off at.400 P.M.
Michael Gabbird reported about

hie grandmotherply.grandmother,
works et the'City' she,
'works 4 long day". .

K4y Bertialls mdther is a'
nurse0 e yrsays it is hard work !
but her Moth* likes it.
Mike Center'knew someone who

weilirrirTEW surgery rooms at
Washington Regional Medical center.
Hefsaid,sometimes they wOrkrnights
and sometimes thot-work days.
Mrs. Davis said they learned that

wan-Bill-W3rke affelits the salary
they receive as does.the previous,
training and experience.

Mrs. Davis
Farmington, Arkansas
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The Sixth Grade at St

The six,th graders at St. Paul are
an enthuslastid group of young
people. .To provide, a relevant
learning,iltuatiOn fdr them we are .

using tat Oreer Awareness Program
as a long range teaching unit.

.

Thera are three basic stages of this
unit, First the students choose 0
career. Next, they Must apply for a
position in the career they have
chosen. Hopefully, after completing
this stAge we will be able to

.

dramatize a real'life situation
in.which they must find a place to
live, pay their bills, and choose
how to spend and save their earnings.
The opportunities for teaching

communication skills in this unit,
Are endless. Since the students
must i'illout social security.oard
applications, make job applications,
and actually have dramatized inter-
views, they must use reading,
listening, speaking, and writing
skills.
One of the most rewarding aspects

of this.unit however is the interest
and participation of the Students.
All.of the students have chosen a
job they went to apply for. Most
of them have a newspaper ad that
corresponds with their particular
job. 3o far in ourkolassroom we
have nurses, secreteries, truck
drivers, deisel mechanics, police-
man, rodeo rider, and a basketball
coach. We also have an egg grader,
plumber and a carpenter.
"We progress.as interest and

enthusinaim dictates. Schedules
or plans are flexible and can be
altered without upset. For example
our initial plan was to select and
apply for a job using the Job
Application Packet. Then we were
going to use the Career Paekets on
the ditfcrnnt occupational clusters.
After",silecting . job end filling
out social mecurity card applies-
tionsp we decided to introduce the
packets on Lealth Careers. This

n great iden bacause some of
the students decided thea were more
interested in that ricV1 t»fter
they were,expcsed to it.

Paul
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Our time schedule is flexible
also. Sometimea more time is spent
than usual. For example when we
were using the Registered Nurse
Packet, some students learned how
to take blood pressure, pulse, end
respiration. They were so eager
to participate that mor6than one
hour was spent in the classroora,
plus 45 minutes of recess time.
Other days, however we may spend
very little time. The unit can be
stopped'or started at any time.
Very little teacher preparation

time ie required to teach this mnit.
CAP provides packets, newspapers,
and ideas to help. The interest
of the students provides additional
incentive for the teacher to plan
with them in the'classroom: We hope
that stage three,-the dramatization
of a real-life situation, will be
carried out. Communication skills
as.well as ma'A, social, and economic
ekills will be taught in a meaningful
way,

Dolly. Walker, Teacher

A First Grade at Greenland

The class was engaged in a rather
fascinating discussion about Dental
Technicians and how important it was
that they be able to "tell time" in
order to know-how long to let a
mold for false,teeth set. We were
starting a unit of Health Occupations
and at the same time learning how
to tell time. Unfortunately. the
diseuesion about technicians and
their needing to know how to tell
'time went by the waysidee because
the "Tooth Fairy" seemed more in-
terestina they thought. The teacher,
trying desperately to regain the
gist of the lesson, inlected the
fact that the tooth fairy also had
to know how to tell time or otherwise
he or she would not know when to
bring the money for lost baby teeth.
This seemed to delight the class
and gave an even greater desire to
learn about telling time that day.

Mrs. Carolyn 'Rooney Teacher



Appendix E

The Means Standard Deviations 't-Values .and Si nificance Levels

for Treatment and Control Schools on Three Tests

Table 1 ,

Career Awareness Test (CAT)

101.1.+MMOO MIAOW
Grade Level Mean SD t-value

-----11 TreatMent
1: Control 264 8.3

2t Treatment 268 17.3
2: Control 245 12.9

3: Treatment 289 19.0
3: Control 244 15.0

4: Treatment 276 14%8

4: Control 265 13.0

5: Treatment 303 16.9
5: Control 267 14.4

6: Treatment 298 17.1

6: Control 272 15.1

7: Treatment 291 15.6

7: Control 300 13.4

8: Treatment 337 17.6

8: Control 295 14.6

**si,gnificant at the .001 level

4.

2.2

4.3
3.1

3.9
3.6

3 4
3.1

3.9
3.2

, 3.8
3.3

4.3
3.9 .

10.1

3.8

19.79**

13.44**

12.28**

6.0**

8.16**

6.64**

6.64**

4.84*t

6

Table 2

Career Knowledge Test

Grade Level...=1 Mean Str t-value

1: Treatment
1: Control

2: Treatment
, 2: Control

3: Treatment
3: Control

292
264

268
245

289
244

20.9
16.5

20.5
18.6

22.4
20.8

4.0
4.5

4.3
4.3

3.8

3.6

12.38**

4.88**

4.89**

**significant at the .001 level
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Table 3

Orjentation to Career Concepts: Worker Activities Scale

Grade Level' Mean SDen t-value

4: Treatment
4: Control /

5: Trf .."Tient

5: Col fr) ol

6: Treatment
6: Control

7: Treatment
7: Control

8: Treatment'

8: Control

276

265

303
267

298
272

291

300

337

295

9.6 3.0
8.1 2.9

10.5 3.0
9,2 2.9

11.4 3.1

9.4 3.3

12.8 3.3

12.1 2.8

13.5 5.7

12.5 3.1

5.84**

5.31**

7,30**

2.80*

2.80*

**significant at the .001 level
*significant at the .005 level
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FOREWORD

This activity description was prepared as part of a study conducted by
the AmeriCan Institutes for Research (AIR) under contract No. 300-77-0303
to the U.S. Office.of.Education. The purposes of the study were to iden-
tify evaluated, exemplary career education Activities; to recommend identi.;
fied activities to the, Joint Dissemination Review Pinel (JDRP) of the
Education Division, Department of Health, Education, and Welfare; to prepare
descriptions of identified activities; and to develop a handbook with six
models for evaluating career education activities.

The criteria established for screening activities in this study intention-
ally limited choices to those whose evaluation reports presented evidence of
effectiveness. Close attention was given to the soundneSs of evidence in eval-
uation reports. A minimum requirement for this evidence of effectiveness was

, that some comparison standard be provided so that gains made by the studenti
participating in the activity'could'be attributed to the impact of the activity.
After confidence in the evidence of effectiveness was established, further
criteria were applied. These criteria included coniistent relationships between
a well-planned assessMent of needs, a statement of desired student outcomes, the
selection of instruments, and the procedures used.in data collection, managemento,
and analysis.

This document describes one of ten projects that was Selected from among 250
submitted. It presents one locale's way of successfully implementing a career
education activity, the results of which are educationally significant. Although
the description reflects an activity developed.in, response to local needs, other
school districts with similar needs may wish to adapt parts or all of it accord-
ing to their,own circumstances and philosophy.

We are especialty grateful to the staff of Project CDCC and to the many
school staff members who generously gave their time to answer questions froms8IR
site visitors. They extended a special kind of hospitality and'spared no amount
of effort to provide the information necessary to prepare this description. They
made it possible for the site visitors to see the program in action, as well as
to understand the philosophy and strategies that underlie its operations.

Project CDCC,materials are judged to be free of bias with regard to race,
sex, age, income levels, and type of occupation.

-228.
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PROJECT OVERVIEW

TITLE & LOCATION: Project CDCC (Career Development Centered Curriculum)
Coloma Community School Dsitrict
P.O. Box 218
Coloma,, Michigan 49038

TYPE:

PROJECT DIRECTOR:

SETTING:

.8

Add-on via career education units

Lee Downey
Ph: (616) 468-8341

This project serves students in grades K-6. In 1975-76, the

project was implemented in the district's three elementary

schools. Coloma is a rural community in southwest Michigan.
The estimated population in the area served is 12,000 persons,
with 1,600 students enrolled in grades K-6 each year. A

large segment of the parents is employed in business and .

industries related to agriculture. The project is currently
being replicated at other locations throughout the state of
Michigan under a statewide dissemination program funded by an

ESEA Title Grant.

STAFr: During the four-year development and field testing period,
Project COCC staff consisted of a project director and two

project coordinators. An evaluator was hired on a contract

basis.

GOAL: The goal of Project CDCC is to provide career development
instruction to rural students at the elementary level (K-6).

This instruction is designed especially to increase students'

awareness of life roles, to help them formulate realistic

self concepts, and to foster the developMent and ust of de-

cision-maktng skills.

EVALUATION DESIGN: 'The impact of Project CDCC activities upon students was assessed

in 1975-76 by testing comparable groups of treatment and con-

trol students at the beginning and again at the end of each

instructional unit.

MATERIALS: The project has developed a comprehensive, articulated career
development curriculum for K-6 students. The 27 units (four

for each of grades K-5 and three at the sixth-gradp level) in-

clude learning and practice in math, communication arts,
science, and social studies; they also convey the career de-

velopment aspects of an individual's growth. Teachers are also

encouraged to use a few commercial materials.

The main cost items are teachers' tiae spent in teacher training
(a two-day inservice training session) and the Project CDCC

units for each grade level.

COST:

-231-
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PROJECT DESCRIPTION

The purpose of this section is to describe the origins of Project CDCC

'and its'staff-developed instructional materials, the participation of the com-

munity, the management system, the costs of implementing the system, and the

available evidence documenting its effectiveness.

PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT

Project CDCC was developed with ESEA Title III funds by the Coloma Community

School District. Currently funded by the Michigan Department of Education's Ex-

perimental and Demonstration Centers Program, the project is designed to assist

districts, in meeting student career development needs.

Relation of the Population

The Coloma Community School District is located in southwest Michigan: The

estimated population in the geographic area is 12,000 persons, with 1,600 stu-

dents enrolled in grades K-6 each year. A large segment of the parents is em-

ployed in.businesses and industries related to agriculture. The community is

comprised primarily of middle-class families. The school district.is composed

of the following ethnic groups: Na,,ive American -- 2%; Black -- .2%; Asian

American -- .3%; Latin American.-- 1.5%; White -- 96%.

Staff Survey

Coloma is an isolated, rural area in which students are not exposed to a

wide range of occupations. Local student needs for an orientation to possible

life roles and skills in decision making were identified using 1970-71 state

assessment scores, locally-developed checklists of students' career awareness,

and other local data. For example, teachers were surveyed and gave their opinions

of student needs in different curriculum areas and in career and self awareness.

Four local needs were identified on the basis of the state assessment scores and

the teacher survey: (1) teachers needed a vehicle for making the curriculum

relate to life activities and roles; (2) students were unaware of their own

abilities, interests, and aptitudes; (3) students were unaware of the options

available to them due to limited information and exposure; and (4) students

needed to make better educational and occupational decisions.

-232-
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Program Planriin

The staff survey indicated that career awareness was of prime imortance.

The Coloma superintendent sensed that the community was ready for an innovative

program, which caused him to set the stage to facilitate program development.

He met with key teachers in the district to discuss career education needs and

to plan appropriate strategies. It was decided.that program planning should have

input from parents, teachers, administrators, and students. In addition, two

successful models of programs in career awareness Were studied: Cobb County

Schools' Career Education Program in Marietta, Georgia; and the Mesa, Arizona

Public Schools project. Both, of these model programs were visited by Coloma

staff, ahd writings on career education by national educational leaders were

studied. The following publication was consulted during* the planning process:

pcsaationalchoiceihtoaGeneralTheor by Ginzberg. Writings by

Havighurst, Super, arid Tennyson were also used as references in the planning phase..

Project Goal

Based on the survey data and the planning process described above, the

major project goal was set forth: to enhance the career development of elementary

students by building specially developed curriculum units into the existing edu-

cational program. To measui'e the impact of these units on students, project staff

develoPed objecti'ves-referenced tests to be administered before and again after

each unit was taught. A management system was developed to monitor project imple-

mentation and evaluation.

Measure of Achievement

,An objectives-referenced approach was used as the general strategy for

measuring attainment of objectives. During the first project year (1972-73),

project staff struggled with the issue of develoOing a standardized test. It was

felt that such a test would,be so specific to the local area that it would not

be applicable elsewhere. On the other hand, a more generalizable test would

probably not measure what was being,taught in the classroom. Another iffportant

factor was that staff felt they did not have the time to go through the norming

procedure required for a standardized test. Therefore, the project evaluator, who

was hired on a contract basis and was involved in the project from the beginning,

encouraged staff to utilize an objective-referenced approach; the criterion adopted

was that 75% of the students would demonstrate mastery of 75% of the obiectives.

-233-
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To trans,ate the overall project objectives into student performance objec-

tives that were measurable, project staff went through the following steps. First,'

a list of career development themes was derived from each project objective. Then,

each ofdthe themes wai subdivided into goal statements for the various career

development curriculum units. Finally, each unit goal statement was translated

into one or more performance objectives. The result was a total of 141 performance

objectives. Student accomplishment of these performance objectives indicated the

degree to which each overall project objective was attained.

Before introducing any information about a unit, teachers pretested their

students, studied the pretest resUlts, and determined the areas in which students,

needed the most work by reviewing the unit's objectives. While teaching the

unit, they used an observational checklist to record students' behavior: Teachers

marked a form when students worked in small groups. Students continued working

in small group activities until all students had antopportunity to meet the
.

relevant performance objective. ,

After completing each capsule (unit subtopic, teachers decided whether or

not students needed additional practice in the areas studied. After completing

the u it, teachers did any necessary, reviewing and included any indicated.en-

richmen The posttest was then administered. Students were assessed twice

during ea h nine-week grading period (one pretest and posttest for each unit).

Source of Fding

During the 1971-72 sthool year a local committee representing parents,

teachers, administrators, and students provided input for the original proposal

that was written and submitted to obtain ESEA Title III funds. Funding began in

July 1972.

MATERIALS AND ACTIVITIES

f.1

Selection of Unit Approach

Project CDCC staff did not want to present career development instruction

in isolation from the existing elementary curriculum. However, a key decision

was macte'early in the project to develop specific career education units that

combined career information with academic skills. Project staff considered the

unit approach after exposure to the Cobb County project. Their decision to develop,

bnits rather than to adopt a general infusion approach was motivated by three

underlying assumptions.
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First, uniU would have more staying power than general infusion techniques. -

Since units are discrete and concrete, they have a higher probability of teacher

use and reuse, wfiile teacher interest ininfusion strategies may wane after the

post-inservice training novelty has worn off.

Second, the effectiveness of units would be easier .b3 evaluate than the

effectiveness of diffuse infusion techniques. Perhaps more importantly, it is

easier to attribute student gains to unit exposure than to exposure to infused

career. information. Teachers are more likely to continue using units when they

can see that students are learning specific'skills as a result of participating'

in the unit's learning activities.

Finally, units would be more attractive ta teachers in adopting school

districts. They comprise a neat package for rAssemination and are.easier for

new teache.rs to review and assess than, for eXample, a handbook of general strate-

gies for infusing Career education concs into the ongoing curriculum.

Having completed a staff survey Aid determined the project goal, and having

selected the unit approach to imp1Jmenting this goal, project staff and teachers

in the Coloma Community School: conducted an extensive literature search in order

to derive the project objeccives and the optimum unit content and format".

Project Design

To define the content of the units to be developed and implemented in grades

K-6, project staff wrote the following three objectives.

Objectiye 1: Demonstrate an Increased Awareness of Life Roles. The varied

careers that people may follow during their lives are the central focus of this

Jobjective. The followsing 12 career clusters are thase addressed by the project..

They resulted from a review of materials from the Cobb County, Georgia project

and from the Mesa, Arizona public schools project, with several adaptations

made by the Coloma project director:

t

Natural resources
Manufacturing
Construction
Technology and research
Arts and entertainment
Business, sales, trade, finance

Clerical

Transportation and comiunications
'Public service

Personal and product service
Hospitality and recreation
Health



Qui_esILTILLgrElogrkalissicSsIflonsekts. A series of developmental

tasks, which describe the sequentiaf components of an individual's career de-

vglopment, emerged frOm the literature review conducted early in the project.

They represent a synthesis of the iarious theoretical constructs exemplifYing

"'healthy" careerdevelopment. Following are examples of carerr development tasks

that the project aims to help students accomplish:

kt, Career, Development )1SILS

Developmental
Grades Period Tasks

. .

.

K.,;3 Fantasy Children make unrealistic choices based on dreams
and wishes.

4-6 Late Fantasy, Children should be helped to see that there are
Early Tentative still a number cf years before career plans must

be set.

7-9 Tentative The individual begins to recognize the problem
of career choice; decisions are tentative but
more realistic.

10-12 Late Tentative, The individual's considerations become much more
Realistic practical as well as important. The individual's

. career hypothesis issreformed tO make adjust-
ments for changing interests, abilities, values,
and increased knowledge of life roles. .

plijegsiye3LDeyejopanclJssjecision-MalLingJkills. Several sub-objectivet

were written to clarify the intent nf this decision-making objective (similar sub-.

objectives were also written to clarify the intent of the first two objectives),3

they are displayed here.

Sub-objective: 'The student will set personally relevant ,goals as part'
of his/her decision making.

Sub-objective: The student winidentify and use information about self
and life roles as part of his/her decision making.

oSubzlablecnie,: The student will dnderstand decision, making as identify-
ing alternatives, selecting the alternative most con-
sistent with goals, and taking steps to implement a
purse of action.
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Achievement of this lecision-making objective is viewed as laying Ihe ground-

work for students to be able to set and achieve individual educational and Career

goals.

MitttahLIIMORMIL r.

The materials development process consisted,of Combining occupational

clusters, career development tasks, and caree decision-making sub-objectives

with the existing elementary curriculum to devOop specific career education

'units. The car'eer developmentAasksand academic skills, which become more

sophistidated as students mature,.defined the unit sequencing pattern. TO.de-

velop units that would be feasible for teachers .6 implement, COloma project
\

staff and teachers followed a cyclit mode of.developmental activities. Each

year, over a period of three years, curriculum unit were wvitten, implemented
4

in classrooms, evaluated, and revised.

In theefirst project year (1972-73), units were pilot-teited'in approximately

three classrooms,per grade level in one school. The same teachers w o developed

those initial units on a voluntary basis implemented them in their c assrooms.

In,1973-74, the unitsewere revised on the basis of the 1972-73 data and were

field-tested in all classes in Coloma's three elementary schools. The units

Werg again revcsed, 'on the basis,of the 1973-74 results, and implemented in all

three schools 1n1974-75. 0

This coatinuous refinement process allowed modifications to be made in each

unit each yee., It also allowed the Classroom teachers to have a large amount of

input,in the development and revisionof..the materials.

'The metiodology underlying the development of the units reflects the proj-"

ect's goal and Objectives. Career education is viewed as nurturing the idea

that,education and,subsequent involvement in a career can be more fulfilling if

a student has,gained the tools of CarOr development -- i.e., the"ability to

maintain a realistic notion of who he or she is, of'what particular traits and

abilities make that person unique,.and of how to assess and structure each life

role for more rewarding consequences. The schematic on the next page illustrates

the units' integrated approach to career education. K-6 learning activities are

related.tolnstructional outcomes that form a basis for the de'Zisions students

have to'make during their junior and senior high school years.
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CAREER DEVELOPMENT MODEL

ACTIMIES OUTCOMES (OBJECTIVES)

Career Awireness Liferole
& Exploration Understandings

Self Awareness

I; Assessment

'Objective-4

Reaktic Self-concept
Formulation

(Wective 2)

Decision Making DM Skill Development

& Planning & Utilization
(Objective 3)

INDIVIDUAL

10
CAREER

PLAN

IMPLEMENTATION

Unit Format and Activities.

Each teaching unit is composed of four sections. The first section identi-

ofies the unit's elements, themes, goals, and performance objectives. It also

includes an evaluation approach or, specific test items for determining the extent

to which students accomplish the objectives. In the second section, the unit's

teaching strategies are described and organized into unit subtopics or "capsules."

This part also includes suggested resources to be used while teaching each

capsule. The third section contains' tips to help teachers implement particular

learning activities. The fourth and final section contains student activity

sheets to be duplicated in classroom quantities.

The units employ a variety of teaching strategies and techniques, including

the use of activity sheets, classroom discussion, and audiovisual materials.

Techniques that are particularly important for career development are presenting

role models, role-playing/simulation, and field trips. The following examples

illustrate what is done at different grade levels. At the kindergarten level,

teachers bring resource people representing sthool workers and community hel, ers

into their classrooms. First graders simulate a food store, in which students
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can purchase items. In grade two, students,role-play in conjunction with A bakery

unit. Third-graders simulate a restaurant, in which students play the roles of

hosts/hostesses and waiters/waitresses. A field trip is taken in cOnjunction

with a forestry.unitsin fourth grade. Sixth-grade teachers bring 4n role models

dressed to fit their occupations in transportation and the TV industry.

The following chart contains a list of unit titles by grade level, along

with the self-awareness or occupational awareness areas that are addressed in

each unit.

. Career Development Curriculum Units for the Elementary Classroom .

.'''..................."'.......................'""..M"......d......'......'"."."....."........'....

UNIT TITLE . FOCUS .

ME Self Awareness: ' ys ca Self

'S E Se ' r-nes : -4174;r7111Pnf

SCHOOL RKERS . occoat ona C usters: 'u. c.Serv ce er ca

CO I I I PERS Iccupat ona C usters: Pub c Serv ce atura 'esources,

Health

.

FRIENDSHIP Self 'wareness: Socia Seif

' " OUR "
THINGS

Iccupat ona usters: 'r s, ec no ogy, 'esearc

Personal and Product Services
Iccu afroVrinliffig7-77Worta on and ommun cat on

THE FOOD
" IT illY-1

S 0 E Occu atiovial C Inters: Business an. Sa es
Se f wareness: ERlirdnnentarreir--7

a. I Ilis-ie -"Occuiatotuertustwa.esources,Anufacturn.
. w a

Ot-c-60-a-t-itTnitT-Cilist-efii----Piibri-d--Se-Mce

'ET IIDUSTRY Iccupat ona C usters: 'u. c1-6771-Cce7TeViiiriiia7-
Product Services ,

DAI'"01 " occupat ona lusters: Health "TrairgaWcut
' SPOI G B TIOR e f 'wareness: Emotion an. Soda Se

'II " occuea ono us ers: "ea , 'os a 1 ana mecrea on

AI' NE I' 'S

.

occupat onai lusters: Hea t , 'osp ta ity,.'ecreat on

C erical Technology and Research

FO'ESTRY Occusat onal C usters: atural gar---irces---

.

to pm il e wareness: Se ppra sa , oa. ng an . oc a

Self r----

' S hL "0' ccu at onil us ers: u c ervice

OL CE 0 KERS Occupat onal C usters: C er ca 1 u c serv ce
'self-OUR GROUP a ME . Self Awareness: roup Rofet and Social

ANUF CTURIIIG Occupat onal Clusters: Cler cal, Bus ness, Sa es an
Trades) Manufacturing

HOS TAL ORKERS Occupational Clusters: TechnoliErWirigiga7Cler cal',
Personal and Product S rvices Health

E I'GS ARE ME Se f wareness: h ot ona Se f

GIFG 'BRO D ANYONE? Occupat ona Clusters: ransportat on and Coma-0'511bn,
Hossitalit and Recreation

ME MYSELF, A D I Self Awareness: P ysica Emotional, Social and
Intellectual 5elf

.T I DUS R Occupational Clusters: Bus ness, Sales an. rades,. Arts

and Entertainment; Transportation and Communication,
Technology and Research
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On the next page is the suggested schedule for'implementing the full 27-unit

.sequence. A unit is studied for approximately two hours per day for a period of

two to three weeks. As can be.seen from the schedule on the next page, one unit

is taught during each nine-week grading period.

The career education activities are completely integrated into the existing

subject matter. Forlexample, the Restaurant Industry unit.includes the follow- .

ing subject areas a4I activities:' health (categorizing food according to the

. four basic food grou4), language arts (spelling; capitalization, and grammar),

and math (adding, subtracting, dividing, and using graphs).

ftligeliLLAAJLTElmetiS14.

The key materials for this project are the 27 curriculum units. Each unit

is a teacher guide that contains master evaluation and activity sheets to be
.

duplicated for each student. The units also have a "Resources and Materials"

column that,indicates what items are needed to conduct the learning activities

within each capsule (unit subtopic). Suggested materials other than what is

included within the unit are items less likely'to be found in astypi61 school

setting, inexpensive miscellaneous items, or items that could be brought from

home. The resources and materials suggested for the Restaurant Industa are

displayed in the following chart.

+=NPMI1IO4frOaa.O

Silverware
Paper plates
Plastic cups
Napkins

lables and chairs
Play money
Dish soap
Scissors
3" x 5" cards

Restaurant Industry Unit .

Materials and Resources

Plastic cutlery
Construction paper
Crayons.
Pictures of food
Paints

Hot plate/electric skillet
Mop.

Glue
Broom

......10

Tagboard
Menu
Scrap paper
Truck photos for schools
(obtqined from the
American Trucking
Association, Inc.)

Ingredients for preparing
restaurant offerings

Black magic markers

Teachers are encouraged to go beyond the curriculum guides to bring in

other materials or to add any activities that meet the needs of their students.

They are asked to use the note columns in the units to log changes, pitfalls to

be avoided next time, questions, new ideas, things to be done differently in the
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PROJECT CDCC UNIT,SEQUENCE

...........k.../...-,P+.....

Cycle 1

.

'Cycle 2 Cycle 3

Suggested Number of
Teaching Techniques

Cycle 4 sY

Me School Workirs Inside Me Community Helpers

1 Friendship Alqw.of Our Favorite

Things2

Telephone Workers The Food Store* 3 1 2

2 Firefighters My Environment Baking Industry* Pet IndUstry

__

,

3 1 2

3 Dairy Industry Responding Behavior

,

Restaurant Industry* Airline Workers 3 1 2

4 Forestry Workers Best Foot Forward Postal Workers* .Police Workers 3 1 2

5 Our Ghoup and Mel Manufacturing* Hospital Workers* Ivty Feelings Are Me 3 2 2

6 Going Abroad, Anyone?* Me, Myself, and 1 TV Industry* 2 2 2

1

Implement early in school year RM - Role Models

RP/S*2
May be implemented over three (3) quarters

- Role Playing/Simulation

FT - Field Trips
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future, etc. In this way the units are adapted to be more appropriate for the

local setting. Since Coloma is located in a big fruit-growing area, some third-

grade teachers supplement or replace dairy farming activities with information

pertinent to the fruit-growing industry; they consider this a more appropriate

occupdtional qrea for their students, since it is more tangible in their environ-

ment. A sixth-grade teacher uses a record to teach an ethics class in conjunc-

tion with a self-awareness unit; the record presents situations that make stu-

dents more aware of their self-concepts and.give them practice in decision making.

Reactions to Materials and Activities

4 In general, students looked forward to.using the CDCC materials. They

seemed to especially enjoy the self-awareness units. Teachers also reacted

positively to the program, indicating they would recommend using the units to

their colleagues. Teachers were asked to use a five-point rating scale (with

five being the highest possible response) to answer the question: "To what de-

gree would you recommend this unit to other teachers?" The mean response for 280

ratings was 4.2.

An unanticipated beneficial side effect of the program was that it helped

teachers plan better in other academic areas. Through Project pa they were

encouraged to look at what they had done -- to evaluate their work on the basis

of student posttest performance to see the results of their teaching. They

utilized this feedback to organize their future teaching.

PARENT AND COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT

Project staff feel it is imperative that parents and community members be

involved in the project so that'students will become more aware of life roles.

.The CUCC curriculum units were structured to provide students with role playing

experience, field trips, and interaCtion with community resource people. This

affirmative posture toward parent and community involvement has been visible from

the beginning of the career education movement in Coloma parents were members

of the local committee that provided input for the original project proposal.

During inservice training teachers are encouraged to build a background for the

unit they will be presenting by visiting, observing, and talking with people

working ill the occupations addressed by the units.

Two Oecific activities arP utilized to involve parents and the community

in the project; these are the i. d of role models and field trips. For the role



model activity, a resource person (who could very well be a parent of one of

the students) is contacted and asked to give a presentation to the class. If

appropriate, the person is requested to bring the.tools used in his or her role

and to wear'his or her work clothes dr uniform. A typical presentation lasts

20-26 minutes.

Parents volunteer to go with students on field trips. In addition, when

making arrangements for a field trip, teachers discuss with the site contact

person workers with whom the students may talk and find out what kinds of hands-

o'n experiences the students may have. Before the trip, a variety of learning

materials and/or activities are used to enable students to capitalize upon

what they see during the tour. Students compile a list of questions for which

they seek answers during the field trip.

Parents are typically quite supportive of Project CDCC. The community

displays a positive attitude toward work, and parents like the idea of having

career education expose students to different occupations. They feel it is

important to train students for careers while they are in school. There seems

to be no negative community feeling about school expanding students' awareness

and no resistance from parents who might want their children*to follow the tradi-

tional occupational patterns of the area. Since Coloma residents are engaged in'

a limited number of occupations, the Project has included information about other

types of careers (although, as indicated above, materials are sometimes adapted

to make them more relevant to the younger students).

STAFFING ANU MANAGEMENT

Staffing

Project CDCC staff consisted of a project director and two project coordi-

nators. An evaluator was hired on a contract basis. The functions of each Of

these key staff members are displayed in the chart on the next page.

The three major staff members devoted four years to the project, covering

the development and field-testing period. Staff competencies were assessed by a

validation team from the Michigan State Department of Education, which commended

the Coloma School District for having attracted and held faculty medal's who

were creative, dedicated, and enthusiastics
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Project
Director

Staff Functions

Planning the project

Working with parents, teachers, administrators, and students
in developing the proposal that resulted in Project funding

Developing strategies to organize the distri6t's support ser-
vices and decision makers to facilitate and m?nitor the program

Obtaining project approval from the Board of Bducation

Ob'taining commitment of central office and buiiding administra-
tors to the projectrs philosophy and methods, 0 demonstrated
by resource allocations for materials, training, and field
trips

Obtaining teacher commitment for training and p7ject im-
plementation

Facilitating project installation and maintenance

Conducting in-service training to help teachers imPlement the

project curriculum units

Giving follow-up assittance so the unitswere used as intended

Project Occasionally spot-checking test administration during visits

Coordinators to schools

Double-checkiny test-scoring and routinely inspecting stu-
dent answers for tndications of possible bias in test admin-

istration

Evaluator

.Supervising and organizing data tabulation

Maintaining a file of activity logs

Developing objective-referenced tests

Conducting data analyses

Management_Strategies

The initial management thrust care from the superintendent, who was Try

committed to the project. For the three key staff positions he selected teachers

within the system (for example, one of the project coordinators had been a
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junior high science teacher). During the first project year the superintendent

was instrumental in obtaining releised time for key teachers to draft the untts.

In other words, the superintendent was an educational leader.who tr4ed to provide

opportunities'for motivated people to exercise their creativity.

Another important management theme' dealt with how the'units fared in the

classPhoom. At early stages of the project,,evaluation results showing the impact

of units on students were used in the revision and improvement of curriculum mate-'

rials. Ih addition to the data from objective-referenced tests and evaluation

instruments, teacher logs and questionnaires provided feedback to the project

for decision making and revision of procedures. Those wanting to adopt or adapt

Project CDCC should be aware that while decisions wer6 made at the district level

by project staff, they were based on feedback froorteachers who were implementing

qhe units. Tlie project director felfthat there should be teacher involvement

in the decision to implement the project rather than having that decision be

made indePendently at the district level and then be transmitted down to local-

level staff.

laperyiceirain

The objectiyes of Project CDCC staff training are that each participant

will,: (1) increase his or her understanding of career development (self-aware- .

ness and career awareness) at the elementary level; (2) increase his or her under-

standing of Project CDCC and its conceptual framework; (3) understand the relation-

ships and purposes of unit components -- i.e., objectives, the delivery system,

and evaluation; .(4) be prepared for using the teaching techniques included,in the

unit delivery system, e.g., field investigations and.role-playing; (5) be 'pre-

pared in planning for unit implementation; and (6) become familiar with evaluation

data collection procedures. It is assumed that if staff gchieve these six

training goals, they will be more effective in implementing the CDCC units.and

°
thus will facilitate student achievement of the three major project objectives.

Staff development activities consist of a two-day training session; both

large- and small-group training methods are utilized. During-the first day

teachers are briefed on the training schedule and goals. They are introduced to

the concepts of caeeer development and self awareness. They then engage in self

awareness activities. During the afternoon they are introduced to the concept of

career awareness and then participate in sessions concerning field trips and

role playing/simulation.

During the second day teachers are briefed on the career education concept

and career development. They are introduced to the COCC program framework and
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to the unitformat. They learn about the teacher's role in program evaluation

and how to use role models in the classroom. They then plan for unit implementa-

tion in grade-level.groups.

Participants are requested/to.complete the form presented in Appendix A in

order to assess the training program's.effectiveness.

COSTS

Project CDCC received $440,395 in federal funds during the four-year develop-

ment and pilot/field-testing period. Thdse mOnies were 6om ESEA Title III funds.

Costs for salaries included the project Idirector and the two project coordinators.

The school district contributed to ihe'project by providibg office space for

the three project staff members as well as telephone use. The program served

a total of 5,800 pupils during the four, years for an aVerage cost of $75.93 per

pupil-year. This cost was computed by dividing the total project 'uudget by the

total number of student participants.

The table on the next.page presents costs for project installation and for

subsequent .years. These costs :indicate the expense involved in project adoption

by other school districts.

EVIDENCE OF EFFECTIVENESS

Claims of Effectiveness :

It is claimed tha4utilizing the CDCC curriculum will increase students'

awaw^bness of life roles, help tudents formulate realistic self-concepts and

help them develop and use decision-making skills.

iDIERnttlaliiiktaL1112.119res

There are 141 performance objectives across the 27 units. Tests of the

attainmenOof these objectives are administered before and again after the unit

is taught. The tests were developed by the teachers who designed the curriculum

units and were revised over the three.year development period on the basis of

pilot and field test results. The tests have high face validity in that they

are closely related to the unit content.
.

Evidence of jpipact

At the end of the third year of the project (1974-75), the decision was

made jointly by the Coloma project and the Michigan Department of Education to
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APSI"..92-_clmaig.S9g.S.ArlialitisLerpieslagg,

INSTALLATION Staff Training (1 teacher) $60-90

(Non4ecurring Costs): Curriculum Units 6 (Units at 1ev-;

els K-5 are
$1.50 each; 6th
grade units are
$.00 each.)

Commercial Materials 0-20 (d4ending on
LEA 'resources

already avail-
able) \

YEARLY USAGE COSTS
(Recurring Costs):

TOTAL 6-116

Miscellaneous materials

,

and supplies $ 9.60

printing of activity/evalu-
ation sheets for 24 students $12.00

Field trips,,two per year
(Varies, depending on LEA transpdrtation costs and
field trios taken)

TOTAL $21.60 4. cost of field

trips

* Note: 'All cost figures are based on a unit of intervention that includes one

teacher and 24 students.

seek a site where the effectiveness of the CNC materials could be tested.

School personnel from Centreville, another town in southwest Michigan,

had previously approached Project COCC personnel to express their interest ip

beginning some organized career development activities of their own. Since

Centreville resembled ,Coloma in important aspects (especially in having a strong

agri-business base, in being a small, rural town, and in the ethnic, Wio-

economic, and cultural makeup of the community), Centreville was selected as the

experimental* site.

The town of Mendon, located eight miles from Centreville, was contacted

regarding its willingness to serve as a control site. The Mendon Community

* The term "experimental" is used in a non-technical sense to designate the

site where program effectiveness was to be tested.
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Schools agreed to act in this capacity, testing one classroom per grade level.

The class selected for testing a particular unit was alternated among the two

pr three classes at each grade level to reduce the respondent burden for any

givecclass at the control 'site.

During the 1975-76 school year, the Coloma Community Schools continued to

use the curriculum materials in all 1(-6 classrooms in its three elementary
.

chools, which were designated field test sites. With project staff serving

as coordinators, the same materials were used at the same jrade levels in the

CentrOille elementary school, the merimental_5111, in the same manner as

they Were used in Coloma. Mendon elementary students took the unit tests on a

pre-poit basis, serving as the control site. Centreville staff received three

days ortraining during the week before school started; approximately three

teachers per grade level participated in the group training. Mendon teachers

were given an orientation to help them understand.the evaluation 'design and to

ensure their participation in such a manner as wuld maintain the design's

Makeup and Comparability of Evaluation Samples. The five participating

schools offered similar educational programs, had similar educational policies,

and were ali1Ce in other relevant factors. The demographic data on the next page

illustrate the comparability of the field test, experimental, and control sites.

Comparability of the three.sites in terms of academic achievement,can be

determined by reviewing data from the Michigan Educational Assessment Program.

This yeqrly statewide testing program includes objectives-referenced ,tests in

reading and mathematics at the fourth-grade level. Tlie data shown are scores ,

from the fall 1974 testing for Centreville and Mendon and from the fall 1973

testing for Coloma (this seems to be the most appropriate comparison, since the

CDCC units were tntroduced in Coloma during the 1973-74 school year).

Unit Tests. The CDCC units were evaluated using objectives-referenced, pri-

marily paper-and-pencil (multiple choice) tests; observational checklists were

used to assess achievement on some of the performance objectives. In all ca'ses

the tests were administered and checklists completed by the clas&room teacher.

Instructions to teachers on administering the unit evaluation were given in each

unit; these called for the teacher to read the directions aloud, but all questions

were to be read and responded to in writing by students Oemselves. Project

staff mailed unit evaluations to dle control school at various times throughout

the year, corresponding to when the units were being taught and tests were being
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Comparative Demographic Informatjon
4.;

F e est ite xper menta S te Lon rol te

Location Southwest Michigan Southwest Michigan Southwest Michigan

K-12 Enrollment 3,108 935 945 A

Number of Teachers 132 44, 47

Number of Students
per Teacher 24 21 20

State Equalized
Valuation per

Student' $18,836 $16,514 $201,223

Total Tax Mills 23.376 24.500 23.000

$ Spent per Child $ 1,224 $ 1,292 $ 1,148

Curriculum Type. Traditional self- Traditfonal self- Traditional self-

contained classroom contained classroom contained classroom

with grouping for with grouping for with grouping for

reading and math reading and math reading and math

Community
Classification

Occupational
Orientation

Primarily middle-

class rural

Agribusiness and

industry

Primarily middle-
class rural

Agribusiness and

industry

Primarily middle-

class rural

Agribusiness and
industry

State Assessment Results

Percentage of 4th-grade Students Attaining 75% or more of State Objectives

Coloma (N 240) CentreVille (N 80) Mendon (N ; 80)

Readifa Math Reading_ Math Readin Math

35.2 .63.6 46.4 69.6 41.8 70.1 .

administered at the treatment schools. Tests were administered in treatment and'

control tichoo1s at the same time. (This was verified by project coordinator

visits to'the control school.)

Credibinty_silyisku

Aware that test results might be attributed to teacher bias in administering,

and scoring the tests,,prgject staff introduced the following procedures to re-

duce that possibility. Procedures for administering unit evaluations were

addressed during the inservice training. Follow-up assisdnce was given by the

project coordinators, who occasionally spot-checked the administration of tests
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during visits to:schools. Experimental and fiefd test teachers scored tests

and recorded results for their.own students; the project coordinators checked the

'scoring for these schools. ?Control test papers were scored by project personnel

(control teachers had the evatuation sheets but not the perfornince objectives by

which o score them). Student answers were routinely inspected r indications

of possible bias in test administration. For example; if all students in a

class answered an item or items identically, this was assignal that the teacher

might'have "taught to the test" or might hwie given excessive assistance during

test adminiStration. A validation team from4he Michigan State Department of

Education concluded that the data had been carfully collected and handled; all

data calculations that were checked were confirmed to be correct. In all, there

appears to 0 no reason to suspect biased test administration and.no.doubt assto

the accuracy of the data tabulation and analysis.

Whenever possible, all students were prd- and posttested. However, for

some.of the test items it was not practical to collect pretest measures. For

example, this was one of the performance objectives for the kindergarten unit

entitled Inside Me,'which focuses on self-awareness: "The student will demon-

strate an awareness of the feelings found in himself/herself, as measured by the

completion of a 'feelings' booklet." This objective was not pretested 'since it

was unlikely that students would be able to achieve the objective,prior to

Instruction.

There were substantial differences in posttest performance between experi-

mental and control groups in favor of the,former; to substantiate this impres-

sion, statistical analyses were computed by AIR. For every objective, chi-squares

have been calculated between the Mendon control group and the Centreville experi-

mental group: A separate chi-square was computed for the pretest and posttest

results on each objective. The intent was twascertain the number of cases in

which a nonsignificant difference on the pretest was coupled with a significant

difference on the posttest in favor bf the Centreville experimental group.

As stated above, there were 141 performance objectives for the entire K-6

program. Of these, 83 had pretest and,posttest data from Centreville and Mendon;

24 had posttest data only. The remaining 34 objectives had no data from the

Mendon control group. These objectives were so specific to the unit content

that there was no point in testing them at the Ontrol school. For example, the
\

previously cited performance objective for the kindergarten unit Inside Me was

not tested at Mendon;'it did not seem justifiable to ask students to make a

"feelings." booklet without receiving the accompanying instruction. The table on
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the neXt Page presents a graphic display of the performance differences among

students at the 'three'sites. A table in the appendix presents the chi-squares

and significance levels for differences in ubjective attainment between the

experimental and control groups, as measured by the objective-referenced tests.

In this table, the last digit of each objective number represents the major

project objective to which the performance objective is related. In this manner

thetreader can see how many performance objectives are related to each project

objective and how successful the materials were in effecting achievement of each

of the three project objectives.

As thes- tables'show, there were significant posttest differences in favor

of the experimental 'group over the control group. Furthermore, these data are

evidence that the project was successful in achieving all three of itS major

objectives (at least 74% of the objectives related to increased awareness of

life roles, formulating realistic self-concepts, and.developihg.decision-making

skills mvealed substantial differences in posttest performance in favor of the

experimental group).

Evidence That Effects Are Attributable to the Intervention

Seventy-seven teachers taught the units in Centreville and Coloma. The

fact that differences in objective achievement were obtained over a large number

of teachers rules out teacher effect§ as the probable cause of differences. Use

of a comparable control group offers assurance that neither maturation nor selec-

tion of a superior trea0ent group are causal factors. Rather, it can be in-

!erred that the differential objective achieveaent is attributable to the learn-

ing experiences provided by the CDCC project.

, Evidence ThaiEffects Are Educationally Meaningful

The educational significance of Project CDCC must be judged on: (1) the

importance of its objectives, (2) the fact that success in achieving these ob-

jectives was demonstrated over a one-year period and even greater success was

"shown in four years, (3) the cost of implementing the program, and (4) the rela-

tionship of successful results in dareer education to other types of results.

\jegarding the last point, some educatom have expressed fear that time devoted

to career education will be subtracted from time spent on teaching basic academic

skills, causing lower results on achievement tests. The question of whether

Project MCC's activities had a positive or negative effect'on academic achieve-

ment can be partially answered, at loast, by reviewing data from the Michigan
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Educational Assessment program collected prior to and following CDCC implementa-

tion. ResultS from the statewide assessment program are given in the appendix

for Coloma (Fall '73 = pre-intervention; Fall '74 = post), and for Centreville

and Mendon (Fall '75,= pre:sintervention; Fall '76 = post).

These results shim that the percentage of students achieving state assessment

objectives increased by much larger amount for Coloma fourth-grade students

than for the state as a whole. The percentage increase in math was three times

the statewide increase, while the reading increase was two and one-half times

as great. In both subject areas Coloma students advanced from scores below the

statewide average to scores above the state average. Coloma seventh-graders

'also showed greater gains in reading and math than those for the state as a whole.

After one year of exposure to the CDCC units, the same sort of result was

obtained for Centreville fourth-grade students as had been found earlier at

Coloma; i.e., the percentage of students achieving state assessment objectives

increased by a larger amount (in math, by a much ldrger amount) for Centreville

students than for the state as a whole. The Mendon students, who were not ex-

posed tn the units, showed a smaller achievement increase in math, although they

achieved slightly more in reading. During the one-year interval from Fall '75

to Fall '76, there was a general decline in seventh-grade achievement throughout

the state. After exposure to the CUCC units, Centre011e students' scores de-

clined 1),1; a smaller amount than statewide scores or those of Mendon students. As

in the '73-74-results, a greater gain was found in reading: While statewide and

Mendon scores declined, Centreville students increased their achievement, and

Coloma students increased by an even larger amount (note that part of this'cohort,,

which was in the sixth grade Auring the 1975-76 school year, had been exposed to

CNC materials for four years). The Coloma students advanced from ranking below

the statewide reading average to above-average status; Centreville students main-

tained their above-average rank, while Mendon students droppnd below the state

average.

In summary, though these data do oat prove that Project CDCC :improves stu-

dents' academic skills (because no attempt was made to match the schools on

types of academic programs offered),'they appear io lay to rest the fear that

implementing career education activities will hurt academic achievement.

Evidence of GeneralizakilltyLta0j2esjopulations

Project CDCC has been awarded' an ESEA Title IV-C grant within the state of

Michigan to provide training and materials for successful program adoption/adap-
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tation. It is currently.being replicated at other locations throughout the

state. Its positive results in Centreville as well.as its operation

in Coloma over a period of four years provide a strong indica ion that the

project will be generalizable to other similar communities and school populations.

Favorable Review by Joint Dissemination Review,Panel

The Joint Dissemination Review Panel (JDRP) was establlshed by the

Education Division of the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare.in 1972.

The joint U.S. Office of Education - National Institut.: of Education (NIE)

Panel currently has 22 members; eleven from each agency, appointed respectively

by the Commissioner of Education and the Director of NIE. The OPP meets

periodically to review the evidence of effectiveness subMitted for a wide

variety of federally:supported educational products and practices, with

effectiveness being the sole criterion for approval by tne JORP. It is

charged with the responsibility of ensuring that educatiOnal interventions

projects, products, or practices - SO been shown to .have positive impacts

on their recipients before they are disseminated with'federal funds or

endorsed by the Education Division.1

In March 1978, the JDRP reviewed Project CDCC and approved it for nation-

wide dissemtnation. However, seyeral caveats were recorded. The Panel

suggested that statistical tests*.other than chi-square tests (such as Analysis

of Variance or t-tests) might have dealt better with the instances in which

, treatment or comparison classes were comprised of small numbers of student.

In addition, a statistical analysis of the differences between the reading

scores of treatment and comparison school students would have determined

whether or not those differences ,were at least partly accountable for the

between-school differences in student performance on the unit tests. This

information is provided so that those school districts interested 'in adopting

Project COCC have the advantage of the Panel's suggestions.

1

Tal1madge, G.K. The Joint Dissemination Review Panel: .IDEABOOK. Washington,
D.C.: NIE/DHEWTWOR5717777-



CONCLUSION

In an isolated, rural.area in which students are not exposed to a wide

range of occupations, Project CDCC developed and field tested specific career

education units that combined a great deal of information on occupations with

academic skill training. Not only were these units'designed to increase

students' awareness of occupational roles, but also to help them formulate

realistic self concepts and develop their 'dlecision-making skills. The

results of the 1975-76 evaluation of the units' impact on students indicated

that Project CDCC developed units were largely effective in achieving their

jntended purposes. Thus, school districts with similar student needs and

instrUctional goals have the advantage of being able to consider adapting

Project CUCC to their local settings.
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Appendix A

PROJECT COCC TRAINING EVALUATION FORM

Each participant, will:

1. increase his/her understanding of career
development at the elementary level (self
awareness and career awareness).

2. increase his/her understanding of Project CDCC
and its conceptual framework.

3. understand the relatiOnships and purposes of
unit components -- Le:, goals, objectives,
delivery system, and evaluation.

4. -be prepared for using the teaching techniques
included in the unit delivery systems -- e.g.,
field investigations, role playing.

5. be prepared in planning for unit implementation.

6. become familiar with evaluation data collection
procedures.
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, . On what parts of the workshop, if any, was too much time spent?
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.111166.111WW
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IN1.16101.06
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8. On what Oarts of the workshop, if any, was too little ttme spent?

9. On what parts of the workshop was she proper amount of time spent?

10. Which topics, if any, needed more clarification?

11. Were there any necessary topics or activities that you feel were omitted from the

workshop?

12. What parts of the workshop, In your opinion, were most meaningful?

13. What parts of the workshop, in your opinion, were least meaningful?

I6WWWO.W.N.10.11.61166.

14. Please make any comments (positive, negative, or bOth) regarding your reactions to

the workshop on the back of this sheet.

44-2 4:3
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Appendi), B
OBJECTUE.REFERENCED TUT RESULTS

i1111011111V

N 1 Achieving Obj,
Ob fictive* Pre Post Pre Post Pre

%2

Post Ob active*
N

Pre
% Achievino Obj,

Post Pro Pos Pr
X2

P st

dmicsfounion%
1.12 Exp 71 67 15% 99% .008 66.902** 10.11 Exp 44 44 91% 100% .283 5.621**

Con 29 28 14% 25% Con 24 22 03% 82%

1,22 Exp 66 100% 44,905** 10.21 Exp 44 44 46% 70% 4,445** .417

Con 28 325 Con 24 22 17% 69%

2.12 Exp 73 100% 10M3** 10,31 Exp 44 44 89% 95% .483 .033

Con 28 71% Con 24 22 79% 91%

2,22 ExP 73 100% 13.017** 10.41 Exp 44 44 25% 68% 5.432** 26.582**

Con 28 79% Con 24 24 0% 0%

2.32 ExP 65 94% 18.63910 11,11ixp 57 57 661 94 .921 .157

Con 28 54%

°

Con 22 23 50% 9

2,42 Exp 70 100% 70.129** 11.21 Exp 57 56 60% 96% ,196 14.361**

Con 28 18% Con 22 23 68% 61%

3.11 Exp ' 68 71 44% 97% 12.038** 72.77** 11.31 Exo 57 56 88% 95% .000 .143

Con 26 29 4% 10% Con 22 23 91% 90

3.21 Exp 68 71 71 94% 22.409** 25.504** 12.11 Exp 63 64 70% 84% 1.539 24.539**

Cin 26 29 54% 48% Con 22 21 86% 24%

4.11 Exp 62 68 76% 100% 5,361** 24,3530* 12.21 Exp 63 64 48% 63% .442 6.02%**

Con 27 27 48% 63% Con 22 21 36% 29%

4,21 Exp 64 68 66% 100% .000 9.837** 12.31 ExP 60 64 40% 95% 1.413 2.623

Con 27 , 27 63% 811 Con 22 21 23%L 81%

5.11 Exo 80 77 9% 73% .003 33.12** 12.41 Exp 60 64 26% 68% .097 ,006

Con 26 28 8% 7% Con 22 21 32% 62%

5.23 Exp
Con

77

28

100%
7%

90.112** 13.13 Exp
Con

56,

IS
82%
44%

10.300**

5.32 Exp 77 100% 19.928** 13,23 ExP 56 80% 18.3990*

Con 28 71% Con 25 23%

6.11 Exp 76 77 50% 901 .084 11.935** 13.32 Exp 52 100% 3.683

Con 26 25 56% 66% Con 25 88%

6.21 Exp 76 77 62% 77% 1,098 .249 13.42 Exp 52 100% 3.683

Con 25 25 76% 34% Con 26 88%

6.31 Exp 76 78 551 97% 2.570 . 12.336** 13.52 Exp 62 100% 1.694

Con 25 25 77% 72% Con 25 92%

6.41 Exp 76 78 84% 95% 1.123 1.790 13.62 Exp 62 98% .437

Con 25 25 72% 84% Con 26 92%

7.11 Exo 79 76 58% 925 1.54 ig.jjj** 14.11 Exp 65 66 8% 26% .540 2.40

Con 18 19 67% 47% Con 20 20 0% sn

7.21 ExP 79 74 53% 821 .006 5.8750* 14,21 Exp 65 67 14% 65% ' .056 1.776

Con 18 19 56,1 53% Con 20 20 15% 35%

7.31 Exp 79 75 61% 98% .019 15,971** 14.31 Exp 65 66 34% 97% 1.787 55.249**

Con 18 19 56% 68% Ct.ri 20 20 15% 151

3.12 Exp 42 100% 7.439** 1 .41 Exp 65 67 26% 54% ,036 1.908

Con 22 77% Con 20 21 25% 33%

8.22 Exp 42 100% 7.439** 14,51 Exp 65 66 17% 38% .944 .013

Con 22 771 Con 20 21 5% 33%

8.32 Exo 42 100% 47.533** 15.11 EAp 54 53 48% 58% .196 .322

Con 22 14% Con 21 19 57%. 47%

8.42 Exp 41 100% 5.195** 15.21 Exp 54 50 28% 16% .145 1.961

Con 22 82% Con 20 19 20% 581

8.62 Sxp 42 100% 16.751** 15.31 Sxp 56 53 9% 30% .761 .031

Con 22 59% Con 20 19 0% 32%

0

9.11 ExP 51 59 511 971 .664 11,744** 16.11 5Ap 64 61 30% 85% ,C01 14,109**

Con 20 24 66% 671 Con 2S 21 261 241

9.21 Exp 51 59 26% 801 2,625 20,180** 16.21 Exp 64 61 23% 74% 2.935 7.207**

Con 20 24 67, 29% Con 23 21 4% 38%

9.31 up 51 59 66% 90% 1.378** 28.386** 16,31 Exp 64 61 4% 49% .069 11,2880*

Con 20 24 241 291 Con 22 21 5% 51

9.4: Exp 51 69 41% 53% .000 .097 16.41 Exp 64 62 56% 97% 4,403** 14.859**

Con 20 24 45% 46% Con 22 21 27! 62%
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Objective* Pro
N % Achieving Obj.
Post Pre Post- Pre Post Objective*

% gielshObj.
Pre N Post Post

16,52 Exp 61 98% ,316 21,51 Exp 54 53 22% 68% 3.511
.48,Nonommomo*

26.248"
Con 21 , 100% Con 28 26 4% 4%

17.13 Exp 45 96% .044 22.11 Exp 66 70 58% 61% 2,571 7,314**
Con 21. 100% Con 25 23 36% 26%

,

17,23 Exp 45 93% .333 22.21 Exp 66 "70 17% 70% .1)25 7.626**
Con 21 100% Con 28 23 18% 36%

17,33 Exp 45 64% . 4,405** 22.31 Exp 66 70 23% 33% .424 1,329
Con 21 33% Con .28 23 14% 17%

'17,43 Exp 45 91% 21.273** 22.41 Exp 66 70 58% 70% .058 10.736**
Con 21 331' Con 25 24 525 29%

18.11 Exp 60 63 48% 73% .044 13.991** 22.51 Exp 66 70 30% 61% .063 14,335**
, Con 19 21 42% 24% Con 23 23 30% 13%

18.21 Exp 60 63 38% 63% 3,365 13.365** 23.13 Exp 49 61 27% 49% 3.159 .025
Con 19 21 21% 14% Con 26 26 50% 54%

18,31 Exp
Con

59

19

63
21

71%

68%
86%
67%

.004 2.673 23.22 DP
Con

49,

24

51

21

16%

4%

27%

0%
1,222 5.510*,

18.41 Exp 59 63 59% 76% 1.096 1.944 24.11 Exp 67 66 4% 83% .128 46.013*4
Con 19 21 423 57% Con 23 23 0% 0%

18.61 Exp
Con

59

19
63
21

421
42%

71%
45%

.061
.

4.424** 24.21 ea
Con

67

23

65

23

4%

0%
88%
44

.128 48.876*,

10.61 Exp 59 63 8% 54% .001 8.617** 24.33 Exp 67 65 19% 68% .747 15.367*.
Con. 19 21 5% 14% Con 23 23 9% 17%

,

18,71 Exp 60 63 551 92% 1,060 2.420 24.42 Exp 67 65 . 15% 48% .014 5.308*'
Con 19 21 68% 76% Con 23 23 13% 17%

19.11 Exp 50 52 26% 40% .144 .471 25.12 Exo 66 63 15% 17% .128 .199
Con 24 24 33% 29% Con 22 20 9% 10%

19.21 Exp 50 52 52% 69% 7.353** 1.035 25.22 Exp 66 63 0% 701 --- 26.989*
Con 24 24 88% 83% Con 22 20 0% 0%

19.31 Exp SO 52 52% 94% 6.827" 2.91 2S.32 Exp 67 63 0% 84% --- 42.976*'
Con 23 24 87% 76% Con 22 20 0% 0%

19.41 Exp 50 52 74% 88% 2.076 1.229 25,42 Exp 64 63 31% 49% .319 .037Con 2$ 23 54% 48% Con 22 20 41% 50%

20.12 Exp 70 69 77% 97% 4.457** 22.673** 26.11 Exp 62 66 47% 64% .191 1.362Con 25 11 52: 45% Con 21 19 38% 47%

20,22 Exp 69 72% 4.111** 26.21 Exp 62 66 3% 17% .122 .903Con 11 36% Con 21 20 5% 5%

20.32 Exp 70 68 53% 97% 6.785** 24.247** 26.31 Exp 62 66 21 55% .362 16.589*Con 25 28 20% 54% Con 21 20 0% 0%

2042. Exp 70 68 24% 66% .750 4.846** 26.41 Exp 62 65 421 621 11.941** .649Con 25 28 36% 39% Con 23 20 87% 66% .

21.11 Exp 54 63 48% 86% 4.466" 11.179** 26.51 Exp 62 65 663 89% 19.803** 52.140-
Con 28 26 21% 463 Con 23 20 0% 0%

21.21 Exp 54 53 89% 96% .004 .040 26.61 Exp 65 65 15% 48% 2.311 5.516-
Con 28 26 86% 92% Con 21 20 d% 15%

21.31 Exp 54 53 9% 55% .240 11.762** 26.71 Exc 65 65 77% 86% .047 3.201
Con 28 26 4% 12% Con 21 20 71% 65%

21.41 Exp 54 53 0% 23% ... 5.756** 26.81 Exp 62 65 45% 57% 1.153 1.187
Con 28 28 0% 0% Con 21 18 62% 39%

26.91 Exp 62 66 S% 29% .330 . 3.324
Con 21 19 5% 65

*ObjectiveS are coded by unit; for example, Objective 1,12 is a perfortance objective for
the first unit in the series, Me, Within that unit, it is the first lbjeCtive for which
there are data from both Centreville And MendOn. The last digit (2) indicates that it
relates to the second major project objective-iformulating a realistic self.concept.

from Mendon for any of he ectives,)

(One first-grade unit, Frie dshi , was omitted from the table, da O0 data w:re collected

**0 < .06 if kg 2; 3.841, df 1

Note: Variation in N from pro- to posttest is primarily due to student attendance on the
days tests were given; teachers were not reouired to give makeup tests.

Ex0 * Centreville nodentS Con * Hendon students
YOMMOMOVOIM MMWMIUM
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Appendix C

State Assessment Results

or more o-""--"--15ints at a n ng

Fall

73 (Pre)
74(Post)

75 (Pre)

76(Post)

ect ves

't 'at 't ea. n. 'a h ----rfiraiam---------

Coloma State Coloma State Coloma State Coloma State

63.6 67.0 35.2 38.5 39.2 43.1 41.2 5010

85.3 74.1 60.8 48.6 44.4 47.6 52.6 55.3

Ce
,

M S Ce M S Ce M Co $ Ce M Co s

7L.3 74-6 177 417 407 327 61177 '500 WU 36.5 3773-6177 377 377
88,7 83.9 80.0 52.1 56.5 56.4 66,7 43.3 50.9 53.8 62.3 55,2 58.1 56.4

e Centreville M = t4endon o = cooma = State

Following is a summary of the gain between '73 and '74 testing for Coloma

and the. state as a whole:

4 t at 't ea na_ t Ta 'ea. nz

Coloma State Coloma State Coloma State Coloma State

21.7% 7.1% 25.6% 10.1% 5.2% 4.5% 11.4% 5.3%

Following is a summary bf the gain between '75 and '76 testing for Centre-

ville, Mendon, and Coloma (at the seventh-grade level only), compared to the

state as a whole: f'

---"TEFFirir-.1.----4 t ea. ni t 7th Readin.

Ce M . S

in-g
Ce M S Ce M Co S

:I71T :7%7T
Ce M Co s

727T Tlir :TIT
inzz 9.1% C9% 73% TM -2.2%. -6.7% 2.8%

r--
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Consequently, information, points of view, or opinions stated do not necessarily

represent official Office of Education position or policy,
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.PROJECT OVERVIEW

TITLE LOCATION: Project Discovery
Southwest Iowa Learning Resources Center
401 Reed Street
Red Oak, Iowa 51566

TYPE: Integrated system of activity packages

PROJECT TECTOR: Roy Bastian
(712) 623-4913

SETTING: Field test data on Project Discovery are from urban, sub-

urban, and rural areas nationwide, with white, black, and

Mexican-American populations and a wide range of ages

,represented. In addition, the materials have been used
effectively in special education classrooms, rehabilitation,
settings,, and CETA training and work.experience programs.

STAFF. The staff needed to implement Project Discovery,dependi on
the approach taken. If a career exploration center is.used,
a coordinator or activity supervisor for each ten students

using the package at'any one time is desirable... If iMple-

mentation is in classrooms or resourCe rooms; fewer people

are needed. The total number depends on the number of

packages adopted.

GOAL: The goal of Project Discovery is to expose students to
realistic, varied simulated work experience to increase

their base of occupational experiences, increase their

awareness of what they like to do, and increase their

knowledge of what they have the abilities to do.

EVALUATION DESIGN: \The imOact of Project Discovery upon students was tested
in 197,4-19,76 by a,comparison of pretest and posttest scores

for experimental and control groups.. -

MATEliIALS:" At this,writing, the Project Discovery staff have available a
total of 32 packagesi with field testing underway on 36 others

and work in progress on anpadditional 22. The materials are

designed as a system which.comprehensively covers the charac-
teristics of work in American society, but it is possible to

use only selected packages. The materials present realistic
k

work activities, materials, and equipment to let students ex-
perience for themselves the characteristics of work. In

addltion, a Guidance Component has been developed to help
students focus their learning and begin to establish patterns.

COST: The cost for all 32 packages is approximately $8,500. Pack-

ages can be purchased separately; the average cost is $265.

An inservice training session costs about $600. If the system

were used by 200 students annually for 5 years, the per pupil

costs would be $8.50 per year plus $1.85 for consumables, for
a total cost of $10.35 per pupil per year.
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PROJECT DESCRIPTION

"Hands-on career exploration": All career educators talk'about it; lots.

of people claim they are doing it; but trying to find a definition that all

would agree on is no easy task.

Project Discovery, however, is a set of exploration experiences that

virtually everyone ymu'ld agree is "hands-on." Project Discovery, developed by

the Southweit Iowa Learning Resources Center, lets students learn about plumbing

by fitting pipes; about accounting by preparfng balance sheets; about meteorology

by measuring air pressure, temperature, and cloud cover; and about an array of

other kinds of work by actually doing the work tasks involved. ,

PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT

Development of Project Discovery began in 1971 with adaptation of a locally

developed vocational assessment package called the "Talent Assessment Program.'"

The staff of the Learning Resources Center (LRC) decided that the value of the

prograkii lay not so much in its assessment function as in the exposure it gave

students to actnal'work tasks. They saw students diicovering an interest in

work taskg which they might never have.experienced before.

In 1971, the LRC acquired funding from the Iowa Department of Public Instruc-

tion to begin development of a comprehensive set of work exploration packages

for junior high school students which would cover the widest possible range of

work activities. Eleven prototype packages were developed'and were,fiield tested

in 1972, then revised on the basis of field test results. Concurrently, develop-

ment of more packages began. This process of development, field testing, and

more development is still going on today.

Program Philosophy and Approach

The develcpers of Project Discovery believe,they have filled one of the

largest gaps in the career education process: helping students to gather enough

realistfc information about enough kinds of work to identify their real interests.

The'Discovery staff states that:

Adolescents enter career consciousness via familial and social
pressures, and an over-indulgence in television-induced fantasy.
Realistic, valid career alternatives for future choice derive from
knowing work--the types, styles, tasks, and conditions of work.

The primal stage of exploration, especially for junior high
youngsters, is to expand the experience base. It is familiarity



too

gained through experience that constitutes the knowledge base re-

quired in subsequent exploration stages. The quality of thcs ex-
periential knowledge, and hence of the subsequent process, depends

upon two fundamental dimensions: variety and reali,sm.

The occupational information approach satisfies the variety re-
quirement, but is woefully skirt on realism. The work-study approach
'represents the opposite ext"eme and usually excludes the junior high

student.

[Project Discovery provides] varied and realistic experiences.
Students expand their'experience base and increase their experiential
knowledge in order to make career decisions.

As package development began, the scope of the total program was defined

to include as, many different types of Work and work characteristics as possible.

A total of 90 desired package topics has been identified, and the staff hopes to

develop packages in all 90 areas. Currently",-32 packageskare available and 36

others are being field tested, but additional development and field testing are

constantly adding new packages to the total;

Packages have been developed within all:16 ,USq occupational clusters.

However; the package developers have tried to avoid limiting packages to covering

one occupation. Instead,they have designed the system as 0' whole to cover a

wide range of work characteristics. These work characteristics fit within the

fOnètions described within the Dictiqnary of Occupational Titles (DOT), which.

ar.e as'follows:

People,

Aentoring
NegatiattAg
Instructing
Supervisi
OiOrting
Persuadin
Speaking- ignaling
Serving
Tiking instructions-helping

Data

Synthesizing ,

Coordinating
Analyzing ,

Compil,ing

Computing .

Copying
Comparing
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Pine
Setting up
Precision working.
.0perat1 ng-control11 ng

Oriving-opevating
Manipulat!ig
Tendinr
Feedino-offbearing
Handling

4

However,:package developers have tried to focus On'much more spedfic wuok

characteristics within the above categories. For example, both plumbers and

carpenter& make, assemble, and install custom made 'parts using large and small

hand tools. :rhis work characteristic spans more than one job,' yet focuses on a

specific, unified set of actions which are experienced in real work tasks.

The developers have tried to rePresent work characteristics as broadly as

possible acrosS the set of packages, and have cross-checked the ystem's compre-

heustyeness in various ways, including 'validation against a random selection of

DOT job titles and in-depth task analysis on 20 packages.

GUidance'Activitits

Whi.lehands-on experience is.the basis of Project DiAovery, guidance.in

orOnizing- and understandiwthe results of exploration.is also felt by package

developers to )).ti yital. Therefore, a guidance compónenthas also been deVelopedi

. which includes an explanation of career development theory and.a set of suggested

gdidance activities for usP with students by coordinators or counselors.

121.)&1111#s
6

1/4

Project Uiscovery has three objeccives:

to Students will gain a larger experience base.

a Students will rjain ewarenvs of which work activities interest them and
Ain eo not,

udents will gain awareness of work activities tor which they have

d'ility and those for wh:ich they do not.

Mt: approach to measurement of these objectives ano the resus will be

discussed in the Lvidente of iffectiveness .iectin of this description,

olhe materials in Project Discovery packages and 6e)Guidance Component can

be used to accomplish these objective' , help ,,tudents experience difterint work

charactetistik:s, dnd help them undersOnd what these experiences moan for them.



Student Characteristics

PrOect Discovery has been used witii a wide variety of students. The

evaluation data presented later in this description were collected from seventh

and eighth grade students in four dlfferent settings. Each of.these populations

included about ten percent special needs 'students, as defined by the Iowa

Department of Public Instructicn. The settings were:
,

A rural blue-collar community neex an urban area in the Southwest. 5,tu-

dents in .this.community were about 80% white and 20% Mexican4merican.

41 A suburban area in the Midwest. Students were nearly 100% whtte.

A small farming town in the Midwest. Students were ne:arly 106% white.

A small industrial city in the Midwest. Students were nearly 100% white.

Other districts have also been tested with good results. Both were Midwestern

urban areas: one had a 20% black and 80% white population, and one had approxi-

mately equal numberS of black, Mexican-American, and White s,tudents.

Mon, CETA training and work experience programs, rehabilitation institutions,

and special edUcation programs have made successful use of Discovery packages.

In fact, DispeverY materials have proven to be so effective:with 4pecial popula-

tions that .S..p.ecial Edition of severa packages has been developed for their use.

MATERIALS AND ACT'IVITIES

The topics of Project Discovery packages are listed in Appendix A, grouped

according to USOE occupational clusters dnd with availability indicated.

The comprehensive intent of the whole system of packages has already been

indicated. iHowever, it is possible to use selected Project Discovery paLkages

independentIly. In the best of'all possible worlds, each student would experience

all packpgps and verify for himself or herself what was of'interest and what was

not. In the real world, few students will probably receive such exposure; but

eery package students complete gives them another bit of reali.Tc knowledge of

the world of work.

DiscovEy Packues

Each package has an introduction and a number of activities (from three to

The average package's :ctivi.ties occupy 3 to 4 hoUrs. Experience has

shown that 1-1/2 to 2 hours per day on a package's activities offer maximum

value to the student; that is, an average package should be completed over two

, to three days. Most packages are designed for Pse by one student, though some,

especial,ly those involving people as part of the work task, involve two students.
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Packages are written at'the sixth grade reading level to be usable by most junior

high school audience's. (The Special Edition is written at the second-fourth

grade level.) Each package contins Instructor's Notes, activities directions

for students, and almost all materials needed for coMpletion of the package.

Adopters are asked to provide only equipment that would be impractical to include

in the package. All such instances are clearly noted in the materials lists.

A typical package, Grocery.Clerking, contains the following items:

Grocery Clerkinq

Instructor's notes
Student instructions
Paper towels
Masking tape
Display sign material
Price marking ink
Ink remover
Price marker
Paper bags (4 sizes)
Freezer bag
Milk carton
Whipping cream carton
Dip contatner
Cottage cheese contaiver
Egg carton

Items to be provided by the adopter are:

Butter carton
Ice cream carton
Cases of sealed cans
Markers

Frozen juice cans
Frozen food packages
Liquid cleaner bottle
Loaf of bread (simulated)
Canned goods
Jelly jar
Six-pack of carbonated drink
Vegetable or fruit
Meat packages
Can of oil
Box of times

Adding machines
Bag of potatoes
Sales tax chart - your state

All student instructions are presented in a clearly worded, attractive,

cartoon-like format. A sample is found in Appendix B. Several presentation

styles are used; far example, instructions may consist of one pamphlet for each

activity, a flip chart for the entiraoackage, or an oversize pad for di.splay on

an easel. The style of presentation is adapted to the package. For example,

the Wall Coverings package has large, easy-to-read lettering and a minimum of

pages to turn (or smear with wallpaper glue). Instructions for almost all packages

are printed on plastic and are practically indestructible.

The activities within a package proceed from simpler to more complex so that

students can achieve success right at the start of a package. The activities in

the Masonry package are listed bc:low as an example. Appendix C shows other

examples.



EMMY.

Mixing premixed concrete and conducting a sluMp test
Pouring and finishing a patio block
Tying reinforcement rods
Laying a simple, straight concrete block wall
Laying a corner section in block
laying a corner section in brick

IIIRALAgnalomatrit

The Guidance Component consists of a,Guidance Manuall a set of Instructor's

Notes for the Manual, a ,student record keeping system, and a 10-minute 16 mm

.film. The film is'an introductien for students to the philosephy, approaches,'

and content of Project Discovery. These guidanceomaterials assist'the

teacher/counselor in turning the Project Discovery packages into true career

exploration rather than isolated classroom work activities. The inclusion of

this Guidance Component in the exploration system emphasikes program developers'

feelings that some form of guidance and counseling activities is necessary' to

bring about meaningful exploratiou.

The Guidance Manual explains the theoretical basis of Project Discovery in

some detail. Basically, it defines the task of guidance for career development

as including five areat:

facilitating career awareness

o facilitating self awareness

helping studentsgenerate career alternatives

selecting trom among alternatives

deciding how to reach goals

The last three areas taken together constitute decision making skill, which

is generally regarded as one major thread of career education (career awareness

and self awareness being the other two).

Four developmental stages of career development are identified: career aware-
,

ness, career exploration, career crystallization, and career commitment. The'

career exp1oration stage, into which Project Discovery fits, is'characterized as

'that in which "activity centers around striving to understand poadibilitieo.

Increased k'nowledge about self and the world is sought in order to Oxpress

future situations as alteruativev." Typical thoughts, actions, and attitudes
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which characterize this stage are discussed, as well as those which chpacterize

earlier and later stages (for comparison purposes). One of the strongest con-

victions of Discovery's developers is that the career exploration stage 6oes not

automatically, occur at a particular chronological age, althought for mosl students

it occurs around the junior high school years. This is why D'iscovery has proved

useful in CETA training programs, with high school and post-high school ages; and

even with adults.

At whatever age people undertake Discover;, they are likely to need assis-

tance in focusing the meaning of their experiences. Therefore, the bulk of the.

Guidance Manual consists of guidance activities to be used with students.

Activities include discussions, games, fantasizing, and information analysis

and presentatfon. An example activity is shown below.

Fmr............
Career Exploration Exercise-

Title: "I,Learned" Statements

Time Allotted: 30 minutes

Purposes: A. to provide student feedback about the activity just com-
pleted.

B. AD clarify and reinforce whet the student has learned.
C. to crystallize new learnings which many students might not

have realized were taking One.
D. to provide a summary or wind-up for an activity.

, Activities:

l. Leader provides chart with the following (or similar) sebtence stems:

I learned that I...
I re-learned that I...
I hoticed that I...

'I discovered that I...

I realized that I...
I was surprised that I...
I was pleased that I.,..

Ilwas displeased that I....

2
2. Right after a Project Discovery learning package or Career Exploration

.Exercise, leader asks students to think for a minute about what they
have just learned or re-learned about themselves and/or worker tasks.
Then they are to use any one of the sentence stems to share, with the
group one or more of their feelings. Students are not called on, but
volunteer to speak whenever they are comfortable about it.

3. Alternative approaches include having students write down a list of
"I learned" statemnts and think about them or record in their per-
sonal records. Or the first time around, have students write down
statements before sharing.

Motivators: Desire to share with peers (when trust is high).

Materials: Chart and paper and pencils.
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Career Exploration Notes for leaders: Don't allow for discussion to inter-
rupt the free flow of "I learned" statements; it tends to destroy the mood
and intensity of the activity. Statements should be kept short and to the
point. Students should make their statements but not attempt to explain or
defend them. Try to help students focus on personal, immediate learnings
rather.than on general, intellectualized learnings, Reassure students that

there are no right answers.14....
One of the Manual's most important elements is the Student Exploration

Experience Chart. This provides a format for recording packages the student has

completed and how she or he responded to package activities. A student who

completes several packages should begin to reveal response patterns that can

form a basis for guidanCe activities.

implementation Approaches

Project Discovery can be implemented in a number of ways. It is completely

transportable, and the\packages can be\used independently. Package developers

have identified some typical'types of implIpmentation:

Resource Room approach. This approach can serve a small number of students

well, usually those assigrild to the resource room foe additional help. The

resourde room teacher can often help.stydents have a positive exper:ence with

the packages. On the other hand, fullest use of the packages cannot usually

be made in limited space and with a single type of student. This approach is

useful for adopters wishing to start a small program that can be built upon 4

each year.

CarAtrjaloration_Center_Approach. Such centers are usually larger than

resource rooms and can accomTodate more studelts and more packages. Career

information sources may also be made available in career expioration centers.

Centers are adaptable to drop-in and individualized learning, concepts which

package developers strongly endorse. Disadvantages of this approach are that

it may involve extra staff, some duplication of equipment and materials already

in the building, and loss of space for other.purposes. In addition, space and

'quiet for guidance activites may be hard to locate.

Classroom Infusion' aiomIch, This approach usually divides packages

among a number of classrooms, cutting down on space needs and facilitating

many students working with onegor two packages. On the other hand, the
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concentrated experience of package exploration tends to be diluted by other

activities. Package developers feel tbat, while the infusion approach may be

well suited to other career development stages, the career exploration stage

it best.served by comprehensive and concentrated exploration experiences.

Mapilellitt_approack. This approach serves spread-out rural populations

'effectively. It tends to be costly and offer only limited time for package

exploration.

Instructor's Notes

The Instructor's Notes for each package offer both theoretical and practical

information on package implementation. Package activities and all materials

are listed, plus materials or equipment which the instructor must provide.

Commonalities are listed next; these are the few or many occupations which

fit the work characteristics of the package. Specific suggestions for implement-

ing each activity are then'given. The components of student learning are listed:

the,required knowledge, manipulative skills, and conceptual skills; the knowledge

and skills to be acquired; and vocabulary for each activity.

Next, possible relationships of the package with other curricular materials

are discusso,I. For instance, the plumbing package is relevant to math, science',

and industrial arts courses. Relationships of the package to other packages

are Also expinred. Suggestions for further activities which interested students

might pursue are given. Finally, diagrams and iristructions for setting up and

operating package materials are presented, if necessary.

Student Evaluation

Tests are not a necessary part of project Discovery, since there arena

right answers in career interests. Each set of Instructor's Notes', however,

inclUdes "checkpoints," or criteria for belping the student dvaluate.how well

she or he performed each activity. For example, the checkpoint for the first

plumbing activity reads as follows:

Threaded end of pipe, aftee being screwed tightly into fittings, .

should leavp only 3 to 4 threads or less showing. Burr left from
the pipe cutter in the end of the pipe should be completely removed
but the pipe ihould not be reamed to the point of reclucing wall
thiCkness.

For adopters who need to evaluate the projects they implement, an Evaluation

Package has been prepared which includes the test used to validate this project.

A



The testi are described in the Evidence of EffeCtiveness section of this docu-

ment. Hand-scoring keys are available, or Project Discovery staff can machine-

score.the tests if desired. Instruction in use of the tests is provided during

inservice training if adopters request it.

physical Facilitier

The possible physical settings for package exploration have alreaclybeen

Aiscussed. In general, there are no particular physical requirements for package

use except for those commonly available, such as sources of electric power,

clean-up facilities, and so forth. Space requirements for packages vary; an

average.classroom, normally equipped for an average size class, mtght accommodate

two to five packages, depending on package activities. A larger facility such as'

a career exploration center could of course,accommodate moreY

PARENf AND COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT

The use of a Project Discovery package requires some supervision by a

person who has worked through the package. Oftpn these peeplemare teachers or

other school personnel. However, interested parents and community members can

serve in this capacity if legal and procedural restrictions permit.

Perhaps a moresimportant role for parents and community members As that of

resource person. The further activities suggested for students in the Instructor's

Notes often include contact with persons in one of the fields relevant to the

package. Field trips to work sites of interest and presentations by knowledgeable

sneakers can help to extend or reinforce student interests identified during

package exploration. It is advisable to limit these activities Only to interested,

students, rather than scheduling whole classes for field trips or special presen-

tations; motivation will be higher on.all sides and chances for a successful and

satisfying activity will be greater.

,SREELIGN.I_ANA,KM,ENT

Staff Requirements

The first requirement for use of Project Discovery packages is that super-

visors of package activities and guidance activities be thoroughly familiar with

the package: The best way to achieve this familiarity is by workfng through

package activities, and this is strongly suggested for each package the teacher

br aide oversees.
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Staff Types and, Levels

As a general rule, one person can supervise about ten students working

on package.activities. An aide is helpful, though not essential. Guidance

activities can be conducted either by the supervising staff or by counselors,

dependin g. on the local situation.

The several approaches to implementing packages allow for flexibility in

staffing types and levels. If packages are set up in a resource room, only

five or six packages at most can usually be accommodated and, One teacher or aide

can supervise the whole group. Often this person can lead guidance activities

, as well. A counselor may also fill this role, and in'addition cawprovide

further career information, opportunities for entry into work-study programs,

and other counseling help.

If the caner exploration center approach is used, one stiaff member will

be needed for each ten students, with assistance from aides as available. In

addition, tt may prove most practical to create a full- or part-time coordinator

position for the center., The guidance activities can involve either the teaching

or counseling staff or both, as described above.

The classroom infusion approach may require more than one teacher, depending

on the number of packages set up per room. This approach fits very well into

a team teaching situation, where student's may rotate among a number of packages

over several weeks or a semester or mpre. Aides are especially valuable in

helping classroom teachers keep activities flowing smoothly and keep the class-

room organized. The role of the counseling staff may include leading guidance

activities and providing career inform7don and opportunities.

The mobile unit approach practically requires that one person act both as

package supervisor and leader of guidance activities. A mobile uhit will usually

admit,no more than ten stu6ants at one time, so that one person can supervise

all package activitips.

No unusual amounts,ofadministrative time are called for by implemenation

of Project,Discovery. Some consumable supplies must be reordered on an irregular

'basis, requiring a small amount of support staff involvement.

Management Strategies

As mentioned earlier, it is important that those implementing 'Project

Discovery packages have worked through the packages they will superwise. "In

addition, they should be thoroughly familiar with package purposes, content,

&id requirements as discussed in the Instructor's Notes. The details of equipment



operation and the purposes of speCific activities cannot be conveyed to students

effectively unless package supervisors are thoroughly familiar with the packages.

In the same fashion, staff members who will be leading guidance activities

should be well acquainted with the packages. In this case, exposure to ali

packages is probably less essential, but exploration of two to four packages is

strongly recommended.- And of course the person leading guidance activities needs

to thoroughly understand the Guidance Component and the purposes and methods of

the included student activities.

The best strategy for helping students learn.about the world of work as a

whole is to assign them all Project Discovery packages. If this is not possible,

students should rank packages in the order they wish to work on them. They may

then work on several of their top choices; but in addition, it is recommended

that they be asked'to work on one package near the bottom of their lists. Many

students prefer to work only on familiar activities and never experiment with

those which are strange .to them. This approach will help them to experience

new activities and may broaden their horizons.

Student rankings of 'their choices will also help the staff assign packages;

in the event that popular packages cannot be explored by all students who wish

to do so, second or third choices may be assigned.

The amount of administrative eff6rt required to install and manage Project

Discovery may vary according to the number of packages adopted and the implemen-

tation approach utilized. Implementing the entire system will require both

more student time for package use and more staff time in coordinating student

assignments *o packages and package sites. Ordinarily the teachers,.counselors,

or coordinators involved can handle the necessarY record keeping, making use of

the Audent Exploration Experience Chart. In some situations, however, such as

a team teaching effort involving several teachers, a central records system may

prove more efficient.

It is not neces.sary that the Guidance Component be implemented at any

specific points in the exploration process; but its activities are most effective

if spread across the exploration period, not completed too quickly nor left

until the last minute. As discussed above, guidance activities may be conducted

by counseling staff or by teaching staff -ith some guidance experience. Students

need not have completed the same packages or the same number of packages for

guidance activities to be effective.

Implementation of both package activities and guidance activities is de-

scribed in much more detail in the materials themselves and in the inservice

training sessions describud next.
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The developers of Project Discovery have prepared a two-day inservice

workshop designed to help adopters underrtandthe entire system and also plan

its implementation.in their settings.

The workshop begins with'slides and a film on the development of Project

Discovery and on the concept of career exploration on which it is bas)ed. The

Guidance Component is introduced next, followed by a sample guidance/activity

making use of workshop learning to that point. The afternoon is devoted to

exploration of an actual package, one which the participant has ranked as of

high interest. Further guidance activities ,Are used to introduce and summarize

the exploration experience.

On the morning of the second day, a second package and associated guidance

activities are carried out; but this time pa,rticipants explore,packages which

were ranked as of low interest ,for them. purpose of this, just as, for itu-

dents, is to broaden the participants' horizons and allow them to confirm or

refute their ideas of what they actually like to do.

After lunch the participants devote the remainder.of the workshop to

developing local implementation plans. Prtject Discovery staff offer assistance

in planning the ptlysical facilities, staff assignments, scheduling of students

or.clients, and resupply and inventory activities for local sites. The staff has

also specified a series of installation objectives and provided checklfsts to

help participants plan a smooth implementation of Project Discovery packages.

.The workshop is appropriate for all those who will be supervising package

activities or guidance activities. It would also be useful for administratom,

aides, and any other persons who will be helping students learn about the world

of work.

COSTS

The cost for the 32 packages available as of October 1978 is $8,500.

Individual prices for most paCkages range from $45 to $450, (An exception is

the machine trades package, which includes lathes and other equipment and costs

about $1,075.) The Guidance Component iLincluded without charge in all orders

over $3,000; otherwise, its cost is $160. Costs for an inservice training

session, assuming typical expenses for traYel, lodging, etc., are about $600.

If fixed costs of all padkages and training are amortized over a five-year

period for 200 students, per pupil costs would be as follows:
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.
nrividt Amortization $1440
A ,

Annual Student Population 200

Per Pupil Amortization $8.50

Per Pupil Consumables $1.85

TotalsPer Pupil Costs $10.35

,

Prices for packages purchased individually may be obtained from the Learning

Resource Center.

EVIDENCE OF EFFECTIVENESS

Design,

An experimental design utilizing pretesting and posttesting of experimental ,

and control groups was effected. Over a period of two academic yeirs there were

six replications of he experimental treatment with three control groups. Repli-

cation durations varied and are shown in Table 1.

Pre-post testing involved three scales -- HAVE (done), ENJOY (doing), and

CAN (do). Analysis of demographic/achievement data indicated no experimental-

control differences. Analysis of pre-post scale scores was threefold:' (1) pre-

program equivalence of experimental and control groups, (2) post-program differences

between experimental and control groups (in cases of pre-program equivalence),

and (3) experimental-control differences in scale s6ore change.

Information on samples is shown in Table 1.

, Table 1

Descri_plionoiSistp1_21

Group Grade Year N .Status Weeks in Provam

1 8 1974-75 52 Experimental 9

2 .8 1975-76 15 Experimental 9

3 '8 1975-76 17 ExperimOn61 9

4 8 1974-75 53 Experimental 18

5 8 1974-75 51 Control

6 8 1974-75 52 Control

7 7 1975-76 39 Experimental 18 4

8 7 1975-76 41 Control

9 7,8 1975-76 48 Experimental 12
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Instrumentation

The instrument, MaJure Assessment of Discovery Exploration (MADE), is

composed a pool of 28 work activities drawn frmm the larger pool of tasks

in Project Discovery packages. One task was randomly selected from each package

then,in use. Tasks having vague or difficult descriptions were rejebted.' Instru-

ment pretesting identified ambiguous and generally unknown terms for rewording.

The work activities that compose the instrument are reprdientative of those pre-

sented by the program, which, in turn, is representative of the world of work.

The instrument includes three questions for each work task: HAVE you ever

DONE...? (Yes; No; Not sure, something like it, etc.), Do you ENJOY DOING...?

(Yes; No; Neutral, don't know, etc.), CAN you DO...? (Yes; No; Neutral; don't

know; etc.). Scoring of ENJOY and CAN scales is based on awareness. Both "Yes"

and "No" imply awareness. Uncertainty implies nonawareness. Thus MADe deals

with awareness of interest/disinterest (ENJOY scale) and abilities/inabilities

(CAN scale) with respect to,occupational tasks. The instrument also deals with

occupational task experience; i.e., whether or not the variouS tasks have been

experienced, (HAVE scale). ;

Instrument pretesting 'revealed the need to develop a scoring system that
i

rejects the influence of guessing about nonexperienced tasks. Thus scores for

awareness of enjoyment and ability discount response data for untried tasks.

Since each scale contpins only 28 items, the split half method was not used

to determine reliability. : (Results are too susceptible to the particular split

made.) Rather, following the advice of Julian Stanley "...to make use of all

the variance and covarianc information about consistency of performance from

item to item...," Cronbach's alpha was computed for each scale. This statistic

is a function of the ratio of the sum of covariances (each item to each otlier

item) to total scale varia ce. Cronbach's alphas (reliability coefficients) ob-

tained from 150 students a e as sh-"In in Table 2.

Cronbach's alpha, whilie superior to former methods of homogeneity deter-

mination, Owes one limftation with them. It does not address stabili*. Need-

less to say, the pre-post cores of experimental students cannot be used to

examine stability. Such s,ores are expected to change. However, pre-post scores

of the approximately 95 coltrol students were examined for stability over a 16,7week

period. Results are also hown in Table>2.
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Re ults

Table 2

Cronbach alpha
Scale

' 4

Test-retest correlations
(StabatVI

A

Wave Done .77 .72

Enjoy Doing :76 .68

Can Do .76 .74

To test for experime.ntal-control equivalen e, pre-program data were analyzed

via analysis of variance. Table 3A depicts the groUp mean scores on'all tIhree

scales. -Fable Z'depicts details and results o analysis (the F statistic). It

ii seen that there wbresignificant group differences on the ENJOY DOINO4&CaleSw

Since the concern was equivalence or difference between experimentals and controls,

the Scheffe method was used for a poateriori comparison of experimentals and

controls. Comparisoh'of regularli.computed F to Scheffe F' (at .05 significand

'level) indicated no experimental-control differences on the ENJOY DOING scale.

.4ablp 3C depicts details. Thus experimentals and controls were not significanti

different on any pre-program scale score.

6

7

8

9

'total

TafIle 3A

tl.

Pre-Treatment Me4n Scores
n s

%

Have .

Done.

52 8.5

15 9.2

17 8.8

53 7.3

51 9.7

52 8.6
..

39 4.5

41 8,0

48 ,8.5

368 8,6
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Wins)
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Can
Do

24.5 23,4

24,1 26.9
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19.9 20.5

?1.0 26.2

24.Y 74,3

76.9 76,9
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Table 38

F Test: Pretest Scores

Have
Done:

Enjoy
!Doing

Can
Do

SS
b

192.6
.

1718.0' 0 1382.6

,

SS
w

.

4629.7 33332.1 34914.9

df
b

8 8 8

df
w

.

., ...... 344 318 311

F 1.79 2.05 -1.54

Significance NS < .05 NS

Table 3C

Scheffe'Ex erimental-Control Com arison on ENJOY DOING Pretest Score§

exp
= 23.3

N
exp

= 192

Variance (within) = 104.8

7Con = 24.7,

N
n
= 135

co

6

F = 0) - X2) / (Sw
2
/Ni Sw

2
/N2) = 1.5

2

F05 1.97 (df = 8,318)-

F'
05

(K-1)F
05

= 15.76
. .

In like manner post-program scores were inalyzeti. Table 4A depicts group

mean scores. Table 48, ANOVA details, indicates sigriificant group differences

on all three scales. Again since the' concern Mates to experithental-control

differences, the Scheffe method was used for a posteriori comparisons. Table 4C

shows that the normally computed F is dreater than the Scheffe F' (at .05 signifi-

cance leve.1) on all three scales.

The net effect of TabTes 3A, E, C, and 4A, 8, C is to demonstrate pre-program

equivalence and post-program differences between experimentals and controls on

all Scales. Table 5 summarizes.
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Group

1

2.

3

4

5

6

7

8

9 ,

Total

Table 4A

Post-Treatmeht Mean Scores,

N

Have
Done

EAjoy
Doing

Can
Do

52 10.2 , 27.5 28.7

15 9.9 30.7 28.6.

17 10.8 28.3 33.2

53 8.4 23.0 23.7
1

51 7.8 22.4 21.5

52 7.2 20.2 22.3

39 14.2 40.5 41.1

41 9 0 24.8 25.4

48
,

8.7 . 24.6 25.6.

368 9.1 25.4 26.4

'Table 4B 11

F Test: Posttest Scores

Have Enjoy Can
Done Doing Do

1J
1028.6 7847j 8346.5

SS
w

5060.3 351E7.0 40551.1

df
b

8 8 8

df
w

325 304 298

F 8.26 8.48 7.67

Significance < .01 < .01 < .01,
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4 Table 4C

ScheffemEx.erimental-Control Posttest Comparisons

Have Enjoy Can

Done Doing Do

X
exp 9.9 27.5 28.7

7con 7:9 22.3 23.0
,

N
exp 196 .

N
con, 138

S
w

2

15.57

185 183

128 124

115.7 136.1

F
20.8 17.7 17.6

F

1

.05 15.76 15.76 15.76

Table 5

Summary of.Mean S'cores

Have Done Enjoy Doing Can Do
GrOug N Pre Post Ni Post Pre Post

4

1 52 8.5 10.2 24.5 27.5 23.4 28.7

2 15 9.2 9.9 24.1 30.7. 26.9 28.6

3 17 8.8 10.8 22.3 28.3 27.8 33.2

4 53 7.3 8.4 19.9 23.0 20.5 23.7

5 51 9.7 7.8 27.0 22.4 26.2 21.5

6 52 8.6 7.2 24.7 20.2
,

24.3 22.3

7 39 9.5 14.2 26.9 40.5 26.9 41.1 4"

8 41 8.0 9.0 22.1 24.8 22.4 25,4

9 48 8.5 8.7 24.2 24.6 24.2 25.6

Exp. 224 8.5 9.9 23.3 27.5 24.1 28.7

Con. 144 8.8 7.9 24.7
,

22.3 24:4 23.0

Total 368 8.6 9.1 23.9 25.4
.

24.2 26.4

Since two schools provided both experimental and control groups, there were

grounds for a priori comparisons of experimentals and controls within each of those

schools. The'results of t-tests are shown in Tables 6 and 7.

Table 5 shows post scores to be greater for experimeotals than for controls

on all scales. It can be seen in Table 6 that the experimental group (4) had



significantly lower pre-prOgram scores thaw did controls (groups 5 and 6). Analysis

was performed on pre to post change scores. Table 6 indtcates change scores to be

significantly greater'for experimentals than for controls.

Table 6

SzitsilLISUP-.4-1922/(...Y.L.SLEP..........-1-6-1s58c.(2.1".

Pretest _..111.112.1t712§ItSt....C.LlarS9._.

7exp

:con

exp

N
con

SS
exp

SS
con

df

Have DARK Can Have Enjoy ONO ./.
Can

7.3 19.9 20.5

9.1 25.8 25.3

53 52 44

103 96 92

426.9 5758.9 2944.6

1666.4 12040.9 11888.6

-2.89 -3.10 -2.49

1.7 3.0 2.8

-3.3 -4.3 -3.3

48 45 38

93 81 73

581.4 4313.3 3068.0

746.4 5099.3 4182.9

9.08 4.51 2.29

154 146 134 139 124 109

Significance < .01 '4, .01 < .05 < .001 < .001 < .05

Table 7 shows group 7 (experimental) and group 8 (control) to be equi talent

on pre scores and significantly different on post scores. Both witlAin school

comparisons support the overall results. /i

Table 7

t-tests, Group 7 (exp) vs. Group 8 (con)

!

7
exp

7.
con

- Pretest Posttest .

Pave. EnSoy Can 4ave Enjoy tan

9s5

8.0

26.9

22.1

26.9

22.4

14.2

9.0

40.5

24.8

41.1

44

Nexp
24 24 23 24 23 24

N
con

41 39 40 40 38 39

SS
ex

404.3 3329.7 3470.1 265.0 2607.7 2648.0

SS
con

485.6 3603.5 3598.1 546.4 3831.4 4153.8

t 1.55 1.74 1.60 5.56 5.69 5.73

df 63 61 61 62 59 61

,

Significance NS NS NS
,

< .001 .001 .001
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Educational S19n1ficance

Career maturity requires that decisions be based upcin viried and realistiC

experiences. Prdject Discovery provides sOch experiences. It4is transportable,

operational, and flexible. It can be installed in a variety of school, staff,

and facility situations.

Project Discovery is effective for junior high populations. It is signifi-

cantly effective on all three dimensions tested. It,increases experience base.

It'increases awareness of work in which there is satisfaction. It increases

awarene'ss of.work for which there is ability.

Favorable Review by Joint Dissemination Review Panel

Jhe Joint Dissemination Review Panel (JDRP) was established by the Edu-

cation Division of the Department of Health, &location, and Welfare in 1972.

The joint U.S. Office of Education/National I.nstitute of Education (0E/NIE) Panel

currently has 22 member's, eleven from each agency, appointed respectively by the

Commissioner of Education and the,birector of NIE. The JDRP meets peripdically

to review the evidence of effectiveness submitted fora wide variety of federally-

supported educational products and practices, with effectiveness being the sole

criterion for approval by the JDRP. It is charged with the responsibility of

ensuring that educational interventions -- projects, products, or 'practices --

have been shown to have positive impacts on their reciPients before they are

diss'eminated with federal funds or endorsed by the Education Division.'

In March 1978, the JDRP reviewed Project Discoyery and approved it for

nationwide dissemination.

CONCLUSION

Project Discovery is designed to bridge the gap between classroom study of

careers (varied but not realistic) and work experience (realistic bUt

. limited to few options). Project Discovery allows students to discover for

themselves, 'perhaps for the first time, the patterns of work.characteristics

which they enjoy and can do well. The materials developed by Project Discovery

have been proven to be a valuable tool for "hands-on exploration" of careers,

at whatever age this process begins.

1

Tallmadge, O.K. The Jcint Dissemination Review Panel: IDEA809K.,, Washington,

D.C.: NIE/DHEW, September 1977.
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A total of 90 Project Discovery packages is planned when the system is

fully developed. At this writing, 32 packages have been developed and field

tested and are available for purchase. Thirty-six others are undergoing field

testing and will be available soon, and,the rest are undei. development. The

paGkage titles and availability are listed below, grouped according to th%

15 B.S.O.E. occupational clusters.

Package Cluster and Title

Agri-business and Natural
Resource Occupations

Crop Production

Farm Management

. Geological Careers

Greenhouse Work

Livestock Production

Seed and FelAtilizer Mktg.

Business and Office Occupations

.\

.Accounting and Bookkeeping

Computers

Filing

Insurance Occupatioos

Mail Handling

Management

Shorthand

Small Business Machines

'Word PiTcessing

Prototype Form Under
Available in Field Testing Develaruent

Communication and Media Occupations

Advertising and Editorial Design

AudiovisualoTechnology

Broadcast,Journalism

News Journalism

Photography



S.

Prototype Form Under
PackaqeC1\Usteandjiti Available in Field TesttnR. Development

, \)

Phcito Lab4echnology

oPrinti?g Processes

So Ya Wanna Be An Artist

. Telephone Installation

Telephone Usage

Construction Occupations

Air Conditioning

Carpentry

Electricity

Heating

Heavy Equipment Operation

Masonry,

Plumbing

Surveying

Wall Covering

Consumer and Homemaking RelateA
Occupations

Child Care

Cleaning Maintenance

Dietetics

Fabric Care

Production Sewing

Quantity Food Preparation

Textile and Clothing Design

Upholstery

Waiter/W aitress

Interior Design

Environmental Occupations

Conservation

Energy Careers

Environmental Monitoring

Landscape Design

Meteorology -286-
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Package. Cluster and Title

Fine Arts and Humanities Occupations

Show Business

Social Sciences Career

Writing Careers

Health Occupations

Bio. Sci. and T4chnology

Dental Care

Medical Emergency.Service

Medical Patient Care

Medical Records

Preliminary Health Exploration

Hospitality and'Recreatien
Occupations

Alternate Life Styles

Parks and Recreational Planning

Sports Careers

Travel and Tour Planning

Manufacturfng Occupations

Design as a Function

Drafting

Electronics

Machine Trades

Mass Production

Marine Science Occupations

Commercial Fishing

Marine Biology

Marketing and Distribution
Occupations

Prototype Form Under

Available in Field Testing 'Development

Auto Parts Merchandising

Banking and Credit Occupations

-287-
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Prototype Form Ander
4 Package Cluster and Title Availa e in Field Testing Development

Grocery Clerking

Materials Handling

, Real Estate

Retailing

Sales Representative

Small Appliance Repair

Small Instrument Repair

Personal Services Occupations

Animal Care

Hair Care and Styling

Skin and Nail Care.

The Art of Small Talk

Public Service Occupations

Fire Fighting'

I Believe...Religious Services

Law Enforcement x.

Working with Senior Citizens

t

71,

Transportation Occupations 4

Auto Body Repair

Flight Occupations

Small Engine Repair

Truckin'
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ARMAix

To provide further examples of Project Discovery packape activities, the

following sample of nine packages and their activities has been included.

Wall Coverings.

Installing Dry Wall

Finishing Dry Wall

Refilling Nail Holes and Taping

Installing New Siding

Completing Dry Wall

Sanding and Priming NeW Siding

Priming the Dry Wall Surface

Filling Nail Holes in Wood

Finish Painting Interior Wails

Exterior Painting

Hanging Wallpaper

Window Glazing

Painting Trim'

Small Engine Repair

Changing the Oil

Checking.Compressjon

Cleaning'Carbon from the Engine

RemoVe Flywheel from Small Engine

Replace,Points and Condensor in-4-Cycle Engine

Remove, Cleant and Adjust Carburetor

Truckin'

Pretrip Inspection

Using.the Motor Carrier Safety Regulations Book

Dockworking

1(eeping a Log

Rate Clerk

Uniform Staiglit Bill of Lading

-292-
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LOYaliaLARSUATAMina

Casll Receipts

Cash Disbursements

Payroll

Checks

Bank Reconciliation

Income Statement

Sales Representative

The Company ,

Product Presentation

Asking for the Order

Time Management and Planning

Keeping an Expense Account

Keeping Accounts

More'Clood Salesmanship

flaw Enforctoq

Accident Investigation

Questioned Docpments.

Criminal Investigation

Fingerprinting

Casting

Relieo9s Service Careers

The World's Religions

tt,

t.4

Careers in Religious Seryice

Planning Your Exploration

Religious Education

Learning More About Your Religion

The Worship Service

Prayer

The MPqqACIP
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Biolo ical Sciences and Technoloa

Metric Measurement

Preparation of Normal Saline Solution

Routine Urinalysis
fr

Observation of Plaque and Epithelial Cells

Preparing a Culture

Preparation and Observation of a Smear

Blood Typing

Blood Counts

Skin and Nail Care

Choosing the Right Cosmetics

Facial Cleansing*

Facial Massage

Applying Foundation, Blusher, and Lip Color

Contopring

Applying Eye Make Up

Manicuring

-294-
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PROJECT OVERVIEW

TITLE & LOCATION: Project HEAR
Cogent Associates
575 Ewing Street
Prt 1ton, New Jersey 08540

TYPE: Curriculum units

PROJECT DIRECTOR: Joel Geller
(609) 921-1484

SETTING: Project HEAR was developed in New Jersey and was tested in

school districts throughout the state. The tested population

consisted of fourth and eighth graders in urban alid suburban

settings. These districts ranged from a 99% white popula-

tion to a 99% black population, with average socioeconomic
levels ranging from lower class to upper middle class.

STAFF: The staff needed in districts implementing Project HEAR
,consists of the teachers using the units plus a small

amount of time from administrative and support personnel.

project HEAR is concerned with changing students' stereo-

types of sex roles in occupattons. Integrated with this

overall goal are the goals of increasing students' self

awareness, knowledge of the world of work, and skill- in

decision making. Project HEAR's materials are designed to

help all tudents understand fhetr interests and abilities-

and to make choices free of the sex role stereotypes that

can limit their options.

GOAL:

EVALUATION DESIGN: At the primary (4-6) and intermediate-,17-9) levels, pretest .

and posttest comparisons,oft.experimental.and control"groups

were made in 1975 and confirmed in 1977.

MATiRIALS:

COST:

.1

Learning Units have been developed for the primary (4-6),

intermediate (7-9), and secondary (10-12) levels. Each untt

consists of a Teacher's Manual, Student Workbooks, and other

resource materials. Depending on the unit, the.resource

materials may include storybooks, slides, slide tapes, games,

handbooks, and an occupational resource card system. Evalu-

ation of the secondary materials has not been completed and

results have not been established nor submitted to the Joint

Dissemination Review Panel; however; the materials' carry on

the themes and approaches of the first two units and are

included in theeproject description following this over-

view.

LearninpUnits cost an average of $73 and all are under $90.

q Each serves, one class of 30 students. Costs for an optional

inservice training session of tdo days are $740 plus travel

and subsistence costs. Cost& per student at the primary,

level, assuming that 15 teachers and 450 students are Involved,

are $6.25 for the initial use and $0.69 in subsequent uses for

replacement of consumables.

-291-
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PROJECT DESCRIPTION

Among the most pressing problems facing today's educators as they try to

help students learn about careers is that of counteracting sex role biases related

to Occupations. Project HEAR (Human Educational Awareness Resource) is a set

-of three curriculum units for grades 4-12 designed to help teachers do just

that. The materials offerwe multimedia, nongradai approach to help students

understand themselves and the career choices open to them, minus the powerful

hidden messages that "only men do these jobs; only women do those."

The three Learning Units are Primary (grades 4-6), Intermediate (7-9), and

Secon,dary (10-12). The units are geared to students' different developmental levels

and dlfferent learning styles. Project HEAR's materials are a blend of reading,

writing, verbal, audio, visual, simulation'gaming, and kinesthetic experiences.

Activities are varied; students work individually and in large and small groups.

PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT

Project,HEAR was first'conceived in 1971 as a result of the 4rowing aware-

ness of women's issues. The term "career education" was little more than just

a term at that time; yetyroject HEAR, during its conceptual and developmental

phases, arrited independently at the three principal thrusts of career educa-

tion: self awareness, knowledge of the world of work, and skill in decision-

During'Project qARis three years of development (1972-7,5), the curricu-
.

lum was field tested in 13 New Jersey school districts. All materials were

revised to 'reflect feedback from students and teachers and also to reflect

the most current occupational information and statistics.

NMerials wereffield tested with Over 3,000 students and results were

evaluated for fourth and eighth graders. The districts in., which the units were

used'varied widely on several important characteristics:

School, District ..Classifieation Racial Mix b±traLlnsoine

East Orange Urban 95% Black $ 5,000-10,000

Livingston . Suburban 97% White 15,000-20,000

Montclair , Suburban 66% White

34% Black
15,000-20,000

Paramus Suburban 99% White 10,000-20,000

Willingboro Suburban 60% White 15,000-25,000
40% Black

-298-
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Both boys and girls were taught and tested in approximately equal numbers..

The program has proved effective with all types of students.

Program Goals

The three Learning Units focus on three different student goals, keyed to

students' developmental levels. These goals are changes in students' self

awareness, career awareness, and decision-making skill. Though each unit

offers activities towards all three goals, one goal is the principal focus

of each unit.

At the primary (4-6) level, the principal goal is changes in student

attitude concerning occupational sex roles. At the intermediate (7-9) level,

the principal goal is an increase in knowledge of the world of work. At the

secondary (10-12) level, an increase in decision-making skill is the principal

goal. The specific objectives for the primary and intermediate levels are:

'Elementary schodl students who participate in the program will show

a significant change in attitudes towards the world of work as

evidenced by a change in perception of occupational stereotypes when

compared to a matching control group at the a=.05 level as measured

by an instrument uniquely designed for Project HEAR.

Elementary school students who participate in the program will show

a significant,change in attitudes towards,the world of work as

evidenced by a change in preference for sex asynchronic occupations,

that is/Occupations in which men/women outnumber each other by a

,ratio of 2:1,when compared to a matching control group at the e.05

level as measured by an instrument uniquely designedifor Project HEAR.

Middle school students who participate in the program will demonstrate

a significant increase in knowledge of the world of work when compared to

a matching control group at the a=.05 level as measured by an instrument

uniquely designed for Project HEAR.

Evidence concerning these three objectives will be presented in detail in the

Evidence of Effectiveness section of this paper. Evidence related to the goals

of the Secondary Unit is not yet conclusive and data col'4,Iection is continuing.

orogram Philosophy

The program's philosoPhy can best be expressed by the program developers

ti Imselves:'

We fir4ourselves caught in the current of newly emerging social

roles and cultural expectations. A new socialization model is as yet

unclear and the old male/female role models persist... side by side

4ith the new. Forty, two percent of the current work force is female.

-299-
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Ninety percent of all women alive today in America will work at least
part of their lives... Then why are 33% of all women workers employed
as clerical workers; 17% employed as service workers; 14% employed as
professional and technical workers; and 13% employed as operatives
(mainly in factories)?... Why are women professional and technical
workers earning 69% of men's salary income in the same category; women
nonfarm managers, officials and proprietors'earning 56% of men s
salary income in the same category; and women clerical workers earning
62% of men's salary income in the same category?

Educational levels are rising in America. Demographic changes,
dropping'birth rates, and increased longevity, all point to a changing
society, a society where work takes on increased importance.

The realities of an ever changing society challenge education
specifically to provide all individuals with more assistance in
developing an ability to cope with changing lifestyles; to engage
in activities that provide all students with a framework in which to
determine for themselves, who they are, where they want to be going
and how they might expect to gethto where they want to be.

MATERIALS AND ACTIVITIES
A .

,

/. Each of Project HEAR's curricular units contains several learning modes.

These serve two related purposes: to help each student :Jew in 'the way

'that is best for him or her; and to reinforce the learning within the unit

by presenting the same kind of information in several different ways.

Contained in the Primary Learning Unit are the following:

Thirty consumable individual Student Workbooks, "Whatcha Gonna Be?",
sdesigned to give students knowledge about self, the world of work,
and decision-making skills.

A Teacher's Manual designed to give teachers a rationale for HEAR's
cUrriculum, the philosophy, thelearning sequence, an explanation
of each activity contained in the Student Workbook, plus additional
suggested activities and discussion topics.

Thirty non-consumable, individual "Storybooks" containing two original
fiction short stories, "Everybody Gets Scared Sometimes," and "Dreams
Sometimes Have to Wait." These stories are intended to portray men
and women in realistic alternative role models; to expose students
to a variety of occupations; and to promote discussion about
feelings, emotions and the affirmation of a positi'Ve self image in
children of both sexes,

A cartooned film-strip and accompanying cassette, 4What Can I Be?",
intended td encourage students to view traditionaliy stereotyped
occupational roles as suitable for both men and.woMen.

A set of 30 slides,N'Images", to be used in conjunction with those
sections of the Student Workbook concerned with self-ei(ploration
and the exploration of the world of work.

-300-
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Contained in the Intermediate Learning Unit aethe

Thirty consumable individual Student Workbooks, "Whatcha Gonna Do?",
designed to give students knowledge about self, the world of work and
decision-making skills.

) Teacher's Manual to serve the same purposes outlined for the Pr'mary
'.earning Unit. .7

Thirty non-consumable individual storybooks, "A Couple of Compendious

Vignettes or Two Short Stories." Two original fiction short stories,
"What Do You Do at the Hospital, Mom?" and "The Missing Link," are
contained in the storybook. These stories are used in conjunction
with the student workbook section on the world of work. They focus
on the occupational fields of Health and Government and on 18 occupa-
tions within those fields which are projected to expand over the
next ten years. Special care has been taken to ensure the non-stereo-
typic portrayal of the characters.

"Images" is included in this unit with an additional 18 slides picturing
18 persons performing non-stereotyped occupations.

An instructional simulation card game, "HEAR's Careers", designed
to give studentsinformation'about the 'education and/or training
requirements for a selected set of careers, the differences ,and
relatiVe degrees of difficulty for males and females in achieving
those.careers. Career Record Sheets are included with the game.

.6 Thirty non-consumable individual legal rights brochures entitled, ,

"A Guide for Women: The Law & Employment," designed to accivaint
young women with their rights and responsibilities in the world of
work.

Contained in the Secondary Learning Unit are the following:

Thirty consumable individual student workbooks, "Working It Out,"
designed in a self-teachinb response-reinforcement format. Students
move from an exploration of self-awareness, into an exploration of
social awarebess, concludirt with experiences in decision-making.

A Teacher's Manual to serve the same purposes as outlined for the'
Primary Learning Unit.

A cartooned filmstrip, and accompanying,cassette, "The Dreamer,"
designed to acquaiqt students with the concept that any decision
relating to Occupational choice is directly correlated with and
only,begun with knowledge about self.

A manual card-sort "Occupational Resource Card System," containing
850 occupations derived from the ten occupational classifications
of the Dictionary of Occupational Titles. Each occupation is coded
according to 18 variables'of occupational characteristics. In the

process of using the system, the student acquires both the specific
occupational information and practice in establishing priorities
among job-related variables.



4,P
o Thirty non-consumable individual legal rights brochures, "A Guide For
.Women: The Law & Employment," designed to acquaint young women with'
their rights and responsibilities in the world of work.

60

Each unit is designed to be implemented over approximately 35 class days,
\,

with 35-40 minutes per day devoted to activity. The units require no specipl

physical facilities and no special equipment beyond that normally found

in a school building or district.

Primary (4-6) Activities

The primary unit is divided into three sections: All About Me, All

About Work, and All About Deciding.

All About Me. This section begins with a "People Slide'Show" of 15

slides, showing human faces displaying different emotions. Through questions

and cliscussion, children are encouraged to explore and accept the wide range

of feelings which all people!,' Ancluding themselves, can feel and exhibit.

Students answer questions in their Workbooks concerning the faces; the teaCher

can choose tdhave responses delivvered verbally, in writing, or both.ways.

Ideas for individual or.small group activities and diScussions are also pro-

vided, including the topic of differences between boys and girls.in showing

feelings..

Next, the class plays a gameentitled "Emotional Numbers." Students

volunteer to act out emotions to the words "four hundred and forty," while,

the rest of the class tries to guess the emotion. Additional activities and

disaission ideas are given, abain including the topic of differences beiwe n

boys and girls in showing emdtions. The,next activityls spread pver sever 1

days. It is called the,"Me Book," a personal description which each,student,

develops about'his or her own life. The sections of the Me Book include:

Autobiographical fact page

Ten things I like to do

My five most cherished possessions

Jobs I am responsible for (done alone and with others)

My room (a drawing or,photograph)

How I spend my time (an hour by hour calendar)

I am proud that ...



t 1

Changes (past and future)
A

is The end (summary sentences about what the student has learned through

the MeBoo7().

As an example of thp activities, the I Am Proud That ..." exercise is shown

below.
Pa

r*,

I AM PROUD THAT ...

Sometimes being proud can only be a braggingtwAn.you donkt Teel

you're doing well. This exercise helps you to think of othet kinds of
being proud - the kind that says you really feel good about yourself.
Please complete these sentences!

1, I Am proud that on my own I can

2. I am proud that I made

3, I am proud that I spend my allowance on

4. I am proud that when I am scared I

5. I feel proud when

1

Directions for Me Book activities are given in the Workbooks, but the Me

Book is intended to be assembledseparately in,a folder or notebook: There are,

opportunities for children to share their'Me Books, but they are not required

to. do so. 4

k §

In "The Trading Post," 5Aidents are instructed.to think of Ways they would

, like to.be different fromA way they are. 'They then fill out order blanks

listing traits they Would like to,have and traits they are willing to exchange

for the new ones. Questions for discussion include the differences in patterns

Which boys and girls might have exhibited and why fhese might be.

All About Me closes with another series of slides depicting children in

a wide variety of activities. Questions for discussion lead the students to

consider what the interests and abilities of the person doing the activity might

be, whether both boys and girls could do the activity, and what careers the

activity might be related to.

All About Work. Students begin this section with a study of the meaning

of work, play, and leisure activfty, including a discussion of the jobs men

and women can do.

The next activity is a filmstrip with cassette recording, entitled "What

Can'I Be?" The focus of the filmstrip is on sex roles in occupations, and the ,

.303- , I



discussion questions following the film encourage students to explore otcupational

roles and to give reasons for their opinions.

Next is a story entitled "Everybody Gets,Scared Sometimei," Which can be

read aloud by the teacher or silently by students. rt tells the story of ZacWs

-first airplane ride.and of how he overcomes his fears.a0 learns-that airplanes

have stewards as,well a\stewardesses.

"Whei^e Does It Come From?" is an activity in vhich students explore how

familiar products are made, delivered, and sold. Students bring prodUcts from

homeJor discussion. Ideas -for other activities include speakers,.field.trips,..

and a classroom store

'.The section concludes with another story, "Dreams Sometimes Have to Wait,"

which provAdes a large number of nontraditional rolemodels for students of

both sexes..

, All About Deciding. The, final section begins with.a short story showing

all the decisions one studbni makes in a d/SY.. The dais discussion following

this eAters on values and the part they Olay in decisions. .

Next, students,refer back to their "Me Books" to the record of how they

spend their time. This activity forms the basis for a discussion of thOices

and consequences of decision§.

In the next activity the students learn one way to vote. Suggested qbes-

tions to put to a vote include themes fram throughout the previous unit,, especially

those concerning sex roles.

"Four Corners" is a game in which students must quickly choose between four

.attractive options and gather in Jle corner of the room designated4for their

option. They are then asked to list with,the group all 'the reasons they chose

that corner. Lists are then shared with the.whole class. The purpose is to
I 1

focus on d&isions and how they arise from values.

Finally, groups of students are asked to solve difficu t"problems -which

have no right answers. The foTlow-up questions in the Workbook direct Swdents'

).attention
to group and individual behaviors in working'together; rSther than

1
the content of the problem.

0

Intermediate (7-9) Activities

The main emphasis in the intermediate unit is the world of work. Like the

primary uni't, this unit is divided into three sections: Looking at Myself,

Looking at the World of Work, and Deciding. 00



,

Lôokina at self. The firs't aCtivity of this unit is a short fantaiy tale

tthe self:16id what happens.if it getsLlOst. The'story raisesthe ,question,

,40(ly'yourself,' anyway?" as an introduction to this section ofthe

'A-"Peeple Slide Show" is next, with.slides and discussion questions,about

Wings, similar to those in ihe.primary unit. Group 'ind individual activi-

esare suggeSted.for follow-u). Discussion questions center on how reactions

fAoys. and girls (and men and women)nMay differ and why.'

'The student exercises inthfs section begin,with "The Big Five;" which asks,

40ents to identify their tive mOst,cherishedposSessions.,, Diicussion centers

m values and choicei ,of different sexes. A second exercise, "Whom DoI See?",

irects students to name the person (other than themselves) they would most like

o bel the person they,would least like.to be, and which they most resemble.

iscussion centers on sex and occupation of each choice.

,HAll About. Me" is an exercise in which students examine their skills,

strengths, values, and weaknesses.' The teacher then helps students examine

the skills or personal characterlitics implied by their answers.

A "Fill In" exercisé poses some open-ended questions which students answer

,abdut themselves. Pairs of students then toapare answers to look for their

similar responses. An "Interest Log" helps students identify specifically

what they like to do, beginning with activities in school subjects and pro-

ceeding to hobbies and other activities. Follow-up activities include discussions

ef ability, interest, possible occupations, and differences tn,boys' and girls'

responses.

The next exercise is "What Do I Like? What is jmportant to Me?" In t"is

exercise students list.things the like to do and then list important charac-

teristics of those activities (for example, it's donein a group; it costs

money): In group sessions, students share why they enjoy these activities.
4

Finally, in a game called "What's In a Name?" students examine their

feelings about their own names. Then they give,others in their group new!

names and talk about why they, chose the names they did.

bgoking_a_t_the World of Work. This section.also opens with a.short story

which deals with the interralatednesS of,work in the modern world.

The student exercises begin;with aim on "Woek-Related Values." Students

are'asked to rate 15 work characteristics as very important, important, or

not important to them. Then they compare work vatues which are contradictory

(such as cooperation and solitude). Finally, they list work values they would

associate with eleven ,different careers. It is of course no accident that
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all the people,listed as p°erfol"mers of these urgers ("Nya Angelou, writer")

are womenrA

. The next exercise, "Valuesand Careers," asks students to match a set

ofterLquatations with a liSt of l5,work-related values. Students are then

asked to'choose quotations that:they personally i:lentify with and examine the

.values exptessed in each one.' Then:each-student 6hodSes'one occupation Which'

!he ot she feel suits.her.or his.most.important identified value. .

'ExaMples.are shown be7ow:- 4

Values

Helping others
Recognition; approval
Fame

e

Statements.,

"What I really like about My job
is viat whenever I do something
well, I know that I'm going to.,
get credit for doing it."

"Being in the theatre isn't as
easy as I thought it would be.
It's a lot of hard, frustrating
uork at times. But something
happens to me when I'see my name
in print or in lights and the
final applause.makes it all
worthwhile."

"The greapst satisfaction that
,

I get out of my work is.knowing
that I've really helped someone
lead a happier, betterlife.,"

f.

A card game entitled "HEAR's Careers" is next. In'this game, students trY

to accumulate enough "education" points, '"training" points, and "luck" points

to qualify for various careers. The game has several purposes. First, it

impartsbfactual career infOmation, including starting salaries. Second, its

information is presented grouped by sex; through this strategy, it forcefully

conveys the message that more education, training and luck are needed by women

than men to achieve lower starting salaries in many occupations. 'Third, the

game is somewhat vague in structure, so that playing the game itself becomes a

group process, which is helpful in identifying how boys and girls solve problems.

Follow-up discussion focuses on the occupational stereotypes and the real world

of Work eor women and men.

The next activity is an introduction by the teacher to "Data, People,

Things." Information is presented on occupational codes used in the Dictionary

4.



of OCcupational fitl'es. The discussion leads into-the short story readings in

the Learning Wit-6"What Do You' Do. at the Hospital, Mom?" andL "The Missing Link"-.-

which present,occupational information and nontraditional occupational sex

role models. Student research into one, of the occupations in t'he stories is

suggested, bringing all earlter study on hiring requirements, work values, and

data-people-things tlassification into focus. Then, an "Occupational Slide

Show" presents 18. people at work in the occupations mentioned in the short.

story.

"'Fantasy Career" helps students identifY the specifIcs of a career they

might like to enter, such as tralning: working hours, and associated values.

Suggestions are given for small- andlarge-group discussions.

A second version of."HEAR's'Careers" focuses only on the 18 occupations

fn the Short stories, and removes the inequality between boys and girls. The

occupational facts used in this.version of the game aretthose gathered by the

students themselves in their earlier research.

A-second slide show on "Skills!' helps students think about performance

'of different jobs. Field trips and speakers are suggested to folloW up the

slides.

Workers in schools offer students a logical .way to experience collecttng

first-hand information on careers. An activity called Ney! What's Everybod('

Doing?" askS students to interview school personne) of all types. The informa-

tion is used for discussion of occupational characteristics' and occupational

sex roles.

Finally, each student explores "What Would You Like to Do?", listing

interests, values, and abilities as well as inforMation still needed to make a

choice. Suggestions for further library study are given.

Deciding.. Thls section on decision-making begins with two very short

stories on decisions. The first was made by President Harry Truman to drop'

the first atomic bomb; the second, by Rosa Parks in Montgomery, Alabama, to

not move to the back of the bus. Questions help students identify their options,

valuei, And decisions. This "Values and Decisions" exercise is followed by

one on "Values and Choices." Students identify some of their own recent decisions

and discuss their options and reasons for choices.

"Objectives and Options" presents several people who have decisions to

make and asks stUdents to exPlore their options. This activity is followed

by another version of the "Four Corners" game played in the primary unit. 'Stu-

dents must quickly choose one of four options andbmove to the corner of the
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room designated for that option. Teachers-may use the sets of options provided

or come up with .6eir own.

The activity "Operation Target" presents students with the task of ranking

15 items in importance, both individuafly and as,a,group exercise. Correct

answers are,in the teacher's manual. The intent of the enrcise is to examine

differences in decision-making alone and in groups, and suggested discussion

questions focus on these topics.

.The'last.eXercise again emphasizes individual and,group problem solving in

relation. to "The Old Wofflan and Her.Cow:/4, 'As follow'-up, students return to their

lists of 15 work-related values from the previous section and characterize their

work as individuals and-in groups. Finally, students are asked to sua up their

-points of view regarding the value of knowing about themselves, the world of

work, and decision-making,

,Secondar 10-12 Activities

This final unit of Project HEAR is still being evaluated and has not been

Presented to nor approved by the Joint Dissemination Review Panel. .The desCrip-

tion below is provided for educators who wish to see Project HEAR's themes and

approaches continued'at the high school level.

Like the earlier materials, this unit has three sections: Self Awareness,

Social Awareness, and Decision-Making. This unit primarily stresses decision-

making as most appropriate to the 10-12 developmental level.
.;

The unit begins with an animated fiimstrip entitled "The Dreamer," a

lighthearted introduction to t,he curriculum's three themes. Discussion questions

lead into the focus Of the first section on self awareness.

Self Awareness. This section is built around the concepts of intersts,
7

aptitudes,and achievements. It begins with a brief questionnaire on "Where

Are You Now?" in.those areas. Then it introducei the Occupational Resource Infor-

mation System which is part of the unit. This hand-sort system contains 850

cards, eech representing a different occupatioh coded according to.characteristics

given in the Dictionary of Occupational Titles._ Each card contains 18 descrip-

tors of occupational characteristics, ho1e-punched 'according to the occupation.

By placing a sorting needle through the holes for the description of interest,

the student can sort out those occupations.which possess desired characteristics.

The unit preients the students with two exercises' in,using this system: selectin6

and prioritizing desired occupational characteristics, and identifying occupations

whieh have all or some of the desired charaCteristics. Because the 850 occupations

are a cross section of all occupations described in the DOT, the student i$ able
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ts,

to transfer learning.to all available ,;o6 options.

The meanini of aptitude, tnd 'its difference frdm achievement, is extMined

via.discussion on "Your Aptitudes." Then exercises en6tled "What's In a

Score?". help'students to eXplore the,aptitudes,which may help people to do

Well in certain'occupations:. This'iS followed by work in.small groups to

identify each student's aptitudes as seen by others and by the student. Finally.,

each student lists his er her:own mafor aptitudes and some occupation's that

may fit these aptitudes.

"What Have I Ddne Wity Ligfe?" focuses on,achievements.. .Studenis.are'

asked to examine their major-ac.Ovities and the measures cif their achievement

(grideS, athletic letters, etc.). The-seCtion ends with 'questions concerning

enjoyment of these actiVities.

, Social Awareness. This section begins with a pairvof,questionnaires

briefly describing several people and tsking students to°characterize each person,

along given dimensions.. The questionnaires are identical, except,that one set .

of people is female and the other male. The purpose of the exercise is to

explore social attitudes among,the students concerning males and females, and

particularly to see if the patterns'of reactions differ between boys and girls.

Two very short stories' followh "The Anonymous Musician" and "Noreen's

Story." Questions following these stories help students examine the effects of

discrimination and stereotyping on minorities and' women, an'q form the basis

for further discussion. .

On a questionnaire on "Women and the World of Work", *students.are asked to

mark as true or false several widely held beliefs concerhing worl4n and work

(salarivs,ineed for work and fncome, etc.). This is followed by facts and

stattstics bn the actual status of working women. A follow-up questionnaire

covering the same topics is,used to.lead tnto a discussion of facts vs.stereo-
,

types

The focus of "The Changing Nature of Work" is on the shift in numbers of

workers from agriCultural octupations into industrial and service oCcupations

since 1750. "Where Wi,11 People Work?!' carries the same theme on into specific

occupatio6. "Future Trends" helps students examine the,future in light of two

trends from the past: dollars invested in research for new products and production

processeg; and birth,rate/populatio6 level. Finally, "Inventing theeFuture"

hypothestzes several marvelous new inventions and asks students to identify.new

.occupations which will be created as a result and also occupations which will

become obsolete,
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Decision-Making: This section opens with a parable on decision-making

entitled "The Adventurous Ant." In analyzing the ant's experience, students

identify the decision, the reason, and the true situation as known to the reader:

The next activity presents "Some Steps in°DeciSion-Making," specifying five

steps and applying them back to the story of the ant. Teachers are encouraged

to expand the activity for class discussion into examples which are relevant

. for their own students.

"Infoi-mation-and Decision:Making" presents several examples of decisions

which are not based on good information. "Some Decisions Are More Important"

asks students to rate the importance of various decisions, such as.,"report a

fire," "vote," and "choose what to wear to school.", Tile focus of this exercise

also includes the student's feelings of control'over hdr or his life and decisions.

"Values and Decision-Making" is built around the stories used in the inter-

mediate unit on Harry Trufflán and Rosa Parks. Quetions and discussion suggestions

are more detailed than in the earlier version, however, nd include discussion

of a three-step process of valuing.

"Tower Building"'is an exercise in work roce5ses. Groups of students are

given materials to build a tower. One person per group acts as obser^Ver and

notes the work preferences and styles of the other students. he observer reSponds

to questions such.as the following:f

Who assumes leadership? Is theleadership shared?, Is there a leader-
shif:, conflict?

Whatis the atmosphere pf the group? Competitive? Silly? Bored?
Fun? Would :it change if there were a:money prize?

Is a plan decided upon ot^ does the group just begin to build? '

k%)

o Are certain people concerned with only one aspect of the tower such
as decoration or foundation?

Does anyone or everyone-listen (or not listen) to ideas presented to
the group?

Is there any differentiation of male and female roles?

The "Tower Buildine experience concludes with a fairly long exercise in

values analysis related to the tasks. Tasks ar:: valued for themselves and then

with different levels of associated salary, security, and other variables. The

final question in the exercise asks students to ddscribe their own opinions of

the best way to evaluateaspects of a work situation.
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The unit concludes with a "Where,Are You After?" version of the opening

exercise, designed to help students examine how they have grown during,the unit.

Project HEAR is not.intended to be a.static set of activities. Throughout

the materfals, and especially during inservice training, teachers and others

involved with the units are.encouraged to use theircreativf:ty and their insight

into the issues discussed to focus a4 enrich,student learning.

All activities fn all Units are designed to lend themselves to expansion
1

and reorganization by the teacher. In addition, there a're several points in

each unit where the.teacher can make Ciloices as to mode of, presentation, mode

of response, and type or types of follow-up activities.

Teachers are eocouraged to have students reinforce their learning after each

activity by completing one or more sentences beginning "I learned...". This

'4ctivity is also suggested at the end of eaCh total unit. Students' are not expected

to gain identical growth; indeed, a discussion of what different students learn
I

from 4 unit and why may be among' the most fruitful discUssions of all.

Since Project HEAR emphasizes the va,lue of fndividual perceptions, testlng

student learning is not part of its approach. The testing-done during Unit

development was for validation purposes only; its approach will be described under%

Evidencelof Effectiveness.
0

PARENT AND COMMUNITY I6OLVEMENT

Parents and community members are not essential to the implementation

Project HEAR. However, their involvement can be greatly enriching to the program

if they participate at appropriate'points. UsuallY the sectiens on the world of

work provide the most valuable occasions for their involvement. The materials

offer some %uggestions, but teachers may recognize other epportunities for

.
effective parent and community involvement as well.

It is particularly important that the people who parttcipate in Project HEAR

be sensitive to and in sympathy with its goals. Women and men who are working

in nontraditional occupations are especially valuable; but at the very least,

parents and community members Should not perpetuate current sex role stereotyping

in their interactions with students.
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STAFFING AND MANAGMENT

Sthffinj
"

Project HEAR's materials require tile services of only, one,teacher at each

evel. Hoi.lever, within the activities the teacher has, great disci"etion in

expandimg activities and involVing other school staff, if desired.

No appreciable 'administrative time rdquired for implementation. Field

trips and guest speakert are, helpful additions to some activities; these may be

arranged through'whatever channels are normallor the sChool or district. The'

contributions,of counselors, administrato.rs, and other sChool personnel as

speakers or information resources-are also valuable in certain activities

Management

Each Project HEAR unit cAn be implemented in,about 35 class days. This
A

means that one unit can be used approximately twice in'one semester or four times

per year. Therefore it is possible to rotate a unit among four teachers, or

groups of stydents,,per. year with consumable units being replaced for eacif'new,

implementation. (Costs'of consumable materials are given later in this descrip-

tion.) It is not advisable to rotate materials among teaChers for implementation

during the same time period; additional ctirriculum units should be purchased

instead. inservice training should be scheduled before the semester begins, or

as soon thereafter as possible. If this is not feasible, training may be

scheduled in the previoUs semester.

An atmosphere supportive of bias-free education is perhaps,the most important

management strategy for implementation of Project HEAR. This atmosphere exists

in many schools, but often can be developed or improved through increased infor-

mation,and sensitization to the ealities of sex role stereotyping. Portions

of the inservice training program provided by Project AAR developers speak to

this subject, and may be useful for nonteaching staff as well as teachers.

Inservice Training

The classroom implementation of Project HEAR'S activities does not absolutely

require insurvice training. Most activities are"straightforwatid and descriptions

in the student and teacher materials are complete. However, Project HEAR's
,\

developers feel that most adopters can benefit greatly from the training sessions

they offer.
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'An average sesAon lasts tWo.days and IS struCtured around:the needs and

characteristics Of te adopting district The training.is destgned:to sens1 7

tize participants to Oe.mahy,subtle ramifications of sex stereotyping in

themselves and in Soda 'V, .

Rather than.addressin6 specific topics, the training

concentrates on helping 1...Tticipants.to answer for themselves the folloWing

questions::

What are the liMitation: placed on people in 'the real world duecto'

gender?' t.

How do I feel about the 1111114-W6ns placed on me?

What choices do I'have?

How do I make decisions?
,

What are the consequences of my deciOvs?

The program developers, feel that thts approach tzt training helps participants

to greatly enrich student discussions and facilitati: genuine student change.

It also helps participants to feel comfortable with thE materials, to take per-

sonal ownership of them, and to expand or'change them 6- on,their own

abilities and intuitions as teachers and members of society.

In addition to meeting these purposes,-the training is designed to help the

'participants make plans for implementing the materials with their Students. This

includes scheduling the Unit, selecting among optional activities, estimating

activity lengths, and other details, if the mpicipants wish. ,

COSTS

The costs for adoption of Project HEAR are as follows':

Primary Learning Unit

Intermediate Learning Unit

Secondary Learning Unit $86.24

'Each unit includes materidls for the teacher and for 30 students. Ftfteen

percent above costs is charged.for handling and storage, plus shipping costs.

Consumable student workbooks may.be replaced at a cost of $0.6 9.. apiece at the

Primary and Intermediate levels and at $0.90 apiece at the Secondary level.

The cost breakdown on the following page is based on the assumption of

staff training for 15 teachers and use of materials by 460 elementary students'.
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Installation

Lignat9gall %
Recur4ring

Subsequent

Staff Training
Two'days training
15 teacher's substitutes
30 teacher days @ $35/day
$1050 - 30:students.

.for each of 15 classes
$1050 4.450 $ 2.33 -0-

)

1 trainer/15 teachers
1 $370/day for 2 days

$740 4 450 , 1.64 4-

Special FacflitieS
7,

-0- -0-
4

Equipment
.

-0- -0-
,

Consumables 707 -0-

15 Learn* units
@ $68.37/each

$1,025 i 450 ,., 2:28 .69

Other -0- -0-

Total (per learner cost)" $ 6.25 i .69'

, .

EVIDENft OF EFFECTIVENESS

Claims of Effectiveness

The,following claims of effectiveness were made in thee evaluation of Project
,

HEAR. These claims of effectiveness concern the primary and intermediate levels

.;

only; the secondary level has not yet been fully evaluated;

For primary students, the program is effective in:

4

changing perceptions of sex-linked occupational stereotypes so that more
occupations are perceived as genderafree, and

o changing attitudes towards sex-stereotypic occupations sb that'resOondents

express preference for motsex-asynchronic occupations (that is, occupa-
tions in which the responde t's sex,is opposite to the gender typically
ascribed to the occupation).

For intermediate level students, the\program is effective n increasing

knowledge of the world of.work. In other words, Project HEAR claims to have met

the objectives listed on page 3 of this description.

Int21212I#12iiitY.A.L.IPALM

Three instruments were developed to measure student,change. At the primary

level', the PrimarY,Occupational Stereotype Inventory. ( POSI) and Primary



-Occupational Preference Inventory (POPI) were developed and fielu tested. For

intermediate students, an Occupational Knowledge Inventory (0Kfl was developed

and field tested.

To.measure student growth-in the area of Project HEAR's first objective,

changing student perceptions of occupational stereotypes, the POSI was .developed

to elicit,sex-linked occupational stereotypes. It was derived from the Primary,
a

Occupational Feeling Inventory of BinghaM and Cubit-Swoyer (1970). The instrument

was modified to the reading level of the fourth grade, and utilized verbal rather

than graphid occuPational stimuli; The testMas 30 items, each listi4 an occupa-

tion. The student responds by Indicating whether the occupation employs a manr"a

woman, or both sexes by marking the'appropriate figure.

The tdo-week Coefficient of stability for the POSI yielded a Pearson r = .750

= 54). Over a Six-week period, Pearson r .= .751 (N = 67).

The construct validity of the test instrUment was demonstrated by comparison

'with employment data from the 1970 U.S. Census. These data were used to compute

the actual ratio of the number of males to females employed in.the occuOationi

sampled. Coomparing thesrankp of occupations based on, employment ratios with

ranks of occupations based on percent.of students who identified.the occupation

as masculine or feminine, the resultant Spearman rho was r = .92 for masculine

occupations anfr = .74 for feminine occuPations.

For the second objective, changing student preferences for sex asynchronic

occupations,1he POPI was developed to measure the occupational preference of

elementary student's. It was also derived from the Primary Occupational Feeling

Inventory. This iest also has 30 items, and the student indicates'whether he

. or sile likes or dislikes the oecupatidn by.filling'in the appropriate.box.

The six-week coefficient of stabiliiy of preference scores yielded a Pearson

r =..914 (N = 30). Six-week coefficients of stability using Spearman rho for

occupational preference rankings were: r = .89 for males; r = .94 for females;

and r =, .86 for males and females combined.

' Construct validity was,demonstrate'd in two comparisons: (1) preference
.

rankings were compared with prestige rankin9s of occupations (from Borow, Man

in a World at Work, 1964, p. 75). The resulting Spearman rho r = .613; and

(2) preference rankingsmere compared with socio-economic status rankings of

occupations (from Crites, Vocational Psychglogy, 1969, pp. 56-57) The

resultihg Spearman rho r = .603.

For the third objective, increasing knowledge of the world of work in

intermediate level students, the OKI was used. The OKI is a locally developed

testjn which names of occupations are matched to occupational descriptions.
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It isfresumed by iti 4evelopers to,have content validity.

The'internaf consistency of the test has been estimated from'a split-half

reliability coefficient, The split-half PearsOn r = .47. Reliability of the

,whole test'ts eitimatecras r = .64; using the.Brown-Spearman formula. The six-

week 'coefficient of stability Pearson r = .62.

Evidence of Impact ,

4 , ,L,,....
,

)

Project HEAR'materials were field tested in 1975 on a sample cross-section,
,

of 13 New Jersey, school districts. The target population (N = 3,000) for the

Vr.1

field test was representatiye of each of the districts! total'populationst.

At the primary evel, four experithental and three control classes were randomly

selected for testing, representingraPproximately 5% of the students on Whom theV

project was'field teited.2:The fourth grade experimental and control clasSes were '

drawn ftom the Living'ston School District:the East Orange School District, 'and

the MOntclair School District. IR 1977,, additional data were collected from a
/

randomly seletted experimenial.and control class,in the Wt11ingb6o School District:
.

At the intermediate level, Project HEAR's Intermediate 'Learning Untt was field
tested 'on 116 experimental eighth grade students. The control sample was drawn

from the same,school districts.

At the primary level, pretest data were collected from the experimental
and control classes within the same week in the Spring semester of 1975. yost-
tests were collected six weeks later from the same groups. Boys and girl's were

.

tested together.

Two experimental gi.oups were discatded from analysis in 1975 because the

pretest was administered incorrectly. These two groups were -included in the

1977 data analysis.

For the intermediate level, the program was administered in several different

school systems in 1975.. Pretest data were collected from four experimental and

three

control classes within the same week in the Spring semester of 19*

Posttests were administered to both groups six weeks later. Boys and girls

were tested together.

Experimental Design. At the primary level, data were analyzed using two

different designs. The first, in 1975, employed a pre-post contrast of

experimental and control groups.. Table 1 gives sample sizes for these groups.
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Table 1
0

Sample Size for 1975 Data Anal sis Primary Level

xperimental
Group Female Male Total

6ntrol 7

Group Female Male Total

1

, 2

3

C
Total"

11

12

15,

15

a

'10

10

11

,19

,22

25*

26*

1

2

, 3

,

14

11
,

13,

,

e'

, 8

8

9

22

19

22

53 .39, 92. 38

117
.25.'

aMNO/11.1Ol .

63

Since intact classrooms,.rather th6-subject randomization, were used to

determine treatment status, this qualified as a nonequivalent control group

) design., Subsequently experimental and control grOups weiv shown'to be ffla.pched

on the pretest measure.

A second (1977)'expgrimenta1 design examined the posttest scores of four

groups, including both 1975 and.1977 samples,. Sample sizes ,are shown in

Tab e 2.

Table 2

Sample Size feltir1977 Data Analysis, Primary Level

o I

E perimental Control

GrOUS Female Male Total Group Female Male Total

retested 53 42 -95 Pretested 39 '27 66

npretested 8 11 19 Unpretestecr 10 8 18

otal . 61 53 114 49 -35 84

At the intermediateJevel, the experimental design was a pre-post comparison

of experimental and control groups. The t-test was used to examine pre-post

difference in test *ores for experimental and control groups. The leVel.of

signific,ance set for all tests was a=.05. Table 3 shows sample sizes for

these group's.

Since it was not possible to utilize matched control groups from thee .

same school system, effort was inade to select control groups from school

districts' having ihe same.demographic characteristics and racial composition
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Table 3

Sample Size for 1975 Data Anal sis. Intermediate Level

lExperimental
proup Female

1 11

2 6

3 23

10

Tqtal 50

Male

15

11

24

16

, 66
V

Total
, Control

' Group Female Male Total

26 . 1 15 16 a1,4.7

17 2 11 11 22 k

47 10 , 11 21

26

116" .`36

.11101.01m

38

ms
74

as the experimental districts. Census tract data avi enrollment data Were,

obtained from eleven school districts: 'NM hoc intelligence, and reading scores
,

were obtained for experimental and
.

control classes. A. t-test of the pretest mean

scores of,experimental and control groups showed no significant differences in

means at-the an .05 level; (to = 1.21)

Data Analysis. At the Orimary level, the first 'objective was evaluated via

reiults on tKe POSI. °In the first data analysis (1975) two experimental and,stwo

control ,classet Were.compared.

a

Table 4

Mean Raw POSI Scores for Ex erimentaI and Control Primar Students

Pretest PostteU *change ANCOVA

N k SD SD 3r, 'r and p

ExperiMental.
Group 41 11,4 5.9 18.0 7.2 +6.6 F = 11.7

Control Group. 41 9.1 5.8 12.1 7.5 +3.0 p ,4 .005

Table 4 shows,that fourth grade students who participated in Project HEAR

increased the 'number of occupations ().erceived as gender-free, and that the differ-

ence was statistically significant. The gain difference between experimental and

control students of 3.6 points is approximately one-half of a standard deviation.,

(.'Therefore it can be concluded that the objective to change sex-linked occupational

stereotypes Was met.

The program was 4licated again in 1977 in the Willingboro school district..
4

Accordingly, the data from both 1975 and 1477 were re-examined using data from

the expanded sample. The results are shown in Talile 5. The difference

between the combined experimental and control group means of 7.2 points was
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Table 5,

Mean Posttest Raw POSI Scores

It

Exarinslital ,Control:

N SD N SD Di ff. t and p.

P.tetested 95 18.9 7.2 66 .10.9 6.9 8.0 7.j, p .0005

(1975)

Onpretested 19 17.3 6.8 17 12.8 6.4 4.5 1.92, p.4.05

(1977)

Combined 114 18.6 7.2 83 11.4 6;8 7.2 7.01, p 0005

greater than one standard deviation and was statistically highly significant.

The second objective was evaluated by means of difference$ in student scores

on the POPI. Table 6.shows the results.

Males

Table 6

tilem_..2..12s..§..q.281.21.§..um...011.-arceta es/

Pretested (1975)

dnpretested (1977)

Females

Pretested (1975)

Unpretested (1977)

'COmbined Male and Female
(19/5 and 1977)

_gorimental Control Difference

3i. 7

18.5 13.4 5.1

1/ 28.4 9.4 19.0

'26.0

40.0

24.4

24.5

23.5

1.5

16.5

19.4 5.0

r!.

The t-test was used to eXamine the significance Of the difference in

experiMeta1 and Control group means. The resulting to = 13.9 was signifi-

cant At the 1= .0005 level. Table 6 shows that fourth grade students who

participated in Project HEAR ircreased significantly more than control

students their preference for sex-asynchronic occupations. Therefore it

,can be conoluded that the objective of changing studdnt preferences for

sex-asynchronic occupations was met.

At the intermediate level, scores on the OKI yielded the results shown

in Table 7.
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Table 7

Mean OKI Scores for Intermediate Studentst,

Pretest Posttest gma t and p

7 SD 7 SD

Experimental 105 41.4 18.6 67.4 22.4 +26.0 t = 4.6

Control 32 45.5 19.3 49.5 23.5 4. 4.0 p .005

A't-tesi of the pre-postdifference for experimenial and control grOups

confirms that the mean increase shown by the experimental group was signifi-

cantly greater than the mean increise shown by controls.

The gain difference between experimental and control students of 22.0

points is approximately one raw .score standard deviation. Therefore the program

objective to increase occupational knowledge at the interMediate level was met.

Meaningfulness ofiesults

The nature of the experimental' design and the level of significance with

which the results were achieved gives evidence that the program would be effec-
..

tive if replicated under similar circumstances., The results were achieved in

several different school districts, in both public and parochial schools in 1975,

and replicated again in 1977 in a different geographic locale within the state

with similar results.

For those occupations in which one sex.outnumbers the other, the demon-

stratid gain in gender-free occupational perceptions would translate tnto a

highly significant exwsion of career options for both boys and girls.

Favorable Review by Joint Dissemination Review Panel

The Joint Dissemination Revlew Panel (JDRP) was established by the Education

Division of the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare in 1972. The joint

U.S. Office of Education/National Institute of Education (0E/NIE) Panel currently

has 22 members, eleven from each agency, appointed respectively by the Commissioner

of Education and the Director of NIE. The JDRP meets periodically to review the

evidence of.effectiveness submitted for a wide variety of federally supported

educational products and practices, with,effectiveness being the sole criterion

for approval by the JDRP. It is charged with the responsibility of ensuring that

educational interventions -- projects, prodocts, or practices -- have been shown

to have positive impacts on their recipients before they are disseminate' with
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federal funds or endorsed by the Education.Division.1

In May 1978, the JORP reviewed Project HEAR and approved it for nation-

wide dissemination.

CONCLUSION

This prograP 'glances career aWareness as indicated by changes in attitude

and knowledge about occuPations, which responds to the recommendation of educators,

parents,vand many others that schools participate in the development of career

awareness. In particular, the program expands the career options of both girls,

and boys by increasing knowledge about sex stereotyping of occupations, by pro-

viding nontraditional role models, and by emphasizing that each person has skills

and interests which are not constrained by'gender. Project HEAR's evaluation

findings are consistent with Super's theory of vocational choice. Super concludes

that, "When stereotypes are gender-free, the individual expands hii/her options

for occupational choice."

1Tallmadge, G.K. The Joint Disseminatim Review Panel: IDEABOOK. Washington

D.C.: NIE/DHE Septem er
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FOREWORD

This activity description was prepared as part of a study conducted by
the American Institutes for Research (AIR) under contract No. 300-77-0303 .

to the U.S. Office of Eddtation. The purposes OT the study were to identify
evaluated, exemplary career education activities; to recommend identified
activities to the Joint Dissemination Review* Panel (JDRP). of he.Education
Division, Department of Health, Education, and Welfare; to repare descriptions
of identified activities; and to develop a handbook with six models for
evaluating career education activities.

The criteria established for screening activities in this study intention-
ally limited choices to those whose evaluation reports presented evidence of
effectiveneis. Close attention was given to the souhdness of evidencein evalu-
ation reports. A minimum requirement for this evidence of effectiveness was
that some comparison standard be provided so that gains made by the students
participating in the activity could be attributedto the impact of the activity.
After confidence in the evidence of effectiveness was established, further
criteria were applied. Theie criteria included consistent relationships between
a well-planned .assessment of needs, a Statement of desired.student outcomes,
the selection of instruments, and the procedures used in data collection,

.

management, and analysis.

This document describes one of ten projects,that was selected from among 250
submitted. It presents one locale's way of successfully implementing a career
education activity, the results of Which are educationally significant. Although
the description reflects an activity developed in.response to local needs, other
school districts with similar needs may wish to adapt parts or all of it accord-
ing to their own circumstances and philosophy.

We are especially grateful to the original director and staff of Project
Equality, and to the many school staff members who generously gave their time to
answer questions from AIR site visitors. They extended a special kind of hos-
pitality and spared no amount of effort to provide the information necessaryto
prepare this description. They made it possible for the Site visitors to see
the programhin action, as well as to understand the philosophy and strategies
that under:ie its operations.
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Tqui. & LOCATION:

PROJECT OVE.R.VIEW

Project Equality
Highlihe Public Schools

Educational Resources and Administrative Center
.15675 Ambaum Blvd., SW
,Seattle, Washington 98166

:TYPE) Infus'ion

PROJECT DIRECTOR: John D. Ross
Ph: (206). 433-2454

SETTING: Project Equality's'home site was the Highline School Distr'ict
hear Seattle, Washington where it has been in operation for
six years. Field testing was conducted in two neighboring
districts, Northshore and Bellevue. These two districts,
as well as the Highline district, can be tharacterized as
predominantly middle-class; with 90% or higher whtte popula-
tions.

STArr.:

GOAL:

The Project Equality staff'consists of a director, an infor-
mation facilitator, and a secretary.

The goal of Project Equality is to expand students' percep-
tions of'occupations open.to females and those open to males.
The specific objectives to attain that goal have dealt
primarily with the acquisition and development of media and
materials that enhance the availabtlity of choice for all stu-
dents in the elementary classroom and reflect the changing
definition of what "women's work" is.

EVALUATION DESIGN: The impact of ProjekA Equality activities upon students was
assessed in 1977-78 by testing comparable grops of treatment
and control students.

MATERIALS)

COST)

The staff of Project Equality have developed three sets of
materials which may be used independently or in combination:
Occupational simulation packets, the Yellow, Clue, and Red
Cook, and Many Thousand Words - Work NElures. Eacii set of

iite-rials Ts designecito provide students with nontraditional
sex role models. The materials present simple, interesting,
bias-free activtties which demonstrate.that work skills can
be possessed by persons of both sexes.

The Project Equali,ty materials are relatively low in cost and
the prograncan easily be implemented within any K-6 curric-
ulum. Assuming a district had 3,000 K-6 students and assum-
ing adoption expenditures ir staff development, materials
and contracted services, per Oupil costs would be $2.11 in
the first year and $0.95 in subsequent years.
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PROJECT DESCRIPTION

Project Equality has attempted to develop and field test procedures for

expanding students' perceptions of ocCupations open,to'females and those open

to males. The specific objectives to attain this'goal have dealt primirily

with the acquisition and development of media and.materials that reflect the

changing definition of what "women's work" is. Each set of materials is designed

to piiovide students with nontraditional sex role models. The materials present

simpleOnteresting, bias-free activities which demonstrate that work skills can

be possessed by persons of both sexes.

PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT

Project 'Equality's home site was the Highline Schoof'District near Seattle,

Washington. Project' materials were developed and revised extensively during

the first three years, of project operation.' Final field testing was'conducted

outside the Highline District to assure that no student exposure to materials

had taken place in earlier years. The field"test results discussed later in

this project description are from two districts, the Northshore and Bellevue

School Districts, also Mear Seattle. These two districts, as well as the Highline

School District, can Lc characterized as predominantly middle-class, with 90%

or higher white populations. Northshore School DistrIct covers an area which

<is rapidly evolving from a farm economy to a combination industrial and residen-

tial area. The Bellevue School District contains mainly middle and upper middle

class families, with a high percentage (67%) of professional, technical and

managerial workers. Per-pupil expenditures in the Northshore School District

were $1,386 in 1976-77, while in the Bellevue School District they were $1,587.

Like the total populations of the school districts, the K-6 students with

whom project-developed materials were used are primarily white and middle class.

Achievement levels vary, however. The latest figures from the annual statewide

assessment of fourth grade achievement, using the Comprehensive Tests of Basic

Skills battery, show Northshore students scoring at the 58th percentile on the

average, while Bellevue students scored at the 69th percentile on the average.

Students in the Highline School District, where the project materials were

,originally derloped, scored at the 48th percentile. Each student population

contained approximately equal numbers of boys and girls.
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Needs Assessment: The Nation

An increasing body of research is documenting the occurrence of stereotyped

education for girls and young women -- an education that views girls as passive,'

less task-oriented, and less .able than boys. 'Longer life span, new legislation

restricting:sex-identification of jobs, and a.reduced birth rate have increased

the length of time women will be working and have made more varied work roles a

'definite probability. However, cultural and social influences have restricted

girls from performance tasks and tended to concentrate on the homemaker aspects

of women's activities. As girls proceed through school, their views of themselves

and their role in the world of work become increasingly stereotyped. Through a

largely restrictive self-image, classes are chosen and careers begun. If prepara-

tion for active, independent adulthood with a potentially successful career is

a valid goal, it must be a valid goal for all students not exclusively for

boys and young men.

Needs Assessment:_ Local

The need for reducing sex stereotyping first became apparent when the High-

line School District involved the community in determining career education goals.

In 1971, one of the goals was to provide all students with opportunities to look

at career alternatives. After thdt the district, in coordination with the

University of Washington, did a study of fifth grade students in which they were

asked to list the kinds of jobs they would like to do. The next question was

to describe a day in their work life. ,The findings showed that boys described

work while girls described housework. In general, the study demonstrated that

both boys and girls tended to see jobs in terms of masculine and feminine stereo-

Wes, and that occupational aspirations of the fifth grade girls fell heavil

into feminine stereotyped roles.

From these and similar findings, it became apparent to district officials

that a concerted effort was necessary to counteract the stereotyping that was

prevalent throughout the schools. This growing district awareness was reflected

in a statement by the Washington State Superintendent of Public Instruction:

Some specific courses of action to make improvement in this [sex stereo-
typing] area are:

1. Special care must be taken in elementary and secondary schools to
use textbooks which do not depict men and women in stereotyped sex
roles. The content of courses must be revised, where necessary, to
give a balanced account of women's contributions to our civilization.
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2. //Every course of study, including specialized trade and technical coui'ses,

/1 must be open equally to boys and girls. Given today's cultural atti-

tudis, it is not enough merely to open the doors. Orily a few highly

motivated girls are likely to be daring enough to se'ek entry into fields

that have been up to this time exclusively for men. It will be neces-

sary to actively recruit girls in the trade and technical fieldt with

the full cooperation of guidance counselors.

Community education programs should be established to enlighten parents
on the need to open up career opportunities for women.

In-service training must be provided for teachers, guidance counselors
and other specialists, paraprofessionals and 'administrators to prepare
them to take an active role in encouraging women to seek careers in
whatever fields are best suited to their individual talents.

Superin.tendent of Public Instruction
State of Washington, Bulletin (#63-72),
Aly 1972, pp. 3-4 -.

PrograM Planning

The needs assessment indicated that sex stereotype-free materials in career

education were of prime importance. In evaluating a substantial number of com.7

merctally-produced career education materials, it was found that few materials

dealt equitably with females and males in speaking to their future participation

in the work world strictly on the basis of an individual's skills., abilities,

interests, and needs. Project Equality was created to fill this void -- to

provide materials which were free of sex stereotyping and which demonstrated

to students that people of both sexes could perform a variety of job tasks.

ELTieSLGSA.1.§.inc...--11---10bectives

The goals of Project Equality were to expand (1) girl's' perceptions of

occupations open to females and those open to males, and (2) boys' perceptions

of occupations open to both sexes. The following,objectives were developed to

meet these goals.

Objective 1: EleMentary students in gr'ades K-6, where any one of six
occupational simulation packets is used appropriately, will
have expanded their perceptions of job options open to
females and males.

Objective 2: Elementary students in grades 1-6, where the Yellow,, Blue,

and Red Book is used appropriately, will have expanded
their perceptions of job options open to females and males.
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ghlitive 3: Elementary students in.grades 1-6, where the Many ousand
Words - Work Pictures notebook is used appropriately, will
W raiiliairthefr- perceptions of job options open to
females and males.

Measure.of Achievement

Project Equality adapted the.Who Should test from work originally done by

Dr. Lynne. Iglitzin of the University of Washington. This test.was used with all

materials and attempted to measure changes in students' perceptions of occupa-

tional sex roles. There are two forms of this instrument: one for grade levels

K-2, and the other for levels 3-6.

The K-2 form has 26 questions which are read to student's by the teacher.

The students have only the answer sheet, not the questions. Two Sample questions

are: "At homeewho should wash dishes? Men? Women? Or both?" "Who can use

a hammer better? Boys? Girls? Or both the,samer All questions are answered

by the students by circltng a picture of a boy., or a girl, or a boy and girl

standing together.

The grades 3-6 form of'the test has four parts with a total of 41 items.

As in the K-2 form, teachers reid the questions aloud to students. Part I lists

9 occupations such as carpenter and nurse; students circle "man," "woman," or

th" to indicate who should do the job. Part II lists six jobs done in class

suc \as "eraser cleaner"; response options are the same as for Part I. Parts III

.and IV list jobs done in the home. Response alternatives to Part III are

"father'," "mother," or "both,", and response alternatives to Part IV are "men,"

"women," or "both."

MATERIALS AND ACTIVITIES

p_itc2ilt\Develomerqgripls

The major thrust of Project Equality has been the reduction of sex role

stereotyping in students at the K-6 grade levels through use of materials which

counter such stereotypes in both occupational and.home sex roles. To accomplish

this purpose, the staff of Project Equality have developed three sets of materials,

wnich may be used independently or in combination. Each set of materials was

designed to provide students with nontradjtional sex role models. The development

of materials extended over the project's first three years,of operation, (1973-76),

with final field testing taking once during the 1977-78 school year':
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sejj_Llcsupa,tjg2aLtimujasionjets. These packets are designed as a

hands-on career education activity for elementary students 'based on the "isolated

skills concept," which was drawn from techniques used in vocational rehabilitation

..Each packet focuses on a particular skill and then uses that skill in a variety

of hands-on work actiyities'within the classroom. All the materia-ls the teacher

needs and all the materials the students use are packeted within a box or multiple

boxes with very clear teacher directions.

The occupational simulation materials consist of six separ^ate packets,.each

of which may be used alone. Two packets have been developed for use with grades

,.1(-2 students, two for students in grades 3-4, arAl two for students in grades 5-6.

Each packet singles out a saleable work skill equired for a wide variety of jobs.

:and already Rossessed, in.some measure, by ti9e student. As students apply their

saleable"skills in a variety of job-relatJd activities, it becomes clear that

(a) .a("skill dependenton (b) a skill required for one type of

work iS often transferable to anothrx type of work. Discussion questions for

teacher use with the class also uphasize these two points. Each packet, in

turn, is described below.

Color Discrimination This packet focuses on the skill of color dis-
,

crimination and is used at grade levels K-2 since the identification of.primary

colors is something teachers at those grade levels usually 'handle. The skill' of

color discrimination ts required in such occupations as interior decorator and

electrician and many others. Within this particular packet, students go through

three different jobs. The first is that of-a factory,worker; many factory

workers must deal with small items aS well as color-coded items. So the students

sort telephone wires by their colors and, of course, most of them can do it. They

feel very successful; it's a fun, short activity. Another activity in thts packet

is sorting socks by color. Anyone who works in a store whether as a clerk in a

grocery store or as a clerk in an apparel shop, is going to do many things by

color. The third job explored is interior decorator. Students use color chips;

formica chips that often are available through a variety of sources free of

charge, and pieces.of wall paper to match colors as the interior decorator.

The time expected to complete*-this packet, is 2-3 hours over a 2-3 week period.

Accompanying the packet are the following materials.



MateriMs List

32 bundles of wire, each wrapped with tape, to inclUde:

16 sets of 4 blue, 4 White,.4 red, 4 gray
16 sets of 4 yellow, 4 Orange, 4 purple, 4 black

6 bundles of socks, each bundle to include:

2 red, 2 blue, 2 green, 2.brown, 2 orange
Total - 0 socks or 5 pair in each bundle. Bagged.

32 laminated Wall papersheets

11 bundles of color plates to include:

20 different colors in each set or bundle

1 wire ,Oundle with 16 Colors, teacher sample

1 picture each of the following:

-Factory Person working with wire
Female Mechanic
Male Store Clerk
Interior Designer

1 picture each at-the following:

White background with 3 circles: 2 pink, 1 black
Dark Blue Background'with Brown Number 1 .

Green Background with Red Number 2 \

Yellow,Background with Orange Number 3
,

Crawling ándSguatting -- Also used at grades K-2, this packet emphasizes

the skills of crawling and squatting ind demonstrates how they are needed in

certain occupations. There am times when nearly everyone has to crawl or squat

4

on the jobs.e.g., to pick up things dropped on the floor. The main emphasis in

'this packet is on jobs that require these skills as a regular part of the .

vaTious job tasks. Some of the activities involve squitting', some crawling and

some both. At that age leve), teachers are trying to teach youngsters physical

mobility -- to get hands.and feet going in the right,direction. So, in the crawl

and squat packet, students go through a carpenter experience, a plumber experience

and a stock clerk experience.

The time expected to complete this packet is 2-3 hours over a 2-3 week

period. Accompanyinq the packet a. re the following materials and specifications.
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Materials List

Stock Clerk

6 stock clerk name plates

10 illercharidise signs

4 boxes of grocery packages
4 four-foot bbards for shelves

Carpenter

6 carpenter name plates
4 pair safety glasses
4 containers of large head nails

1 piece of-wood-for hammering
1 ball yarn

\

Plumbers

6 plumber name plates
4 clamps for mounting stationary pipe to\table

2 plumbing-pipe assemblies

General

6 aprons .

15 clampS for apron.name plates \

tunnels
3 laminated water color posters \

Teacher needs to provide:

Blocks or books or chairs for forming,the outside of the house and,also'

to creafe shAves for the stock clerk activity.

Thd teacher's guide for this packet requires that the teacher, in advance .

of th-eitore.clerk activity, set up shelves on blocks, books or chairs and then

stock the shelves with grocery items and place,signs ty the items. The activity

is done with stx student's at a lAme. The first three students have their

attention directed at the merchandise signs that ar laced above the shelves,

and are told that these signs help ,the customers fi what.they want to buy and

help stock clerks know whe're me'rchandise should be placea. Each student is given

,a box of food containers'to be placed on the 'shelves, looking for the merchandise

signs that show where the food containers should be placed. Once these students

have stocked the shelves just as a store clerk would do, the teacher proceeds to

move the merchandise'signs as a store manager might do. Then the teacher tells

the other three students th'at sometimes stock clerks must move items from one

shelf to another when the siore manager wants to change merchandise from one

location to another. Each student is directed to take a row and to put the items
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ln the new location by following the merchandise signs. Finally, all s's tu-

*dents are asked to remove the items from the shelves and place them ih boxes in

an area taRtiosenting a warehouse since sometimes stock clerks are asked to take

everything off "the shelves and send the merchand.ise back to the warehouslie.
.

Throughout this entire activity, it is necessary or the students tO be able to

ipawl grsquat to stock low and deep shelves with'products..

Before beginning'the packet'S carpenter skill activity, the teacher isl

directed to construct the outline of a house using kindergarten-blocks, chairs
'

and tables and to place yarn through the house for.the,carpenters to follow. A

diagram for the house maze is included in the packet. To experience the crWing

or,squatting skills that a carpenter needs to have.to do ids job, each student
d

puts on,an apron with "carpenter" on it and safety glasses. Each student carries

a hammer and has a box of nails in the apron pocket. Each student must finish

bammelhing.the nail into the wood before the next student enters the building. TIr

student foll,ows-the yarn through the house to get to the place where he'or she

hammers a nail into a board and follows the yarn to the exit of the house. ,Once

that student is through with the task, she or he will give the apron,/glasses,

hammer and container of nails to the next student in line.

Prior tb gtarting the packet's plumber skill activity, the teachOr is required

,to'mount stationary pipe (with goosenecks) underneath the top of a table using

clamps and to arrange tunnels leading up to the table. Then the_students aijo told

they will have an opportunity to use the skill of crawling Or squatttO,by doing

part of a plumber's job. The activity begins with the first student Outting on an

apron with the word "plumber" on it. The student.is then directed to 'crawl through

the.tunnel and under the house until 'reaching the pipes,. After unscrewi.ng desig

nated parts of the pige assrlmbly, the student puts those pieces on thOloor and

crawls back from under the house and through the tunnel to get outside."; The

secon4 stuclent crawls through the tunnel and 'under the house until reaching the

piedes of'Apipe on the floor. PiCking up the pieces, this student screws them

back onto the original pipe assembly and returns crawling through the tunnel to

the outside. The same taking apart and putting back together sequence is con-

tinued until all students have had the experience.

,AsSembling -- Used ith grades 3-4, this packet stresses the skill.of

assembling an item in a.specific sequence. Assembling things in order is often

done by factOry workers and by workers in hardware stores, who often have to

assemble things to show to people. So if students can follow instructions and

assemble things in order, they have a definite and employable skill.
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The estimated time to complete this packet of instructional activities is

2.4 hours over a 3-week period. The objeCtive of the activities is to assemble

in sequence eight unassembled items following printed instructions. Thirty

minutes are allotted,,for each group of 16 students, two at each of the eight

assembly stations. Activities at these stations include assembling an automobile

mierors a ball,potht pen, a bicyc,le bell, 'ebicycle reflector, a paint roller,

a wallet and card holder, a watercplor set, and a water supply.pipe valve. At

each station, there is a laminated direction card, necessary tools such as-a

screwdriver, a.trayta keep parts in during as'semby tasks, a piicture illustrating

the assOmBoly tasks, and a student job sheet for recording the tasks each student

performs.

It is suggested that the students Work in sexually integrated pairs (girl

and boy). Capable readers can help others or one student can steady and hold

items to assist his or her partner in assembly jobs. Students are told to

alternate. jobs.- On the first task, one would be the assembler, the other, the

assistant and inspector. 11,ples are then reversed for the next item with each

student actually assembling fokur items. The student in,the inspector's role may.

also disassemble and return paratorthe container for the next pair.

CreitiVity -- Also used with grades 3-4, this packet focuies on the skill

of creativity, which.is required in such occupations as artist, weaver,.and

architect. The packet deals with the creativity skill that is needed to create

things from scratch -- new kinds of visions, whether it is a poem, or whether

it ts a piece of tapestry.

The estimated time to complete to complete the activity is 8-10 hours over

a 3-4 week period. Activities include making puppets, weaving wall hangirWand

making prints, and are designed to be used by a clasproom of about thirty students.

It is recommended that the class be divided into thirds, each group .doing a

different activity at the same time for.a duration of one week before rotating

to the next activity. For each station, there is a student direction card. To

illustrate the nature of the activities, one of the,student direction cards is

shown on the next page.
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PRINTING

1. Cut shapes from light weight chip board.
2. Arrange shapes on heavy weight chip board.

'. 3. Glue shapes down. Let dry.
.

4. Draw a line design on another piece of heavy weight chip board.
5. Trace over line design with Omer's glue. Let dny.
6. Shellac both designs. Clean brushes in alcohol.
7. Place a small ammount of Printoleum on 9"x12" tag board, and add a

teasilooriFirtit tempera. Mix.
.

8. Roll brayer back and forth until mixture makes a crackling sound, then
roll ink on design.

9. Lay p per on inked design and rub.
10. Lift print and let dry. Repeat steps 8, 9, and 10,

Teachers are cautioned that unless the creatiVity skills are combined to

stimulate increased awareness in students, they will be just skill activities with-

out a focus forN.Oucing sex stereotyping. Teachers are urged to make every

effort to create a total en4ironment of a compensatory.naiure involving women

heroes, women. and men modeling non-stereotyped activities, and awareness activi-

ties involving values clarification. As examples, it is suggested that:. (1) the

creativity skills can be combined to prOvide a unit on women heroes, (2) the

puppeteers can devise a play aboUt a famous female hero from the past, (3) the

printmakers can print the cover for the program, and (4) the weavers can provide

the backdrop for the puppet play by combining efforts on one large scenery hanging.

Oral, Persuasion -- Used in grades 5-6, this packet emphasizes the skill of

oral persuasion, which is employed in occupations such as lawyer, salesperson

and politician. The objective of this packet is to increase students' awareness

by showing that oral persuasion is a skill, which is used in many different jobs

and which people have in varying degrees unrelated to either their sex or race.

The estimated time to complete the packet is 8-10 hours over a 2-4 week period.

The pecket tries to reinforce children who cannot read well but can listen

and express themselves orally. Many jobs require good' oral expression skills

or persuasion skills. Educators, career education directors, as well as used

car salesmen, etc., use these'skills. In this packet, students go through a

trial lawyer experience, a door-to-door salesperson experience, and then try

their hand at being a radio announcer. The materials list for the three activi-

\. ties is shown on the next page.
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Materials List

IrialJAmtul

5 Prosecuting attorney cards, 7 copies of each for a total of 36 cards,

laminated.
5 defense attorney cards, 7 copies of each for a total of 35 cards,

laminated.
5 title identification cards, 7 copies of each title for a total of 35 cards.

Titles: Prosecuting Attorney, Defense Attorney, Juror #1, Juror #2,

Juror.#3
7 trial lawyer student record,sheets

115491712AmAlganza
1 soap box

1 brush
1 circus ticket

1 pan

Radio Commercial

12 sets radto commercial scripts, laminated

12 radio commercial student record sheets

1 sound effects record

Teacher Needs to Provide

1 or more cassette-tepe recorders and tapes

1 or more record players

1,encyc1oped1a

Ma11o.....11"..............11...111....0 /1/1..

To carry out the Trial Lawyer activity, the teacher is directed to divide the ,

class into as many groups of five people as possible (one or two groups may have

six people) and to make sure that each group is integrated by sex and race.

Although there are two alternativeMethods of presentation from which the teacher

may choose, this activity basically gives each student a chance to use the skill

of oral persuasion as a lawyer. Each person, in turn, is a defenie and prosecut-

ing attorney as well as a juror. Following the activity, students have an oppor-

tunity to discuss such questions as: If women and men have the necessary persuasive

skillsr does it make any Aifference if an attorney or trial lawyer is ewoman or

a man? Why? Why not?

With the door-to-door salesperson activity, the teacher is told to divide the

class into five groups of approximately equal size, again making sure that each

group is integrated by sex and race. After giving each group one of the props --

soap box, brush, circus ticket, pan, etc. --, the teacher exp)ains to the class

that some of them are going to be door to door salespersons and that the prop given
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to them is the product they are to sell. .After spending 15 minutes thinking of as

many reasons for buying their product as possible, each group chooses.one of its

mdmbers to be the salesperson and 'another to be the prospective buyer of a different
group's product. The activity begins with a salesperson from one group and a

customer from another role-playing the sales scene in front of the room. Each

group is allowed to carry out their role playing until the customer says either
"yes" or "no.,"

To experience the oral persuasion skill used by a radio announcer, the class

is divided into groups of 2-3 people each (integrated by sex and race) and each
group records its own commercial. After reading a set of radio commercial scripts,
the group picks one they want to record and rehearses it before making the actual

reading. A sound effects record is available if the group chooses to use it.
Later, recordings the students have made are'played back to the entire class
and discussion of the persuasive quality of.each recording takes place. The
fina.1 discussion question ic;: Does persuasive skill depend on your being a girl
or boy? Why? Why not?

Measuring'.. Also used with grades 5-6, this packet employs math concepts

while stressing measuring skills found in different occupations. Students go
through six different work stations using measuring skills. One is, for example,

an employment counselor where students use a stop watch, a measurement skill.

A shoe salesclerk uses a measuring device when he or she finds out the size of
someone's foot. A person who Works in a grocery store, whether as a checker or

the manager, must know how to read a scale. So, students weigh fruit on a scale.

'.The estimated time to complete the packet is.3.6 hours. In this packet,

there are descriptions for six activity stations, one for each of the following

occupations: tailnr/seamstress (tape measure), employment counselor (stopwatch)'

carpenter (10400t tape), grocery store manager (scale), shoe salesperson (shoe
sti60, and advertising layqut person (ruler). There are student instruction

sheets that are located at each of the measuring activity stations and that show
how the tools are to be used. The tools and other materials to be used at the

Ciifferent activity stations are shown on the next page.
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Materials List

IdISNOIMILMA
1 pellon pattern
1 60" tapl measure

PlagagnIklgellE
1 stopwatch, in plastic box
1 dexterity board

24 pegs

aneJAE
1 15x18" finished masonite piece

1 16"x21" finished masonite piece

1 10' tape measure

GroctLitatillagtr:
2 plastic ,bags of fruit:

apples and oranges
tangerines and peaches

2 plastic bags of vegetables:
green peppers and avocado
tomato, lemons and limes

1 food scale with bowl-like container

ghoe5110,2917121

3 plaster feet, one blue, one
green, one yellow

1 shoe measUring.stick

AdvertisinalloitAmm

1 12" ruler
1 piece of red paper .

14 letters "Merry Christmas"
2 pictures illustrating advertise-

ment layouts (laminated)

before students start proceeding through the ctivity stations in this

packet, teachers are directed to furnish them with an orientation to the follow-

ing concepts. Measuring is a part of many jobs. Some workers measure soaething

every day, and often measure several times during the day. There are many

different' measuring tools, and there are many different things to be measured.

Some wqrkers use several different measuring tools. People measurd height,

weight, temperature, time, volume, and circumference as a part of different jobs.

Accuracy is very important. It is necessary io get close to the tool when taking

a measurement.

After completing all six activity'stations in this packet, it is expected

that students will have perceived the skill of measuring as a non-sexist skill.

In summary, the isolated skills concept employed in these six packets

achieves several things. It starts girls and boys thinking about jobs in terms

of the skills required rather than the sex of the worker. It shows students

that they can acquire a variety of skills, and it shows them how these skills

can be used in many different dds of jobs.
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Set 2: Yellow RlyeanAled Book, Used with grade levels 1-6, this three-

ring note-book contains a large number of ideas for short-term activities (10-20

minute activities, 20-40 minute activities, and 40 minute Otis activities), which

help teachers and students to expand their awareness of sex-role stereotyping,

and broaden their view of sex roles in the home and of appropriate job oppor-

tunities available for all qualified people. The notebook is divided into time

sections; within each time section there are short-term activities designed to
.

be used independently or in a selected sequence. Each activity card indicates

the subject(s), the suggested grade levels, and the objectives for the activity.

The yillowl_plueond Red Book can serve as a catalyst for additional

activities in the classroom which aid and enrich students' options for full

participation in the work world. This notebook is intended to be a grlwing

piece of curriculum material. Those schools wanting 6 adopt or adapt Project

Equality materials can add to the notebook as new commercial or teacher-developed

materials are available. Pertinent articles and local resources can easily be

placed in the appropriate sections of the three-ring binder. If all.the activi-

ties presently contained in the binder were implemented with students, the time

required would be from three to five hours over a three-week period.

The following is a portion of a 10-20 minute activity card from the Yellow,

Blue, and Red Book.

LANGUAGE ARTS

GRADES 5-6, ADAPT for 3-4
10-20 MINUTE ACTIVITY

OBJECTIVES:

WATCH YOUR LANGUAGE

,...wee

1. To become more conscious of 1angu4ge connotation.
2. To decrease sex role stereotyping.

SEX ROLE STEREOTYPING .- is the unquestioneP and unchallenged assumption by
an individual or a group that certain actiel, abilities, interests, behavioral
patterns, etc., are natural and innate to one sex, but not the other. Language
is a.reflection of our thoughts and values, anda powerful tool in the learning
process. The use of sex role stereotyping in language is referred to as SEXIST
LANGUAGE. SexistOanguage can be identified when the'language narrows parti-
cipation or reference on the basis of sex. The following could be considered
sexist language,

A MAN OF THE PEOPLE
ALL MEN ARE CREATED EQUAL
A ONE-MAN SHOW
A MAN FOR ALL SEASONS

A TWELVE-MAN TEAM
A MAN-ON-THE-STREET INTERVIEW
ONE MAN, ONE VOTE
THE MAN FOR THE JOB

Many of these terms evolved when women did hot share in all aspects of life;
however, that is certainly not the case today, nor does it fit into projections
for the future.



To start this "Watch Your Language" activity, teadhers are directed to

select two generic traditional terms or phrases from th list on the card or

another source and list them on the chalk board. Students are to write down

as many other wayi as they can think of to state the conCept expressed by the

term or phrase on the board. The students then report 140 to the class their

alternative wording and list them on the board, explaining\their new choice of

words. This activity can be repeated from time to time to\increase the students'

awareness of the words they use and the words that are useg around them.

Below is a portion of a 20-40 minute activity-card froM theyengiting,

and Red Book.

SOCIAL STUDIES
GRADES 3-6, ADAPT for K-2 RESPONSIBILITY AND CARING IS VERYONE'S JOB

20-40 MINUTE ACTIVITY

4

OBJECTIVES:

1. To develop comparison/contrast skills.
2. To develop discussion and reasoning skills.
3. To increase awareness that,tasks should be assigned arkd carried mit'

by ability and,willingness, not by sex.

ACTIVITY
DAY ONE -.15 MINUTES
Divide the class into six groups: two all female, two all male ond two mixed.

Have each group select a recorder and supply them with large pieces of paper.

Have each group compile a list of tasks usually associated with males (about

5 minutes). Have each group compile a list of tasks usually associated with

females (about 5 minutes). Display the lists around the room.

DAY TWO - 15 MINUTES
Discuss the lists. Suggested questions:

1. How do the lists differ? How are they the same?

2. Can a boy accomplish the tasks on the girls' list?

3. Can a girl accomplish the tasks on the boys' lists?

4. How many 'people in this class do the tasks on both lists?

5. Are there some tasks that some people think you should do just because

you are a boy or girl?
6. Why do you think you chose the4tasks you did for girls? For boys?

**...............111....1 1114

Teachers are cautioned when beiginning this activity to be aware, of any

pattern that might emerge in the single sex groups. In addition, teachers are

alerted to assess the results of the.group activities by asking questions such

as: Are activities for girls related to the home? Keeping'clean? Doing light

physical work? Are activities for boys related to the outdoors? Do their tasks

102-023 0 - 19 - 23
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involve physical strength and muscular exertion? Is it permissible for a boy to

get dirty doing a job, but not a girl?

Mere is a portion of a 40 minute...phi activity card from the Lelloyailatimil.

Red Book.

~0011r0.111.1111...

LANGUAGE ARTS
GRAPES K-6
40-MINUTE PLUS ACTIVITY

EXPERIENCING A DAY OF LANGUAGE REVERSAL
.

_OBJECTIVES:

0 1, To explore the implications of using exclusive male language patterns.
2. To decrease sex role stereotyping

ACTIVITY

As a class project, reverse all pronouns and word usage, whether in reading or
speech, which depict the sex of the person, Substitute "She" for "He" and female

, words for all inclusive generic terms for people, i.e., use "womankind" instead
of "mankind." The teacher should make a special effort to impress upon students
that the female terms which are used to mean everybody--REALLY MEAN EVERYBODY!VD......MINw*I I.

Following this activity, teachers are encouraged to discuss with their

students how the use of the reverse words made them feel. Did certain students

feel lett out because the words to depict females were used more often,,even

thouO students wero told that the words mean everybody? Did certain students

feel somewhat better to be included in the language on a regular basis? Are

the words we use important? Additional discussion questions included: Do we

need to be concerned with clearly identifying who we are talking to -- students,

'just boys, just girls, or people in general? Should newpronouns be established

to be more inclusive of everyone?

Set 3: Many Thousand Words -.Work Pictures. This three-ring notebook, used_

with grades 1-6, contains a set of 8 x 10, black and white pictures of women and

men, and 'girls abd boys in a variety of non-stereotyped work settings at home,

school, and in the comMunity deOcting various skills and abilities. The Many.

Thousand Words contained in the Pork Pictures are intended to communicate a new

voCabulary and educational experience to students. A key assumption is that stu-

dents' perception of the world of work can be,greatly expanded through visual

communication,' that seeing is a large part of believing. The lap".jyJ9.a.a,1Words-T1

Work Rictures are assembled to complement and to supplement already existing

pictures of females and males engaged in traditional jobs and activities by showing

similar people engaged in nonstereotyped jobs and activities.

In discussions following use of the Work Pictures with students, teachers



are 6ncouraged to keep in mind several concepts. First, personal choices are

not liMited by sex. Skills and abilities are not predetermined by sex.

Traditional viewpoints of acceptable worNfor women and men are changing.

Some signs of change include:,\boys taking home economics classes, girls taking

auto mechanics and wood shop classes; increasing numbers of men entering

nursing, and more women becoming doctors. Setond, skills learned in the present

are related to future job skills. When the pictures depict situations the stu-

dents may have experienced, teachers are urged to ask if anyone in the class

has ever done that job at home or in the classroom, and to discuss variouS

skills students are now learning or using in terms of future job skills.

Finally, teachers are expected to stress that everyone is learning survival

techniques for jobs done at home, whether it iS caring for their clothes,

cleaning up after themselves, or food preparation. Work at home helps students

to develop self-reliance and confidence in their ability to take care of themselves.

To aid the teacher in focusing on the importance of all people engaged

in many types of labor, there are a few suggested discussion questions on the

back of each picture. The format for the questions on thd back of each pic-

ture is illustrated by the following questtons from the Newspaper Carrier

picture in'the Work Pictures-Children section of the notebook:

NEWSPAPER CARRIER

1. What do you think this girl is doing?

2. What makes you think so? How can you tell?

3. What skillsdo you think might be required to be a newspaper

carrier?

4. Can both girls and boys learn to be ,Iewspaper carriers?

5. Do you know of anyone who is a newspaper carrier?

6. Name some other jobs this newspaper carrier could do with her

skills. .........2.0
and by the following questions from the Nurse picture in the Work Picbres -

Aduliksection of the notebook?

NURSE

1. What do you think this man's job is?

2. What makes you think so? How can you tell?

3. What skills do you think might be required to be a nurse?

4.° Can both women and men lean to be nurses?

5. Do you know of anyone who works as a nurse?

6. Name some other jobs this nurse could do with his skills.
........
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Sups1929119:/grials. To help deal with the problem of biased

materials, the project came up With a traveling media display. Ther0 is one for

elementary, one for junior high and one for high schools. In each case, it consists

of materials that Project Equality has reviewed and found to be sexually and

racially non-biased, or useful in an affirmative sense. Each display has about

100 items, including books, film-strips and other materials, Arrangements are

made with the librarians at the beginning of the year to schedule the display

into the kiarious schools. At the elementary level, the schedule is fairly rigid

because the teachers typically do not teach subject matter courSes. Consequently,

the elementary schedule is arranged by schools. As many as from 7-9 schools can

be served with one display. At the junior and senior high levels, where a

teacher might be doing a unit on American History and wants to include a 2-3 week

unit on the role of women in American History, arrangements are made for the

display to be at the school for that time and the teacher has much of the collec-

tion in the room.

A fourth grade teacher using Project Equality materials remarked:

The media 'display has over 120 different items, largely books show-
ing boys and girls in more equal roles, non-stereotyped roles. I use it
in my classroom just as a supplemental reading center. The children gd\
through the books and read the materials. Some of the stories are really
good.) After we got that media display all set up in our room and had it\
there for a few days, one of my boys came up and asked, "How come these \

p are all girl books?" I asked him what made him think they were all girl \

books, and he said, "Well, the stories are all about girls and women."

I didn't say "yes, you're right" or anything like that. I said "Let's
do a little experiment.'

We got about 10 different reading books that we had had in the room for
some time. We counted the number of pictures of boys and, the number of
pictures of girls. °Not necessarily what they were doing, just the number
of times a picture shows a boy or a girl. We were getting like 400 pictures
of boys and 130 pictures of girls. I asked him about those books, if those
were all boy books. The other kids really picked up on that. Everybody
went through two or three books. Then we went back to the media display
and we found out that the media display books were more balanced, as to the
depiction of boys and girls in the pictures. We didn't.carry it any further
as to what they were doing, whether it was an active or passive activity
being shown. It was a satisfactory answer for him and it was a good learning
experience for everybody.

Common Characteristics of Materials. All Project Equality materials have

been designed to hdve the following characterstics:

They provide content material which can expand students' perceptions
of occupations open to females and to males.

6?
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They fit within the context of subjects the teacher is already expected
to cover in the classroom.

They are self-contained.

.They are easily adapted to different classroom settinRs.

They do not require any additional teaching or suppOrt staff members
for implementation.

Teacher Reactions ,

In general, teachers were very responsive to incorporating.Project Equality

materials and related activities into.their classrooms. The following are com-

ments of a first grade teacher in the Highline District:

It's very easy to incorporate this [Project Equality materials] in
first grade because at the beginning of the year you are teaching units
about the home and family and also about jobs at school. We just use this
as part of our reading vocabulary development. We talk about what jobs

Father does and what jobs Mother does. We introduce the words "work" and
"skill," and we talk about the responsibilities at home and who should be
responsible for the different jobs at home. We then go through the same
thing at school, and talk about who should clean the erasers and who can
pass the papers, etc. So, it's very easy to introduce this as part of
the basic skill program of reading development.

We found that this year there were some children who had been in the
program last year, and were very, very open to the ideas of equality and
that everyone can share jobs and responsibilities. I could see a notice-
able difference between these children and children who came from another

school and did not have this opportunity. First graders are very opeh to
suggestions.from their teachers. Just about anything that I suggest-tc,

them they will accept, and take,that as their own idea.

I think the children are more accepting of each other. If someone

expresses an interest in something that has been stereotyped in the past,
the other children don't react to it.

johe were reading a story about "The Gingerbread Bey." 1 had explained

tothe children that I didn't like this particular book, although it was
a brand new book. It had so many pictures of boys and all the stories
were about boys. There were so few girls in there that I felt it was
unfair to girls and particularly it was unfair to our reading group which
was split just about half and half. So, we decided that we would change
the story of "The Gingerbread Boy" to "The Gingerbread Girl." This was
kind of-a voluntary thing on the part of the children. They picked up on
it and they chose to change the pronouns frou', he to she, etc. It was so

natural that not one of the children in the reqing group questioned that
we were doing that. They just seemed to accept it.
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Below, a fourth grade teacher in the Highline District reports on the

impact he observed of materials from the traveling media display:

Some of the things we do with careers and reducing sex-role stereo-
typing are-through watching film-strip kits. In the film-strip kit,
people of both sexes are doing jobs, some in stereotyped roles and some
in non-stereotyped roles. I always ask the chi1drencif a woman could
do that job or if a man-could do that job, the oppogite of whatever is
being shown on the film strip. The children seem to think that it
really doesn't make any difference if you're a man or a woman as to what
type of job,you do, with a very few exceptions. ,

I notice as a result of using the Project Equality materials less
animosity between the boys and girls. I used to see that an awful lot --

"Oh, that's boy stuff" or "Oh, that's girl stuff." But I don't see that
as much now. I think the outlook of what a lot of the girls would like
to be has broadened.

PARENT AND COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT

Parent and community involvement was notan.essential feature of Project

Equality during its implementation in the Highline School District and need not

be in districts adopting the project. However, several community agencies were

involved in the preparation of the initial grant application submitted for

federal funding.. 'These organizations were: (1) National Organization of Women,

Highline Chapter; (2) League of Women Voters; (3) Alternative Schools Committee;

(4), Women and Girls in Education; and (5) Evergreen High School Girls Club. The

extent of involvement included participation in the writing committee, critique

sessions, and two-way communications with individuals representing these organi-

zations. Additional involvement from the Highline community during the.develop-

ment of the grant application included a survey of 386 girls' opinions regarding

career needs of girls which wis sponsored, typed and summarized by the Evergreen

High School Girls' Club and which was included as a part of the "Need" statement

cf the application. These activities and communications with these groups were

helpful during the early phase of the project; however, after developmental tasks

were completed and the instructional materials were ready for use, the implementa- .

tion phase of the project did not require active parent a,nd.community involvement.

The Project Equality'staff recommends to adopting districts that provision

be made to disseminate information about Project Equality before implementing the

project with students. Also desirable are periodic news bulletins on project

activities and the ava*lability of avenues through, which members of the community

may share toeir interests and concerns 'about the project with school district

officials. Desirable supportive attitudes from the community include awareness of:
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The school district's effort to provide a'program for studenis de-

signed V) reduce sex-role stereotyping, the objectivesi'of Project

Equality, and the location of developmental,sites and the personnel

involved.

o The highlights of the project's initial year of implementation.

Needs for assistance from community agenCies or citizenp in providing

the students with exposure to or field experiences in non-stereotyped

careers..

STAFFING AND MANAGEMENT .

Overview

To plan, develop, carry out and evaluate a sex stereotype-free career edu-

catiod program in the Highline School District, Project Equality operated with

three people: a director, an nformation facilitator,'and a secreta0. However,

for school districts intrested in adopting Project Equaltty, a staffing plan

involving a part-time director and a part-time secretary has,proven-to be satis-

factory. Project Equality staff recommend that an adopting school district

consider these staffing requftements and activitiesoin the following areas:

planning, instructional material use, evaluation of student change and feedback
fr

sessions with a consultant.

Planning. In, June, preceding the implementation year, a planning seSsion

would be held with diestrict administrators and the Project Equality staff. The

results of this session would be the'selection of one teacher at each grade level

in three elementary pilot schools and the identification of necessary activities

in the implementation sequence; workshop dates, material use, test dates, feed-

back Session and assignments of responsibilities would be outlined

Use. Project Equality curriculum packets would be acquired and used at a

two-day inservice training workshop for the pilot teachers, principafs ahd ad-

ministrators. With adequate implementation knowledge, teachers 0ou1d use the

Project Equality materials in their classrooms according to schedule..

Evaluation. The "Who Should" testwould be given to students before and

after they use Project Equality materials. Reports of the"Who Should" test

results wouldbe provided and communicated to pilot teachers, principals and ad-

ministrators in the manner identified at the planning session.

Peedback. During November and December and again in April and May, feed-

back sessionsyould be held with pilot teachers, principals and administriltors.
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Appropriate steps for incorporating the Project Equality curriculum packets into

the'exiiting educational resources system, available to all elementarY educators

in the school district, would be outlined as well as howl the program could be

further implemented in other elementary classrooms.

Staffing

The following chart shows the key requirements for the staff positions of

part-time director and part-time secretary.

Staff Functions

Organize and direct all planning activities to accomplish the
project goals and objectives.

Coordinate staff, teacher participation and program components.

Organize needed workshops for district personnel and parents.

lo Direct budget expenditures.

Project Coordinate the collection of evaluation data.
'Director

o Work to infuse the goals and objectives of Project Equality
into the existing curriculuM.

Work with teachers in dealing with the reality of work for
females and sex-role stereotyping.

Maintain and update the traveling Media display.

* * *

Carry out general office duties.

Keep project records.

Type reports and corres:)ondence.

Secretary Assist people seeking knowledge of the project or of developed
or acquired project products.

Aid the'director as may be necessary to further the goals and
objecives of Project Equality.
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MARintAltnititak

Project Equality staff recommend that the following list of implementation

activities and completion dates serve as a general management outline for potential

adopters of Project Equality.

.

Im lementation ActivitiesWOMMI.......1..P.I.M.M.Mm E92101911.01274A

1. Pilot schools and teacherr, are selected, notified June
and confirmed. Evaluation design is formulated.
Workshop,.material use, testing, distrfct infor-.
mation feedback session dates outlined. Areas

/of responsibility outlined and assigned. Known
/

printing requirements outlined and schedUled.
Curriculum materials ordered. August workihop
outlined. Housing'and delivery system for Project
Equality packets identified.

I

2. Workshop format and printed material/requirements
finalized. Who Should test packetsprdered and
printed. /

3. WorkShop Materials printed. Two-day workshop held. August
Housing and delivery system for Project Equality
packets becomes operational.

4. Who Should pretest administered. !Project Equality , September
packets used in the classroom. Information con-

"cerning Project Equality provided through district.
publications. Pilot schools inf rm parents uf
Project Equality curriculum pack t.use.

Who Should posttests administered. Project October
"Equality packets used in the classroom. Prepare

for Feedback Sessioni.

July

Who Should pre- and posttests prO,cessed. Project November
,Equality packets used in the'classroom. Prepara-
tion for Feedback Session 1 finalized.

7. Feedback Session 1 held. Review Feedhack Session 1, December

make identified program changes. Project Equality
packets used in the classroom.

Who Should pretest administered. Project.Equality January

packets used in the classroom.

Who Should posttests administered. Who Should February
pre- and potttests processed. Prnject Equality
packets used in the classroom.

10. Prepare for Feedback Session 2. Project Equality
packets used in the classroom.
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11. Who Should tests administered on follow-up April
biAsis and processed. Preparation for Feedback
Session 2 finalized.

12. Feedback Session 2 held. Review Feedback Session 2. May

\paluation report outlined. Final report outlined.

13. Fial evaluation report compiled. Final report June

comOleted.

Inservice Trainina

If new materials or strategies are to be used, teachers and other staff

must be effectively trained in how to use them so that they become part of a

school district's fabric.. The basic inservice training workshop for Project

Equality it held over a two-day period of time, for approximately six hours per

day. The inservice training workshop examines the need for new approaches in

curricular design and teaching strategies, and stresses the following themes:

(1) the expanding role of women in the world of work, (2) cultural stereotyping

of girls into restricted roles, (3) curricular stereotyping of materials and

course content, (4) recommended dIrections for change, and (5) essentials of

Project Equality implementation. Further detail on these topics is provided

in the following chart.

Wa.111.-......*I.

InEeLtaistJthlr.111122.

yhemes Content,

Women's Expanding Work Roles

Cultural Stereotyping

Longer life span, new legislation re-
stricting sex-identification of jobs,
and a reduced birth rate have increased
the length of time women will be working
and have made more varied work roles a
definite probability.

Cultural and sqcial influences have
restricted girl's from performance tasks
and tended to concentrate on the home-
maker aspects of women's activities.
This, in turn, limits the training and
eventual competitive potential of girls.
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Themn Content

Curricular Stereotyping

Directions for Change

rn

Essentials.of Implementation
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Schools generally make little or no
attempt to provide alternatives in this
channeling process. Rather, the courses
and materials tend to accent the stereo-
typing process. Girls are offered fewer
performance or task-oriented learning
activities and are exposed to fewer suc-
cessful models; they are bombarded with
materials which portray the "typical"
woman's role.

Based on seve1a1 studies, the Women's
Bureau of the U.S. Department of Labbr
has made the following recommendations
regarding the educa0onal programs for
girls and women:

1. Curricula in education at all levels
should be made relevant to the chang-
ing role of Women today, and textbooks
and materials should reflect non-
stereotypical images of women and girls.

2. Educational television and other media
and materials should be developed to
improve the self-image of girls and
women as rational, mature human beings.

3. Girls should be encouraged to enter
a wider range of skill training pro-
grams, including apprenticeships.

4. Vocational programs for girls should
be instituted in all junior high schools.

5. Secondary schools should offer special
courses on the roles of women in our
society.

6. Textbooks, including preschool readers,
should contain role models of women
and a varfety of lifestyles.

1. Acquaint the participants with the
Isolated Skill Concept used in the
Occupation Simulation Packets;

2. Acquaint the participants with the
Media Display, Yellow, Blue and Red
Book and Many Thousand 14oas - 1,4orT

Pictures.

3. Review procedural and individual
district requirements for implementing
Project Equality; and

4. Acquaint thE. participants with the
evaluation design to determine the

impact of the project upon partici-
pating students.
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COSTS

Presently, Project Equality members are available as consultants to train

local district staffs to use materiols with students in the classroom. Project

staff suggest that adopting districts plan to involve the following personnel:

the district career education director and/or curriculum director; an elementary

principal; an elementary school librarian; and six elementary teachers. A

district adopting all Project Equality materials, though not Planning to purchase

commercial materials to assemble the Media Display, shoold plan to assume costs .

for the following:

A two-day training session for staff members implementing the materials

Two half-day followup meetings a.fter the training session

Adoption of Occupation Simulation Packets

Adoption of the Yellow Blue and Red Book

Adoption of the Many Thousand Words - Work Pictures

Evaluation consultation for pilot testing of'Materials

Staff

App_...oLiateCostsictrAcpIotioncincyllality Materials

(Excluding Contracted Services for Training Workshops and Follow-Up)

Eirskluar ti on costs
Project Equality Director $1,800
Secretary 1,000

Staff Development

DistrictAmplementation Team
1 Career Education Director'
1 Elementary Principal
1 Elementary Librarian
6 Elementary Teachers

$1,400

Materials

Occupational Simulation Packets & Kits $11495

Yellow_l_Rlue and Red Biook (5 copies) 250
Man Thoiaiinroai7:7111146Wk Pictures (5 copies) 200

Contracted Services

Evaluation consultation for pilot testing 200
of materials - 2 days @ $100/day



The estimated costs fur operation in subsequent years (replacement of lost or
damaged.items and staff costs) are $2,875.

Since the materials could be used by all district elementary students in turn,

per pupil costs would depend on total number of district K-6 students. Assuming

a district had 3,000 K-6 students, per pupil costs would be:

First year: $2.11

Subsequent years: .95

M,104..0111.00 ,110.0.4.0.1 Iv *4 ..oN

, The cost of purchasing commercial materials for assembling the optional

media display is estimated at $1,360. The cost of contracted services for in-

service training workshops and follow-up feedback sessions is obtainable from

Project Equality upon request.

.EVIDENCEJFIFFECTIVENES

Claim! of_Effeqivogss

After project materials were developed and extensively revised during the

first three years of project operation, they were field tested during the 1977-78

school vear in two school districts in the Seattle area. These districtsC, the

Northshore and Bellevue School Districts, are very similar to the Highline School

District -- predominantly middle-class with 90% or higher white populations.

The three objectives Ilisted earlier on pages 4 and 5 were met in a majority of'

cases, leading to the general concloion that target students had expanded their

occupational perceptions to include non-stereotyped jobs for both sexes.

InterpnatahiliklIfiglea;sn's

The "Who Should" test was the outcome measure for all sets of materials.

Experts on sex-role stereotyping at the elementary level reviewed both versions

of the test and confiemed their face validity. Test-retest reliability and

item validity were assessed in a school district that had not been exposed to

instrument and materials development activities and where women's rights were

not formally included anywhere in the curriculum. The reliability and item

validity coefficients were found to be within acceptable limits,

credibilisLof Evidsnq

For the 1977.78 eVeluation of student outcomes, all tests were administered

by the students' classroom teachers All teachers hed received two days of

tf
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training and followup consultation from the Project Equality staff on how to

implement the materials and how to conduct the pre- and posttesting. During

these sessions, teachers were instructed to read test directions and items slowly,

to stay as close to the script as possfble in order to keep instructions similar

for all classrooms, and to use a neutral tone of voice. Teachers were told to

repeat questions, if necessary, to allow Mudents enough time to think over the

gue5ttons before marking their answers.

The K:-2 form was administered in-two sittings during the save day. The

3-6 form wa,s administered in one sitting. Scoring As done by project staff,

with two persons independently scoring each test as a check on accuracy. SCores

were key punched for computer analysis and all key punching was verified. Project

staff members were also responsible for final analysis and interpretation of

results.

Fyidence of Impact

Evaluation desim. The study to assess impact was conducted wi,th K6 stu-

dents in the Northshore and Bellevue School Districts. The study was designed

to provide pre- and posttest measures of performance on treatment and control stu-

dents for each packet or set of materials. The rationale for this design was that

real student growth could be assumed to have occurred if the group mean pretest

difference was not statistically siynificant and yroup mean posttest difference

was statistically significant following use of any one set of materials with

the treatment group,,

In each di.strict, treatment schools were selected from the mlddle rango uf

average school-wide achievement scores within the district, For each treiAment

school, another district school was selected whose average achievement scores

matched those of the treatment school as closelyas possible. Because of practical

constraints on evaluation in actual school settinf.,1s, teachers in the selected

treatment schools were asked to volunteer to use Project Equality materials in

their classrooms. District field test coordinators selected teacher partici-

pants from among these volunteers, paying particWar attenOon to chicving a

mix of teachers which was represeotative of the whole district. Control school

teachers were Jiso volunteers and were selected on tnlsame basis, The total

nullber of teaclicTs implemen1ing Project Equality materials in the two districts

was 37, while the number of control group teachers wM 41.

Results. To display the amount of student growth after implementtion

of Prwieet Equality, Table ? has beeh contructed tc show sr:ore pins for

veatment students in standard deviation terms . t!.1 valor in table i!

tAMMI1111111Whia&M10.4111111WAoloo.MoaAiiaabilainuadmai Yarn 11.61.11.1M111 MAL iZJA 1111111.1niWallallJL=1..1 ..... ......



represents the treatmeht students' score gain divided by the pre- or posttest'

standard deviation, whichever is larger. That is, each, value is equal to:

posttest X Ermtpst X
SO

larger

The larger standard deviation was chosen so that the result would he more con-

servative estimate of student gains.

As shown, six of the seven materials peoduced gains of over one standard

deviation at one or more grade levels. Eighteen out of 20 gains were greater than'

one-third of a standard deviation. Gains of one-third standard deviation or

more were obtained at every grade level that was tested. These reSults were ob.

0 tained in the relatively short time of two to three weeks, using only one set

or packet of materials. It is probable that use of more,than one set of materials

over a longer period would increa3e impact further.

Table 2

Ratio of_Ireatment Students Gains to Large?' Standard Deviation (Pre. or Posttes1)

S.
is.

1

0
2

Grloes,

3 4 5 i

Yellow, Red, & Blue Book 1.13 .71 1.30 .52 .63

Many Thousand Words .72 .62 .22 .61 .63

Color Discrimination 1.12

Crawlihg &, Squatting .34 1.08 1.73

Creativity
., 1.S...$ 1.29

Assembling
1.31 .10

Measuring
1.05 .37

Generadzahilqy

1h, evidence given above demonstrates that these materials' are highly effec-

tive with populations such as those in the Northshcre and BelleVue School Districts.

These populations are mainly white and middle class. Tt is worth noting that all

materials, especially those for direct vie with students, are unusually attractive

and present simple, intriguing activities whicn make use of skilh most students

already have regardless of their achievement levels.
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Favorable Review b Joint Dissemination Review Panel

The Joint Dissemination Review Panel (JDRP) was established bit the

Education Division of the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare in 1972.

The joint .U.S. Office of Education - National Institute of Education (NIE)

Panel Currently has 22 members, eleven from each agency, appointed respectively,

by the Commissioner of Education and the Director of NIE. The JDRP meets

periodically to review the evidence ofeffectiveness submitted for a wide

variety Of federally supported educational products and practices, with

effectiveness being the sole criterion for approval by the JDRP. It is

charged with the responsibility of ensuring that educational interventions -

projects, products, or practices - have been shown to have positive impacts

On their recipients before they are cisseminated with federal funds or

endorsed by the Education Division.1

In May 1978, the JDRP reviewed Project Equality and approved it for

nationwide dissemination.

CONCLUSION

Washington State law and national Tttle IX legislation both speak to de-
,

creasing sex discrimination in all aspects of the education system. In recent

studies it has been found that schools, for the most part, are not fully demon-

strating the past, present or future participation of fermles in a variety of.:

work roles ln textbooks, audio-visual materials, career education programs and

teaching strategies. Across the country, educators are attempting to develop and

acquire media and materials which present females and males in non-stereotyped

occupational and personal roles. The materials outlined in these objectives fit

this requirement, and have been tested in an experimental atmosphere and found to

be effective. Project Equality's contributions are a positive step in the direc-

tion of improved student self-concept, which can serve to benefit all students

and the educational system in which they function.

The original Project Equality Director concluded, "Anything we have done

Nire could be incorporated in any career education program I have seen across

the country. The,materials present simple, interesting, bias-free activities

whith demonstrate that work skills can'be possessed by persons of both sexes.

The materials are relatively low in cost and they are adaptable in every way

within any K-6 curriculum." .

1Tallmadge, G.K. The Joint Dissemination Review Panel: IDEABOOK. Washington
D.C.:
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